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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
This section discusses the possible environmental effects of the proposed project for the
specific issue areas that were identified as having the potential to experience significant
impacts. “Significant effect” is defined by the State CEQA Guidelines §15382 as “a substantial,
or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the physical conditions within the area
affected by the project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and
objects of historic or aesthetic significance. An economic or social change by itself shall not be
considered a significant effect on the environment, but may be considered in determining
whether the physical change is significant.”
The assessment of each issue area begins with an italicized introduction that summarizes the
environmental effects considered for that issue area. This is followed by the setting and
impact analysis. Within the impact analysis, the first subsection identifies the methodologies
used and the “significance thresholds,” which are those criteria adopted by the City, other
agencies, universally recognized, or developed specifically for this analysis to determine
whether potential effects are significant. The next subsection describes each impact of the
proposed project, mitigation measures for significant impacts, and the level of significance
after mitigation. Each effect under consideration for an issue area is separately listed in bold
text, with the discussion of the effect and its significance following. Each bolded effect listing
also contains a statement of the significance determination for the environmental effect as
follows:
Class I, Significant and Unavoidable: An impact that cannot be reduced to below the
threshold level given reasonably available and feasible mitigation measures. Such an impact
requires a Statement of Overriding Considerations to be issued if the project is approved per
§15093 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
Class II, Significant but Mitigable: An impact that can be reduced to below the threshold
level given reasonably available and feasible mitigation measures. Such an impact requires
findings to be made under §15091 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
Class III, Not Significant: An impact that may be adverse, but does not exceed the threshold
levels and does not require mitigation measures. However, mitigation measures that could
further lessen the environmental effect may be suggested if readily available and easily
achievable.
Class IV, Beneficial: An effect that would reduce existing environmental problems or hazards.
Following each environmental effect discussion is a listing of recommended mitigation
measures (if required) and the residual effects or level of significance remaining after
implementation of the measures. In those cases where the mitigation measure for an impact
could have a significant environmental impact in another issue area, this impact is discussed
as a residual effect. The impact analysis concludes with a discussion of cumulative effects,
which evaluates the impacts associated with the proposed project in conjunction with other
future development in the area.
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4.1 AESTHETICS
This section evaluates aesthetic impacts from implementation of the proposed Specific Plan,
including impacts to visual character, scenic resources, and viewsheds as well as light and glare
impacts.

4.1.1 Setting
a. Visual Character of the Plan Area. The Plan Area is located on the City of
Camarillo’s eastern boundary, adjacent to Conejo Creek and Calleguas Creek. The topography
of the area is relatively flat and the surrounding area includes relatively flat topography
transitioning to the Santa Monica Mountains with elevations up to 1,600 feet to the south and
east. The Plan Area is immediately adjacent to U.S. 101, which borders the site to the north.
The Plan Area is bordered by Pleasant Valley Road and Calleguas Creek on the west,
Ridgeview Street and Conejo Creek on the east, and Conejo Creek on the south. Surrounding
development includes residences to the west of the Plan Area, across Pleasant Valley Road;
agriculture to the southwest and south of the site; and open space, a golf course, and residences
to the east of the Plan Area. Figures 23 and 24 in Section 2.0, Project Description, provide aerial
and groundlevel views of the Plan Area.
The relatively flat 740acre Plan Area currently contains agricultural uses in the northern,
southern, and western portions of the Plan Area, industrial uses in the central portion of the
Plan Area, and a water reclamation plant in the southeast portion of the site. Agricultural uses
include row crops and orchards. The industrial area in the central portion of the Plan Area is
comprised of generally one to two stories structures and subsurface parking areas with
ornamental landscaping. Vegetation along Conejo Creek is predominately nonnative, weedy
material. However, areas of arroyo willow exist along the creek corridor in locations in the Plan
Area. The Calleguas Creek channel has an intermittent flow with a sandy bottom and steep side
slopes consisting primarily of nonnative, invasive vegetation. The confluence of Calleguas and
Conejo Creeks contains the only substantial willow habitat within the Plan Area. Two rock
outcrops exist within the westerly and southerly portions of the Plan Area.
With respect to light and glare, the Plan Area currently has street lighting along Adohr Lane,
Pancho Road and Calle Plano. The existing industrial area within the Plan Area contains
exterior building lighting and security lighting. Because of the relatively low profile of existing
development, interior lighting does not contribute substantially to nighttime light. Daytime
glare levels from the site are also relatively low since the majority of the Plan Area contains
existing agriculture land uses. Land uses in the vicinity that would be most sensitive to night
lighting are the residences located to the northwest of the Plan Area along Pleasant Valley Road
and residences to the east of the Plan Area on Paseo Margarita near the Camarillo Springs Golf
Course.
b. Views of and Through the Plan Area. Views of the Plan Area are available along U.S.
101 looking south, Pleasant Valley Road looking east, Lewis Road looking east, and from
Ridgeview Street looking north and west. The most prominent public views of the site are those
from motorists traveling northbound on U.S. 101 down the Conejo Grade, as the highway is
above the grade of the site. Prominent views of the Plan Area also exist along the adjacent
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roadways of U.S. 101 Southbound and Pleasant Valley Road. Residences to the northwest and
east of the Plan Area also have views of the site. Views from other nearby roadways are largely
obstructed by existing development, roadway screening, and topographic features such as hills.
The primary visual features of the site from adjacent roadways include the agricultural fields and
the industrial buildings in the central portion of the Plan Area. Views through the mostly flat and
mostly undeveloped Plan Area include those of the adjacent Santa Monica Mountains,
particularly from U.S. 101 Southbound. Views of and through the site are shown on the “existing
view” images in figures 4.12 through 4.15 below.
c. Regulatory Setting. The City of Camarillo’s General Plan includes a number
of objectives, policies and policy guidance pertaining to aesthetics and visual resources.
These are contained in the Land Use, Scenic Highways, Open Space and Conservation,
and Community Design Elements of the General Plan.
Scenic Highways Element. Routes in the Plan Area vicinity that have been
designated by the Scenic Highways Element of the General Plan to be within the Scenic
Corridor System include Adohr Lane, Pleasant Valley Road, Lewis Road, and U.S. 101
(Ventura Freeway). The following policies and guidelines relate to scenic roadways.
The height of any structure shall not be such as to inhibit the view of scenic qualities
visible from the scenic route.
The height of any structure shall reflect the general surrounding environment and shall
be tempered by setbacks and other site considerations.
Building setbacks should be sufficient to be compatible with existing buildings in the
surrounding areas with an architectural design which would be a complement to the area.
Tract advertising signs, if visible from the designated scenic route, shall not exceed the
allowable freestanding area, or height limits of the current Sign Ordinance.
All onpremises signs shall be a part of the design of the building and site.
Cluster development shall be encouraged whenever it may visibly enhance the scenic
corridor.
Road design standards (i.e., landscape use, sign and light standard design, median
design, roadway treatment, et cetera) shall be harmonious with established scenic
corridor development plans whenever new routes are developed or existing routes
modified.
All immediate roadside areas adjacent to scenic routes (including areas excavated for
underground utilities) shall be landscaped in such a manner as to enhance the scenic
qualities of new development. If the area is not currently devoted to urban use, the
roadside should be maintained in a natural state.
Accent or landscape lighting on land or parcel visible from the scenic route may not
illuminate or glare into adjacent property or streets so as to be objectionable to adjacent
residents or hazardous to motorists. Alternating, flashing, scintillating, moving, or
rotating lights visible from the scenic route shall be prohibited.
Effective screening through the use of vegetation, landscaped earth mounds, block wall,
or other types of visible barriers shall be provided to screen any existing or proposed
unsightly uses from public view.
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Community Design Element.
Residential
New residential areas in the Land Use Element should be compatible with existing or
proposed adjoining uses.
The use of boundary walls, landscaping, and appropriate setbacks should be provided
where land uses transition or where changes in residential densities occur between
projects.
The project should complement the existing environment and should incorporate any
existing mature trees, rock formations, or other topographical features.
The design of the buildings including the exterior materials and style should be
complementary to the area. The development plans should incorporate welldesigned
landscaping programs and should address the materials utilized on screen walls and
accessory buildings.
All structures should be closely related to their sites, treating the site as an architectural
element.
Commercial
The lot coverage of the building should not be excessive. The location of the
building should provide for appropriately landscaped setbacks. The buildings
should be adequately set back from streets and adjoining properties with the
remainder of the lot utilized for parking and landscaping purposes.
The configuration of the building should avoid a strictly linear development plan.
A variety of building heights, setbacks, and differences in the configuration should be
encouraged to add scale to the development.
Landscaping areas should be utilized to screen parking areas, to accent pedestrian areas,
and to soften walls of buildings.
Commercial buildings which are not complementary and that do not relate to the
surrounding environment should be discouraged.
Mechanical equipment, including rooftopmounted units, is required to be screened from
view.
Screening is encouraged to be designed as an integral element of the project.
Transformer units, backflow units, and air compressors mounted on the ground area
should be adequately screened by walls or landscaping.
Commercial areas should provide for adequate building setbacks, landscaping, and other
features to improve the appearance of the commercial development and include transition
between commercial and residential uses.
Industrial
Appropriate setbacks should be provided. A variety of setbacks should be encouraged
along the street and buildings having greater heights should have greater setbacks.
Use of landscaping along property lines and adjacent to buildings should be provided to
help screen buildings, parking, storage and loading operations.
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Activities should take place inside of a building. The types of uses that would occur
outside of a building as permitted by the Zoning Ordinance should be provided with
walls and landscaping to screen outdoor storage and activities.
Mechanical equipment should be properly screened and integrated into the design of the
building.
When the manufacturing use abuts other types of land uses, appropriate transitional
features, such as landscaping, walls, and greater building setbacks, should be provided.
The design of the buildings shall be a complement to the area and shall promote good
architectural design through the use of building proportions, massing, materials,
textures, and colors.

4.1.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The assessment of aesthetic impacts
involves qualitative analysis that is inherently subjective in nature. Different viewers react to
viewsheds and aesthetic conditions differently. This evaluation measures the existing visual
resource against the proposed action, analyzing the nature of the anticipated change. The Plan
Area was observed and photographically documented, as was the surrounding area, to assist in
the analysis. The City’s adopted policies regarding aesthetic resources, cited above, are also
considered a guide in the assessment of the value of aesthetic resources; project consistency
with these policies is discussed in Section 4.9, Land Use and Planning.
Significance criteria found in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines provide a means to identify
potentially significant impacts. Aesthetic impacts would be significant if implementation of the
Specific Plan would:
Adversely affect a viewshed from a public viewing area (such as a park, scenic
highway, roadway, or other scenic vista);
Substantially damage an existing visual or scenic resource, including but not limited
to trees, rock outcroppings or historic buildings;
Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings; or,
Create a new source of light or glare that substantially alters the nighttime lighting
character of the area.

b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact AES1

Development facilitated by the proposed Specific Plan
would adversely affect public scenic views in the Plan Area
from the General Plan Scenic Corridor System roadways of
Adohr Lane, Pleasant Valley Road, Lewis Road, and U.S.
101. Public views from recreational facilities along the Santa
Monica Foothills would also be adversely affected. Impacts
to public views would be Class I, significant and
unavoidable.
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Development facilitated by the Specific Plan would be visible from viewpoints along several
public roadways, including Adohr Lane, Pleasant Valley Road, Lewis Road, and U.S. 101, all of
which are designated as General Plan Scenic Corridors. Pancho Road and Ridge View Street are
also located in or near the Plan Area, but are not considered scenic corridors in the General
Plan. Views from roadways in the vicinity primarily consist of open agricultural fields,
industrial development, and foothills of the Santa Monica Mountains. Views of industrial
development would not be considered scenic. However, agricultural fields, the Santa Monica
foothills and the two existing onsite rock outcroppings provide distinctive visual resources in
the Plan Area. The northern rock outcrop would be removed and replaced with residential
development, while the southern outcrop would be maintain and designated as open space.
Viewsheds from each major roadway in the Plan Area are discussed below. Visual simulations
were created for representative views of the Plan Area to depict the change in visual conditions
with implementation of the proposed Specific Plan. Figure 4.11 shows the location of each
viewpoint.
Adohr Lane. Adohr Lane runs east to west near the center of the Plan Area. Foreground
views along this corridor consist of adjacent agricultural fields to the north, adjacent industrial
uses to the south, residential and agricultural uses to the west, and the Santa Monica Mountains
to the east. Middleground and background views to the south and east are a continuation of
agricultural fields and the Santa Monica Mountains. Middleground and background views to
the north and west consist of the City of Camarillo and the Camarillo and Los Posas Hills. Near
the industrial uses, views of the mountains and hills are partially obstructed by existing
buildings. Development of the Plan Area would construct additional buildings in the vicinity
of this roadway, which would partially obstruct views of the Santa Monica Mountains and the
Camarillo and Los Posas Hills throughout the Adohr Lane corridor. The Specific Plan’s effect on
views along this roadway would be significant.
Pleasant Valley Road. Views along the eastwest portion of Pleasant Valley Road are
predominantly obstructed by existing landscaping. As Pleasant Valley Road curves north, the
Plan Area becomes visible to the east. These views currently consist of agricultural fields in the
foreground, industrial uses in the middleground, and the Santa Monica foothills in the
background. Figure 4.12 shows the northbound view along Pleasant Valley Road compared to
a photosimulation of the same view after proposed buildout of the Plan Area. Views of
adjacent agriculture would be replaced with urban uses and associated landscaping.
Development of the Plan Area would not significantly alter views along the eastwest portion of
Pleasant Valley Road in the Plan Area, as existing landscaping currently blocks views in this
area. However, views of the Santa Monica foothills from the northsouth portion of Pleasant
Valley Road in the Plan Area would become partially obstructed by development in the Plan
Area. The Specific Plan would also significantly alter existing views by replacing agricultural
fields with urban development. Impacts to views along this roadway would be significant.
Lewis Road. At its closest point, Lewis Road is located approximately ½ mile to the west
of the Plan Area. Views of the Plan Area from Lewis Road consist primarily of agricultural
fields with the foothills of the Santa Monica Mountains as the eastern backdrop. Development
of the Plan Area would not significantly alter views along this corridor due to the distance from
the Plan Area.
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1. Conejo Grade (NB US-101) to site
2. US-101 (SB) to site
3. Pleasant Valley Rd.
4. Pancho Rd.
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U.S. 101. Views of the Plan Area from U.S. 101 are readily available to both northbound
and southbound travelers. Northbound and southbound travelers have views of agricultural
uses in the foreground and middleground, and the Santa Monica foothills in the background.
Northbound travelers approach the Plan Area from a bird’s eye view as they descend the
Conejo Grade. Views from the top of the Conejo Grade consist not only of agricultural fields in
the Plan Area, but of the surrounding urban setting as well. The expansive agricultural fields of
the project area from U.S. 101 northbound are the prominent feature of motorists’ initial view of
the valley and the City of Camarillo from this direction. Figure 4.13 provides a comparison of
the existing view from Conejo Grade with a photosimulation of the same view with full
buildout of the Plan Area. Figure 4.14 provides a before and after view of the Plan Area for
southbound travelers. Development of the Plan Area would significantly alter foreground and
middleground views for travelers in either direction along the U.S. 101. Views of the Santa
Monica foothills would still be visible in the background from viewpoints along U.S. 101
southbound, but would be partially obstructed by Plan Area development. Therefore, impacts
to views along U.S. 101 would be significant.
Pancho Road. Existing views along this road primarily consist of agricultural land uses to
the west and existing industrial uses to the east. Figure 4.15 provides a before and after view of
the Plan Area for southbound travelers along Pancho Road. As noted above, this roadway is
not a designated scenic corridor. Therefore, development of the Specific Plan area would not
impact views along this roadway.
Public Views from Recreational Facilities. The Plan Area is visible from the Camarillo
Springs Golf Course (Golf Course), which lies along the foothills of the Santa Monica
Mountains. Public views from these locations consist of open agricultural fields, industrial
development, and the foothills of the Santa Monica Mountains in the foreground and middle
ground with the City of Camarillo in the background. The Memorial Park also has views of the
Camarillo and Los Posas Hills in the background toward the north. Development of the Plan
Area would significantly alter the views available from the Golf Course and Memorial Park by
placing urban development within the foreground and middle ground.
As discussed under Regulatory Setting above, the City has several policies in place to regulate
new development in scenic areas. For example, the Scenic Highways Element requires
architectural review and site plan review to ensure that new development is constructed in a
way that does not unnecessarily obstruct scenic views. The Specific Plan also contains a variety
of goals, policies, and objectives related to visual quality. These include the following:
Land Use Goals.
Create a community that is visually attractive, compatible with the existing land uses
adjacent to the project site and organized and designed to provide efficient and orderly use of
the site.
Provide for comprehensive planning to assure the orderly development of the planning area
in relation to the surrounding community.
Provide development and transitional land use patterns that do not conflict with
surrounding land uses.
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Land Use Policies.
Adopt design guidelines and regulations to provide for consistent and orderly
implementation of the plan.
Create neighborhoods with lasting value by setting high quality standards for residential and
commercial land development.
Conservation and Open Space Goals.
Conserve and enhance areas with unique environmental and aesthetic value.
Introduce a series of lakes, greenbelts, trails, and open spaces for public use.
Retain open space and natural vegetation to exist as a buffer between the agricultural uses to
the south and west.
Soften developed edges through the use of native or droughttolerant vegetation where
appropriate, and by selective use of plants, hedges, tree wind rows, and berming to provide
visual screening.
The Specific Plan encourages commercial spaces and residential neighborhoods with a strong
sense of identity through planning and landscape architecture emphasizing the Mediterranean
climate as well as architecture that complements the design character of Coastal California.
Specific objectives are outlined for pedestrianoriented design, residential design, commercial
and mixeduse design, institutional/semipublic design, industrial design, and open space
areas. Design guidelines, development standards, and consistency with the City’s Heritage
Zone further serve to help achieve the design objectives outlined in the Specific Plan.
Compliance with these General Plan and Specific Plan policies and standards would reduce
impacts to views from designated scenic corridors through appropriately designed, scaled and
landscaped development. However, compliance with these standards would not avoid the
replacement of the existing open, agricultural landscape from these designated scenic corridors
(including Adohr Lane, Pleasant Valley Road, and U.S. 101), nor mitigate removal of the
northern rock outcrop. These permanent changes to the viewsheds along scenic corridors and
recreational facilities in the Plan Area would result in significant and unavoidable impacts.
Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures are not available to reduce impacts to scenic
roadways and public viewsheds due the visual prominence and large visual scale of the project.
Please see Section 6.0 Alternatives for an analysis of the potential impacts of a clustered project
alternative.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be significant and unavoidable.
Impact AES2

The visual character of the Specific Plan Area would be
substantially altered through the introduction of residential,
commercial, industrial, and open space development on a
site that currently contains agricultural fields on the
majority of the site.. This change in visual character would
be a Class I, significant and unavoidable, impact.
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The Plan Area consists almost entirely of agricultural fields. Development under the proposed
Specific Plan would change the visual character of the site from undeveloped land to urbanized
through the introduction of new residential, commercial, industrial, and institutional
development. Figures 4.11 through 4.15 above and Figure 24 in Section 2.0 Project Description
show views within the Plan Area and from various offsite public viewpoints, respectively. Project
renderings are shown in Figures 28 and 29 in Section 2.0, Project Description.
The proposed project would represent change in the visual character of the site from one of
agricultural use with little structural development to one of suburban development with
landscaped parkland and lake features. Implementation of the proposed Specific Plan would
involve development on about 70% of the Plan Area. These changes would be notable
primarily by residents to the west and east of the Plan Area and motorists on Pleasant Valley
Road, Ridge View Street, and U.S. 101. The proposed Specific Plan would change the existing
rural scenic quality of the site to one of urban character (e.g., greater massing, density, building
height, and paved areas, and less green space).
The proposed architectural styles (Spanish Colonial Revival, Monterey, Craftsman, and
California Ranch), greater density, and height profile would change the visual character of the
site substantially as compared to the existing agricultural character of the site. The project
requires review by the Architectural Review Committee prior to approval, which would help
ensure that the Specific Plan’s design guidelines (as described under Impact AES1) meet the
City’s aesthetic goals. Nevertheless, because of the site’s existing undeveloped character, the
magnitude of the proposed changes and the scale of the proposed project, changes to the visual
character of the site would be significant.
Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures are not available to reduce the impact to the
visual character of the site, short of a substantial reduction in intensity and height of proposed
development. Please see Section 6.0 Alternatives for an analysis of the potential impacts of a
clustered development project alternative.
Significance After Mitigation. The proposed project would significantly alter the visual
character of the site by increasing the intensity and profile of site development and eliminating
agriculture on the site. Impacts would be significant and unavoidable.
Impact AES3

The proposed Specific Plan would result in new sources of
light and glare within the Specific Plan area, due primarily to
the increased density and height of structural development.
This would be a Class II, significant but mitigable, impact.

Lighting. Implementation of the proposed project would introduce new sources of light
in the Plan Area. Potential sources of lighting include the windows of the residential units and
commercial/institutional/industrial space, new street lights, and spillover of light onto the
street from the illumination of structures and surface parking lots during the nighttime hours.
In addition, signage for proposed commercial uses could result in light and glare impacts.
Existing sources of light in the Plan Area include the industrial area in the center of the Plan
Area and street lighting along arterials such as Pleasant Valley Road, Adohr Lane, and Pancho
Road. The area to the north of the Plan Area is urban in character, with relatively high levels of
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existing lighting. Substantial light is emitted from the commercial developments north of the
Plan Area across U.S. 101. However, the majority of the Plan Area is currently used for
agriculture which does not include night lighting. Development in accordance with the Specific
Plan would add new sources of lighting throughout the Plan Area and would alter this
condition. As such, mitigation measures are required to minimize the potential for project
generated nighttime lighting that could adversely affect neighboring areas, particularly adjacent
residences.
Glare. Potential sources of glare would consist of glazing (windows) and other reflective
materials used in the façades of the proposed structures. Due to the introduction of new
development, there would be a substantial new source of glare when compared to existing
conditions. Glare sources also include the sun’s reflection from metallic or glass surfaces on
vehicles parked in surface parking lots and along the roadways. Metallic surfaces of buildings
can act as reflective materials and can be significant glare sources. Proposed street trees and
other landscaping would reduce the effect of glare on outside observers.
Although the Plan Area contains existing sources of glare from development in the existing
industrial area, the majority of the Plan Area contains agriculture lands without structures or
lighting. The proposed project would alter this condition. As such mitigation measures are
required to minimize the glare effects of the proposed project from offsite viewpoints, particularly
the residences northwest and east of the Plan Area.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures would reduce potential
lighting and glare impacts associated with the proposed project. These measures would apply
to all phases of project construction.
AES3(a)

Lighting Plans and Specifications. Prior to the issuance of any
building permits, the applicant shall submit lighting plans and
specifications for all exterior lighting fixtures and light standards to
the Planning Department for review and approval. The plans shall
demonstrate that all outdoor light fixtures to be installed are
designed or located in a manner as to contain the direct rays from
the lights onsite and to minimize spillover of light onto
surrounding properties, roadways or Conejo or Calleguas Creek.
All parking structure lighting shall be shielded and directed away
from residential uses. Such lighting shall be primarily located and
directed so as to provide adequate security. Prior to the issuance of
any building permits, the applicant shall demonstrate to the
Planning Department that all night lighting installed on private
property within the Plan Area shall be shielded, directed away from
residential uses, and confined to the Plan Area.

AES3(b)

Building Material Specifications. Prior to the issuance of any
discretionary permits for construction under the Specific Plan, the
applicant shall submit plans and specifications for all building
materials and colors to the Planning Department for review and
approval. All structures facing any public street or neighboring
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property shall use minimally reflective glass and all other materials
and colors used on the exterior of buildings and structures shall be
selected with attention to minimizing reflective glare. Prior to the
issuance of any building permits, the applicant shall submit plans
and specifications showing that building windows are tinted with
an antireflective material in order to minimize glare.
Significance After Mitigation. With incorporation of mitigation measures AES3(a) and
AES3(b), impacts of the proposed project related to night lighting and glare would be reduced
to a less than significant level.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Buildout of the Conejo Creek Specific Plan would result in an
additional 2,500 residential units, 218 acres of recreation/open space uses, approximately 15
acres of institutional uses, approximately 100 acres of industrial uses, and approximately 54
acres of office/commercial and mixed uses. Future development that would be allowed under
the Specific Plan would include elements that would increase building heights, introduce new
sources of lighting, and generally intensify the existing character of the Specific Plan area to a
more urbanized condition. When combined with future development under the General Plan,
which would include up to 5,824 residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential
development, the Specific Plan would contribute toward creating a denser and more urban
environment in Camarillo. Because the Specific Plan is located in the eastern gateway to the
City via the main travel corridor, U.S. 101, it would also change the perceived character of the
City from agricultural to more urban. The resulting change in aesthetic character in the eastern
area of Camarillo is considered cumulatively significant.
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4.2 AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES
This section evaluates impacts on agricultural resources from implementation of the proposed
Specific Plan. Both direct impacts associated with the conversion of Plan Area agricultural land
to nonagricultural use and potential indirect impacts to adjacent agricultural operations are
discussed.

4.2.1 Setting
a. Overview of Regional Agriculture.
Table 4.21 shows the 2009 and 2010 values of major crop groupings in Ventura County. Gross
revenue sales of agricultural products in the County increased from approximately $1.62 billion in
2009 to $1.85 billion in 2010. The largest increases in crop values from 2009 to 2010 were in the
vegetable crop and fruit and nut crop stock groupings. The largest decreases in crop values from
2009 to 2010 were in the nursery stock and cut flowers groupings.
Table 4.2-1
Ventura County Annual Agricultural Crop Report
Crop Grouping
Fruit and Nut Crops
Vegetable Crops
Livestock and Poultry
Apiary Products
Nursery Stock
Cut Flowers
Field Crops
Timber
Sustainable Agriculture
Total

2009 Crop Value
$867,759,000
$509,248,000
$7,494,000
$698,000
$191,300,000
$42,763,000
$2,313,000
$9,000
$2,273,000
$1,623,857,000

2010 Crop Value
$1,085,677,000
$533,473,000
$6,161,000
$1,505,000
$180,057,000
$47,348,000
$2,463,000
$14,000
$2,453,000
$1,859,151,000

Source: Ventura County Agricultural Commissioner, 2010 Ventura County Annual
Crop Report, July 2010.

Mild summer and winter temperatures, low occurrence of frost, and Mediterranean climate
characterize agricultural lands near the coast. These climatic conditions in association with high
quality soils and relatively flat aspect, such as those in the Project Area, combine to create some of
the highest and most productive agricultural land in the nation. Farmland with these
characteristics represents a limited and diminishing resource both county and statewide.
Regional Conversion of Farmlands. Conversion of farmlands is the loss of farmlands due
to development or land use changes that do not support agricultural production. The California
Department of Conservation (DOC) has developed a classification system to categorize the
quality of agricultural land resources. The DOC has implemented a Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program (FMMP), which updates its maps biennially, to provide land use conversion
information for decision makers to use in their planning for the present and future of California’s
agricultural land resources.
Important Farmlands. The U.S. Soil Conservation Service Important Farmlands Inventory
(IFI) system is used to inventory lands with agricultural value. This system divides farmland
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into classes based on productive capability of the land (rather than the mere presence of ideal
soil conditions). The important farmlands map identifies five agriculturerelated categories
including prime farmland, farmland of statewide importance, unique farmland, farmland of local
importance, and grazing land. A description of each of these categories is provided below.
Prime Farmland. Prime farmland is land with the best combination of physical and chemical
features able to sustain longterm production of agricultural crops. This land has the soil
quality, growing season, and moisture supply needed to produce sustained high yields. The
land must have been used for the production of irrigated crops at some time during the two
update cycles prior to the most recent mapping date (the most recent map update for the region
is 2008).
Farmland of Statewide Importance. Farmland of statewide importance is land similar to prime
farmland, but with minor shortcomings, such as greater slopes or with less ability to hold and
store moisture. The land must have been used for the production of irrigated drops at some
time during the two update cycles prior to the mapping date.
Unique Farmland. Unique farmland is land of lesser quality soils used for the production of
the State’s leading agricultural crops (i.e., crops of high economic value, such as oranges, olives,
avocados, rice, grapes, and cut flowers). This land is usually irrigated, buy may include non
irrigated orchards or vineyards, as found in some climatic zones of California. The land must
have been cultivated at some time during the two update cycles prior to the mapping of 2008.
Farmland of Local Importance. Farmland of local importance to the local agricultural economy,
as determined by each County’s Board of Supervisors and a local advisory committee. In
Ventura County, farmland of local importance has been identified as soils that are listed as
prime farmland or farmlands of statewide importance that are not irrigated, and soils growing
dryland crops – beans, grain, dryland walnuts, and dryland apricots.
Grazing Land. Grazing land is land on which the existing vegetation is suited to the grazing of
livestock. The minimum mapping unit for this category is 40 acres.
The conversion of important farmlands in Ventura County from 2006 to 2008 is based on
information from the DOC and is illustrated in Table 4.22 below.
Table 4.2-2
Important Farmland Conversion in Ventura County
Acreage Inventoried
2006

2008

Percent
Change (+/-)

Prime Farmland

45,431

43,790

-3.6

Farmland of Statewide
Importance

34,230

33,841

-1.1

Unique Farmland

28,583

28,643

+0.2

Farmland of Local
Importance

16,716

16,218

-3.0

Important Farmland
Subtotal

124,960

122,492

-2.0

Grazing Land

199,002

195,674

-1.7

Agricultural Land Total

323,962

318,166

-1.8

Importance Category

Source: California Department of Conservation, Division of Land Resources Protection,
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, Ventura County 2006-2008 Land Use
Conversion, July 2009.
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As indicated above in Table 4.22, the County of Ventura has experienced a two percent decrease
(2,468 acres) of important farmland from the period of 2006 to 2008. The primary causes of
irrigated farmland loss is conversion to urban lands or farmlands being taken out of production
for uses such as low density housing, animal training, or cultivation of nonirrigated grain crops.
b. Plan Area Agricultural Uses. The majority of the 740acre Plan Area is currently in
agricultural production. Lands not in agricultural production in the Plan Area but that support
agricultural production in the Plan Area include remnants of the Adohr Dairy facility, which
was the primarily agriculturally related business within the Plan Area. The Plan Area is
predominantly used for highvalue row crops, including strawberries, with subareas
supporting citrus and avocado trees. The soils consist mostly of alluvium and have historically
been utilized for, and affected by, agricultural activities. Figure 4.21 shows farmland
designations within the Specific Plan area and surrounding areas.
Table 4.23 illustrates the DOC classified important farmlands within the Plan Area.
Table 4.2-3
Farmland Designations Within the
Plan Area
Designation

Acres

Prime Farmland

480

Farmland of Statewide Importance

110

Unique Farmland

30

Total

620

Source: California Department of Conservation, 2008.

As indicated in Table 4.23, the Plan Area includes approximately 480 acres of prime farmland,
110 acres of farmland of statewide importance, and 30 acres of unique farmland for an
approximate total of about 620 acres of important farmland. Important farmland in the Plan Area
represents approximately 84% of the total 740 acre site.
Lands adjacent to the west and south of the Plan Area boundary across Calleguas Creek and
Conejo Creek, respectively, currently support agricultural production. Lands south of Howard
Road and north of Conejo Creek are located outside the City Urban Restriction Boundary (CURB)
and are unincorporated Ventura County lands.
c. Agricultural/Urban Interface Issues. Large agricultural parcels abut urban land
uses, including residences and industrial development, in and around the Plan Area.
Development in and adjacent to agricultural areas in Ventura County in the past has created a
variety of potential conflicts for both growers and urban uses. Existing areas of potential
conflict are primarily in the neighborhoods along Pleasant Valley Road and in the commercial
areas bordered by Pancho Road and Calle Quetzal, where housing tracts and commercial uses
are located immediately adjacent to agricultural parcels. Existing agricultural uses are located
adjacent to and outside of the Plan Area. Potential agricultural/urban land use conflicts can
arise from the following activities, among others:
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Potential Concerns for Urban Neighbors
Use of pesticides/dust problems in vicinity of residential neighborhoods, particularly
near schools.
Odors and health concerns associated with fertilizer/pesticide application and
livestock.
Noise related to farming equipment or farm worker activities.
Farm worker parking.
Potential Concerns for Agricultural Interests
•
•
•
•
•

Restrictions on activity arising from neighbor concerns/complaints
Loss of revenue and competitiveness
Competition for water and land
Pilferage, trespassing, and littering
Dust from adjacent construction activity

d. Regulatory Setting. Several regulatory measures intended to preserve agriculture
have been adopted at the state and local levels. These include Land Conservation Act (LCA)
contracts, greenbelt agreements, the Save Open Space and Agricultural Resources (SOAR)
Ordinance, City Urban Restriction Boundary (CURB), and the Ventura County Agricultural
Commissioner’s Agricultural/Urban Buffer Policy. The County of Ventura also adopted a
revised RighttoFarm Ordinance in October 1997 that protects existing agricultural lands
against nuisance lawsuits from adjacent urban development. Existing programs and policies
intended to preserve and protect agriculture in the region are described below.
Williamson Act/Land Conservation Act (LCA) Contracts. A primary tool to preserve
farmlands is the California Land Conservation Act (LCA) or Williamson Act contract program,
established in 1965. Under provisions of the Act, private landowners may voluntarily enter into
a longterm contract (minimum of 10 years) with cities and counties to form agricultural
preserves and maintain their property in agricultural or open space uses in return for a reduced
property tax assessment based on the agricultural value of the property. The term of an LCA
contract is generally ten years and the contract automatically renews itself each year for another
tenyear period, unless a Notice of NonRenewal is filed or the contract is cancelled. State
Government Code Section 51282 provides specific findings that must be made for the approval
of LCA contract cancellations. Ventura County entered the program in 1969, and in 2008 the
County had 1,000 LCA (10year) contracts and FSZA/LCA (20year) contracts in the
unincorporated area, for a total of approximately 128,900 acres under contract (Ventura County
Planning Division, 2009). There are no lands under LCA contracts within the Plan Area.
However, the Plan Area is located adjacent to one property to the west under a LCA Contract
and within 1,000 feet of at least four other properties under LCA contracts. See Figure 4.22 for
the location of the lands under LCA contract.
Greenbelts. Greenbelts are policies adopted by resolution or ordinance among public
agencies with land use control. They represent a form of mutual policy control between two or
more jurisdictions concerning urban form, the protection of farmland and open space, and the
future extension of urban services/facilities and annexations. These greenbelts are intended to
operate as “community separators” or “buffers,” and participating cities agree not to extend
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municipal services into the greenbelts or annex greenbelt lands. Greenbelt policies have no
binding legal authority to regulate land uses. That authority is found in the particular
jurisdiction’s general plans and zoning ordinances.
The City of Camarillo is party to two greenbelt agreements, the OxnardCamarillo Greenbelt
Agreement and the Santa Rosa Valley Greenbelt Agreement. The OxnardCamarillo Greenbelt
Agreement was established in 1982 and covers 27,000 acres within Ventura County. The Santa
Rosa Valley Greenbelt Agreement was established in 1985 and covers 6,200 acres within
Ventura County. The Plan Area is not located within either of these greenbelts. However, the
Plan Area is located adjacent to the OxnardCamarillo Greenbelt along the western and
southern boundaries of the Plan Area.
Save Open Space and Agricultural Resources (SOAR). The City adopted the SOAR
ordinance establishing the Camarillo Urban Restriction Boundary (CURB) in November 1998.
The purpose of this ordinance is to establish a CURB line to limit urban growth in the City.
Additionally, the SOAR ordinance is aimed at preventing the premature or unnecessary
conversion of agricultural lands to nonagricultural lands without public debate and a vote of
the people. The CURB includes the following goals:
1. Encourage efficient growth patterns by ensuring that future development is adjacent
to developed areas;
2. Promote agricultural and other natural resource and open space uses as defined in
Government Code section 65560(b) on lands outside of the CURB, such as
preservation of natural resources, public and private outdoor recreation, uses that
foster public health and safety, and productive investment for farming enterprises;
3. Allow the City to continue to meet its reasonable housing needs for all economic
segments of the population, especially low and moderate income households, by
directing the development of urban uses into areas where services and infrastructure
are more efficiently available;
4. Promote stability in long term planning for the City by establishing a cornerstone
policy within the General Plan designating the geographic limits of long term urban
development and allowing sufficient flexibility within those limits to respond to the
City's changing needs over time; and
5. Allow flexibility for development outside the CURB limits at any time subject to
approval by the voters of the City.
The SOAR Ordinance states that Until December 31, 2020, the City of Camarillo must restrict
urban services and urbanized uses of land to within the CURB, except for the purpose of
completing roadways designated in the circulation element of the Camarillo General Plan,
construction of public potable water facilities, public schools, public parks or other government
facilities.
Future development and urban services associated the proposed Specific Plan would be located
within the CURB line. Therefore, voter approval is not required to allow conversion of the
Specific Plan Area to nonagricultural use within these areas. See Figure 4.22 for a map of
lands under SOAR provisions.
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Ventura County RighttoFarm Ordinance. Ventura County has adopted a RighttoFarm
Ordinance. This ordinance protects commercial agricultural operations against nuisance
lawsuits, and requires disclosure to potential land buyers that agricultural operations are
protected from such actions. To resolve potential landowner disputes, the Agricultural
Commissioner’s office is to provide nonbinding mediation. While the County RighttoFarm
Ordinance specifically applies to commercial agricultural operations within the unincorporated
area, all commercial agricultural operations that comply with agricultural standards currently
are protected from nuisance claims under State law (Section 3482.5 of the California Civil
Code), whether located within cities or unincorporated areas.
Agricultural/Urban Buffer Policy. The Ventura County Agricultural/Urban Buffer
Policy was established by the Ventura County Agricultural Commissioner to prevent impacts
related to agricultural and urban use conflicts. The policy is intended to lessen public and
animal exposure to agricultural chemicals, dust, noise and odors and protect agricultural
operations and land from vandalism, pilferage, trespassing and complaints against standard
legal agricultural practices. These guidelines apply to projects requiring discretionary approval
by the county or a city where the proposed nonfarming activity is abutting or on land zoned
Agricultural Exclusive (AE), Open Space (OS), or Rural Exclusive (RE), and the farming activity
is located outside a Sphere of Influence, as adopted by LAFCO. As a result, urban
developments are to be conditioned to provide and maintain a 300foot setback and chainlink
fence on the nonagricultural property between the urban use and the agricultural use, or a 150
foot buffer/setback if a vegetative screen is installed. The Plan Area is subject to these
regulations as the Plan Area currently supports agricultural production in unincorporated
County areas that are zoned by the City of Camarillo as AE.

4.2.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Agricultural impacts were evaluated
based upon review of DOC farmland classifications, regulatory requirements that apply to the
various agricultural lands within the Plan Area, and the potential of future development to create
agricultural/urban interface. For analysis purposes, “important farmlands” include the following
DOC classifications: Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, and Unique Farmland.
Significance criteria found in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines provide a means to identify
potentially significant impacts. Impacts to agriculture would be significant if implementation of
the Specific Plan would:
Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland) to nonagricultural use
Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act contract
Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land, timberland, or
timberland zoned Timberland Production
Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to nonforest use
Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of Farmland, to nonagricultural use or conversion
of forest land to nonforest use
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As discussed in the Section 4.2.1, Setting, no properties within the Plan Area are under a
Williamson Act/LCA contract. Also, no properties are zoned for timberland or contain forest
land. Therefore, there would be no impacts with respect to Williamson Act contracts,
timberland, or forest resources. In addition, as previously discussed, the Plan Area is within
the established SOAR and CURB boundaries, and therefore, conversion of agricultural lands
within the Plan Area would not require voter approval.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures. The following impacts have been
identified with respect to agricultural resources.
Impact AG1

Implementation of the proposed Specific Plan would result in
the conversion of approximately 620 !"r$% '( )*+,'r-!.(!r+/!.d1 -' .'.agricultural uses. This would result in the
permanent loss of agricultural lands. Therefore, impacts
would be Class I, significant and unavoidable.

As shown in Table 4.23, the Specific Plan Area contains approximately 480 acres of prime
farmland, 110 acres of farmland of statewide importance, and 30 acres of unique farmland. In
addition to falling into these stateidentified categories, farmland in the Specific Plan area
represents a limited and diminishing resource in California due to a confluence of high quality
soils, relatively flat aspect, and the region’s temperate coastal Mediterranean climate.
Development under the proposed Specific Plan would involve permanently removing 620 acres
of land identified as prime farmland, farmland of statewide importance, or unique farmland
from agricultural production.
Mitigation Measures. Potential mitigation, such as conservation easements, would not
replace this agricultural land nor avoid a net decrease in available agricultural lands within the
City of Camarillo. Furthermore, 620 acres of “important farmland” is not available within the
City of Camarillo, thereby precluding acquisition of such land. Therefore, impacts would be
unavoidably significant as no mitigation measures would be available to avoid or offset the
conversion of this land to nonagricultural uses.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be unavoidably significant.
Impact AG2

Development of nonagricultural uses within the Specific
Plan Area could potentially cause compatibility conflicts with
onsite and nearby agricultural uses. Impacts would be Class
II, significant but mitigable.

Development facilitated by the proposed Specific Plan located adjacent to agricultural
operations could result in conflicts for both urban and agricultural interests. The placement of
new urban development adjacent to agricultural lands that abut the Specific Plan area
boundary would have the potential to create agricultural/urban conflicts. New residents and
businesses in the Specific Plan area may be subject to the effects of various activities associated
with standard agriculture operations. Impacts to residents and businesses may result from the
use of pesticides/dust problems, odors associated with pesticides and livestock, and noise
related to farming equipment. Potential conflict areas include those immediately adjacent to
the western boundary of the Specific Plan. In addition, potential conflicts could occur within
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the Specific Plan area in the interim as phases of development are built adjacent to existing
agricultural lands within the Specific Plan area. Upon buildout, however, these internal
conflicts would be eliminated as they are replaced with urban uses as proposed under the
Specific Plan, but interim impacts would be potentially significant.
Impacts to agricultural operations from nearby urban development may include dust
generation during construction activities, trespassing, and production restrictions. Excessive
dust generation could impact lands in agricultural production by causing reduced growth or
premature death of crops (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, June 2003). The dust control
measures proposed in Section 4.3, Air Quality, would address concerns about the effects of
constructiongenerated dust on agricultural operations. Trespassing and production restriction
impacts would be reduced through the natural boundaries of Calleguas Creek and Conejo
Creek separating the land uses.
The Open Space and Conservation Element of the Camarillo General Plan (2006) addresses
agricultural resources and the importance of defining agricultural/urban boundaries.
Applicable principles and policies include:
Principle 1. To contain urbanization within a defined boundary for efficient city
management and to prevent random annexation and spotty community
buildup with vacant intervening parcels.
Principle 6. To separate agricultural and urban uses so that efficient agricultural
practice (cropdusting, fertilizing, herbicide application, feed lots,
mechanical harvesting of large contiguous tracts) can be accomplished
without adverse effects on sensitive crops, which could be damaged by air
contaminants resulting from intensive urbanization.
As indicated in Principles 1 and 6 of the Camarillo General Plan, boundaries and separations
between urban/agricultural land uses are promoted to reduce potential conflicts. The Specific
Plan proposes development that would be located adjacent to the Calleguas and Conejo Creeks.
As indicated in Section 4.2.1, Setting, agricultural production is located to the west and south of
these creeks. These creeks create a natural buffer ranging from 175 feet to 300 feet between
neighboring lands under agricultural production and proposed urban uses under the Specific
Plan. Additionally, the Specific Plan proposes greenbelts along the creeks, which would
further separate the two land uses beyond the required 300foot setback found in the County of
Ventura Agricultural/Urban Buffer Policy. The policy also states that a 150foot setback is
acceptable in the presence of vegetative screening. Land outside of the Plan Area south of
Howard Road is expected to remain in agricultural production. The Plan includes a buffer
between residential units and agricultural uses by placing parks adjacent to lands that are in
agricultural productions. Due to the distance between proposed urban uses and adjacent
agricultural production, proposed vegetative screening, and compliance with existing buffer
requirements, impacts would be less than significant upon buildout of the Specific Plan.
However, potential conflicts that could occur within the Specific Plan area in the interim as
phases of development occur adjacent to existing agricultural lands within the Specific Plan
area would be potentially significant.
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Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measure is identified to reduce potential
internal conflicts between agricultural as phases of development occur under the Specific Plan
adjacent to existing agricultural lands within the Specific Plan area.
AG2

Interim Agricultural Buffers. To the extent practical, future applicants
for developments that would be located adjacent to active agricultural
operations shall provide a minimum buffer of 100 feet from the
development to the agricultural operations. If this distance is not
practical due to project design or features, or is not practical because it
would conflict with proposed subsequent development under the
Specific Plan, then temporary screening, such as dustcontrol fencing,
landscaping, or earthen berms shall be installed.

Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would continue to be less than significant with
implementation of the above mentioned mitigation measure. Implementation of this measure
would further reduce impacts associated with the agricultural/urban interface.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including
5,824 additional residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development.
Development in the Specific Plan would convert approximately 620 acres of important
farmland to nonagricultural uses. Should the Specific Plan area be converted to non
agricultural uses, the only remaining agriculturallyzoned land in the City would be an
approximately 560 acre contiguous parcel located south of the US101 and north of Pleasant
Valley Road between Las Posas Road to the west and train tracks to the east. This area is
within Camarillo’s city limits and is predominantly comprised of Farmland of Statewide
Importance with about 20% of the land being Prime Farmland.
As discussed in Section 4.2.1, Setting, a number of regulatory mechanisms are in place to
minimize the conversion of agricultural land to nonagricultural use outside of the CURB,
including the County SOAR ordinances, City CURB, and greenbelt agreements between
Camarillo and Oxnard and between Camarillo and Thousand Oaks. However, planned
development of Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, and Unique Farmland
within the CURB line would result in cumulatively significant agricultural resource impacts, as
the conversion of such land to nonagricultural uses cannot be fully mitigated. The 620acre
loss of farmland associated with buildout of the proposed project represents approximately
53% of the total cumulative loss of “important” farmlands within the CURB. Thus, cumulative
impacts to agricultural would be cumulatively considerable.
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"#&:!+/&!-+/($'96+/6:!%(/)*7!$*!(#&!,)9*(+$*!-+%%&%!+*0!+(!(#&!,)9(#%!).!'+*:)*%;!
!
I=&/+7&!0+:($,&!%9,,&/!(&,-&/+(9/&%!$*!(#&!+/&+!+/&!9%9+66:!$*!(#&!#$7#!AH%!()!QH%!
L[+#/&*#&$(M;!!\$7#(($,&!6)?!(&,-&/+(9/&%!09/$*7!(#&!%9,,&/!+/&!(:-$'+66:!$*!(#&!#$7#!UH%!()!
6)?!ZH%T!?#$6&!(#&!?$*(&/!#$7#!(&,-&/+(9/&!(&*0%!()!E&!$*!(#&!ZH%;!!1#+/+'(&/$%($'!).!Camarillo’s!
K&0$(&//+*&+*>(:-&!'6$,+(&T!(:-$'+6!?$*(&/!6)?!(&,-&/+(9/&%!+/&!$*!(#&!@H%;!!I**9+6!+=&/+7&!
/+$*.+66!$*!1+,+/$66)!$%!+E)9(!WZ!$*'#&%;!
!
"?)!(:-&%!).!(&,-&/+(9/&!$*=&/%$)*%!L?+/,&/!+$/!)*!()-!).!')60&/!+$/M!+/&!'/&+(&0!$*!(#&!
F&*(9/+!1)9*(:!+/&+]!%9E%$0&*'&!+*0!/+0$+($)*+6!L%9/.+'&M;!!"#&!%9E%$0&*'&!$*=&/%$)*!$%!+!
/&7$)*+6!&..&'(!'/&+(&0!E:!(#&!5+'$.$'!#$7#!$*!?#$'#!+$/!$%!#&+(&0!+%!$(!$%!'),-/&%%&0!?#&*!$(!
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.6)?%!./),!(#&!#$7#>-/&%%9/&!+/&+!()!(#&!6)?>-/&%%9/&!+/&+%!$*6+*0;!!"#$%!(:-&!).!$*=&/%$)*!
7&*&/+66:!.)/,%!+(!+E)9(!WTHHH!()!GTHHH!.&&(!+*0!'+*!)''9/!(#/)97#)9(!(#&!:&+/T!E9(!$%!,)%(!
&=$0&*(!09/$*7!(#&!%9,,&/!,)*(#%;!!49/.+'&!$*=&/%$)*%!+/&!.)/,&0!E:!(#&!,)/&!/+-$0!'))6$*7!).!
+$/!*&+/!(#&!7/)9*0!+(!*$7#(T!&%-&'$+66:!09/$*7!?$*(&/;!!"#$%!(:-&!).!$*=&/%$)*!$%!(:-$'+66:!6)?&/!
+*0!$%!7&*&/+66:!+''),-+*$&0!E:!%(+E6&!+$/;!!<)(#!(:-&%!).!$*=&/%$)*%!6$,$(!(#&!0$%-&/%+6!).!+$/!
-)669(+*(%!?$(#$*!(#&!/&7$)*+6!+$/%#&0;!!"#&!-/$,+/:!+$/!-)669(+*(!).!')*'&/*!09/$*7!(#&!
%9E%$0&*'&!$*=&/%$)*%!$%!)R)*&T!?#$6&!'+/E)*!,)*)^$0&!+*0!*$(/)7&*!)^$0&%!+/&!).!7/&+(&%(!
')*'&/*!09/$*7!?$*(&/!$*=&/%$)*%;!
!
b. Regulatory ?urisdiction. "#&!.&0&/+6!+*0!%(+(&!7)=&/*,&*(%!#+=&!E&&*!&,-)?&/&0!
E:!(#&!.&0&/+6!+*0!%(+(&!16&+*!I$/!I'(%!()!/&796+(&!(#&!&,$%%$)*!).!+$/E)/*&!-)669(+*(%!+*0!
#+=&!&%(+E6$%#&0!+,E$&*(!+$/!89+6$(:!%(+*0+/0%!.)/!(#&!-/)(&'($)*!).!-9E6$'!#&+6(#;!!"#&!V*$(&0!
4(+(&%!B*=$/)*,&*(+6!5/)(&'($)*!I7&*':!LV4B5IM!$%!(#&!.&0&/+6!+7&*':!0&%$7*+(&0!()!
+0,$*$%(&/!+$/!89+6$(:!/&796+($)*%T!?#$6&!(#&!I$/!D&%)9/'&%!<)+/0!LID<M!$*!(#&!1+6$.)/*$+!
B*=$/)*,&*(+6!5/)(&'($)*!I7&*':!$%!(#&!%(+(&!+7&*':!(#+(!+0,$*$%(&/%!+$/!89+6$(:!/&796+($)*%;!!
_)'+6!')*(/)6!$*!+$/!89+6$(:!,+*+7&,&*(!$%!-/)=$0&0!E:!(#&!ID<!(#/)97#!')9*(:>6&=&6!I$/!
5)669($)*!1)*(/)6!Y$%(/$'(%!LI51Y%M!+*0!,96($>')9*(:!I$/!J9+6$(:!K+*+7&,&*(!Y$%(/$'(%!
LIJKY%M;!!"#&!ID<!#+%!&%(+E6$%#&0!%(+(&!+$/!89+6$(:!%(+*0+/0%!+*0!$%!/&%-)*%$E6&!.)/!')*(/)6!
).!,)E$6&!&,$%%$)*!%)9/'&%T!?#$6&!(#&!6)'+6!I51Y%!+*0!IJKY%!+/&!/&%-)*%$E6&!.)/!&*.)/'$*7!
%(+*0+/0%!+*0!/&796+($*7!%(+($)*+/:!%)9/'&%;!!"#&!ID<!#+%!&%(+E6$%#&0!W@!+$/!E+%$*%!%(+(&?$0&;!!
"#&!-/)2&'(!%$(&!$%!6)'+(&0!$*!(#&!4)9(#!1&*(/+6!1)+%(!I$/!<+%$*!+*0!$%!?$(#$*!(#&!29/$%0$'($)*!).!
(#&!F1I51Y;!!!
!
c. Air (uality Standards.!![&0&/+6!+*0!%(+(&!%(+*0+/0%!#+=&!E&&*!&%(+E6$%#&0!.)/!%$^!
'/$(&/$+!-)669(+*(%T!$*'690$*7!)R)*&!LOPMT!'+/E)*!,)*)^$0&!L1OMT!*$(/)7&*!0$)^$0&!L\OGMT!
%96.9/!0$)^$0&!L4OGMT!-+/($'96+(&%!6&%%!(#+*!WH!,$'/)*%!+*0!G;U!,$'/)*%!$*!0$+,&(&/!L5KWH!+*0!
5KG;UMT!+*0!6&+0!L5EM;!!1+6$.)/*$+!#+%!+00$($)*+6!%(+*0+/0%!.)/!%96.+(&%T!#:0/)7&*!%96.$0&T!=$*:6!
'#6)/$0&T!+*0!=$%$E$6$(:!/&09'$*7!-+/($'6&%;!!"+E6&!@;P>W!LE&6)?M!6$%(%!(#&!'9//&*(!+,E$&*(!+$/!
89+6$(:!%(+*0+/0%;!
!
I$/!-)669($)*!$%!#+R+/0)9%!()!#&+6(#T!0$,$*$%#&%!(#&!-/)09'($)*!+*0!89+6$(:!).!,+*:!
+7/$'96(9/+6!'/)-%T!/&09'&%!=$%$E$6$(:T!0&7/+0&%!%)$6%!,+(&/$+6%T!+*0!0+,+7&%!*+($=&!=&7&(+($)*;!!
O.!(#&%&!&..&'(%T!#9,+*!#&+6(#!&..&'(%!+/&!).!(#&!7/&+(&%(!')*'&/*!+*0!+/&!(#&!3&:!0&(&/,$*+*(!
.)/!(#&!&%(+E6$%#,&*(!).!(#&!-/$,+/:!+$/!89+6$(:!%(+*0+/0%!0$%'9%%&0!$*!(#$%!%&'($)*!).!(#&!BCD;!!
"#&!#&+6(#!+*0!%+.&(:!&..&'(%!).!+$/!-)669(+*(%!+/&!0&%'/$E&0!$*!(#&!F1I51Y!I$/!J9+6$(:!
I%%&%%,&*(!N9$0&6$*&%!LO'()E&/!GHHPM;!!"#&!'/$(&/$+!-)669(+*(%!+*0!(#&$/!-)(&*($+6!#&+6(#!
&..&'(%!+/&!0&%'/$E&0!E&6)?;!
!
Table 4.3-1
Federal and State Ambient Air Quality Standards
Pollutant
Ozone
Carbon Monoxide
Nitrogen Dioxide

Averaging Time

Federal Primary
Standards

California
Standard

1-Hour

---

0.09 ppm

8-Hour

0.075 ppm

0.070 ppm

8-Hour

9.0 ppm

9.0 ppm

1-Hour

35.0 ppm

20.0 ppm

Annual

0.053 ppm

0.030 ppm
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Table 4.3-1
Federal and State Ambient Air Quality Standards
Pollutant

Sulfur Dioxide

PM10
PM2.5
Lead

Averaging Time

Federal Primary
Standards

California
Standard

1-Hour

0.100 ppm

0.18 ppm

24-Hour

---

0.04 ppm

3-Hour

0.5 ppm

---

1-Hour

0.075 ppm

0.25 ppm

Annual

---

20 g/m

3

24-Hour

150 g/m

50 g/m

3

Annual

15 g/m

3

12 g/m

3

24-Hour

35 g/m

3

30-Day Average

---

3-Month Average

1.5 g/m

3

-1.5 g/m

3

3

---

ppm = parts per million
µg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter
Source: California Air Resources Board, www.arb.ca.gov/research/aaqs/aaqs2.pdf,
September 8, 2010.

!
1+/E)*!K)*)^$0&;!!1+/E)*!,)*)^$0&T!+!')6)/6&%%T!)0)/6&%%T!-)$%)*)9%!7+%T!$%!+!6)'+6!
-)669(+*(!(#+(!$*!#$7#!')*'&*(/+($)*%!$%!.)9*0!)*6:!=&/:!*&+/!(#&!%)9/'&;!!1+/E)*!,)*)^$0&!$%!+!
E:>-/)09'(!).!.9&6!'),E9%($)*T!E9(!$%!7&*&/+66:!*)(!+!')*'&/*!?$(#!(:-$'+6!/&%$0&*($+6!
%(+($)*+/:!%)9/'&%!L7+%!?+(&/!+*0!%-+'&!#&+(&/%T!7+%!0/:&/%M!%$*'&!(#&%&!+/&!/&89$/&0!E:!6+?!()!
E&!-/)-&/6:!=&*(&0;!!I9(),)E$6&!(/+..$'!$%!+!,+2)/!%)9/'&!).!'+/E)*!,)*)^$0&!?$(#!&6&=+(&0!
concentrations usually found only near areas of high traffic volumes. Carbon monoxide’s
#&+6(#!&..&'(%!+/&!/&6+(&0!()!$(%!+..$*$(:!.)/!#&,)76)E$*!$*!(#&!E6))0;!!I(!#$7#!')*'&*(/+($)*%T!
'+/E)*!,)*)^$0&!/&09'&%!(#&!+,)9*(!).!)^:7&*!$*!(#&!E6))0T!'+9%$*7!#&+/(!0$..$'96($&%!$*!
-&)-6&!?$(#!'#/)*$'!0$%&+%&%T!/&09'&0!69*7!'+-+'$(:!+*0!$,-+$/&0!,&*(+6!+E$6$($&%;!
!
OR)*&;!!OR)*&!$%!-/)09'&0!E:!+!-#)()'#&,$'+6!/&+'($)*!L(/$77&/&0!E:!%9*6$7#(M!
E&(?&&*!*$(/)7&*!)^$0&%!L\O`M!+*0!/&+'($=&!)/7+*$'!7+%&%!LDONMW;!!\$(/)7&*!)^$0&%!+/&!
.)/,&0!09/$*7!.9&6!'),E9%($)*!?#$6&!/&+'($=&!)/7+*$'!7+%&%!+/&!.)/,&0!09/$*7!'),E9%($)*!
+*0!&=+-)/+($)*!).!)/7+*$'!%)6=&*(%;!!<&'+9%&!)R)*&!/&89$/&%!%9*6$7#(!()!.)/,T!$(!,)%(6:!)''9/%!
$*!')*'&*(/+($)*%!')*%$0&/&0!%&/$)9%!E&(?&&*!(#&!,)*(#%!).!K+:!+*0!O'()E&/;!!OR)*&!$%!+!
-9*7&*(T!')6)/6&%%!()^$'!7+%!(#+(!'+*!'+9%&!0&(/$,&*(+6!#&+6(#!&..&'(%!$*'690$*7!/&%-$/+()/:!+*0!
&:&!$//$(+($)*!+*0!-)%%$E6&!'#+*7&%!$*!69*7!.9*'($)*%;!!N/)9-%!,)%(!%&*%$($=&!()!)R)*&!$*'690&!
'#$60/&*T!(#&!&60&/6:T!-&/%)*%!?$(#!/&%-$/+()/:!0$%)/0&/%T!+*0!-&)-6&!?#)!&^&/'$%&!%(/&*9)9%6:!
)9(0))/%;!
!
\$(/)7&*!Y$)^$0&;!!\$(/)7&*!0$)^$0&!L\OGM!$%!+!E:>-/)09'(!).!.9&6!'),E9%($)*T!?$(#!(#&!
-/$,+/:!%)9/'&!E&$*7!,)()/!=&#$'6&%!+*0!$*09%(/$+6!E)$6&/%!+*0!.9/*+'&%;!!"#&!-/$*'$-+6!.)/,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Organic compound precursors of ozone are routinely described by a number of variations of three terms: hydrocarbons (HC),
organic gases (OG), and organic compounds (OC). These terms are often modified by adjectives such as total, reactive, or
volatile, and result in a rather confusing array of acronyms: HC, THC (total hydrocarbons), RHC (reactive hydrocarbons), TOG
(total organic gases), ROG (reactive organic gases), TOC (total organic compounds), ROC (reactive organic compounds), and
VOC (volatile organic compounds). While most of these differ in some significant way from a chemical perspective, from an air
quality perspective two groups are important: non-photochemically reactive in the lower atmosphere, or photochemically reactive
in the lower atmosphere (HC, RHC, ROG, ROC, and VOC). VCAPCD uses the abbreviations ROG and ROC interchangeably to
denote organic precursors.
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).!*$(/)7&*!)^$0&!-/)09'&0!E:!'),E9%($)*!$%!*$(/$'!)^$0&!L\OMT!E9(!\O!/&+'(%!/+-$06:!()!.)/,!
\OGT!'/&+($*7!(#&!,$^(9/&!).!\O!+*0!\OG!'),,)*6:!'+66&0!\O`;!!\$(/)7&*!0$)^$0&!$%!+*!+'9(&!
$//$(+*(T!E9(!+(!(:-$'+6!+(,)%-#&/$'!')*'&*(/+($)*%T!$(!$%!)*6:!-)(&*($+66:!$//$(+($*7;!!I!
/&6+($)*%#$-!E&(?&&*!\OG!+*0!'#/)*$'!-96,)*+/:!.$E/)%$%!,+:!&^$%(T!+*0!+*!$*'/&+%&!$*!
E/)*'#$($%!$*!:)9*7!'#$60/&*!+(!')*'&*(/+($)*%!E&6)?!H;P!-+/(%!-&/!,$66$)*!L--,M!,+:!)''9/;!!
\$(/)7&*!0$)^$0&!+E%)/E%!E69&!6$7#(!+*0!'+9%&%!+!/&00$%#!E/)?*!'+%(!()!(#&!+(,)%-#&/&!+*0!
/&09'&0!=$%$E$6$(:;!!C(!'+*!+6%)!')*(/$E9(&!()!(#&!.)/,+($)*!).!5KWH!+*0!+'$0!/+$*;!
!
49%-&*0&0!5+/($'96+(&%;!!5KWH!$%!%,+66!-+/($'96+(&!,+((&/!,&+%9/$*7!*)!,)/&!(#+*!WH!
,$'/)*%!$*!0$+,&(&/T!?#$6&!5KG;U!$%!.$*&!-+/($'96+(&!,+((&/!,&+%9/$*7!*)!,)/&!(#+*!G;U!
,$'/)*%!$*!0$+,&(&/;!!49%-&*0&0!-+/($'96+(&%!+/&!,)%(6:!09%(!-+/($'6&%T!*$(/+(&%T!+*0!%96.+(&%;!!
49%-&*0&0!-+/($'96+(&%!+/&!+!E:>-/)09'(!).!.9&6!'),E9%($)*!+*0!?$*0!&/)%$)*!).!%)$6!+*0!
9*-+=&0!/)+0%T!+*0!+/&!0$/&'(6:!$*(/)09'&0!$*()!(#&!+(,)%-#&/&!(#/)97#!(#&%&!-/)'&%%&%;!!
49%-&*0&0!-+/($'96+(&%!+/&!+6%)!'/&+(&0!$*!(#&!+(,)%-#&/&!(#/)97#!'#&,$'+6!/&+'($)*%;!!"#&!
'#+/+'(&/$%($'%T!%)9/'&%T!+*0!-)(&*($+6!#&+6(#!&..&'(%!+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!(#&!%,+66!-+/($'96+(&%!
L(#)%&!E&(?&&*!G;U!+*0!WH!,$'/)*%!$*!0$+,&(&/M!+*0!.$*&!-+/($'96+(&%!L5KG;UM!'+*!E&!=&/:!
0$..&/&*(;!!"#&!%,+66!-+/($'96+(&%!7&*&/+66:!'),&!./),!?$*0E6)?*!09%(!+*0!09%(!3$'3&0!9-!
./),!,)E$6&!%)9/'&%;!!"#&!.$*&!-+/($'96+(&%!+/&!7&*&/+66:!+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!'),E9%($)*!-/)'&%%&%!
+%!?&66!+%!E&$*7!.)/,&0!$*!(#&!+(,)%-#&/&!+%!+!%&')*0+/:!-)669(+*(!(#/)97#!'#&,$'+6!
/&+'($)*%;!![$*&!-+/($'96+(&!,+((&/!$%!,)/&!6$3&6:!()!-&*&(/+(&!0&&-6:!$*()!(#&!69*7%!+*0!-)%&%!+!
%&/$)9%!#&+6(#!(#/&+(!()!+66!7/)9-%T!E9(!-+/($'96+/6:!()!(#&!&60&/6:T!'#$60/&*T!+*0!(#)%&!?$(#!
/&%-$/+()/:!-/)E6&,%;!!K)/&!(#+*!#+6.!).!(#&!%,+66!+*0!.$*&!-+/($'96+(&!,+((&/!(#+(!$%!$*#+6&0!
$*()!(#&!69*7%!/&,+$*%!(#&/&T!?#$'#!'+*!'+9%&!-&/,+*&*(!69*7!0+,+7&;!!"#&%&!,+(&/$+6%!'+*!
damage health by interfering with the body’s mechanisms for clearing the respiratory tract or
E:!+'($*7!+%!'+//$&/%!).!+*!+0%)/E&0!()^$'!%9E%(+*'&;!!!
!
d. Current Ambient Air (uality;!!"#&!6)'+6!+$/!89+6$(:!,+*+7&,&*(!+7&*':!$%!/&89$/&0!
()!,)*$()/!+$/!-)669(+*(!6&=&6%!()!+%%9/&!(#+(!(#&!+--6$'+E6&!+$/!89+6$(:!%(+*0+/0%!+/&!,&(!+*0T!$*!
(#&!&=&*(!(#&:!+/&!*)(T!()!0&=&6)-!%(/+(&7$&%!()!,&&(!(#&%&!%(+*0+/0%;!!Y&-&*0$*7!)*!?#&(#&/!(#&!
%tandards are met or exceeded, the local air basin is classified as being in “attainment” or
“nonattainment.” Ventura County!$%!0&%$7*+(&0!9*0&/!(#&!.&0&/+6!%(+*0+/0!+%!*)*+((+$*,&*(!
.)/!W>#)9/!+*0!Q>#)9/!)R)*&!LIJK5T!GHHAM!+*0!9*0&/!(#&!%(+(&!%(+*0+/0%!+%!*)*+((+$*,&*(!.)/!
)R)*&T!5KG;UT!+*0!5KWH;!
!
Y+(+!)*!&^$%($*7!+$/!89+6$(:!$*!(#&!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:!I$/!<+%$*!+/&!+=+$6+E6&!.)/!)R)*&!+*0!
-+/($'96+(&!,+((&/!&,$%%$)*%!?$(#$*!(#&!GHWW!I,E$&*(!I$/!K)*$()/$*7!\&(?)/3!56+*;!!"#&!GHWW!
I,E$&*(!I$/!K)*$()/$*7!\&(?)/3!56+*!')*(+$*%!0+(+!.)/!%$^!,)*$()/$*7!6)'+($)*%!(#/)97#)9(!
F&*(9/+!1)9*(:;!!"#&!,)*$()/$*7!%(+($)*!6)'+(&0!'6)%&%(!()!(#&!-/)-)%&0!-/)2&'(!+*0!,)%(!
/&-/&%&*(+($=&!).!+$/!89+6$(:!?$(#$*!(#&!1$(:!).!1+,+/$66)!$%!(#&!B6!D$)!4(+($)*!$*!O^*+/0!L+E)9(!WH!
,$6&%!*)/(#?&%(!).!(#&!-/)2&'(!%$(&M;!!"+E6&!@;P>G!%9,,+/$R&%!(#&!+**9+6!+$/!89+6$(:!0+(+!.)/!GHHQ>
GHWH!$*!(#&!6)'+6!+$/%#&0!.)/!(#&!'/$(&/$+!-)669(+*(%!).!7/&+(&%(!')*'&/*!$*!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:;!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 4.3-2
Ambient Air Quality at the El Rio Monitoring Station *
2008

2009

2010

Ozone, ppm - maximum hourly concentration (ppm)
Number of days of state exceedance (>0.09 ppm)
Number of days of federal exceedance (>0.12 ppm)

Pollutant

0.086
0
0

0.099
1
0

0.083
0
0

Ozone, ppm ! maximum 8 hour average
Number of days of federal 8-hour average exceedance (>0.075 ppm)

0.075
0

0.077
1

0.073
0

Carbon Monoxide - maximum 8-hour concentration (ppm)
Number of days of state 8-hour exceedance (>9 ppm)

N/a
N/a

N/a
N/a

N/a
N/a

Particulate Matter <10 microns, maximum 24-hour average concentration
3
in g/m

79.8

99.9

61.9

0

0

0

0

0

0

31.8

24.5

27.7

0

0

0

3

Number of state 24-hour average exceedance (>50 g/m )
sampled/calculated
3

Number of federal 24-hour average exceedance (>150 g/m )
sampled/calculated
Particulate Matter <2.5 microns, maximum 24-hour average concentration
3
in g/m
3

Number of federal 24-hour exceedances (65 g/m )

N/a = Not available
Source: California Air Resources Board, Air Quality Data Statistics, http://www.arb.ca.gov/adam/cgibin/db2www/adamtop4b.d2w/start
* California standards for ozone, carbon monoxide, and particulate matter are not to be exceeded. Federal standard
for CO not to be exceeded more than once per year. Federal ozone standard is attained when the fourth highest
eight hour concentration in a year, averaged over three years, is equal to or less than the standard. For PM10, the
24 hour standard is attained when the expected number of days per calendar year with a 24-hour average
concentration abo+e ,50 /0123 is e56al to or less than one. For PM2.5, the 24 hour standard is attained when 98
percent of the daily concentrations, averaged over three years, are equal to or less than the standard. [Source: ARB,
April 2008]

!
I%!%#)?*T!(#&!)R)*&!')*'&*(/+($)*%!+(!(#&!B6!D$)!K)*$()/$*7!4(+($)*!$*!O^*+/0!&^'&&0&0!%(+(&!
)*&>#)9/!%(+*0+/0!+*0!(#&!.&0&/+6!&$7#(>#)9/!%(+*0+/0!)*&!($,&!$*!GHHXT!+*0!0$0!*)(!&^'&&0!
(#&!%(+(&!%(+*0+/0!$*!GHHQ!)/!GHWH;!!"#&!5KWH!')*'&*(/+($)*!0$0!*)(!&^'&&0&0!.&0&/+6!%(+*0+/0%!
./),!GHHQ!()!GHWH;!!"#&!5KG;U!')*'&*(/+($)*!0$0!*)(!&^'&&0!.&0&/+6!%(+*0+/0%!./),!GHHQ!()!
GHWH;!
!
OR)*&!$%!+!%&')*0+/:!-)669(+*(!(#+(!$%!*)(!-/)09'&0!0$/&'(6:!E:!+!%)9/'&T!E9(!/+(#&/!$%!.)/,&0!
E:!+!/&+'($)*!E&(?&&*!\O`!+*0!DON!$*!(#&!-/&%&*'&!).!%9*6$7#(;!!D&09'($)*%!$*!)R)*&!
')*'&*(/+($)*%!+/&!0&-&*0&*(!9-)*!/&09'$*7!&,$%%$)*%!).!(#&%&!-/&'9/%)/%;!!"#&!,+2)/!%)9/'&%!
).!)R)*&!-/&'9/%)/%!$*!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:!+/&!,)()/!=&#$'6&%!+*0!)(#&/!,)E$6&!&89$-,&*(T!
%)6=&*(!9%&T!-&%($'$0&!+--6$'+($)*T!(#&!-&(/)6&9,!$*09%(/:T!+*0!&6&'(/$'!9($6$($&%;!!"#&!,+2)/!
%)9/'&%!.)/!5KWH!+/&!/)+0!09%(T!')*%(/9'($)*!&89$-,&*(!+*0!+'($=$($&%T!,)E$6&!%)9/'&%T!+*0!
.+/,!)-&/+($)*%;!!_)'+66:T!4+*(+!I*+!?$*0%!+/&!/&%-)*%$E6&!.)/!&*(/+$*$*7!09%(!+*0!
)''+%$)*+66:!'+9%$*7!&6&=+(&0!5KWH!6&=&6%;!
!
e. Ventura County Air (uality Management Plan.!!"#&![&0&/+6!16&+*!I$/!I'(!
I,&*0,&*(%!L1IIIM!,+*0+(&!(#+(!%(+(&%!%9E,$(!+*0!$,-6&,&*(!+!4(+(&!C,-6&,&*(+($)*!56+*!
L4C5M!.)/!+/&+%!*)(!,&&($*7!+$/!89+6$(:!%(+*0+/0%;!!"#&!4C5!$*'690&%!-)669($)*!')*(/)6!,&+%9/&%!
()!0&,)*%(/+(&!#)?!(#&!%(+*0+/0%!?$66!E&!,&(!(#/)97#!(#)%&!,&+%9/&%;!!"#&!4C5!$%!&%(+E6$%#&0!
E:!$*')/-)/+($*7!,&+%9/&%!&%(+E6$%#&0!09/$*7!(#&!-/&-+/+($)*!).!IJK5%!+*0!+0)-(&0!/96&%!
+*0!/&796+($)*%!E:!&+'#!6)'+6!I51Y!+*0!IJKYT!?#$'#!+/&!%9E,$((&0!.)/!+--/)=+6!()!(#&!ID<!
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+*0!(#&!V4B5I;!!"#&!7)+6!).!+*!IJK5!$%!()!/&09'&!-)669(+*(!')*'&*(/+($)*%!E&6)?!(#&!
\+($)*+6!I,E$&*(!I$/!J9+6$(:!4(+*0+/0%!L\IIJ4M!(#/)97#!(#&!$,-6&,&*(+($)*!).!+$/!
-)669(+*(!&,$%%$)*%!')*(/)6%;!!!
!
C*!GHHQT!(#&!V4B5I!'6+%%$.$&0!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:!+%!+!%&/$)9%!Q>#)9/!)R)*&!*)*+((+$*,&*(!+/&+;!
"#$%!,&+*%!(#+(!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:!,9%(!,&&(!(#&!.&0&/+6!Q>#)9/!)R)*&!%(+*0+/0!E:!a9*&!WUT!
GHWP;!!F1I51Y!/&6&+%&0!+![$*+6!GHHA!IJK5!$*!K+:!GHHQT!?#$'#!-/&%&*(%!*&?!')*(/)6!
,&+%9/&%!$*(&*0&0!()!E/$*7!(#&!1)9*(:!$*()!'),-6$+*'&!E:!(#+(!0+(&;!!"#&!GHHA!IJK5!
&,$%%$)*!.+'()/%!E+%&0!$(%!-)-96+($)*!.)/&'+%(%!)*!(#&!GHHQ!4)9(#!1)+%(!I%%)'$+($)*!).!
N)=&/*,&*(%!L41INM!D&7$)*+6!"/+*%-)/(+($)*!56+*!LD"5M;!!"#&!GHHA!IJK5!+6%)!-/&%&*(%!(#&!
GHHP!–!GHHU!"/$&**$+6!I%%&%%,&*(!+*0!56+*!V-0+(&!/&89$/&0!E:!(#&!1+6$.)/*$+!16&+*!I$/!I'(!
L11IIM;!!"#&!7)+6!).!(#&!11II!$%!()!+'#$&=&!,)/&!%(/$*7&*(!#&+6(#>E+%&0!%(+(&!+$/!89+6$(:!
%(+*0+/0%!+(!(#&!&+/6$&%(!-/+'($'+E6&!0+(&;!!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:!$%!0&%$7*+(&0!+!%&=&/&!
*)*+((+$*,&*(!+/&+!9*0&/!(#&!11II!+*0!,9%(!,&&(!,+*:!).!(#&!,)%(!%(/$*7&*(!/&89$/&,&*(%!
9*0&/!(#$%!+'(;!
!
b#$6&!(#&![$*+6!Y/+.(!GHHA!IJK5!')*(+$*%!%),&!+00$($)*+6!6)'+6!')*(/)6!,&+%9/&%T!,)%(!).!(#&!
&,$%%$)*%!/&09'($)*%!(#+(!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:!*&&0%!()!+((+$*!(#&!.&0&/+6!Q>#)9/!)R)*&!%(+*0+/0!
+*0!')*($*9&0!-/)7/&%%!()!(#&!%(+(&!)R)*&!%(andard will come from the ARB’s 2007 SIP. This
4C5!')*(+$*%!'),-/&#&*%$=&!&,$%%$)*!/&09'($)*!-/)7/+,%!(#+(!.)'9%!)*!/&09'$*7!&,$%%$)*%!
./),!,)E$6&!%)9/'&%T!')*%9,&/!-/)09'(%T!+*0!-&%($'$0&%!()!%9E%(+*($+66:!$,-/)=&!+$/!89+6$(:;!!
<+%&0!)*!-#)()'#&,$'+6!,)0&6$*7!+*0!(#&!9%&!).!(#&!6)'+6!+*0!%(+(&!')*(/)6!,&+%9/&%T!F&*(9/+!
1)9*(:!$%!-/)2&'(&0!()!+((+$*!(#&!.&0&/+6!)R)*&!%(+*0+/0!E:!(#&!/&89$/&0!GHWP!0+(&;!
!
"#&!1+6$.)/*$+!I$/!D&%)9/'&%!<)+/0!LID<M!'9//&*(6:!/&'),,&*0%!(#+(!6)'+6!+7&*'$&%!+=)$0!
%$($*7!*&?!%&*%$($=&!6+*0!9%&%T!$*'690$*7!/&%$0&*'&%T!?$(#$*!UHH!.&&(!).!+!./&&?+:!LID<T!Air
%uality and Land .se 1and2oo4T!I-/$6!GHHUM;!!"#&!/&'),,&*0+($)*!$%!E+%&0!)*!/&%&+/'#!
%#)?$*7!(#+(!')*'&*(/+($)*%!).!(/+..$'!/&6+(&0!-)669(+*(%!0&'6$*&!?$(#!0$%(+*'&!./),!,+2)/!
/)+0%T!-/$,+/$6:!$*!(#&!.$/%(!PHH!>!UHH!.&&(;!!"#&%&!/&'),,&*0+($)*%!+/&!%(/$'(6:!+0=$%)/:T!+*0!
6)'+6!+7&*'$&%!+/&!&^-&'(&0!()!E+6+*'&!(#&,!?$(#!)(#&/!')*%$0&/+($)*%T!?#$'#!-/&%9,+E6:!
$*'690&!(#&!6+*0!9%&!')*(&^(!+*0!6)'+6!6+*0!9%&!-/$)/$($&%T!$*'690$*7!#)9%$*7!*&&0%;!!"#&!
#+*0E))3!+6%)!*)(&%!(#+(!(#&!/&6+($=&!&^-)%9/&!+*0!#&+6(#!/$%3!0/)-%!%9E%(+*($+66:!?$(#$*!(#&!
.$/%(!PHH!.&&(T!+*0!(#+(!(#&!$,-+'(!).!(/+..$'!&,$%%$)*%!$%!)*!+!7/+0$&*(!(#+(!+(!%),&!-)$*(!
E&'),&%!$*0$%($*79$%#+E6&!./),!(#&!/&7$)*+6!+$/!-)669($)*!-/)E6&,;!
f. Sensitive Receptors Near the Project Area.!!"#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+!&*'),-+%%&%!A@H!
')*($79)9%!+'/&%!$*!(#&!&+%(&/*!-)/($)*!).!(#&!1$(:!).!1+,+/$66);!!4&*%$($=&!/&'&-()/%!*&+/!(#&!
-/)2&'(!%$(&!$*'690&!/&%$0&*'&%!WHH!.&&(!?&%(!).!(#&!-/)2&'(!%$(&!+'/)%%!56&+%+*(!F+66&:!D)+0T!
%(90&*(%!+E)9(!@HH!.&&(!*)/(#?&%(!).!(#&!-/)2&'(!%$(&!+(!1+,+/$66)!c$7#!4'#))6T!+*0!/&%$0&*'&%!
+--/)^$,+(&6:!WTPHH!.&&(!LH;GU!,$6&M!%)9(#!).!D$07&=$&?!4(/&&(!()!(#&!&+%(!).!(#&!-/)2&'(!%$(&;!!
"#&!*&+/&%(!#)%-$(+6!$%!4(;!a)#*%!56&+%+*(!F+66&:!c)%-$(+6T!6)'+(&0!+--/)^$,+(&6:!W;U!,$6&%!
*)/(#!).!(#&!-/)2&'(!%$(&;!
!

4.3.2 Impact Analysis
!

a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds.!!<+%&0!)*!I--&*0$^!N!).!(#&!CE%A
7uidelinesT!+$/!89+6$(:!$,-+'(%!?)960!E&!')*%$0&/&0!%$7*$.$'+*(!$.!(#&!5/)2&'(!?)960]!
!
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Conflict :it; or o2struct implementation of t;e applica2le air >uality plan
?iolate any air >uality standard or contri2ute su2stantially to an e@istinA or proBected
air >uality violation
Result in a cumulatively considera2le net increase of any criteria pollutant for :;ic;
t;e ProBect reAion is nonFattainment under an applica2le federal or state am2ient air
>uality standard GincludinA releasinA emissions :;ic; e@ceed >uantitative t;res;olds
for oHone precursorsI
E@pose sensitive receptors to su2stantial pollutant concentrations
Create o2Bectiona2le odors affectinA a su2stantial num2er of people
!
"#&!(#/&%#)60!79$0&6$*&%!9%&0!()!+*+6:R&!+$/!89+6$(:!$,-+'(%!+/&!0&/$=&0!./),!(#)%&!).!(#&!
F1I51Y;!!"#&!,)%(!/&'&*(!F1I51Y!'),-/&#&*%$=&!-9E6$'+($)*!/&7+/0$*7!+$/!89+6$(:!
+%%&%%,&*(!$%!(#&!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:!Air %uality Assessment 7uidelines!LO'()E&/!GHHPM;!!"#&!
VCAPCD’s Air %uality Assessment 7uidelines!/&'),,&*0!%$7*$.$'+*'&!(#/&%#)60%!.)/!-/)2&'(%!
-/)-)%&0!$*!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:;!!V*0&/!(#&%&!79$0&6$*&%T!-/)2&'(%!(#+(!7&*&/+(&!,)/&!(#+*!GU!6E%!
-&/!0+:!).!DON!)/!\O`!+/&!')*%$0&/&0!()!2&)-+/0$R&!+((+$*,&*(!).!(#&!.&0&/+6!)R)*&!%(+*0+/0!
+*0!(#9%!#+=&!+!%$7*$.$'+*(!+0=&/%&!$,-+'(!)*!+$/!89+6$(:;!
!
"#&!F1I51Y!#+%!*)(!&%(+E6$%#&0!89+*($(+($=&!(#/&%#)60%!.)/!-+/($'96+(&!,+((&/;!!c)?&=&/T!+!
-/)2&'(!(#+(!,+:!7&*&/+(&!.97$($=&!09%(!&,$%%$)*%!$*!%9'#!89+*($($&%!+%!()!'+9%&!$*29/:T!
0&(/$,&*(T!*9$%+*'&T!)/!+**):+*'&!()!+*:!')*%$0&/+E6&!*9,E&/!).!-&/%)*%T!)/!?#$'#!,+:!
&*0+*7&/!(#&!'),.)/(T!/&-)%&T!#&+6(#T!)/!%+.&(:!).!+*:!%9'#!-&/%)*T!)/!?#$'#!,+:!'+9%&!)/!
#+=&!+!*+(9/+6!(&*0&*':!()!'+9%&!$*29/:!)/!0+,+7&!()!E9%$*&%%!)/!-/)-&/(:!$%!')*%$0&/&0!()!
#+=&!+!%$7*$.$'+*(!+$/!89+6$(:!$,-+'(!E:!(#&!F1I51Y;!!"#$%!(#/&%#)60!$%!-+/($'96+/6:!
+--6$'+E6&!()!(#&!7&*&/+($)*!).!.97$($=&!09%(!09/$*7!')*%(/9'($)*!7/+0$*7!)-&/+($)*%;!
!
"he VCAPCD’s 25 lbs per day thresholds for ROG and NO`!+/&!*)(!$*(&*0&0!()!E&!+--6$&0!()!
')*%(/9'($)*!&,$%%$)*%!%$*'&!%9'#!&,$%%$)*%!+/&!(&,-)/+/:;!![)/!')*%(/9'($)*!$,-+'(%T!(#&!
F1I51Y!/&'),,&*0%!,$*$,$R$*7!.97$($=&!09%(!(#/)97#!=+/$)9%!09%(!')*(/)6!,&+%9/&%;!!
"#&/&.)/&T!+s outlined in the VCAPCD’s 7uidelines for t;e Preparation of Air %uality Impact
Analyses, the project’s impact is considered significant if it would:!
!
7enerate daily emissions e@ceedinA KL l2s of reactive orAanic compounds GRO7I
or nitroAen o@ides GNOOIP
Cause an e@ceedance or ma4inA a su2stantial contri2ution to an e@ceedance of an
am2ient air >uality standardP G!
Directly or indirectly cause t;e e@istinA population to e@ceed t;e population
forecasts in t;e most recently adopted A%MPP!
Se inconsistent :it; Aoals and policies of t;e ?entura County A%MP and emit
Areater t;an t:o!l2s of RO7 or NOO per dayP!
Create a ;uman ;ealt; ;aHard 2y e@posinA sensitive receptors to to@ic air
emissionsP or
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
G!9:6bstantial;

is defined as 2a>in0 2eas6rably @orse an eAistin0 eAceedance. :ince the CDEPDG does not pro+ide a n62erical
+al6e for 9s6bstantial contrib6tionI; chan0es in carbon 2onoAide concentrations @ere deter2ined to be si0nificant and s6bstantial
for this analysis if concentrations including project traffic caused an exceedance of the California one-hour standard of 20 parts
per million (ppm) carbon monoxide or the federal and state eight-hour standard of 9.0 (ppm) is exceeded. This latter standard
follows the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) definition of significance for CO impacts (SCAQMD, CEQA
Handbook,1993).!
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Create o2Bectiona2le odors affectinA a su2stantial num2er of people.
!
O-&/+($)*+6!B,$%%$)*%!B%($,+(&%;!!"#&!1+6$.)/*$+!B,$%%$)*%!B%($,+()/!K)0&6!
L1+6BBK)0M!%).(?+/&!?+%!9%&0!()!-&/.)/,!&,$%%$)*%!&%($,+(&%;!!b#&*!-/)2&'(!%-&'$.$'!
$*.)/,+($)*!?+%!*)(!+=+$6+E6&T!0&.+96(!+%%9,-($)*%!?&/&!9%&0!()!'+6'96+(&!+/&+T!&*&/7:T!+*0!
,)E$6&!%)9/'&!&,$%%$)*%!+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!(#&!-/)2&'(;!!"#&!&%($,+(&0!*9,E&/!).!=&#$'6&!(/$-%!
9%&0!()!&%($,+(&!+$/!-)669(+*(!&,$%%$)*%!$,-+'(%!$%!./),!(#&!BCD!(/+..$'!%(90:!LI--&*0$^![M.!!!
!
1+/bon Monoxide “Hot Spot” Analysis.!!I'')/0$*7!()!(#&!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:!Air %uality
Assessment 7uidelinesT!+!1O!%'/&&*$*7!+*+6:%$%!%#)960!E&!')*09'(&0!.)/!$*(&/%&'($)*%!(#+(!
?)960!E&!%$7*$.$'+*(6:!+..&'(&0!E:!+!-/)-)%&0!-/)2&'(!+*0!(#+(!&^-&/$&*'&T!)/!+/&!+*($'$-+(&0!()!
experience, level of service (LOS) E or F. “Hot spots” are defined as locations where local
+,E$&*(!1O!')*'&*(/+($)*%!&^'&&0!(#&!4(+(&!)/![&0&/+6!+,E$&*(!+$/!89+6$(:!%(+*0+/0%;!!49'#!
')*'&*(/+($)*%!(:-$'+66:!)''9/!*&+/!#&+=$6:!')*7&%(&0!/)+0?+:!$*(&/%&'($)*%;!
!
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
!
Impact A(1 The proposed Specific Plan would be consistent with the
2007 A(MP, and therefore would not conflict with the
!i#tri&t'# plan to achieve the federal and state standards for
oPone. Impacts relating to A(MP consistency are therefore
Class III, less t&an si*nificant.
!
C*!0&(&/,$*$*7!(#&!+$/!89+6$(:!$,-+'(%!).!+!-/)2&'(!)/!-/)7/+,T!VCAPCD’s Air %uality
Assessment 7uidelines!LO'()E&/!GHHPM!/&89$/&%!+*!+*+6:%$%!).!')*%$%(&*':!?$(#!(#&!GHHA!IJK5;!!
"#&!GHHA!IJK5!$%!$*(&*0&0!()!-/)=$0&!')*($*9)9%!+$/!-)669(+*(!&,$%%$)*!/&09'($)*%!)=&/!
($,&T!?$(#!(#&!7)+6!).!+((+$*$*7!(#&!.&0&/+6!+*0!%(+(&!%(+*0+/0%!.)/!)R)*&;!!I6(#)97#!+*:!
0&=&6)-,&*(!-/)2&'(!?)960!/&-/&%&*(!+*!$*'/&,&*(+6!*&7+($=&!$,-+'(!)*!+$/!89+6$(:!$*!(#&!
E+%$*T!).!-/$,+/:!')*'&/*!$%!(#+(!-/)2&'(>/&6+(&0!$,-+'(%!#+=&!E&&*!-/)-&/6:!+*($'$-+(&0!$*!(#&!
/&7$)*+6!+$/!89+6$(:!-6+**$*7!-/)'&%%!+*0!/&09'&0!?#&*&=&/!.&+%$E6&;!!"#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!?)960!
E&!')*%$%(&*(!?$(#!(#&!GHHA!IJK5!$.!the project’s!0$/&'(!+*0!$*0$/&'(!&,$%%$)*%!+/&!+'')9*(&0!
.)/!$*!(#&!7/)?(#!+%%9,-($)*%!).!(#&!IJK5!+*0!(#&!-/)2&'(!$%!')*%$%(&*(!?$(#!(#&!-)6$'$&%!$*!
(#&!IJK5;!!"#&!GHHA!IJK5!$%!E+%&0!)*!7/)?(#!-/)2&'($)*%!0&=&6)-&0!E:!(#&!F&*(9/+!
1)9*'$6!).!N)=&/*,&*(%!LF1ONMT!?#$'#!9%&%!+%%9,-($)*%!/&7+/0$*7!6+*0!0&=&6)-,&*(!
-+((&/*%!()!)E(+$*!.9(9/&!-)-96+($)*!.)/&'+%(%;!
!
5&/!(#&!F1IJKY!I%%&%%,&*(!N9$0&6$*&%!-/)2&'(!')*%$%(&*':!?$(#!(#&!IJK5!'+*!E&!
0&(&/,$*&0!E:!'),-+/$*7!(#&!+'(9+6!-)-96+($)*!7/)?(#!$*!(#&!')9*(:!?$(#!(#&!-/)2&'(&0!
7/)?(#!/+(&%!9%&0!$*!(#&!IJK5;!!c)?&=&/T!$.!(#&/&!+/&!,)/&!/&'&*(!-)-96+($)*!.)/&'+%(%!(#+(!
#+=&!E&&*!+0)-(&0!E:!F1ON!?#&/&!(#&!()(+6!')9*(:!-)-96+($)*!$%!6)?&/!(#+*!(#+(!$*'690&0!$*!
(#&!,)%(!/&'&*(6:!+0)-(&0!IJK5!-)-96+($)*!.)/&'+%(%T!6&+0!+7&*'$&%!+/&!&*')9/+7&0!9%&!(#&!
,)/&!/&'&*(!F1ON!.)/&'+%(%!.)/!0&(&/,$*$*7!IJK5!')*%$%(&*':;!
!
<9$60)9(!).!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!?)960!+00!+*!&%($,+(&0!ZTZWP!*&?!/&%$0&*(%!LE+%&0!)*!+*!+=&/+7&!
).!G;Z@U!people/dwelling unit, derived from the Department of Finance’s CityUCounty Population
and 1ousinA Estimates, KWXWM;!!"#$%!?)960!$*'/&+%&!(#&!&^$%($*7!-)-96+($)*!).!1+,+/$66)!./),!
ZZTZXH!()!APTPHP;!!C*!K+:!GHHQT!F1ON!-9E6$%#&0!(#&!KWYW Population Forecast for ?entura Cities and
County;!!"#$%!/&-)/(!$%!(#&!,)%(!/&'&*(!-)-96+($)*!.)/&'+%(!.)/!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:T!+*0!%#)?%!(#&!
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+*($'$-+(&0!.9(9/&!-)-96+($)*!).!1+,+/$66)!.)/!GHGHT!GHPHT!+*0!GH@H;!"#&%&!6)'+6!.)/&'+%(%!+/&!
'),-+/&0!()!(#&!&^-&'(&0!-)-96+($)*!$*'/&+%&!(#+(!?)960!/&%96(!./),!(#&!-/)-)%&0!-/)2&'(!$*!
"+E6&!@;P>P;!
!
Table 4.3-3
Camarillo Population Forecasts
Scenario/Year
1

Existing Population
2
Specific Plan Buildout
Population with Specific Plan Buildout
3
2020
3
2030
3
2040

Expected
Population
66,690
6,613
73,303
67,764
73,578
79,391

1: Department of Finance, City/County Population and Housing
Estimates, 2010.
2: Derived from Department of Finance, City/County Population
and Housing Estimates, 2010.
3: Ventura Council of Governments, 2040 Population Forecast
for Ventura Cities and County, May 2008.

!
I%!%#)?*!$*!"+E6&!@;P>PT!(#&!+*($'$-+(&0!-)-96+($)*!).!1+,+/$66)!?$(#!.966!E9$60)9(!).!(#&!
4-&'$.$'!56+*!?)960!&^'&&0!(#&!F1ON!-)-96+($)*!.)/&'+%(!.)/!GHGHT!E9(!?)960!*)(!&^'&&0!(#&!
.)/&'+%(%!.)/!GHPH!)/!GH@H;!!c)?&=&/T!(#&!-/)-)%&0!4-&'$.$'!56+*!$%!*)(!+*($'$-+(&0!()!E&!E9$6(!)9(!
.)/!+--/)^$,+(&6:!GH!:&+/%;!1),-+/&0!?$(#!(#&!&^-&'(&0!-)-96+($)*!$*'/&+%&!$*!1+,+/$66)!E:!
GHPH!+*0!GH@HT!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!?)960!*)(!&^'&&0!(#&!,)%(!/&'&*(!F1ON!-)-96+($)*!-/)2&'($)*%;!!
"#&/&.)/&T!E+%&0!)*!(#&!%$7*$.$'+*'&!'/$(&/$+!+E)=&T!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!?)960!E&!')*%$%(&*(!?$(#!(#&!
GHHA!IJK5;!!
!
C*!+00$($)*T!(#&!GHHA!IJK5!$*'690&%!"/+*%-)/(+($)*!1)*(/)6!K&+%9/&%!L"1K%M!0&%$7*&0!()!
/&09'&!+$/!-)669(+*(!&,$%%$)*%!./),!(/+*%-)/(+($)*!%)9/'&%!$*!)/0&/!,&&(!.&0&/+6!+*0!%(+(&!+$/!
89+6$(:!%(+*0+/0%;!!"#&%&!%(/+(&7$&%!/&09'&!,)()/!=&#$'6&!&,$%%$)*%!E:!/&09'$*7!=&#$'6&!(/$-%T!
=&#$'6&!9%&T!=&#$'6&!,$6&%!(/+=&6&0!LFK"MT!=&#$'6&!$06$*7T!+*0!(/+..$'!')*7&%($)*;!"#&!"1K%!$*!
(#&!GHHA!IJ5K!+/&!7/)9-&0!E:!'+(&7)/$&%!L$;&;T!/$0&%#+/$*7!,&+%9/&%T!*)*>,)()/$R&0!
,&+%9/&%T!(/+..$'!.6)?!$,-/)=&,&*(!,&+%9/&%T!6+*0!9%&!,&+%9/&%T!+*0!(/+*%$(!,&+%9/&%M!+*0!
-/)2&'(%!9*0&/!')*(/)6!,&+%9/&!D>AHHd\>AHHT!"/+*%-)/(+($)*!1)*(/)6!K&+%9/&%T!+*!9,E/&66+!
')*(/)6!,&+%9/&!/&(+$*&0!./),!(#&!WXX@!IJK5;!!")!E&!$*'690&0!$*!(#&!IJK5T!-)(&*($+6!
-/)2ects must be TCMs in the Southern California Association of Governments’ (SCAG)
D&7$)*+6!"/+*%-)/(+($)*!56+*!LD"5M!+*0!D&7$)*+6!"/+*%-)/(+($)*!C,-/)=&,&*(!5/)7/+,!
LD"C5M;!
!
VCAPCD’s Air %uality Assessment 7uidelines!*)(&%!(#+(!+!-/)2&'(!(#+(!$%!')*%$%(&*(!?$(#!(#&!
IJK5!?$66!$*')/-)/+(&!&,$%%$)*%!/&09'($)*!%(/+(&7$&%!./),!(#&!IJK5!$*!)/0&/!()!/&09'&!
&,$%%$)*%;!4&'($)*!G;@;PT!Proposed Sicycle and Pedestrian PlanT!0&%'/$E&%!(#&!-/)-)%&0!E$3&!6+*&!
+*0!(/+$6!*&(?)/3!.)/!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+;!!4&'($)*!G;@;@T!Specific Plan DesiAn 7uidelinesT!
0&%'/$E&%!(#&!-/)-)%&0!-&0&%(/$+*!.+'$6$($&%;!5/)-)%&0!E$':'6&!+*0!-&0&%(/$+*!.+'$6$($&%!?)960!
E&!$*(&7/+(&0!?$(#!&^$%($*7!+*0!.9(9/&!E$':'6&!+*0!-&0&%(/$+*!.+'$6$($&%!$*!1+,+/$66)T!+*0!
?)960!E&!')*%$%(&*(!?$(#!(#&!(/+*%-)/(+($)*!&,$%%$)*%!/&09'($)*!%(/+(&7$&%!')*(+$*&0!$*!(#&!
GHHA!IJK5;!
!
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K$($7+($)*!K&+%9/&%;!!\)*&!/&89$/&0;!
!
4$7*$.$'+*'&!I.(&/!K$($7+($)*;!!C,-+'(%!)*!/&7$)*+6!+$/!89+6$(:!?)960!E&!6&%%!(#+*!
%$7*$.$'+*(!?$(#)9(!,$($7+($)*;!
!
Impact A(2 Construction activities associated with buildout under the
proposed Specific Plan would generate temporary increases in
localiPed air pollutant emissions. Such emissions may result
in temporary adverse impacts to local air quality. However,
compliance with required construction mitigation measures
would ensure that impacts would remain Class II, si*nificant
-.t /iti*a-le.
I%!0$%'9%%&0!$*!4&'($)*!G;HT!ProBect DescriptionT!E9$60)9(!).!(#&!1)*&2)!1/&&3!4-&'$.$'!56+*!
?)960!E&7$*!$*!GHWG;!!1)*%(/9'($)*!+'($=$(:!+*0!+%%)'$+(&0!&,$%%$)*%!).!)R)*&!-/&'9/%)/%!
LDON!+*0!\O`M!+*0!09%(!L5KWHM!?)960!)''9/!-&/$)0$'+66:!)=&/!(#&!+*($'$-+(&0!GH>:&+/!
E9$60)9(!#)/$R)*!.)/!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*;!!!
!
Y&=&6)-,&*(!$*!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+!?)960!$*'690&!9-!()!GTUHH!/&%$0&*($+6!9*$(%T!@@HTHHH!
%89+/&!.&&(!).!=+/$)9%!'+(&7)/$&%!).!'),,&/'$+6!%-+'&T!WTPHHTHHH!%89+/&!.&&(!).!$*09%(/$+6!%-+'&T!
+*0!PHTHHH!%89+/&!.&&(!).!%'#))6%!+*0!)(#&/!$*%($(9($)*+6!9%&%;!!1)*%(/9'($)*!+'($=$($&%!
+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!(#$%!0&=&6)-,&*(!?)960!/&%96(!$*!(&,-)/+/:!%#)/(>(&/,!&,$%%$)*%!).!=+/$)9%!
+$/!-)669(+*(%!+(!'&/(+$*!-)$*(%!)=&/!(#&!6$.&!).!(#&!56+*;!!OR)*&!-/&'9/%)/%!\O`!+*0!DONT!+%!
?&66!+%!1OT!?)960!E&!&,$((&0!E:!(#&!)-&/+($)*!).!')*%(/9'($)*!&89$-,&*(!+*0!&,$%%$)*%!./),!
+/'#$(&'(9/+6!')+($*7%T!?#$6&!.97$($=&!09%(!L5KWHM!?)960!E&!&,$((&0!E:!+'($=$($&%!(#+(!0$%(9/E!
(#&!%)$6T!%9'#!+%!7/+0$*7!+*0!&^'+=+($)*T!/)+0!')*%(/9'($)*!+*0!E9$60$*7!')*%(/9'($)*;!!I%!
-/&=$)9%6:!%(+(&0T!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:!$%!0&%$7*+(&0!9*0&/!(#&!.&0&/+6!%(+*0+/0!+%!*)*+((+$*,&*(!
.)/!)R)*&!L%(+(&!+*0!.&0&/+6!%(+*0+/0%MT!5KG;U!L%(+(&!%(+*0+/0MT!+*0!5KWH!L%(+(&!%(+*0+/0M;!
!
"#&!F1I51Y!0)&%!*)(!'6+%%$.:!%#)/(>(&/,!')*%(/9'($)*!$,-+'(%!+%!%$7*$.$'+*(!E&'+9%&!).!(#&$/!
(&,-)/+/:!*+(9/&;!!c)?&=&/T!09&!()!(#&!+,)9*(!+*0!%'#&096&!).!0&=&6)-,&*(!(#+(!')960!
)''9/!9*0&/!(#&!-/)-)%&0!4-&'$.$'!56+*T!$(!$%!/&+%)*+E6&!()!')*'690&!(#+(!,+2)/!')*%(/9'($)*!
+'($=$(:!')960!E&!)*7)$*7!)=&/!/&6+($=&6:!6)*7!-&/$)0%!).!($,&;!!1)*%(/9'($)*!&,$%%$)*%!?)960!
+..&'(!)..>%$(&!/&'&-()/%T!+*0!')*%(/9'($)*!&,$%%$)*%!./),!6+(&/!-#+%&%!).!0&=&6)-,&*(!$*!(#&!
4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+!')960!+..&'(!)''9-$&0!9%&%!')*%(/9'(&0!$*!&+/6$&/!-#+%&%!).!0&=&6)-,&*(;!!
<&'+9%&!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:!=$)6+(&%!(#&!.&0&/+6!%(+*0+/0!.)/!)R)*&!+*0!(#&!%(+(&!%(+*0+/0!.)/!
5KWHT!%(+*0+/0!')*%(/9'($)*!,$($7+($)*!,&+%9/&%!+/&!/&89$/&0!.)/!')*%(/9'($)*!+'($=$(:!
/&7+/06&%%!).!-/)2&'(!%$R&!)/!09/+($)*!()!,$*$,$R&!&,$%%$)*%!).!)R)*&!-/&'9/%)/%!+*0!.97$($=&!
09%(;!!"#&%&!/&89$/&,&*(%!?)960!+%%9/&!(#+(!+*:!')*%(/9'($)*>/&6+(&0!+$/!89+6$(:!$,-+'(%!+/&!
,$($7+(&0;!
!
K$($7+($)*!K&+%9/&%;!!K$($7+($)*!,&+%9/&%!IJ>GL+MT!IJ>GLEMT!+*0!IJ>GL'M!+/&!/&89$/&0!
()!,$*$,$R&!&,$%%$)*%!).!)R)*&!-/&'9/%)/%!DON!+*0!\O`T!+%!?&66!+%!5KWH!09/$*7!')*%(/9'($)*;!
A(2(a)

Dust Control Measures. "#&!.)66)?$*7!%#+66!E&!$,-6&,&*(&0!
09/$*7!7/+0$*7!+*0!')*%(/9'($)*!.)/!+66!-/)2&'(%!9*0&/!(#&!4-&'$.$'!
56+*!$*!)/0&/!()!')*(/)6!09%(;!
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X. T;e area distur2ed 2y clearinA, AradinA, eart; movinA, or e@cavation
operations s;all 2e minimiHed to prevent e@cessive amounts of dust.
K. PreFAradinAUe@cavation activities s;all include :aterinA t;e area to 2e
Araded or e@cavated 2efore commencement of AradinA or e@cavatinA
activities. Application of :ater Gprefera2ly reclaimed, if availa2leI
s;ould penetrate sufficiently to minimiHe fuAitive dust durinA AradinA
activities.
]. FuAitive dust produced durinA AradinA, e@cavation, and construction
activities s;all 2e controlled 2y t;e follo:inA activities^
a. All truc4s s;all 2e re>uired to cover t;eir loads as re>uired 2y
California ?e;icle Code Section K]XXY.
2. All Araded and e@cavated material, e@posed soil areas, and
active portions of t;e construction site, includinA unpaved onF
site road:ays, s;all 2e treated to prevent fuAitive dust.
Treatment s;all include, 2ut not necessarily 2e limited to,
periodic :aterinA, application of environmentallyFsafe soil
sta2iliHation materials, andUor rollFcompaction as!appropriate.!!
WaterinA s;all 2e done as often as necessary and reclaimed
:ater s;all 2e used :;enever possi2le.
Y. 7raded andUor e@cavated inactive areas of t;e construction site s;all 2e
monitored at least :ee4ly for dust sta2iliHation. Soil sta2iliHation
met;ods s;all 2e periodically applied to portions of t;e construction site
t;at are inactive for over four days. If no furt;er AradinA or e@cavation
operations are planned for t;e area :it;in t;ree :ee4s, it s;all 2e seeded
and :atered until Arass Aro:t; is evident, or periodically treated :it;
environmentally safe dust suppressants, to prevent e@cessive fuAitive
dust.
L. SiAns s;all 2e posted onFsite limitinA traffic to XL miles per ;our or
less.
`. DurinA periods of ;iA; :inds Gi.e., :ind speed sufficient to cause
fuAitive dust to affect adBacent propertiesI, all clearinA, AradinA, eart;
movinA, and e@cavation operations s;all 2e curtailed to t;e deAree
necessary to prevent fuAitive dust from 2einA an annoyance or ;aHard,
eit;er offFsite or onFsite.
a. AdBacent streets and roads s;all 2e s:ept at least once per day,
prefera2ly at t;e end of t;e day, if visi2le soil material is carried over to
adBacent streets and roads.
b. Personnel involved in AradinA operations, includinA contractors and
su2contractors, s;all :ear respiratory protection in accordance :it;
California Division of Occupational Safety and 1ealt; reAulations.
c. S;a4er plates s;all 2e installed at all truc4 e@its from t;e site.
XW. Dust control re>uirements s;all 2e s;o:n on all AradinA plans.

!
A(2(b)

Construction Equipment Controls. "#&!.)66)?$*7!%#+66!E&!
$,-6&,&*(&0!09/$*7!')*%(/9'($)*!.)/!+66!-/)2&'(%!9*0&/!(#&!4-&'$.$'!
56+*!$*!)/0&/!()!,$*$,$R&!&,$%%$)*%!).!)R)*&!-/&'9/%)/%;
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X. Construction contractors s;all minimiHe e>uipment idlinA time
t;rouA;out construction. EnAines s;all 2e turned off if idlinA :ould 2e
for more t;an five minutes.
K. E>uipment enAines s;all 2e maintained in Aood condition and in proper
tune per manu*a+turers- spe+.*.+at./ns0
]. T;e num2er of pieces of e>uipment operatinA simultaneously s;all 2e
minimiHed.
Y. Construction contractors s;all use alternatively fueled construction
e>uipment Gsuc; as compressed natural Aas, li>uefied natural Aas, or
electricI :;en feasi2le.
L. T;e enAine siHe of construction e>uipment s;all 2e t;e minimum
practical siHe.
`. 1eavyFduty dieselFpo:ered construction e>uipment manufactured after
Xcc` G:it; federally mandated clean diesel enAinesI s;all 2e utiliHed
:;erever feasi2le.
a. DurinA t;e smoA season GMay t;rouA; Octo2erI, t;e construction
period s;ould 2e lenAt;ened so as to minimiHe t;e num2er of ve;icles
and e>uipment operatinA at t;e same time.
A(2(c)

Low Volatile Paints;!!b#&/&=&/!.&+%$E6&T!*)*>-+$*(&0!&^(&/$)/!%9/.+'&%!
+*0!6)?!=)6+($6&!$*(&/$)/!+*0!&^(&/$)/!-+$*(%!%#+66!E&!9%&0!.)/!
+/'#$(&'(9/+6!')+($*7%!.)/!+66!*&?!E9$60$*7!')*%(/9'($)*!?$(#$*!(#&!
4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+;!!

!
4$7*$.$'+*'&!I.(&/!K$($7+($)*;!!C,-6&,&*(+($)*!).!(#&!,&+%9/&%!?)960!/&09'&!
')*%(/9'($)*>/&6+(&0!+$/!&,$%%$)*%T!+*0!$,-+'(%!?)960!E&!')*%$0&/&0!6&%%!(#+*!%$7*$.$'+*(!09&!
()!(#&$/!(&,-)/+/:!*+(9/&;!!
Impact A(3 Operational emissions of ROG and NOY would exceed
(C*+C!'# daily t1r2#1old#4 5o6272r8 t12#2 im:a&t# ar2
mitigable with payment of Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) fees. Therefore, the Specific Plan would
have a Class II, si*nificant -.t /iti*a-le0 impact on regional air
quality.

!
b)/%(>'+%&!0+$6:!&,$%%$)*%!).!)R)*&!-/&'9/%)/%!DON!+*0!\O`!?&/&!&%($,+(&0!E+%&0!)*!(#&!
-/)-)%&0!9%&%!$*!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+T!+%!?&66!+%!(#&!*9,E&/!).!=&#$'6&!(/$-%!(#+(!?)960!E&!
7&*&/+(&0!E:!0&=&6)-,&*(!9*0&/!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*;!!"#&!&%($,+(&!).!=&#$'6&!(/$-%!$%!E+%&0!)*!
=&#$'6&!(/$-!7&*&/+($)*!.+'()/%!./),!(#&!-/)2&'(!(/+..$'!%(90:!LI--&*0$^![MT!+*0!?+%!'+6'96+(&0!
9%$*7!(#&!1+6BBK)0!&,$%%$)*%!,)0&6;!!F&#$'6&!(/$-!7&*&/+($)*!$%!0$%'9%%&0!$*!.9/(#&/!0&(+$6!$*!
4&'($)*!@;WUT!Transportation d Circulation. C*!+00$($)*T!%&=&/+6!).!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!0&%$7*!
.&+(9/&%T!$*'690$*7!(#&!-/)-)%&0!-&0&%(/$+*!+*0!E$':'6&!*&(?)/3T!'),,&/'$+6!,$^&0>9%&!%$(&%T!
as well as the Plan area’s p/)^$,$(:!()!-9E6$'!(/+*%$(!+*0!(#&!&^$%($*7!1+,+/$66)!0)?*()?*!
+/&+!?&/&!$*')/-)/+(&0!$*()!(#&!&,$%%$)*%!'+6'96+($)*%;!
!
"+E6&!@;P>@!%9,,+/$R&%!(#&!+*($'$-+(&0!&,$%%$)*%!./),!+/&+!L*+(9/+6!7+%T!')*%9,&/!-/)09'(%T!
+/'#$(&'(9/+6!')+($*7%MT!&*&/7:!L)..>%$(&!&6&'(/$'$(:!+*0!*+(9/+6!7+%!')*%9,-($)*MT!+*0!,)E$6&!
L,)()/!=&#$'6&%M!%)9/'&%!+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!E9$60)9(!).!(#&!-/)-)%&0!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+*0!-/)=$0&%!
(#&!F1I51Y!%$7*$.$'+*'&!(#/&%#)60%!.)/!'),-+/$%)*;!
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!
Table 4.3-4
Estimated Operational Emissions
Emissions Estimate
(lbs/day)

Emission Source

Area (natural gas, consumer
products, architectural coatings)
Energy (off-site electricity and
natural gas consumption)
Mobile (motor vehicles)
Total (Area + Mobile)
VCAPCD Significance
Threshold
Exceeds Threshold?

ROG

NOx

151.1

2.6

2.9

24.9

225.4

376.0

379.4

403.5

25

25

Yes

Yes

Source: CalEEMod Summer emissions output. See Appendix B for
calculations.

!
O-&/+($)*+6!&,$%%$)*%!/&%96($*7!./),!*&?!0&=&6)-,&*(!9*0&/!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&!&%($,+(&0!
+(!PAX;@!-)9*0%!-&/!0+:!).!DONT!+*0!@HP;U!-)9*0%!-&/!0+:!).!\O`;!!I%!$*0$'+(&0T!(#&!$*'/&+%&!
$*!DON!&,$%%$)*%!?)960!&^'&&0!(#&!F1I51Y!GU!-)9*0%!-&/!0+:!(#/&%#)60;!C*!+00$($)*T!(#&!
$*'/&+%&!$*!\O`!&,$%%$)*%T!?#$'#!+/&!09&!-/$,+/$6:!()!-/)2&'(>7&*&/+(&0!(/+..$'T!?)960!+6%)!
&^'&&0!(#&!F1I51Y!GU!-)9*0%>-&/>0+:!(#/&%#)60;!!"#$%!?)960!E&!+!-)(&*($+66:!%$7*$.$'+*(!
$,-+'(;!
!
K$($7+($)*!K&+%9/&%;!!"#&!.)66)?$*7!,$($7+($)*!,&+%9/&%!?)960!/&09'&!+$/!&,$%%$)*%!
+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!)-&/+($)*!).!(#&!-/)2&'(;!!
A(3(a)!

TDM Fees.!!5/)2&'(%!'),$*7!.)/?+/0!9*0&/!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!%#+66!
')*(/$E9(&!(#&$/!.+$/!%#+/&!()!(#&!1$(:!).!1+,+/$66)!"/+*%-)/(+($)*!
Y&,+*0!K+*+7&,&*(!L"YKM!56+*![9*0T!?#$'#!'+*!E&9%&0!()!
0&=&6)-!/&7$)*+6!-/)7/+,%!()!)..%&(!+$/!-)669(+*(!&,$%%$)*%!
+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!$,-6&,&*(+($)*!).!(#&!1)*&2)!1/&&3!4-&'$.$'!56+*;!!
"#&!.&&%!?$66!E&!E+%&0!on each development project’s fair share of
the Specific Plan’s &^'&&0+*'&!).!(#&!(#/&%#)60!.)/!DON!+*0!\O`;!!
"#&!.&&%!%#+66!E&!'+6'96+(&0!E+%&0!)*!(#&!9*$(!')%(!.)/!DON!+*0!\O`!
$*!&..&'(!+(!(#&!($,&!(#&!.&&!$%!()!E&!-+$0!9%$*7!(#&!F1I51Y!
79$0&6$*&%!.)/,96+!).]!
!
Ge@cess emissions l2sUdayI @ Gunit cost RO7I @ Gdays in operationI
@ G] yearsI e Total cost
Current year GKWXKI RO7 calculation^ ]LY.Y pounds per day of
RO7 @ fL.Xb per pound of RO7 @ ]`L days per year @ ] years e
fK,WXW,XcK. Appro@imately LYg of ve;icle trips are associated
:it; nonFresidential development, :;ile Y`g are associated :it;
residential development. T;erefore, t;ese costs are distri2uted
proportionately. T;is e>uates to f]`c.aa per residential unit and
fW.`X per s>uare foot of nonFresidential development.
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Ge@cess emissions l2sUdayI @ Gunit cost NOOI @ Gdays in operationI
@ G] yearsI e Total cost
Current year GKWXKI NOO calculation^ ]ab.L -)9*0%!-&/!0+:!).!
NOO @ fa.LY per pound of NOO @ ]`L days per year @ ] years e
f],XKL,WWc. Appro@imately LYg of ve;icle trips are associated
:it; nonFresidential development, :;ile Y`g are associated :it;
residential development. T;erefore, t;ese costs are distri2uted
proportionately. T;is e>uates to fLaL.WW per residential unit and
fW.cL per s>uare foot of nonFresidential development.
!
"#&!"YK!56+*![9*0!%#+66!E&!9%&0!()!.$*+*'&!1$(:!-/)7/+,%!()!/&09'&!
/&7$)*+6!+$/!-)669(+*(!&,$%%$)*%;!4-&'$.$'!,$($7+($)*!,&+%9/&%!(#+(!
')960!E&!9*0&/(+3&*!9%$*7!(#&!.9*0!$*'690&T!E9(!+/&!*)(!6$,$(&0!()T!
&*#+*'&0!-9E6$'!(/+*%$(!%&/=$'&T!=+*-))6!-/)7/+,%d%9E%$0$&%T!
/$0&%#+/&!+%%$%(+*'&!-/)7/+,%T!'6&+*!.9&6!-/)7/+,%T!$,-/)=&0!
-&0&%(/$+*!+*0!E$':'6&!.+'$6$($&%T!+*0!-+/3>+*0>/$0&!.+'$6$($&%;!!5+:,&*(!
).!.&&%!$%!/&89$/&0!-/$)/!()!$%%9+*'&!).!)''9-+*':!-&/,$(%;
!
A(3(b)

Increased Efficiency. D&%$0&*($+6!+*0!'),,&/'$+6!6+*0!9%&%!%#+66!
$*'/&+%&!&..$'$&*':!+!,$*$,9,!).!WHe!E&:)*0!"$(6&!G@!%(+*0+/0%;!!
I--6$'+*(%!%#+66!-/)=$0& 0)'9,&*(+($)*!).!&*&/7:!%+=$*7%!
+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!,+(&/$+6%!-/)-)%&0!.)/!9%&!+(!($,&!).!E9$60$*7!-&/,$(!
+--6$'+($)*;

!
4$7*$.$'+*'&!I.(&/!K$($7+($)*;!!C,-6&,&*(+($)*!).!(#&!/&'),,&*0&0!,$($7+($)*!
,&+%9/&%!?)960!/&09'&!DON!+*0!\O`!&,$%%$)*%!+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!0&=&6)-,&*(!9*0&/!(#&!
4-&'$.$'!56+*;!!5+:,&*(!).!"YK!.&&%!?)960!,$($7+(&!(#&!$,-+'(%!()!+!6&=&6!).!$*%$7*$.$'+*'&!
-/)=$0&0!(#+(!(#&!.$*+6!%89+/&!.))(+7&!).!*)*>/&%$0&*($+6!%-+'&%!0)&%!*)(!&^'&&0!WTAAHTHHH!
%89+/&!.&&(T!+*0!(#&!.$*+6!*9,E&/!).!0?&66$*7!9*$(%!0)&%!*)(!&^'&&0!GTUHH!9*$(%;!!V%$*7!(#&!
'9//&*(!$*.6+($)*!/+(&!+*0!(#&!f&+/!GHWW!')%(!()!,$($7+(&T!(#&!"YK!.&&!&%($,+(&!?)960!E&!
g@TUXZTGHW;!!<+%&0!)*!(#&!+**9+6!FK"!&%($,+(&0!()!E&!7&*&/+(&0!E:!/&%$0&*($+6!+*0!*)*>
/&%$0&*($+6!%)9/'&%!?$(#$*!(#&!56+*!+/&+T!(#$%!?)960!/&%96(!$*!.+$/>%#+/&!"YK!.9*0!
')*(/$E9($)*%!).!gXWZ!-&/!/&%$0&*($+6!9*$(!+*0!gWTPHP!-&/!3%.!).!*)*>/&%$0&*($+6!0&=&6)-,&*(!
L%&&!I--&*0$^!<M;!
!
<+%&0!)*!(#&!F1I51Y!Air %uality Assessment 7uidelinesT!.9*0$*7!).!(#$%!3$*0!$%!')*%$0&/&0!()!
/&09'&!(#&!%$7*$.$'+*(!&*=$/)*,&*(+6!$,-+'(!).!(#&!%9E2&'(!0&=&6)-,&*(!-/)2&'(;!!"#&!&,$%%$)*%!
./),!+!0&=&6)-,&*(!-/)2&'(!,+:!%($66!&^'&&0!(#&!GU!-)9*0%!-&/!0+:!(#/&%#)60!+.(&/!(#&!(#/&&>:&+/!
.9*0$*7;!!C*!+00$($)*T!+%!0$%'9%%&0!9*0&/!C,-+'(!IJ>WT!(#&!-/)-)%&0!4-&'$.$'!56+*!?)960!E&!
')*%$%(&*(!?$(#!(#&!GHHA!IJK5!+*0!(#&!0$/&'(!+*0!$*0$/&'(!&,$%%$)*%!./),!0&=&6)-,&*(!$*!(#&!
4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+!?)960!E&!+'')9*(&0!.)/!$*!(#&!7/)?(#!+%%9,-($)*%!).!(#&!IJK5S!(#&/&.)/&T!
?$(#!$*')/-)/+($)*!).!(#&!+E)=&!,$($7+($)*!,&+%9/&%T!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!?)960!#+=&!+!6&%%!(#+*!
%$7*$.$'+*(T!$,-+'(!)*!/&7$)*+6!+$/!89+6$(:;!
!
Impact A(4 Project traffic, together with cumulative traffic growth in the
area, would not create carbon monoxide concentrations
exceeding state or federal standards. LocaliPed air quality
impacts would therefore be Class III, less t&an si*nificant.
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I/&+%!?$(#!#$7#!=&#$'6&!0&*%$(:T!%9'#!+%!')*7&%(&0!$*(&/%&'($)*%T!#+=&!(#&!-)(&*($+6!()!'/&+(&!#$7#!
concentrations of CO. These areas are known as CO “hot spots.” A project’s localized air quality
$,-+'(!$%!')*%$0&/&0!%$7*$.$'+*(!$.!1O!&,$%%$)*%!'/&+(&!+!#)(!%-)(!?#&/&!&$(#&/!(#&!1+6$.)/*$+!)*&>
#)9/!%(+*0+/0!).!GH!--,!)/!(#&!.&0&/+6!+*0!%(+(&!&$7#(>#)9/!%(+*0+/0!).!X;H!--,!$%!&^'&&0&0;!!
I'')/0$*7!()!(#&!F1I51Y!Air %uality Assessment 7uidelinesT!(#$%!,+:!)''9/!+(!')*7&%(&0!
$*(&/%&'($)*%!?#&/&!0&=&6)-,&*(!9*0&/!(#&!-/)-)%&0!4-&'$.$'!56+*!?)960!%9E%(+*($+66:!?)/%&*!
(/+..$';!"#&/&.)/&T!+!-)(&*($+66:!%$7*$.$'+*(!$,-+'(!?)960!)''9/!+(!$*(&/%&'($)*%!?#&/&!(#&!4-&'$.$'!
56+*!?)960!/&%96(!$*!(/+..$'!(#+(!?)960!/&09'&!_O4!./),!Y!)/!E&((&/!()!_O4!B!)/![;!
!
I%!0$%'9%%&0!$*!4&'($)*!@;WUT!Transportation d CirculationT!).!(#&!WX!$*(&/%&'($)*%!$*!(#&!-/)2&'(!
=$'$*$(:!(#+(!?&/&!+*+6:R&0!$*!(#&!(/+..$'!%(90:T!)*&!$*(&/%&'($)*!–!4+*(+!D)%+!D)+0!+*0!V-6+*0!
D)+0!–!?)960!E&!&^-&'(&0!()!)-&/+(&!+(!_O4!B!)/!6)?&/!09/$*7!(#&!?&&30+:!IK!-&+3!#)9/!
9*0&/!(#&!'9,96+($=&!h!-/)2&'(!')*0$($)*%;!!c)?&=&/T!(#$%!$*(&/%&'($)*!?)960!+6%)!)-&/+(&!+(!_O4!
B!9*0&/!'9,96+($=&!*)>-/)2&'(!')*0$($)*%S!(#&/&.)/&T!-)(&*($+6!1O!')*'&*(/+($)*%!+(!(#$%!
$*(&/%&'($)*!?)960!*)(!E&!')*%$0&/&0!(#&!/&%96(!).!(#&!-/)-)%&0!4-&'$.$'!56+*;!"#&/&.)/&T!
6)'+6$R&0!+$/!89+6$(:!$,-+'(%!?)960!E&!6&%%!(#+*!%$7*$.$'+*(;!
!
K$($7+($)*!K&+%9/&%;!!\)!,$($7+($)*!,&+%9/&%!?)960!E&!/&89$/&0;!
!
4$7*$.$'+*'&!+.(&/!K$($7+($)*;!!1+/E)*!,)*)^$0&!')*'&*(/+($)*%!?)960!*)(!&^'&&0!%(+(&!
+*0!.&0&/+6!(#/&%#)60%T!+*0!?)960!(#&/&.)/&!E&!6&%%!(#+*!%$7*$.$'+*(!?$(#)9(!,$($7+($)*;!
!
Impact A(5 The Specific Plan would locate residential neighborhoods
along U.S. Highway 101, which is a source of toxic air
pollutants associated with high volumes of truck traffic, which
could cause significant health risks to onsite receptors because
of diesel exhaust emissions. This impacts would be Class II,
si*nificant -.t /iti*a-le. !
!
"#&!1+6$.)/*$+!I$/!5)669($)*!1)*(/)6!O..$'&/%!I%%)'$+($)*!L1I51OIM!-9E6$'+($)*T!1ealt; Ris4
Assessments for Proposed Land .se ProBects!La96:!GHHXMT!$*0$'+(&%!(#+(!6$=$*7!'6)%&!()!%)9/'&%!).!
#+R+/0)9%!&,$%%$)*%T!$*'690$*7!./&&?+:%!+*0!#$7#>(/+..$'!/)+0?+:%T!0$%(/$E9($)*!'&*(&/%T!/+$6!
:+/0%T!-)/(%T!/&.$*&/$&%T!'#/),&!-6+(&/%T!0/:!'6&+*&/%!9%$*7!-&/'#6)/)&#:6&*&T!)/!7+%)6$*&!
0$%-&*%$*7!.+'$6$($&%!,+:!6&+0!()!+0=&/%&!#&+6(#!&..&'(%!E&:)*0!(#)%&!+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!/&7$)*+6!
+$/!-)669($)*!$*!9/E+*!+/&+%;!!\)*&!).!(#&%&!9%&%T!?$(#!(#&!&^'&-($)*!).!./&&?+:%!+*0!#$7#>
(/+..$'!/)+0?+:%T!+/&!-/&%&*(!*&+/!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+T!$*'690$*7!(#&!&^$%($*7!_$7#(!
K+*9.+'(9/$*7!R)*$*7!0&%$7*+($)*!6)'+(&0!?$(#$*!(#&!-/)-)%&0!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+T!)/!+/&!
')*(&,-6+(&0!+%!.9(9/&!$*09%(/$+6!9%&%!?$(#$*!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+;!"#&!1I51OI!/&-)/(!
builds on the ARB’s 2005 publication Air %uality and Land .se 1and2oo4^ A Community 1ealt;
PerspectiveT!?#$'#!$0&*($.$&0!-)(&*($+6!'+*'&/!/$%3%!+(!=+/$)9%!0$%(+*'&%!./),!()^$'!&,$((&/%T!
%9'#!+%!#$7#>=)69,&!/)+0?+:%T!+*0!/&'),,&*0&0!E9..&/!0$%(+*'&%!E&(?&&*!(#)%&!%)9/'&%!
+*0!/&'&-()/%;!!c&+6(#!/$%3%!+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!()^$'!&,$%%$)*%!+*0!(#&!0$%(+*'&%!()!%&*%$($=&!
/&'&-()/%!+*0!?)/3&/!/&'&-()/%!$*'690&!/&%-$/+()/:!%:,-(),%T!+%(#,+!&^+'&/E+($)*%T!
0&'/&+%&%!$*!69*7!.9*'($)*T!'+*'&/T!/&%-$/+()/:!$//$(+($)*T!0+,+7&!()!(#&!'&*(/+6!*&/=)9%!
%:%(&,T!+*0!-/&,+(9/&!,)/(+6$(:;!
!
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<+%&0!)*![$79/&!G>U!+*0!"+E6&!G>@!$*!4&'($)*!G;HT!ProBect DescriptionT!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!?)960!
6)'+(&!9-!()!WHH!/&%$0&*($+6!9*$(%!?$(#$*!56+**$*7!I/&+!iWG!LK&0$9,!Y&*%$(:!D&%$0&*($+6M!
?$(#$*!UHH!.&&(!).!V;4;!WHWT!?#$'#!$%!(#&!,$*$,9,!+''&-(+E6&!distance recommended by ARB’s
Air %uality and Land .se 1and2oo4!$*!)/0&/!()!,$*$,$R&!#&+6(#!/$%3!$,-+'(%!./),!./&&?+:%!+*0!
#$7#>=)69,&!/)+0?+:%;!!<+%&0!)*!(#&!4)9(#!1)+%(!I$/!J9+6$(:!K+*+7&,&*(!Y$%(/$'(!K96($-6&!
I$/!")^$'%!B^-)%9/&!4(90:!LKI"B4>CCM!/&-)/(!)*!()^$'!&^-)%9/&%!LK+/'#!GHHHMT!(#)%&!
/&%$0&*($+6!+/&+%!6)'+(&0!+02+'&*(!()!./&&?+:%!+/&!+6/&+0:!&^-)%&0!()!'),-+/+($=&6:!#$7#!
&^'&%%!'+*'&/!/$%3%;!!<+%&0!)*!(#&!V;4;!WHW!(/+..$'!=)69,&T!(#&!&^'&%%!'+*'&/!/$%3!$%!&%($,+(&0!()!
E&!+E)9(!PHH!>!@HH!$*!)*&!,$66$)*!.)/!(#)%&!/&%$0&*'&%!6)'+(&0!*&+/&%(!(#&!./&&?+:T!)/!PH>!@H!
($,&%!7/&+(&/!(#+*!(#&!F1I51Y!%$7*$.$'+*'&!(#/&%#)60!).!WH!$*!)*&!,$66$)*;!!"#&/&.)/&T!(#&!
6)'+($)*!).!.9(9/&!/&%$0&*($+6!9*$(%!?$(#$*!UHH!.&&(!).!+!./&&?+:!'9//&*(6:!/&-/&%&*(%!+!
-)(&*($+66:!%$7*$.$'+*(!$,-+'(;!
!
K$($7+($)*!K&+%9/&%;!!K$($7+($)*!K&+%9/&!IJ>U!?)960!/&09'&!(#&!-)(&*($+6!.)/!#&+6(#!
/$%3%!+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!()^$'!')*(+,$*+*(%!+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!#$7#!=)69,&!(/+..$'!)*!V;4;!WHW;!!
!
A(5!
Air Ventilation Specifications.!![)/'&0!+$/!=&*($6+($)*!?$(#!.$6(&/!%'/&&*%!)*!
)9(%$0&!+$/!$*(+3&!09'(%!%#+66!E&!-/)=$0&0!.)/!+*:!/&%$0&*($+6!9*$(%!?$(#$*!
UHH!.&&(!).!V;4;!WHWT!%9'#!+%!(#)%&!?$(#$*!56+**$*7!I/&+!WG;!!b$*0)?%!+*0!
0))/%!%#+66!E&!.966:!?&+(#&/-/)).&0!with c+963$*7!+*0!?&+(#&/>%(/$--$*7!
(#+(!$%!/+(&0!()!6+%(!+(!6&+%(!GH!:&+/%;!
!
4$7*$.$'+*'&!I.(&/!K$($7+($)*;!!"#&!,$($7+($)*!,&+%9/&%!+E)=&!?)960!.&+%$E6:!,$($7+(&!
%$7*$.$'+*(!$,-+'(%!/&6+(&0!()!%&*%$($=&!/&'&-()/%!)/!?)/3&/!/&'&-()/%!$*!'6)%&!-/)^$,$(:!()!V;4;!
WHW!+*0!&^$%($*7!+*0!.9(9/&!$*09%(/$+6!9%&%T!+%!$0&*($.$&0!$*!(#&!1I51OI!-9E6$'+($)*!1ealt;
Ris4 Assessments for Proposed Land .se ProBects.!!
!
Impact A(6 Development under the Specific Plan would not be expected to
be affected by nuisance odors from the Camarillo Sanitation
District Wastewater Treatment Plant. Prevailing daytime
winds would generally carry odors from the Wastewater
Treatment Plant away from the Specific Plan area. In addition,
the Wastewater Treatment Plant has one odor complaint in the
past 15 years.!!This impact would be Class III, less t&an
si*nificant.!
!
"#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!?)960!.+'$6$(+(&!(#&!0&=&6)-,&*(!).!9-!()!GTUHH!/&%$0&*($+6!9*$(%!+*0!
WTAAHTHHH!%89+/&!.&&(!).!*)*>/&%$0&*($+6!%-+'&T!$*'690$*7!'),,&/'$+6!,$^&0>9%&T!/&(+$6!
'),,&/'$+6T!$*%($(9($)*+6T!+*0!$*09%(/$+6!%-+'&;!!B^$%($*7!)0)/!7&*&/+()/%!*&+/!(#&!%$(&!$*'690&!
+7/$'96(9/+6!)-&/+($)*%!()!(#&!?&%(!+*0!%)9(#!).!(#&!56+*!+/&+T!+%!?&66!+%!(#&!1+,+/$66)!
4+*$(+($)*!Y$%(/$'(!b+%(&?+(&/!"/&+(,&*(!56+*(T!6)'+(&0!$*!(#&!%)9(#&+%(!')/*&/!).!(#&!4-&'$.$'!
56+*!+/&+;!!B^$%($*7!%&*%$($=&!/&'&-()/%!+*0!?)/3&/!/&'&-()/%!*&+/!(#&!%$(&!$*'690&!/&%$0&*($+6!
0&=&6)-,&*(!*)/(#!+*0!?&%(!).!(#&!56+*!+/&+T!)*!(#&!)--)%$(&!%$0&!).!56&+%+*(!F+66&:!D)+0T!
+*0!&^$%($*7!$*09%(/$+6!+*0!'),,&/'$+6!E9%$*&%%&%!6)'+(&0!?$(#$*!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+;!
!
I'')/0$*7!()!(#&!F1I51Y!Air %uality Assessment 7uidelinesT!6+*0!9%&%!(#+(!,+:!/&%96(!$*!
-)(&*($+66:!%$7*$.$'+*(!)0)/!$,-+'(%!$*'690&!?+%(&?+(&/!(/&+(,&*(!.+'$6$($&%T!6+*0.$66%T!%)6$0!
?+%(&!(/+*%.&/!%(+($)*%T!.))0!6)(%d0+$/$&%T!/&.$*&/$&%T!/&':'6$*7!)-&/+($)*%T!+*0!.+'$6$($&%!/&6+(&0!
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()!-&(/)6&9,!&^(/+'($)*T!-/)'&%%$*7T!+*0!%()/+7&;!b$(#!(#&!&^'&-($)*!).!?+%(&?+(&/!(/&+(,&*(!
.+'$6$($&%T!(#&%&!9%&%!+/&!*)(!-/&%&*(!$*!)/!*&+/!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+T!+*0!+/&!*)(!')*(&,-6+(&0!
+%!.9(9/&!9%&%!?$(#$*!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+;!!"#&!,+$*!)E2&'($)*+E6&!)0)/!/&6&+%&0!./),!
?+%(&?+(&/!(/&+(,&*(!-6+*(%!$%!+%%)'$+(&0!?$(#!#:0/)7&*!%96.$0&!LcG4MT!?#$'#!&,$(%!+*!)0)/!
%$,$6+/!()!/)((&*!&77%;!"#&!&^$%($*7!$*09%(/$+6!+*0!'),,&/'$+6!E9%$*&%%&%!6)'+(&0!?$(#$*!(#&!
4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+!+/&!*)(!')*%$0&/&0!%9E%(+*($+6!%)9/'&%!).!)0)/%!09&!()!(#&!6$,$(&0!$*09%(/$+6!
+*0!-/)09'($)*!9%&%!-&/,$((&0!?$(#$*!(#&!_$7#(!K+*9.+'(9/$*7!R)*$*7!0$%(/$'(;!
!
"#&!&^(&*(!).!-&/'&$=&0!)0)/!$,-+'(%!0&-&*0%!)*!(#&!*+(9/&!).!(#&!)0)/>&,$(($*7!)-&/+($)*T!
(#&!-/)^$,$(:!()!&^$%($*7!+*0!.9(9/&!%&*%$($=&!/&'&-()/%!+*0!?)/3&/!/&'&-()/%T!+*0!$*0$=$09+6!
receptors’ tolerance for the odors generated. [9(9/&!0&=&6)-,&*(!?$(#$*!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+!
?)960!6)'+(&!/&%$0&*($+6!6+*0!9%&%T!/&'/&+($)*+6!.+'$6$($&%T!+*0!)(#&/!%&*%$($=&!6+*0!9%&%!?$(#$*!
(?)>,$6&%!).!(#&!1+,+/$66)!4+*$(+($)*!Y$%(/$'(!b+%(&?+(&/!"/&+(,&*(!56+*(T!?#$'#!$%!(#&!
VCAPCD’s screening distance for wastewater treatment facilities. This may result in an!
+0=&/%&!)0)/!$,-+'(!()!&^$%($*7!+*0!.9(9/&!%&*%$($=&!/&'&-()/%!+*0!?)/3&/!/&'&-()/%!?$(#$*!
+*0!+02+'&*(!()!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+!E)9*0+/:;!!According to the VCAPCD’s Air %uality
Assessment 7uidelinesT!+!%$7*$.$'+*(!)0)/!$,-+'(!,+:!)''9/!$.!(#&!)0)/!%)9/'&!#+%!,)/&!(#+*!
)*&!')*.$/,&0!)0)/!'),-6+$*(!-&/!:&+/!?$(#!(#&!Y$%(/$'(T!+=&/+7&0!)=&/!+!(#/&&>:&+/!-&/$)0T!)/!
$.!(#&!)0)/!%)9/'&!#+%!(#/&&!9*')*.$/,&0!)0)/!'),-6+$*(%!-&/!:&+/!?$(#!(#&!Y$%(/$'(T!+=&/+7&0!
)=&/!+!(#/&&>:&+/!-&/$)0;!I'')/0$*7!()!F1I51Y!/&')/0%T!(#&!b+%(&?+(&/!"/&+(,&*(!56+*(!#+%!
)*&!)0)/!'),-6+$*(!%$*'&!a+*9+/:!WXXZT!.$6&0!$*!O'()E&/!GHWH;!
!
5/&=+$6$*7!0+:($,&!?$*0%!+/&!./),!(#&!?&%(!+*0!%)9(#?&%(;!!I(!*$7#(T!(#&!-/&=+$6$*7!?$*0!
0$/&'($)*!$%!./),!(#&!*)/(#;!!"#&/&.)/&T!?$*0%!?)960!7&*&/+66:!'+//:!)0)/%!./),!(#&!
b+%(&?+(&/!"/&+(,&*(!56+*(!+?+:!./),!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!+/&+;!C*!+00$($)*T!(#&!1+,+/$66)!
4+*$(+($)*!Y$%(/$'(!b+%(&?+(&/!"/&+(,&*(!56+*(T!+*0!)(#&/!9%&%!(#+(!'+9%&!)E2&'($)*+E6&!)0)/%!
,9%(!')*.)/,!()!1$(:!/&89$/&,&*(%;!"#&/&.)/&T!*9$%+*'&!)0)/%!?)960!E&!6&%%!(#+*!%$7*$.$'+*(;!!!
!
K$($7+($)*!K&+%9/&%;!!\)!,$($7+($)*!,&+%9/&%!?)960!E&!/&89$/&0;!!
!
4$7*$.$'+*'&!I.(&/!K$($7+($)*;!!O0)/!$,-+'(%!?)960!E&!6&%%!(#+*!%$7*$.$'+*(!?$(#)9(!
,$($7+($)*;!
!
c. Cumulative Impacts.!F&*(9/+!1)9*(:!$%!0&%$7*+(&0!9*0&/!(#&!.&0&/+6!%(+*0+/0!+%!
*)*+((+$*,&*(!.)/!W>#)9/!+*0!Q>#)9/!)R)*&!LIJK5T!GHHAM!+*0!9*0&/!(#&!%(+(&!%(+*0+/0%!+%!
*)*+((+$*,&*(!.)/!)R)*&T!5KG;UT!+*0!5KWH;!!B^'&&0+*'&!).!+$/!89+6$(:!%(+*0+/0%!$%!(#&!/&%96(!).!
-+%(!+*0!)*7)$*7!9/E+*!+*0!/9/+6!0&=&6)-,&*(!(#+(!#+%!'+9%&0!&,$%%$)*%!()!&^'&&0!(#&!+$/!
basin’s capacity for dispersal and removal of the air pollutants. However, the GHHA!IJK5!
-/&0$'(%!+((+$*,&*(!).!%(+(&!+*0!.&0&/+6!%(+*0+/0%!(#/)97#!$,-)%$($)*!).!')*(/)6!,&'#+*$%,%!
+*0T!+%!0$%'9%%&0!9*0&/!C,-+'(!IJ>PT!(#&!-/)-)%&0!-/)2&'(!$%!')*%$%(&*(!?$(#!(#&!IJK5;!!
1)*%&89&*(6:T!(#&!4-&'$.$'!56+*!$%!*)(!&^-&'(&0!()!0&6+:!+((+$*,&*(!).!+$/!89+6$(:!%(+*0+/0%;!!
"#&/&.)/&T!(#&!Specific Plan’s ')*(/$E9($)*!()!'9,96+($=&!+$/!89+6$(:!$,-+'(%!$%!*)(!
'9,96+($=&6:!')*%$0&/+E6&T!+*0!'9,96+($=&!$,-+'(%!+/&!')*%$0&/&0!6&%%!(#+*!%$7*$.$'+*(;!!
Discussion of the project’s cumu6+($=&!&..&'(!?$(#!/&%-&'(!()!7/&&*#)9%&!7+%!&,$%%$)*%!LNcNM!
$%!')*(+$*&0!$*!4&'($)*!@;A!).!(#$%!BCD;!
!
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4.4 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
This section assesses potential impacts to biological resources within the Conejo Creek Specific
Plan area as well as at an offsite bypass channel associated with the project. Potential impacts
to sensitive habitats (including wetland and riparian habitats), special status plant species,
special status animal species, and wildlife movement corridors are all considered significant
but mitigable and are discussed below.

4.4.1 Setting
Implementation of the Conejo Creek Specific Plan (project site) would result in conversion of
predominantly agricultural land uses to a combination of residential, commercial, office,
industrial institutional and open space uses, as described in detail in Section 2.0, Pro%ect
)escri,tion. The proposal also includes flood and sedimentation control measures, including
creating a bypass channel along Conejo Creek. The following setting discussion is based upon
the .iological 2onstraints Eval5ation Segments o8 2one%o and 2alleg5as 2ree:s prepared by Impact
Sciences, Inc. (2008) and a field survey conducted by Rincon Consultants, Inc. on June 16, 2009.
a. Regional Setting. The project site is directly south of U.S. Highway 101, and is
bounded to the east by Conejo Creek, to the west by Calleguas Creek, and to the south by
Howard Road (see Figures 21 and 22). The site is generally located in Pleasant Valley, with
the Santa Monica Mountains to the south and east, the Camarillo and Las Posas Hills to the
north, and coastal plain to the west and southwest. Conejo Mountain (1816feet elevation) is
located immediately to the southeast. The project site is generally flat with elevations ranging
from approximately 96 feet at the confluence of Conejo and Calleguas Creeks to approximately
215 feet at the peak of the rock outcropping located in the west central portion of the project
site. Regional land uses include a mosaic of urban, industrial, rural residential, agricultural,
and open space uses.
b. Habitat Types. For the purposes of this analysis, the study area includes the Specific
Plan area plus the proposed location of the bypass channel and the extent of Conejo Creek
outside of the Specific Plan area.
Nine habitat types were identified onsite including: 1) Coastal and Valley Freshwater Marsh,
2) maritime Succulent Scrub, 3) Venturan Coastal Sage Scrub, 4) Riparian, 5) Nonnative
Grassland, 6) Ruderal, 7) Developed, 8) Ornamental, and 9) Agriculture. Figure 4.41 depicts
habitats both within the Specific Plan boundary as well as within an expanded study area
boundary that encompasses the offsite extension of the bypass channel and Calleguas Creek.
Classification of the onsite habitat types or plant communities was based generally on
!olland's Preliminar; )escri,tion o8 t<e =errestrial >at5ral 2omm5nities o8 2ali8ornia (1986)? and
was compared to @ Man5al o8 2ali8ornia Begetation? Second Edition (Sawyer et al., 2009).
Characteristics of these habitat types are described below. Approximate acreages of each
habitat type onsite are provided in Table 4.41.
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Table 4.4-1 Habitat Types Within the Study Area
Habitat Type

Approximate Acreages

Coastal and Valley Freshwater Marsh
Maritime Succulent Scrub
Venturan Coastal Sage Scrub
Riparian
Non-native Grassland
Ruderal
Developed
Ornamental
Agriculture

11.77
26.31
11.82
23.39
1.07
35.23
7.18
18.32
763.11

Total Acres

898.20

Coastal and Valley Freshwater Marsh. This habitat type is dominated by perennial,
emergent monocots. Characteristic species include cattails (=;,<a spp.), bulrushes
(Sc<oeno,lect5s spp.), sedges (2areC spp.), and spikerushes (Eleoc<aris spp.). This community
occurs in permanently or semipermanently flooded freshwater areas lacking significant flows
(Holland 1986). This community is listed as sensitive by the California Department of Fish and
Game (CDFG).
Species observed onsite within this habitat type included common cattail (=;,<a lati8olia),
hardstem bulrush (Sc<oeno,lect5s ac5t5s), California bulrush (SD cali8ornic5s), nutsedge (2;,er5s
eragrostis), umbrella sedge (2D invol5crat5s), stinging nettle (Ertica dioica), water smartweed
(Pol;gon5m am,<iFi5m), and water speedwell (Beronica anagalisGaH5atica). This habitat type
corresponded most closely with the Cattail Marsh plant communities described by Sawyer et al.
(2009). Coastal and Valley Freshwater Marsh was present in patches throughout much of the
Conejo Creek channel bottom from Highway 101 south to approximately Howard Lane. This
plant community appeared more common in areas where Riparian (see description below)
vegetation had been cleared. Elements of this habitat type were also observed in some
agricultural ditches; however, these areas typically had been treated with herbicides.
Venturan Coastal Sage Scrub. This habitat type is characterized by lowgrowing, soft
woody shrubs, typically with bare ground between shrubs. Many species in this habitat type
are adapted to fire through crown sprouting. Most species present in the community are
dormant or deciduous in the summer and fall. This habitat type generally occurs on dry, rocky
slopes and is typically present at lower elevations (Holland 1986). Characteristic species
include California sagebrush (@rtemisia cali8ornica), giant coreopsis (Ie,tos;ne gigantea),
California buckwheat (Eriogon5m 8ascic5lat5m), and purple sage (Salvia le5co,<;lla). It is
distributed from the South Coast Ranges to northern Baja California below 3,000feet elevation.
Dominant species present onsite within this habitat type included those listed above, plus
lemonade berry (J<5s integri8olia), bladderpod (Ksomeris arForea), giant wildrye (Ie;m5s
condensat5s), and coyote brush (.acc<aris ,il5laris). Due to the predominance of California
sagebrush, this habitat type most closely corresponds to the California Sagebrush Scrub plant
community described by Sawyer et al. (2009). This habitat type was restricted on the two rock
outcrops in the westcentral portion of the project site near Calleguas Creek. A federally
threatened plant species, Verity's dudleya ()5dle;a verit;i) was found within both this habitat
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type and the Maritime Succulent Scrub habitat type within the southern of the two rock
outcrops (Impact Sciences, Inc. 2008).
Maritime Succulent Scrub. This habitat type is a low growing scrub that forms
continuous mats or scattered clumps with occasional bare ground (Holland 1986). Most plants
within this habitat type are woody and/or succulent with most growth and flowering
occurring from late winter through spring. This habitat type is typically found in less exposed
areas that receive moistureladen winds, and on usually rocky and poorly developed soils.
Characteristic species include coast pricklypear (L,5ntia littoralis), dudleya ()5dle;a sppD),
California encelia (Encelia cali8ornica), giant coreopsis, lemonade berry, and saltbush (@tri,leC
spp.). This habitat type typically occurs along the coast from Point Conception south to San
Diego County and on several offshore islands.
Onsite this habitat type was interspersed with bare rock and contained coast pricklypear,
Indian fig (L,5ntia 8ic5sGindica), lemonade berry, Peruvian pepper tree (Sc<in5s molle), blue
elderberry (SamF5c5s nigra ssp. caer5lea), tree tobacco (>icotiana gla5ca), 3hipple's yucca (M5cca
N<i,,lei), shortpod mustard (Oirsc<8eldia incana), as well as elements of the Venturan coastal
sage scrub and nonnative grassland habitats. Verity's dudleya was found in this habitat type
as well as within the Venturan Coastal Sage Scrub habitat type on the southern rock outcrop.
This habitat type corresponds most closely to the Coast Prickly Pear Scrub plant community
described by Sawyer et al. (2009). It was found on the two rock outcrops near Calleguas Creek,
and intergraded with Venturan Coastal Sage Scrub. It was also found east of Conejo Creek in
the east central portion of the Specific Plan area, and south of Calleguas Creek in the southern
portion of the project site.
Riparian. Two Riparian plant communities were identified within the project site:
Southern Riparian Scrub and Southern Riparian Forest. These Riparian plant communities
were found along Calleguas and Conejo Creeks and were characterized by broadleaved,
winterdeciduous thickets that were too dense to allow for development of understory and
were dominated by one or more species of willows (SaliC spp.). Within the project site, the
primary difference between Southern Riparian Scrub and Forest types were the height of the
willows (scrub community is less than 5 meters tall), and the presence of additional tree
species in the latter, such as cottonwoods (Po,5l5s spp.) and western sycamore (Platan5s
racemosa). Throughout the region, Southern Riparian Scrub was formerly distributed along
the rivers and major streams of coastal southern California, but has been altered in most areas
by flood control measures (Holland 1986). Southern Riparian Forest generally occurs along
perennial streams from Santa Barbara County to Baja California. The CDFG lists both
Southern Riparian Scrub and Southern Riparian Forest as sensitive natural communities.
Southern Riparian Scrub is well distributed throughout Conejo Creek, and dominant species
present were arroyo willow (SD lasiole,is), giant reed (@r5ndo donaC), and castorbean (Jincin5s
comm5nis). In general, riparian plant density along Conejo Creek decreased with distance
upstream from Calleguas Creek due to vegetation clearing for flood control. Southern
Riparian Scrub and Southern Riparian Forest were also present in Calleguas Creek, mainly
along the west bank. Sandbar willow (SD eCig5a var. <indsiana) was present in the bottom of
the channel in lower Calleguas Creek, within 500 feet upstream of the confluence with Conejo
Creek. Large Fremont cottonwoods (Po,5l5s 8remontii ssp. 8remontii) were present along the
upper edge of the riparian areas within the lower portion of Calleguas Creek. Throughout
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the project site, the Riparian habitat type most closely corresponded to the Arroyo Willow
Thickets described by Sawyer et al. (2009), since it was dominated by a single willow species.
It also had a component of Giant Reed Breaks (Sawyer et al., 2009).
Nonnative Grassland. This habitat type is comprised mainly of nonnative annual
grasses and native wildflowers. Characteristic species include slender wild oat (@vena FarFata),
various bromes (.rom5s spp.), filaree (Erodi5m spp.), Italian ryegrass (Ioli5m ,erenne ssp.
m5lti8lor5m), tarplants ()einandra spp.), o9l's clover (2astille%a spp.), and lupines (I5,in5s spp.)
(Holland 1986). This habitat type is widely distributed in the valleys and foothills of California,
usually below 3000feet elevation.
Onsite this habitat type corresponded most closely with the Annual Brome Grassland plant
community described by Sawyer et al. (2009). It was present in small, disturbed patches
primarily associated with agricultural roads and was dominated by ripgut brome (.rom5s
diandr5s), red brome (.D madritensis ssp. r5Fens), common barley (Oorde5m v5lgare), goldentop
(Iamarc:ia a5rea), shortpod mustard, wild radish (Ja,<an5s sativ5s), and mousetail fescue
(B5l,ia m;5ros). Some species characteristic of this habitat type were also interspersed
throughout the Venturan Coastal Sage Scrub and Ruderal habitat types.
Ruderal. Ruderal habitats are areas recently disturbed by human activities, and are in
early successional stages of development. Characteristic species of Ruderal habitats are weedy,
and mostly consist of nonnative species. Because it is not a natural community, it is not
described by Holland (1986), but it does correspond with the Poison Hemlock SemiNatural
Herbaceous Stands plant community described by Sawyer et al. (2009). In many areas of
Ruderal habitat, bare ground is predominant. Plant species observed in Ruderal habitat onsite
included cocklebur (Pant<i5m str5mari5m), fennel (Qoenic5l5m v5lgare), poison hemlock
(2oni5m mac5lat5m), Italian thistle (2ard55s ,;cnoce,<al5s), barnyard grass (Ec<inoc<loa cr5sG
galli), and white sweetclover (Melilot5s alF5s). Species characteristic to Ruderal habitat were
also found on creek banks where riparian vegetation had been cleared, on the edges of
agricultural fields, and in disturbed areas on the edges of the rock outcrops. Also included in
this habitat type were areas of bare soil used for agricultural storage (i.e., stacks of irrigation
equipment and produce shipping boxes), parking areas for farm workers, and cleared areas
around water tanks and pumping facilities.
Developed. Developed areas are not described by either Holland (1986) or Sawyer et al.
(2009) as they are manmade habitats. Onsite, Developed areas included the large commercial
and industrial areas, paved roadways, residences, agricultural buildings and associated
landscaped areas. Developed areas typically contain few native plants, and where these do
occur, they are generally ornamental varieties of native species, such as cottonwoods (Po,5l5s
sp.).
Ornamental. Ornamental plants are horticultural varieties of native and nonnative
species that are used in landscaped settings. Since this is not considered a natural plant
community, it is not described in Holland (1986), but does correspond with the Seminatural
Woodland Stand described by Sawyer et al. (2009). While ornamental plants may be a
component of landscaping in developed areas, areas mapped as ornamental in this section have
greater than 50% cover by ornamental species in comparison to impervious surfaces.
Ornamental species observed onsite included Peruvian pepper trees, palm trees (family
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Arecaceae), lollypop trees (M;o,or5m laet5m), blue gum (E5cal;,t5s gloF5l5s), and pines (Pin5s
sp.). Ornamental species were observed as hedge rows, wind breaks (including eucalyptus
windrows), and areas surrounding farm houses. Stands of eucalyptus were also present along
the upper west bank of Calleguas Creek.
Agriculture. Agricultural areas throughout the project site primarily included
intensively managed row crops (e.g., strawberry fields). Some areas were planted with other
irrigated row crops, orchards, and temporary greenhouses covering berry crops. Field edges
have been maintained, excluding the presence of ruderal species that would otherwise grow in
these areas. Agriculture is a manmade habitat type and, thus, is not described in Holland
(1986) or Sawyer et al. (2009).
d. Drainages. The project site contains two natural drainages, Calleguas and Conejo
Creeks. Both of these drainages are jurisdictional under Sections 401 and 404 of the Clean
Water Act, and Section 1600 etD seHD of the California Fish and Game Code. Calleguas Creek
flows along the western boundary and Conejo Creek flows along the eastern boundary of the
project site, joining at the southwest end of the project site. Flows within Calleguas Creek are
intermittent, with low flows during the dry season originating mostly from urban stormwater
and agricultural runoff. Flows within Conejo Creek are perennial, with treated discharges from
Camarillo Sanitary Plant and Hill Canyon Wastewater Treatment Facility both supplying water
yearround. Portions of both creek channels have been lined with riprap and in some areas
vegetation has been removed for flood control maintenance. Each of these creeks is discussed
in greater detail below.
Several agricultural ditches were observed onsite that drain into these creeks. The agricultural
ditches do not follow natural drainage patterns and appeared to have been constructed on
previously dry land. With the exception of one ditch located along the northern border of the
Camarillo Sanitary Treatment Plant (which contained riparian vegetation), they were devoid of
vegetation due to agricultural maintenance activities such as herbicide application. Several
ditches contained low flows from agricultural runoff.
Calleguas Creek. Calleguas Creek originates north of the project site and collects water
from Arroyo Las Posas and other tributaries in the Las Posas Hills. It also receives treated
wastewater discharges from the Simi Valley and Moorpark Wastewater treatment plants. It
flows south along the western edge of the project site and eventually empties into Mugu
Lagoon and finally the Pacific Ocean. Where Calleguas Creek intersects the project site, it is
contained within levees. A raised levee is present on the east bank along the lower onethird of
the channel, and riprap is located in some areas on the east bank. Riparian vegetation
consisting mainly of Southern Riparian Scrub and Southern Riparian Forest is present
throughout much of the west bank of the creek, with a few stands of mature eucalyptus and
Fremont cottonwoods also present on the upper edge. The east bank was dominated by
Ruderal vegetation where riparian vegetation appears to have been periodically and regularly
cleared, likely as part of flood control management activities. The channel bottom is wide and
consisted mainly of loose sand, with some areas of bedrock. Sandbar willows were present in
the bottom of the channel within 500feet upstream of the confluence with Conejo Creek. No
water was present in the channel at the time of the survey.
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Conejo Creek. Conejo Creek originates at the junction of Arroyo Conejo and Arroyo
Santa Rosa, which drain the north slopes of the Santa Monica Mountains, the western slopes of
the Simi Hills, and the south side of the Las Posas Hills. Conejo Creek flows south along the
eastern and southern portions of the project site and eventually discharges into Calleguas
Creek in the southwestern portion of the project site. Most of the reach of Conejo Creek within
the site is channelized and contained within levees constructed of earthen berms and grouted
riprap. The low flow channel meanders through the confined channel, and downstream of the
Ridge View Street bridge for approximately 500 feet there are two low flow channels with
Coastal and Valley Freshwater Marsh in the middle.
Conejo Creek contained moderately slow flowing water throughout its entire length at the time
of the June field survey conducted by Rincon Consultants. Effluent was observed entering the
creek from the Camarillo Sanitary Plant, and effluent also enters Conejo Creek upstream of the
project site from the Hill Canyon Wastewater Treatment Facility. Clarity of the water was
relatively poor, and algae were present on rocks. At the time of Rincon's site visit, water depth
did not appear to exceed 1.5 feet, and pools were generally absent. Between Highway 101 and
Ridge View Street, all of the Riparian vegetation had been cleared and most of the Coastal and
Valley Freshwater Marsh vegetation had been treated with herbicides. This reach of the creek
routinely experiences flood control maintenance, resulting in lack of aquatic vegetation.
Riparian vegetation appeared to have been largely removed from the east bank throughout the
project site, with remnant patches of riparian woodland scattered along portion of the east
bank from Adohr Road to Howard Road. Flood control maintenance does not appear to be
active in this reach. From Howard Road to Pancho Road, Riparian vegetation was present on
both sides of the channel and was heavily infested with giant reed. From Pancho Road to the
confluence of Calleguas Creek, Riparian woodland was well developed. Areas where the
banks had been cleared were vegetated with Ruderal or Nonnative Grassland species. Only
arroyo willows and giant reed were present in the Riparian habitat in this portion of the creek;
cottonwoods, eucalyptus and sand bar willows were absent.
e. Rock Outcrops. Four hills with rock outcrops rise above the otherwise level
floodplain between Calleguas and Conejo Creeks within the site. The outcrops are of volcanic
origin, and include both Igneous rock land and Hambright very rocky loam soil mapping units.
Impact Sciences, Inc. (2008) described vegetation on the two rock outcrops in the westcentral
portion of the project site east of Calleguas Creek. A mosaic of Maritime Succulent Scrub and
Venturan Coastal Sage Scrub dominated these two rock outcrops (Figure 4.41). Verity's
dudleya, a rare plant species was identified on the southern rock outcrop. Both of these rock
outcrops are surrounded by roads, and the west side of the northern outcrop has been mined.
The third outcrop is located in the southern portion of the site and is primarily an orchard with
ruderal vegetation on its south side. The fourth is the sage scrub vegetated west face of the
outcrop east of Conejo Creek; most of this outcrop/hill lies outside the Specific Plan area.
f. Sensitive Natural Communities. The California Natural Diversity Database
(CNDDB) overlay for a five mile radius surrounding the project site identified six sensitive
natural communities known to occur in the project vicinity including: Southern Coast Live Oak
Riparian Forest; Southern Riparian Scrub; Southern Riparian Forest; Southern Sycamore Alder
Riparian Woodland; Valley Needlegrass Grassland; and Valley Oak Woodland. Southern
Riparian Scrub and Southern Riparian Forest were observed onsite along the Calleguas and
Conejo Creeks. An additional sensitive community identified onsite, Coastal and Valley
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Freshwater Marsh, was not reported in the CNDDB overlay. This community was present
within the northern half of the Conejo Creek within the Specific Plan area (Figure 4.41).
g. Special Status Plant and Animal Species. Literature review for the proposed
Specific Plan included a review of the CNDDB, the .iological 2onstraints Eval5ation? Segments o8
2one%o and 2alleg5as 2ree:s (Impact Sciences, Inc. 2008), the 2it; o8 =<o5sand La:s? RSST ann5al
re,ort? so5t<ern Paci8ic ,ond t5rtle mitigation ,rogram 8or 2one%o 2ree: diversion ,ro%ect? Bent5ra
2o5nt;? 2ali8ornia (Rincon 2005) and watershed studies (Howard H. Change Consultants 2004,
Pace Advanced Civil Engineering, Inc. 2008). Figure 4.42 illustrates previously documented
locations of special status species from the CNDDB. Tables 4.42 and 4.43 provide ecological
information, regulatory listing status, and site suitability analysis for plant and animal species,
respectively, either identified onsite or known to occur in the vicinity of the site. For the
purposes of this discussion, those plants that were not seen and would have been in bloom
during site visits conducted by Impact Sciences, Inc. were determined to not be present onsite.
h. Wildlife Movements. Wildlife corridors are generally defined as connections
between habitat patches that allow for physical and genetic exchange between otherwise
isolated animal populations. Such linkages may serve a local purpose, such as between
foraging and denning areas, or they may be regional in nature, allowing movement across large
portions of the landscape. Some habitat linkages may serve as migration corridors, wherein
animals periodically move away from an area and then subsequently return.
Wildlife movement can be limited by roads, railroads, dams, canals, urban development, and
agriculture. Fragmentation of large habitat areas into small, isolated segments has been shown
to generally reduce biological diversity, eliminate disturbancesensitive species, restrict genetic
flow between populations of organisms, and may eventually lead to the loss of local floral or
faunal assemblages. Wildlife corridors and habitat linkages are important landscape elements
that reduce the potential for loss of biological diversity.
Corridors usually connect one large habitat area with another, and while there is no pre
defined size limit for such areas, they most often are on the scale of mountain ranges, valleys,
rivers and creeks, or clearly delimited ecological situations (e.g., vernal pools). The Missing
Iin:agesU Jestoring 2onnectivit; to 2ali8ornia Iandsca,e (Penrod et al. 2001) conference refers to
such corridors as ?landscape linkages.B Chese are specifically defined in that report asD
!"#$%&, $&%)*+#" ,*++&,-)*+. /&-0&&+ 1#/)-#- /"*,2. 3!,*$& #$&#.”5 6&#+- -* 7#,)")-#-&
animal movement and ot<er essential 8loNs FetNeen di88erent sections o8 a landsca,e
Vta:en 8rom So5lW and =erForg< XYYYZD =<ese lin:ages are not necessaril; constricted?
/8- #$& &..&+-)#" -* 6#)+-#)+ ,*++&,-)9)-: 78+,-)*+ )+ -1& &,*$&%)*+;”
Within the project site, Conejo and Calleguas Creeks serve as movement corridors through an
otherwise predominately developed regional landscape. In addition, Conejo Creek occurs
along the western edge of a movement corridor identified by the South Coast Wildlands
(Penrod et. al., 2006) as an important linkage for wildlife movement through the region. The
linkage connects Point Mugu State Park to the Tierra Rejada Valley and encompasses Conejo
Mountain and Mount Clef ridge. Agricultural and Developed areas within the project site are
substantially altered and frequently maintained and likely support very limited wildlife
movement. Furthermore, the northern and southern rock outcrops in the westcentral portion
of the project site are isolated and surrounded by Agricultural and Ruderal habitats.
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Table 4.4-2 Special Status Plant Species Potentially or Actually Occurring
in the Specific Plan Area
Species

Astragalus brauntonii
Braunton’s milk-vetch

California macrophylla
round-leaved filaree

Calochortus plummarae
Plummer’s mariposa lily

Centromadia parryi ssp.
australis

Status

1

Fed/CA/
CNPS/County

E/-/1B.1/-

-/-/1B.1/-

-/-/1B.2/LI

Bulbiferous, perennial herb; blooms
May to July; occurs on granitic, rocky
soils from 328 to 5,577 feet in elevation
in chaparral, cismontane woodland,
coastal scrub, lower montane
coniferous forest, and valley and foothill
grassland habitats.

Not Present. Suitable soils and
habitat present on rock outcrops,
but not observed during site visits.

-/-/1B.1/LI

Annual herb; blooms May to November;
occurs in the margins of marshes and
swamps, in vernal pools, and in valley
and foothill grasslands; ranges from 0
to 1,394 feet.

Unlikely. No suitable marshes,
swamps or vernal pools present
on-site. Very little grassland onsite, most of which is highly
disturbed due to ongoing
agricultural activities.

-/-/1B.1/-

E/E/1B.2/-

salt marsh bird’s beak

Deinandra minthornii
Santa Susana tarplant

Delphinium parryi ssp.
blochmaniae

Blochman’s dudleya

Bulbiferous, perennial herb; blooms
May to August and ranges from 9 to
328 feet in elevation; occurs in sandy
soils in coastal bluff scrub and coastal
dunes.
Hemiparasitic, annual herb; blooms
May through October; occurs in coastal
dunes, coastal salt marshes and
swamp at elevations ranging from 0 to
98 feet.

Not Present. Not observed.
Suitable coastal bluff scrub and
coastal dune habitat not present
on-site.
Not present. Not observed.
Suitable coastal dunes, coastal
salt marshes and swamp habitats
absent.

-/R/1B.2/-

Deciduous shrub; blooms July through
November; ranges in elevation from
918 to 2,493 feet and occurs in
chaparral and coastal scrub, often on
rocky soils or outcrops and crevices.

Not Present. While rocky habitat
is present onsite, this perennial
shrub has not been recorded in
this vicinity and it would have
been observable during site
surveys.

-/-/1B.2/LI

Perennial herb; blooms April through
May; occurs in maritime chaparral and
coastal dune habitats at elevations
ranging from 0 to 656 feet, typically on
volcanic soils and/or rocky slopes.

Potential. Suitable scrub habitat
and volcanic soils present on rock
outcrops on-site.

-/-/1B.1/LI

Coastal scrub, coastal bluff scrub,
valley and foothill grassland on open,
rocky slopes with little soil and often in
shallow clay over serpentine at 16 to
1,500 feet; blooms April to June

Not present. Not observed.
Suitable coastal scrub and
grassland habitat with rocky soils
are present in the four rock
outcrops on-site where Verity’s
dudleya was identified.

dune larkspur
Dudleya blochmaniae
ssp. blochmaniae

Not Present. Suitable calcareous
soils absent. Not observed.

Unlikely. Suitable Vina silty clay
loam soils and grassland habitats
are present on-site, but both of
these features do not occur in the
same locations; grassland habitat
on the rock outcrops has volcanic
rocky soils.

Orcutt’s pincushion
Cordylanthus maritimum
ssp. maritimum

Suitability/Observations

Annual herb; blooms March to May;
commonly found on clay soils in
cismontane woodland and valley and
foothill grassland at elevations ranging
from 49 to 3,937 feet.

southern tarplant
Chaenactis glabriuscula
var. orcuttiana

Habitat Requirements and Blooming
Period
Perennial herb; blooms from March to
July; commonly found in recently
burned or disturbed areas in closedcone coniferous forest, chaparral,
coastal scrub, and valley and foothill
grassland habitats, usually on
carbonate soils; ranges from 13 to
2,100 feet in elevation.
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Table 4.4-2 Special Status Plant Species Potentially or Actually Occurring
in the Specific Plan Area
Species
Dudleya cymosa ssp.
marcescens

Status

1

Fed/CA/
CNPS/County

Santa Monica Mountains
dudleya

Dudleya parva
Conejo dudleya

Dudleya verityi
Verity's dudleya

Eriogonum crocatum
Conejo buckwheat

Lasthenia glabrata
ssp.coutleri

T/R/1B.2/-

Not present. Not observed.
Suitable volcanic soils and scrub
habitat present on rock outcrops
on-site where Verity’s dudleya
was observed.

T/-/1B.2/-

Perennial herb; blooms March through
Jun; found on rocky volcanic or
sedimentary soils in coastal scrub and
chaparral; ranges from 492 to 5,495
feet.

Not present. Not observed.
Suitable volcanic soils and scrub
habitat present on rock outcrops
on-site where Verity’s dudleya
was identified.

T/-/1B.2/-

Perennial herb; blooms May through
June; ranges from 196 to 1,476 feet in
elevation; found in coastal scrub and
valley and foothill grassland
communities, usually on rocky, gravelly,
or clay soils.

Unlikely. Not observed. Though
not observed, the site visit was
conducted towards the end of the
known bloom period. Suitable
soils and vegetative habitats exist
in the rock outcrops, and the
USFWS has records of this
species ~0.5 miles from the
project site (United States Fish
and Wildlife Service 2009).
Verity’s dudleya was identified in
similar habitat.

T/-/1B.2/-

Perennial herb; blooms May through
June; ranges from 196 to 394 feet in
elevation and occurs in chaparral,
cismontane woodland, and coastal
scrub habitats, typically on volcanic
soils; has been found on massive
volcanic boulder outcrops in the
western Santa Monica Mountains.

Observed. This species was
documented in coastal scrub
habitat on the southern rock
outcrop east of Calleguas Creek;
suitable habitat also exists on the
northern rock outcrop, but was not
observed during the surveys.

-/R/1B.2/LI

Perennial herb; blooms April through
July; ranges from 164 to 1,903 feet in
elevation and occurs in chaparral,
coastal scrub, and valley and foothill
grassland; commonly found on Conejo
volcanic outcrops or rocky soils.

Not Present. Suitable coastal
scrub and grassland habitat with
rocky soils are present in the four
rock outcrops on-site and it has
been recorded from adjacent
areas to the northeast and east;
however, this perennial species
would have been observed during
the surveys that were conducted
during its blooming period.

-/-/1B.1/LI

Annual herb; blooms February through
June; ranges from 3 to 4,000 feet in
elevation and occurs in playas, vernal
pools, and coastal salt marshes and
swamps.

Unlikely. Suitable playas, vernal
pools, and marshes and swamps
absent.

-/-/1A/-

Annual herb; blooms April and May;
found on coastal dunes from 0 to 131
feet.

Unlikely. Suitable coastal dune
habitat absent.

Annual herb; blooms March through
August; ranges from 98 to 2,066 feet in
elevation and is found in chaparral,
coastal scrub, and valley and foothill
grassland on rocky or clay soils.

Not present. Not observed.
Suitable habitat exists on-site in
the rock outcrops near Calleguas
Creek; however surveys that were
conducted during the bloom
period of this species did not find
this plant.

Coulter’s goldfields
Malacothrix similes
Mexican malacothrix

Pentachaeta lyonii
Lyon's pentachaeta

Suitability/Observations

Perennial herb; blooms April through
June; occurs on volcanic soils in
chaparral at elevations ranging from
492 to 820 feet.

Marcescent dudlya
Dudleya cymosa ssp.
ovatifolia

Habitat Requirements and Blooming
Period

E/E/1B.1/
LI
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Table 4.4-2 Special Status Plant Species Potentially or Actually Occurring
in the Specific Plan Area
Species

Senecio aphanactis
chaparral ragwort

Suada esteroa
estuary seablite
Thelypteris puberula var.
sonorensis

Status

1

Fed/CA/
CNPS/County

-/-/2.2/LI

-/-/1B.2/LI

-/-/2.2/-

Sonoran maiden fern

Habitat Requirements and Blooming
Period
Annual herb; blooms January through
April; ranges from 49 to 2,624 feet in
elevation; typically found on drying
alkaline flats, serpentine soils and
barren gravelly or sandy slopes in
chaparral, cismontane woodland, and
coastal scrub habitats.

Potential. Suitable coastal sage
scrub habitat is present on the
rock outcrops and the plant
surveys were conducted outside
of the blooming period for this
species; recorded from Long
Grade Canyon.

Perennial herb that blooms May
through October; found in coastal salt
marshes and swamps from 0 to 16 feet.

Not present. Not observed.
Suitable coastal salt marshes and
swamps absent.

Rhizomatous, perennial herb; fertile
from January to September; ranges in
elevation from 164 to 2,000 feet;
typically found on granitic soils in
meadows, seeps, and streams.

Not present. Not observed.
Suitable meadows, seeps and
streams absent, and suitable
granitic soils absent.

Suitability/Observations

Source: California Department of Fish and Game (2003, 2010); California Native Plant Society (2011b); Impact Sciences, Inc. (2008).
1

Status: E = Endangered; T = Threatened; R = Rare; CNPS List 1B.1 = Rare or endangered in California and elsewhere; seriously
endangered in California (over 80% of occurrences threatened/high degree and immediacy of threat)
CNPS List 1A = presumed extinct; 1B.2 = Rare or endangered in California and elsewhere, fairly endangered in California
(20-80% occurrences threatened); CNPS List 2.2 = Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more common
elsewhere (20-80% occurrences threatened); LI = Locally important (Ventura County 2008a); “4“ 5 no status.

Table 4.4-3 Special Status Animal Species Potentially or Actually Occurring
in the Specific Plan Area
1

Species

Status
Fed/CA

Habitat Requirements

Project Site Suitability

INVERTEBRATES
Danus plexippus
monarch butterfly
Trimerotropis
occidentiloides
Santa Monica
grasshopper

--/--

Roost located in wind-protected tree
groves (Eucalyptus spp., and
Monterey pine and cypress) with
nectar and water sources nearby.

Unlikely. Eucalyptus groves are
present on-site and monarchs
may occur as transients, but
unlikely to roost in large numbers
and not previously documented

--/--

Found on bare hillsides and along dirt
trails in chaparral; known only from
Santa Monica Mountains.

Unlikely. Site is not located in the
Santa Monica Mountains, and the
site experiences frequent
disturbance and insect control.

AMPHIBIANS/REPTILES

Actinemys marmorata
Pacific pond turtle

--/CSC

Rivers, ponds, and freshwater
marshes; nests in upland areas such
as oak woodland, chaparral, coastal
scrub and grassland or in drier parts
of riparian habitats; below 6000 feet
elevation

Observed with known population
in Conejo Creek in the Specific
Plan area (Rincon Consultants,
Inc. 2005); unlikely to occur in
Calleguas Creek due to
insufficient amount of water;
limited nesting habitat present onsite.
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Table 4.4-3 Special Status Animal Species Potentially or Actually Occurring
in the Specific Plan Area
1

Species

Anniella pulchra pulchra
silvery legless lizard

Status
Fed/CA

--/CSC

Spea hammondii
western spadefoot

Thamnophis hammondii
two-striped garter snake

Catostomus santaanae
Santa Ana sucker

Eucyclogbius newberryi
tidewater goby

Gila orcuttii
arroyo chub

Leaf litter associated with sandy or
loose loamy soil of high moisture
content under sparse vegetation,
particularly in coastal dune and oak
woodland habitats.

--/CSC

Relatively open areas within coastal
sage scrub, annual grassland,
chaparral, oak woodland, riparian
woodland, and coniferous forests;
requires native ant species such as
harvester ants as prey and loose
soils for burrowing

--/CSC

Vernal pools and other areas of
seasonally ponded water, primarily in
grassland habitats, but can be found
in valley/foothill hardwood woodlands.

--/CSC

Occurs in or near permanent or
intermittent streams with aquatic
vegetation and a riparian border;
usually with clear water and rocky
substrate, and occasionally in stock
ponds

Phrynosoma blainvillii
Blainville’s (Coast) horned
lizard

Habitat Requirements

T/CSC

FISH
Habitat generalist, but prefers sand,
rubble, or boulder bottoms in cool,
clear water with algae to graze; native
range is restricted to basins in Los
Angeles, San Gabriel, and Santa Ana
Rivers

E/CSC

Brackish waters of shallow lagoons
and lower coastal stream reaches;
still, but not stagnant, water with high
oxygen content.

--/CSC

Slow-moving or backwater sections
of warm to cool streams with mud or
sand bottoms; feeds on aquatic
vegetation and invertebrates; native
populations restricted to Los Angeles,
San Gabriel, San Luis Rey, Santa
Ana, and Santa Margarita Rivers and
to Malibu and San Juan Creeks.

Project Site Suitability
Unlikely. Loose sandy soils
present under woodlands along
Conejo and Calleguas Creeks;
creek side habitat experiences
frequent disturbance including
vegetation removal in some
areas, and suitable habitat absent
elsewhere due to agriculture and
urban land uses.
Unlikely. Potentially suitable
habitat exists at the rock outcrops
and along the creeks, but this
habitat is of limited extent and
substantial past and ongoing
disturbances to suitable habitat
makes it unlikely to occur.
Unlikely. No seasonally ponded
water, such as vernal pools or
stock ponds, present on-site and
suitable upland habitat is highly
limited.
Observed within Conejo Creek
approximately 1,500 feet
upstream of the confluence
(Rincon 2005); suitable habitat
exists throughout Conejo Creek,
and marginally suitable habitat
exists in Calleguas Creek.

Unlikely. Conejo and Calleguas
Creeks are not within the river
basins this species is found in.
Unlikely. No brackish aquatic
habitat exists on-site; historically
occurred downstream in Mugu
Lagoon, but considered
extirpated.
Observed in Conejo Creek
throughout the project area
(Impact Sciences, Inc. 2008).
Documented in both Calleguas
Creek and Conejo Creek during a
study conducted by UCLA in
2000. (see CNDDB Occurrence
#39).
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Table 4.4-3 Special Status Animal Species Potentially or Actually Occurring
in the Specific Plan Area
1

Species

Status
Fed/CA

Oncorhynchus mykiss
irideus
southern steelhead –
southern California
ESU

E/CSC

Habitat Requirements

Project Site Suitability

Fast flowing, highly oxygenated, clear
cool streams; requires deep pools for
migration, preferably with gravel
substrate and lacking silt for
spawning.

Unlikely. Impact Sciences, Inc.
(2008) surveyed Conejo Creek,
and did not find steelhead or
identify potential habitat; no
records exist for this species in
Conejo Creek, and neither this
creek nor Calleguas Creek were
considered in the Southern
California Steelhead Recovery
Plan (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
National Marine Fisheries Service
2009). Neither creek is
designated as critical habitat.

BIRDS
Aquila chrysaetos
golden eagle

Athene cunicularia
burrowing owl

Charadrius alexandrinus
nivosus
western snowy plover
Coccyzus americanus
occidentalis
western yellow-billed
cuckoo
Passerculus
sandwichensis beldingi
Belding’s savannah
sparrow
Pelecanus occidentalis
californicus
California brown pelican
Polioptila californica
californica
coastal California
gnatcatcher

--/FP,WL
(nesting
and
wintering)
--/CSC
(burrow
sites &
some
wintering
sites)
T/CSC
(nesting)

C/E
(nesting)

--/E
D/D, FP
(nesting
colony &
communal
roosts)

T/CSC

Nests in cliffs and rocky ledges, and
forages in grasslands and open
areas
Open, dry grassland and desert
habitats throughout California, or
scrublands characterized by lowgrowing, widely spaced vegetation.
Requires burrows created by other
species such as California ground
squirrels.
Sandy ocean beaches and around
the drying margins of lagoons; nests
on sparsely vegetated sandy or
gravelly habitats, on dry mud flats, or
on dirt dikes and fills.

Unlikely. Suitable nesting habitat
lacking within Specific Plan area,
limited potential to forage on-site.
Low Potential. Rock outcrops
may offer suitable habitat if
burrows are present; however,
adjacent land uses severely limit
prey availability for this species.
Unlikely. Species only occurs
along the immediate coast in this
region.

Dense riparian woodlands of
cottonwood and willow abutting slowmoving water, with a thick understory
for nesting and foraging.

Unlikely. Potentially suitable
nesting habitat is present in
Conejo Creek; listed in BIOS from
the Santa Clara River in 1942 and
assumed to be extirpated from the
area.

Coastal salt marshes from Santa
Barbara to San Diego. Nests in
Salicornia on margins of tidal flats.

Unlikely. Suitable coastal salt
marshes and tidal flats absent.

Nests on rocky coastal islands and
forages in near shore coastal waters
and channels of estuaries and
lagoons.

Unlikely. No suitable nesting or
foraging habitat present on-site.

Obligate, permanent resident of low
coastal sage scrub on flat or gently
sloping terrain below 2500 feet.

Potential. Scrub habitat on-site is
limited to the rock outcrops.
Recent discoveries of species in
2009 in similar habitats to the
southeast, and site may offer
foraging and nesting habitat.
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Table 4.4-3 Special Status Animal Species Potentially or Actually Occurring
in the Specific Plan Area
1

Species

Rallus longirostris levipes
light-footed clapper rail

Riparia riparia
bank swallow

Sternula antillarum
browni
California least tern

Vireo bellii pusillus
least Bell’s vireo

Antrozous pallidus
pallid bat

Microtus californicus
stephensi

Status
Fed/CA

E/E,FP

--/T
(nesting)

Habitat Requirements
Coastal salt marshes; nests primarily
in cordgrass and salicornia and
foarges in higher marsh vegetation
and along mudflat interfaces and tidal
creeks.
Colonial nester, primarily in riparian
and other lowland habitats west of
the desert. Requires vertical
banks/cliffs with fine-textured/sandy
soils near streams, rivers, lakes,
ocean to dig nesting hole.

Bryant’s (San Diego
desert) woodrat
Sorex ornatus
salicornicus
southern California
saltmarsh shrew

Unlikely. Suitable salt marsh
habitat absent.

Unlikely. Suitable banks/cliffs are
not present.

E/E, FP
(nesting
colony)

Nests and forages in and around
marine and estuarine shores with
nearby lagoons or lacustrine waters

Unlikely. Suitable aquatic habitat
absent.

E/E
(nesting)

Dense shrubs and small trees along
rivers and streams in riparian areas in
coastal southern California, the
Sacramento and San Joaquin
Valleys, and the Mojave Desert;
nests are in dense foliage of willows,
mulefat, California wild rose, poison
oak, mugwort, and cottonwood

Observed. Reported from Conejo
Creek near the wastewater
treatment plant (Impact Sciences,
Inc. 2008; Chris Dellith, USFWS,
personal communication); could
nest on-site, and is known to nest
in the Santa Clara River; the site
is outside of critical habitat for this
species.

--/CSC

MAMMALS
Occurs in a wide range of habitats
including grasslands, shrublands,
woodlands, and forests from sea
level to mixed conifer forests. Most
common in open, dry habitats with
rocky areas for roosting. Forages
over open ground. Day roosts are in
caves, crevices, mines, and
occasionally in hollow trees and
buildings. Needs water.

Unlikely. No suitable roosting
habitat present within the subject
site.

--/CSC

Tidal marshes.

Unlikely. No tidal marshes onsite.

--/CSC

Occupies xeric scrub, chaparral, and
oak woodland and dry rock outcrops
coastally outside the Mojave and
Colorado Deserts.

Observed in maritime succulent
scrub on the south and north rock
outcrops east of Calleguas Creek.

--/CSC

Coastal marshes with dense
vegetation and woody debris for
cover.

Unlikely. No coastal marshes onsite.

south coast marsh vole
Neotoma bryanti (formerly
lepida) intermedia

Project Site Suitability

Source: California Department of Fish and Game (2003, 2011a).
1

Status: E = Endangered; T = Threatened; C = Candidate; D = Delisted ; FP = State Fully Protected; CSC=California Species of
Special Concern (protected for specific habitat uses given in parentheses); WL = California Watch List; “—“ = no status.
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i. Regulatory Setting. The following is a brief summary of the regulatory context under
which biological resources are managed at the federal, state, and local levels. A number of
federal and state statutes provide a regulatory structure that guides the protection of biological
resources. Agencies with the responsibility for protection of biological resources within the
project site include:
EDSD @rm; 2or,s o8 Engineers VNetlands and ot<er Naters o8 t<e Enited StatesZ[
Jegional \ater ]5alit; 2ontrol .oard VNaters o8 t<e StateZ[
EDSD Qis< and \ildli8e Service V8ederall; listed s,ecies and migrator; FirdsZ[
2ali8ornia )e,artment Qis< and ^ame Vri,arian areas and ot<er Naters o8 t<e State?
stateGlisted s,eciesZ[
2it; o8 2amarillo V^eneral Plan L,en S,ace and 2onservation ElementZ[ and
Bent5ra 2o5nt; \aters<ed Protection )istrict VNaters<ed managementZD
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has authority to regulate activities that could discharge fill
or dredge material or other9ise adversely modify 9etlands or other ?9aters of the Enited
States.B Perennial and intermittent creeks are considered waters of the United States if they are
hydrologically connected to other jurisdictional waters. The USACE implements the federal
policy embodied in Executive Order 11990, which is intended to result in no net loss of
wetlands value or acres. In achieving the goals of the Clean Water Act, the USACE seeks to
avoid adverse impacts and offset unavoidable adverse impacts on existing aquatic resources.
Any fill or adverse modification of wetlands would require a permit from the USACE prior to
the start of work. Typically, when a project involves impacts to waters of the United States, the
goal of no net loss of wetland acres or values is met through compensatory mitigation
involving the creation or enhancement of similar habitats.
Regional Water Quality Control Board. The State Water Resources Control Board
(SWRCB) and Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (LARWQCB) have
jurisdiction over ?9aters of the State,B pursuant to the PorterCologne Water Quality Control
Act, which are defined as any surface water or groundwater, including saline waters, within
the boundaries of the State. The SWRCB has issued general Waste Discharge Requirements
(3IRs) regarding discharges to ?isolatedB 9aters of the State (Water Quality Order No. 2004
0004DWQ, Statewide General Waste Discharge Requirements for Dredged or Fill Discharges to
Waters Deemed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to be Outside of Federal Jurisdiction).
The LARWQCB enforces actions under this general order for isolated waters not subject to
federal jurisdiction, and is also responsible for the issuance of water quality certifications
pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act for waters subject to federal jurisdiction.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service. The USFWS
implements the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 United States Code [USC] Section 703711) and
the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 USC Section 668). The USFWS and National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) share responsibility for implementing the Federal Endangered
Species Act (FESA) (16 USC § 153 et seHDZ. The USFWS generally implements the FESA for
terrestrial and freshwater species, while the NMFS implements the FESA for marine and
anadramous species. Projects that would result in take of any federally listed threatened or
endangered species are required to obtain permits from the USFWS or NMFS through either
Section 7 (interagency consultation with a federal nexus) or Section 10 (Habitat Conservation
City of Camarillo
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Plan) of FESA, depending on the involvement by the federal government in permitting and/or
funding of the project. The permitting process is used to determine if a project would
jeopardize the continued existence of a listed species and what measures would be required to
avoid jeopardizing the species.
?TakeB under federal definition means to harass, harm (which includes habitat modification),
pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such
conduct. Proposed or candidate species do not have the full protection of FESA; however, the
USFWS and NMFS advise project applicants that they could be elevated to listed status at any
time.
California Department of Fish and Game. The CDFG derives its authority from the Fish
and Game Code of California. The California Endangered Species Act (CESA) (Fish and Game
Code Section 2050 etD seHDZ prohibits take of state listed threatened, endangered or fully
protected species. Take under CESA is restricted to direct mortality of a listed species and does
not prohibit indirect harm by way of habitat modification. The CDFG also prohibits take for
species designated as Fully Protected under Fish and Game Code. No take may be permitted
for Fully Protected species except for specifically authorized purposes including necessary
scientific research, including efforts to recover a fully protected species.
California Fish and Game Code sections 3503, 3503.5, and 3511 describe unlawful take,
possession, or destruction of birds, nests, and eggs. Fully protected birds (Section 3511) may
not be taken or possessed except under specific permit. Section 3503.5 of the Code protects all
birdsofprey and their eggs and nests against take, possession, or destruction of nests or eggs.
Species of Special Concern (SSC) is a category used by the CDFG for those species which are
considered to be indicators of regional habitat changes or are considered to be potential future
protected species. Species of Special Concern do not have any special legal status except that
which may be afforded by the Fish and Game Code as noted above. The SSC category is
intended by the CDFG for use as a management tool to include these species into special
consideration when decisions are made concerning the development of natural lands.
The CDFG also administers the Native Plant Protection Act (NPPA) (Fish and Game Code
Section 1900 et seHD). The NPPA requires the CDFG to establish criteria for determining if a
species, subspecies, or variety of native plant is endangered or rare. Under Section 1913(c) of
the NPPA, the owner of land where a rare or endangered native plant is growing is required to
notify the department at least 10 days in advance of changing the land use to allow for salvage
of the plant.
Perennial and intermittent streams and associated riparian vegetation, when present, also fall
under the jurisdiction of the CDFG. Section 1600 et seq. of the Fish and Game Code (Lake and
Streambed Alteration Agreements) gives the CDFG regulatory authority over work within the
stream zone (which could extend to the 100year flood plain) consisting of, but not limited to,
the diversion or obstruction of the natural flow or changes in the channel, bed, or bank of any
river, stream or lake.
City of Camarillo. The City of Camarillo (City) General Plan provides the framework for
evaluating potential biological impacts. The Open Space and Conservation Element includes
City of Camarillo
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policies to protect biological resources, including: prevention of pollution to streams and other
waters; protection of watersheds, natural drainage beds and water recharge areas for local water
recovery and preservation of natural habitat; incorporation of dedicated open space into the plan
area; preservation of natural features and characteristics of hillside areas with minimum
disturbance to native plants and animals; buffers between development and open
space/agriculture; and, flood control. The Calleguas and Conejo Creeks are described in the
General Plan as open space that should remain as such to provide aquifer recharge, storm water
runoff, prevention of water quality impacts, and flood control. Areas within the project site have
been designated as agricultural open space, and natural open space. In addition, Conejo and
Calleguas Creeks have been designated as a linkage (special treatment) area in the General Plan
map. Also included by the City is consideration of the Calleguas Creek Watershed Management
program, which requires stormwater permits and other programs to protect water quality.
Ventura County Watershed Protection District. The Ventura County Watershed
Protection District (VCWPD) has regulatory authority over watersheds and watercourses
throughout Ventura County. The goals of the VCWPD are to develop comprehensive, longrange
watershed planning; collaborate with watershed stakeholders; administer adopted regulations,
policies and resolutions; and utilize public resources in a responsible and accountable manner.
The VCWPD derives its authority from Ventura County Ordinance FC18, which requires a
permit for any encroachment into VCWPD jurisdictional channels (?redlineB channels).

4.4.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The following analysis of impacts to
biological resources within the project site is based on: a review of previous biological studies
prepared for the site and the surrounding area; prior field surveys conducted for individual
projects within the project site; readily available literature regarding the existing biological
resources within the project site; and aerial photography.
The CEQA Guidelines, Chapter 1, Section 21001 (c) states that it is the policy of the State of
California to ?prevent the elimination of fish and 9ildlife species due to man's activities, ensure
that fish and wildlife populations do not drop below selfperpetuating levels, and preserve for
future generations representations of all plant and animal communities.B Environmental
impacts relative to biological resources may be assessed using impact significance criteria
encompassing CEQA Guidelines and federal, state and local plans, regulations, and ordinances.
Impacts to flora and fauna may be determined to be significant even if they do not directly
affect rare, threatened or endangered species.
For the purposes of this analysis, significant impacts to biological resources may occur if a
project action would:
<

<

Oave a s5Fstantial adverse e88ect ViDeD signi8icantl; red5ce s,ecies ,o,5lation? red5ce s,ecies
<aFitat? restrict re,rod5ctive ca,acit;Z? eit<er directl; or t<ro5g< <aFitat modi8ications? on
an; s,ecies identi8ied as a candidate? sensitive? or s,ecialGstat5s s,ecies in local or regional
,lans? ,olicies? reg5lations? or F; 2)Q^ or ESQ\S[
Oave a s5Fstantial adverse e88ect ViDeD direct_indirect red5ctionZ on an; ri,arian <aFitat or
ot<er sensitive nat5ral comm5nit; identi8ied in local or regional ,lans? ,olicies reg5lations?
or F; t<e 2)Q^ or ESQ\S[
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<

<
<
<

Oave a s5Fstantial adverse e88ect ViDeD direct_indirect red5ctionZ on 8ederall; ,rotected
Netlands as de8ined F; Section `S` o8 t<e 2lean \ater @ct Vincl5ding F5t not limited to?
mars< vernal ,ool? coastal? etcDZ t<ro5g< direct removal? 8illing? or <;drological interr5,tion?
or ot<er means[
Knter8ere s5Fstantiall; ViDeD direct_indirect red5ctionZ Nit< t<e movement o8 an; native
resident or migrator; 8is< or Nildli8e s,ecies or Nit< estaFlis<ed native resident or migrator;
Nildli8e corridors? or im,ede t<e 5se o8 native Nildli8e n5rser; sites[
2on8lict Nit< an; local ,olicies or ordinances ,rotecting Fiological reso5rces? s5c< as a tree
,reservation ,olic; or ordinance[ and
2on8lict Nit< t<e ,rovisions o8 an ado,ted OaFitat Preservation Plan? >at5ral 2omm5nit;
2onservation Plan? or ot<er a,,roved local? regional? or state <aFitat conservation ,lanD

As discussed in the Initial Study (EIR Appendix A), the proposed project would not conflict
with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Preservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation
Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan, as no such plans are
applicable to the project site. Therefore this topic is not discussed further in this section.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact BIO1

Development facilitated by the Specific Plan would have the
potential to adversely affect sensitive wetland and riparian
habitats including Southern Riparian Scrub, Southern
Riparian Forest, and Coastal and Valley Freshwater Marsh.
This would be a Class II, significant but mitigable, impact.

The proposed Specific Plan includes channel improvements along both Calleguas and Conejo
Creeks for the purpose of providing flood protection, creek stabilization, and removal of
existing flood hazard designations from the project site. Modifications to Calleguas Creek
would generally consist of 1) widening the existing channel on the east side through the
excavation of a large terrace or bench elevated slightly above the existing channel flowline, and
2) the installation of a soil cement revetment along the entire relocated eastern channel bank.
Modifications are anticipated along the entire length of the eastern bank of Calleguas Creek
where it falls within the Specific Plan area. Approximately 5.9 acres of riparian habitat are
expected to be impacted by these activities.
Modifications to Conejo Creek are more extensive and involve widening the creek channel in
the northern extent of the reach within the project site, and creation of a parallel bypass channel
south of the project site. Where the bypass channel is planned, the original channel is intended
to remain intact. Specifically proposed channel improvements include 1) widening and soil
revetments along approximately 2,350 feet at the north end of the reach near Highway 101, 2)
channel widening and creation of a transition zone for tie in with the proposed bypass channel
along approximately 2,250 feet and ending at the wastewater treatment plant, and 3) excavation
of the north bank for approximately 2,600 feet east of the confluence of Conejo Creek and the
bypass channel. Approximately 6.2 acres of riparian habitat and 5.4 acres of coastal and valley
freshwater marsh habitat within Conejo Creek are anticipated to be impacted by these
modifications.
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Creek channel modifications may result in direct impacts to sensitive wetland and riparian
habitat (including Southern Riparian Scrub, Southern Riparian Forest, and Coastal and Valley
Freshwater Marsh) documented along the extents of both Calleguas and Conejo Creeks through
removal of vegetation where channel widening would occur or where transition zones between
the bypass channel and Conejo Creek are constructed. Portions of Conejo Creek parallel to the
bypass channel are intended to remain intact; however, if substantial amounts of water that
currently flows through Conejo Creek are diverted to the bypass channel, the riparian
vegetation along Conejo Creek that relies on this water for survival may be indirectly impacted.
Sensitive riparian and wetland habitat may also be affected through erosion and sedimentation
due to stormwater runoff during construction
Impacts to creek channels, as well as to riparian vegetation associated with creeks, are
regulated by the USACE, LARWQCB, and CDFG. Within Ventura County, the VCWPD also
has regulatory authority over watercourses. Modification to Calleguas and Conejo Creeks
would require review by each of the agencies prior implementation. Permits would be
required from the LARWQCB, CDFG, and VCWPD for the extent of the reaches in which
modification would occur. A permit may be required from USACE specifically for those areas
where modifications result in deposition of fill materials within the existing creeks. Each
agency prescribes mitigation for impacts to their jurisdictional areas, which typically includes
avoidance and minimization measures and habitat restoration.
In addition to the creek channels, wetland vegetation was observed in one agricultural ditch
onsite. It is believed that onsite agricultural ditches are connected to Calleguas and/or Conejo
Creeks; however, a formal jurisdictional determination has not been conducted for these sites.
It should be noted that the project includes several habitat enhancements in the Conejo Creek
area. The bypass channel area would create more than 30 acres of new wildlife habitat in an
area near to or adjacent to the existing Conejo Creek. Graded areas would be revegetated with
native, noninvasive species per the appropriate natural plant habitat and the proposed plant
palette and would be on temporary irrigation until plant establishment. The planting of native
trees and shrub species would be applied in transition areas where urban and landscaped
elements transition to the bypass channel. Irrigation would be provided until such time as the
established plants are selfsustaining. The degree to which these improvements would be
credited to offsetting the impacts noted above are ultimately at the discretion of the applicable
permitting agency.
Mitigation Measures. Implementation of mitigation measure HWQ1 would reduce the
potential for impacts to Calleguas and Conejo Creeks from erosion and sedimentation. The
following mitigation measures are also required to ensure compliance with agencies that have
regulatory oversight over Calleguas and Conejo Creeks, and to reduce impacts to sensitive
wetland and riparian habitats.
BIO1(a) Jurisdictional Delineation. Prior to initiation of construction of creek
modifications and the bypass channel, a jurisdictional determination shall
be conducted by a Cityapproved qualified biologist. The jurisdictional
determination shall verify the USACE and CDFG jurisdictional extents
mapped by Impact Sciences, Inc. (2008).The jurisdictional determination shall
clearly delineate the jurisdictional extents for the USACE, RWQCB, CDFG,
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and the VCWPD. The results shall be summarized in a preliminary
jurisdictional determination report which should be submitted to the
appropriate agencies for review and approval. Permits should be obtained
from each agency where applicable prior to initiation of construction
activities.
BIO1(b) Conejo and Calleguas Creek Habitat Restoration. Riparian and coastal and
valley freshwater marsh habitats impacted by future development within the
Specific Plan area shall be restored at a minimum of 1.5:1 (acres of habitat
restored to acres of habitat lost). Restoration shall occur onsite where the
habitat has been temporarily disturbed as well as within the bypass channel.
Restoration shall be concurrent with or immediately following construction
activities to reduce temporal displacement of habitat. A qualified biologist
shall prepare a mitigation and monitoring plan which shall include at a
minimum the following components:
Goals of the mitigation and monitoring program
Description of the restoration areas
Description of planting materials
Schedule of planting, irrigation, and maintenance activities
Planting, irrigation, and weed control methodology
Measure to protect new plantings from herbivores and humans
Monitoring methods and timeline
Success criteria
Reporting requirements
Contingency plan
The plan shall be implemented for not less than 5 years or until all success
criteria has been met as determined by the VCWPD. All plant material shall
be of locally, native species commonly found undisturbed reaches of the
Calleguas watershed. Nonnative species shall be prohibited. The mitigation
and monitoring plan shall be coordinated with the VCWPD.
Significance After Mitigation. The combination of these mitigation measures, in
addition to any measures prescribed by the regulatory agencies, would reduce impacts to
wetland and riparian habitats to a less than significant level.
Impact BIO2

Development facilitated by the Specific Plan has the
potential to adversely affect special status plant species. This
would be a Class II, significant but mitigable, impact.

Verity's dudleya ()5dle;a verit;i), a threatened species, was identified in coastal scrub habitat
on the southern rock outcrop east of Calleguas Creek. Two additional special status plant
species were determined to have the potential to occur within the project site: dune larkspur
()el,<ini5m ,arr;i ssp. Floc<maniae) and chaparral ragwort (Senecio a,<anactis). Each of these
species is associated with scrub and grassland habitats and all are likely confined to the rock
outcrops on the westcentral portion of the project site where agricultural and commercial
development is absent. According to the Specific Plan conceptual land use plan (Figure 25),
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the northern rock outcrop is expected to be developed for residential use, resulting in a
complete loss of this rock outcrop. The southern rock outcrop is expected to remain as open
space; however, impacts to special status plant species on this outcrop may occur as a result of
recreational uses (e.g., trail establishment, etc.). Small patches of suitable habitat are also
present on the other two rock outcrops within the project site. To date, plant surveys have only
been conducted in June and July and, therefore, those special status plant species listed above
with bloom periods outside of June and July may be present and, thus, impacted by
implementation of the proposed Specific Plan.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures are required reduce impacts
to special status plant species within the project site.
BIO2(a) Special Status Plant Surveys. Prior to initiation of construction activities for
subsequent projects which include natural communities, focused plant
surveys for special status plant species as listed at the time of the proposed
subsequent action shall be conducted. The surveys shall be conducted by a
qualified biologist in accordance with the CDFG and USFWS protocols in
effect at the time of the surveys (currently California Department of Fish and
Game 2009, United States Fish and Wildlife Service 2000). The surveys shall
be conducted such that the bloom period for each target plant species is
covered and all special status plant species observed onsite shall be mapped
onto a sitespecific aerial photograph.
BIO2(b) Special Status Plant Avoidance and Minimization. All special status plant
species identified onsite shall be avoided to the greatest extent feasible.
Recreational trails and other recreational features established on the southern
rock outcrop shall be sited to avoid impacts to special status plant species.
Populations of special status plant species found on this rock outcrop shall
have a lowprofile barrier established between the trail and the plant location
to protect them, and signage shall be installed on the outcrop to inform
recreational users about these special status species. If populations of special
status plant species are identified on the northern rock outcrop or elsewhere
within the project site, the proposed development shall be redesigned to
maintain these locations within designated open space, as feasible.
BIO2(c)

Special Status Plant Mitigation. If impacts to special status plant species
cannot be avoided, seed shall be collected from plants prior to removal and
shall be distributed in suitable habitat onsite not planned for development.
Perennial plant species may be salvaged if possible and translocated to an
approved mitigation area onsite. If onsite mitigation is not feasible,
mitigation shall occur at a Cityapproved offsite location.
The total number or total acreage for each special status plant species shall be
determined prior to ground disturbance activities and shall be restored at a
2:1 ratio for each species. A mitigation and monitoring plan shall be
prepared by a Cityapproved biologist and shall include those measures
outlined in BIO1(b) above.
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Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of these mitigation measures would
reduce impacts to special status plant species to a less than significant level.
Impact BIO3

Development facilitated by the Specific Plan has the
potential to adversely affect special status animal species.
This would be a Class II, significant but mitigable, impact.

Most of the development within the project site would be focused on areas currently
experiencing intensive agricultural practices which do not support special status animal
species. Nonetheless, the project site has the potential to support eight special status animal
species including: southern Pacific pond turtle (@ctinem;s marmorata), twostriped garter snake
(=<amno,<is <ammondii), arroyo chub (^ila orc5ttii), burrowing owl (@t<ene c5nic5laria), coastal
California gnatcatcher (Polio,tila cali8ornica cali8ornica), least Lell's vireo (Bireo Fellii ,5sill5s), and
Bryant's (San Diego desert) woodrat (>eotoma Fr;anti [>D le,ida] intermedia) The southern
Pacific pond turtle, arroyo chub, twostriped garter snake, and Lryant's woodrat, each a state
Species of Special Concern, have been observed onsite. Impact Sciences, Inc. (2008) directly
observed arroyo chub in Conejo Creek and Rincon biologists observed typical Lryant's
middens/nests on both rock outcrops east of Calleguas Creek. Though not observed by Impact
Sciences, Inc., southern Pacific pond turtles and twostriped garter snakes have been
documented 9ithin Conejo Creek (Rincon Consultants MNNO). Least Lell's vireo, listed as
endangered by both the state and federal governments, was not observed directly but was
detected by sound along Conejo Creek (Impact Sciences, Inc. 2008).
Suitable habitat is present for burrowing owls on the rock outcrops in the westcentral portion
of the project site. However, given that the habitat surrounding the rock outcrops consists of
intensively managed row crops and ruderal areas, burrowing owls would likely only occur on
site in low numbers and as winter transients.
Suitable habitat for the twostriped garter snake was identified within Conejo Creek and
marginal habitat was found within Calleguas Creek.
The coastal California gnatcatcher has been observed at the California State University Channel
Islands by the USFWS (CNDDB Occurrence #918). The status of the population of this species
in the vicinity of the project site is unknown, but suitable habitat exists onsite and in the
immediate vicinity of the Specific Plan area, and this species could nest on the rock outcrops
onsite.
The proposed Specific Plan would result in the removal of the northern rock outcrop, which
would impact Lryant's woodrat. Based on woodrat densities in coastal scrub habitats (Zeiner,
et al, 1990), a range of 650 woodrats are present on this outcrop. Assuming the maximum
number, loss of all woodrats at this outcrop would not significantly affect the population
numQers of Lryant's 9oodrats 9ithin this local area as substantially greater numbers (by
several orders of magnitude) are present in the adjacent Santa Monica Mountains. Nonetheless,
mitigation is recommended to reduce impacts to the individuals present.
The proposed Specific Plan may also impact riparian habitat along Calleguas and Conejo
Creeks through modification of the banks and construction of the bypass channel, thus
potentially affecting the arroyo chub, twostriped garter snake, least Lell's vireo and pond turtle
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through loss of riparian vegetation and water. However, the bypass channel is intended to be
landscaped to create a restored riparian channel corridor with different water quality treatment
elements, including multiple ponds and a meandering lowflow creek feature. Restoration of
riparian habitat within the bypass channel would result in no net loss, and potentially a net
gain, of riparian habitat within the study area.
In addition to the species discussed above, trees and shrubs onsite have the potential to
support a variety of nesting bird species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Removal
of these trees and shrubs during the nesting season could result in impacts to these bird species.
Mitigation Measures. In addition to BIO1(b) discussed above, the following mitigation
measures are required reduce impacts to special status animals species within the project site.
BIO3(a) Conejo Creek Habitat Monitoring. A habitat monitoring program shall be
established for Conejo Creek within the project site. Prior to construction of
the bypass channel, baseline conditions shall be established based upon the
biological needs of the arroyo chub, southern Pacific pond turtle, twostriped
garter snake, and least Lell's vireo. Surveys for each of these species shall Qe
conducted by qualified biologists in accordance with established protocols as
applicable. Baseline measurements shall be taken and may include, but not
be limited to, a detailed description of the creek including plant species
composition, an assessment of vegetative cover, location and depth of pools,
location of riffles, speed of instream flows, and presence of basking sites.
Following construction of the bypass channel, Conejo Creek shall be
monitored on an annual basis for a minimum of five years. Habitat
suitability for each species shall be measured during each monitoring visit
and compared with baseline conditions. If the condition of the creek relative
to the biological needs of special status animal species deteriorates
substantially from baseline conditions at any time during the monitoring
period, the qualified biologist(s) shall make recommendations to restore the
creek to baseline conditions. Recommendations may include increasing the
flows in Conejo Creek, and creek maintenance measures such as removal of
sediment and restoration of vegetation. Annual reports shall be prepared and
submitted to the VCWPD and shall outline the methods and results of the
monitoring efforts, and shall include applicable recommendations. The
VCWPD shall oversee this habitat monitoring as well as any suitable
recommendations for restoring the creek to baseline conditions.
BIO3(b) Bypass Channel Habitat Enhancement. The bypass channel shall include
habitat enhancement features to support the arroyo chub, southern Pacific
pond turtle, twostriped garter snake, and least Lell's vireo. A restoration
plan shall be developed by Cityapproved biologists with specific knowledge
of the ecology of these species, as well as habitat restoration. The plan shall
be coordinated with the Calleguas Creek Watershed Management Plan and
shall be submitted to the CDFG and the Calleguas Creek Watershed
Management Plan Steering Committee for review and approval. The bypass
channel shall be vegetated with locally native riparian plant species similar
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to what is present along Conejo Creek. Invasive, nonnative species shall be
prohibited. The bypass channel shall be constructed to mimic a natural
stream and shall include a meandering lowflow stream with riffles and
ponds. Habitat enhancement along the bypass channel may be used to
satisfy onsite mitigation requirements if approved by the regulatory
agencies.
A Habitat Enhancement Plan shall be prepared and shall outline the goals,
methods, success criteria, and timeline for habitat enhancements along the
bypass channel. The plan shall also include a proactive weed control
program to prevent the spread of invasive species (e.g., giant reed). The plan
shall be administered by a Cityapproved qualified biologist for a minimum
of five years.
BIO3(c)

Pacific Pond Turtle Avoidance, Capture and Relocation. Where suitable
habitat is present and will be impacted by proposed construction activities, a
Cityapproved biologist shall conduct spring surveys for southern Pacific
pond turtles before the onset of construction activities. If any pond turtles
are found within 1,000 feet of construction activities, the biologist shall
contact the CDFG to determine if moving any individuals is appropriate. If
the CDFG approves moving animals, the biologist shall be allowed sufficient
time to move the animals from the work site before work activities begin. If
the CDFG does not recommend moving the animals, an appropriate buffer
from seasonal pools, instream pools, and /or nesting sites shall be
implemented and no grading or other construction activities shall occur
within this buffer unless authorized by the CDFG. Only the CDFG
approved biologist shall participate in activities associated with the capture
and handling of pond turtles.

BIO3(d) Coastal California Gnatcatcher Avoidance and Minimization. Prior to
construction of subsequent projects within the Specific Plan area located
within 500 feet of coastal California gnatcatcher habitat, a protocol survey of
such habitat shall be conducted by a USFWSapproved qualified biologist in
accordance with the 2oastal 2ali8ornia ^natcatc<er VPolio,tila cali8ornica
cali8ornica) Presence_@Fsence S5rve; ^5idelines (United States Fish and Wildlife
Service 1997). Survey results shall be submitted to the USFWS for review
and approval within 45 days of completion of the surveys. If any survey for
coastal California gnatcatcher results in negative findings, subsequent
surveys in suitable habitat will be required if the previous survey results are
more than one year old. If coastal California gnatcatchers are found onsite
at any time, impacts shall be avoided. Avoidance measures may include
restricting development to the nonbreeding season, establishment of a large
nondisturbance buffer around a nest site and/or suitable habitat, and
monitoring noise levels during construction to ensure noise levels do not
exceed 60 decibels at the edge of occupied habitat. Mitigation for impacts to
occupied habitat shall also be required at a minimum of 1:1 (habitat restored
to habitat impacted). Habitat mitigation shall occur onsite in accordance
with the restoration plan guidelines outlined in BIO1(b) above. If take of
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coastal California gnatcatchers may occur, an Incidental Take Permit issued
by the USFWS may be required. This permit may include additional
mitigation measures not described herein.
BIO3(e) Least Bell’s Vireo Avoidance and Minimization. Prior to the initiation of
construction for subsequent projects within the Specific Plan area located
within 500 feet of least Lell's vireo haQitat, a protocol study shall be
conducted by a USFWSapproved qualified biologist in accordance with the
L&#.- B&""’. V)$&* S8$9&: G8)C&")+&. (United States Fish and Wildlife Service
2001). Survey results shall be submitted to the USFWS for review and
approval 9ithin RO days of completion of the surveys. If least Lell's vireo
nests are found onsite, impacts shall be avoided. Avoidance measures may
include restricting development to the nonbreeding season, establishment of
a large nondisturbance buffer around a nest site and/or suitable habitat, and
monitoring noise levels during construction to ensure noise levels do not
exceed 60 decibels at the edge of occupied habitat. Mitigation for impacts to
occupied habitat shall also be required at a minimum of 1:1 (habitat restored
to habitat impacted). Habitat mitigation shall occur onsite in accordance
with the restoration plan guidelines outlined in BIO1(b) above. If take of
least Lell's vireo may occur, an Incidental Take Permit issued by the USFWS
may be required. This permit may include additional mitigation measures
not described herein.
BIO3(f)

Twostriped Garter Snake Avoidance, Capture and Relocation. Where
suitable habitat is present, a Cityapproved biologist shall conduct surveys
for the twostriped garter snake before the onset of construction activities. If
any twostriped garter snakes are found within 100 feet of construction
activities, the biologist shall be allowed sufficient time to move the animals
from the work site before work activities begin. Only the Cityapproved
biologist shall participate in activities associated with the capture and
handling of this species.

BIO3(g) Bryant’s Woodrat Relocation. Lryant's 9oodrat shall be relocated from the
north rock outcrop using a slow vegetation clearance/hazing action. Silt
fencing shall be installed at the base of the north and south sides
perpendicular to and extending to Calleguas Creek. The silt fence will serve
to direct animals escaping from land clearing activity into the dispersion
corridor formed by Calleguas Creek. Vegetation clearing shall begin at the
east side of the rock outcrop under the guidance of a biological monitor, and
the animals will be hazed to the west towards the creek. When possible,
middens will be dismantled by hand until the animals flee away from the
mechanized equipment. Vegetation clearing will occur at the pace set by the
ability to dismantle the nests.
Che general area and density of Lryant's 9oodrat nests located on the
southern rock outcrop shall be mapped on a sitespecific aerial photograph.
All recreational enhancements, such as trails, shall be sited to avoid removal
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of woodrat nests. Signage shall be installed to provide recreational users
with information about Lryant's woodrats.
BIO3(h) PreConstruction Nesting Bird Surveys and Avoidance: To ensure
avoidance of impacts to nesting Qird species and raptors (?Qirds of preyB),
including groundnesting species, all ground disturbing and/or tree removal
activities shall occur between September 1 and February 15. If ground
disturbing activities and/or tree removal cannot be conducted during this
time period, preconstruction surveys for active nests shall be conducted by a
Cityapproved biologist within and adjacent to all anticipated development
areas no more than two weeks prior to initiation of construction activities. If
active nests are located, all construction work must be conducted outside a
buffer zone to be determined by the biologist in consultation with the CDFG
(typically 50 to 300 feet). No direct disturbance to nests shall occur until the
adults and young are no longer reliant on the nest site. The biologist shall
confirm that breeding/nesting is completed and young have fledged the nest
prior to the start of construction within the buffer zone.
BIO3(i)

Worker Education. Prior to initiation of all construction activities near
sensitive resources (e.g., rock outcrops, riparian and wetland habitats), a
Cityapproved biologist shall conduct a training session for all construction
personnel. At a minimum, the training shall include a description of all
sensitive resource issues onsite as well as the general measures that are
being implemented to protect these resources. A fact sheet printed in both
English and Spanish languages shall be provided to all contractors, their
employees, and any other personnel involved with the construction of the
project, and shall include a description of the sensitive resources onsite,
information on their occurrence onsite, a list of construction BMPs and other
applicable mitigation measures, instructions to follow when encountering
sensitive resources, and all applicable Cityrequired Conditions of Approval.

Significance After Mitigation. The mitigation measures identified above would reduce
impacts to special status animal species to less than significant.
Impact BIO4

Development facilitated by the Specific Plan has the
potential to adversely affect wildlife movement corridors.
This would be a Class II, significant but mitigable, impact.

Given the current land uses within and surrounding the project site, wildlife movement
corridors are limited to Conejo and Calleguas Creeks. Conejo Creek is known to support
special status animal species including the arroyo chub, southern Pacific pond turtle, two
striped garter snake, and the least Lell's vireo, and serves as an important movement corridor
between upstream and downstream populations. Conejo Creek is located along the western
edge of a linkage identified by South Coast Wildlands as important to the preservation of
wildlife movement (Penrod et. al., 2006). This linkage has been established primarily for the
preservation of habitat for the cactus wren (2am,;lor<;nc<5s Fr5nneica,ill5s), but would also
serve as an important movement corridor between Point Mugu State Park and the Tierra Rejada
Valley for several animal species including the mountain lion (P5ma concolor), bobcat (I;nC
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r585s), coyote (2anis latrans), mule deer (Ldocoile5s <emion5s) and desert woodrat (>eotoma sp.),
among others. As no development is planned east of Conejo Creek, this linkage would not be
directly impacted by the planned development.
The habitat suitability for Calleguas Creek is considerably lower than Conejo Creek due to past
creek modifications and flood control maintenance activities. However, Calleguas Creek may
serve as a movement corridor for terrestrial species such as bobcat and twostriped garter
snake, and may also serve as a movement corridor for aquatic species when sufficient flows are
present.
A ?greenQeltB is proposed along Calleguas Creek and portions of Conejo Creek, and the
proposed bypass channel is situated between Conejo Creek and future development within the
project site. These features would maintain and possibly enhance wildlife movement along
these creeks. Nonetheless, both direct and indirect impacts to wildlife movement may occur.
Direct impacts are likely limited to injury or mortality of animals moving through the creek
corridors during construction. Several potential indirect impacts may occur both in the short
term and long term. Creek channel enhancement activities aimed at improving flood control
are proposed along portions of Calleguas and Conejo Creeks and would result in at least a
temporary loss of habitat. As discussed above, a decrease in water flow to Conejo Creek as a
result of construction of the bypass channel may result in diminished habitat suitability for
riparian species. Construction of proposed recreational trails along the bypass channel, as well
as conversion of agricultural lands into residential, commercial, and other public uses would
result in increased presence of humans and domestic animals within and adjacent to the creeks.
Increased light, noise, and presence of nonnative invasive plant species may also discourage
use of the creeks for wildlife movement.
Mitigation Measures. In addition to mitigation measures BIO1(b), BIO3(a), and BIO
3(b) above, mitigation measure AES3(a) in section 4.1 Aesthetics, and mitigation measures AQ
1(a) and AQ1(b), the following mitigation measures are required to reduce impacts to wildlife
movement.
BIO4(a) Development Setbacks. All development shall be sited at a minimum of 150
feet from the edge of riparian habitat, with the exception of recreational trails
which shall be setback a minimum of 100 feet from the edge of riparian
habitat. In addition, development shall be sited at a minimum of 100 feet
from the edge of open space on the southern rock outcrop. Setbacks shall be
clearly depicted on all grading and construction plans prior to issuance of
grading permits.
BIO4(b) Fencing. Solid barrier fencing onsite shall be prohibited around areas that
border open spaces or routes of animal movement, specifically riparian areas.
Tencing in these areas shall consist of ?ranch styleB post fencing. Tencing
shall allow at least onefoot of clearance above ground to permit wildlife
movement. Fencing between creekside trails and the creeks shall be
designed to limit human entry into significant habitat. Such fencing or
vegetative barrier shall be at least four feet in height and shall be planted
with spinescent plants such as wild rose, blackberry, or other suitable native
species in a dense bramble.
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BIO4(c)

Landscape Plan. Grading plans for all proposed projects shall include a
landscape plan. The plan shall describe the size and species of all trees,
shrubs, and herbaceous species proposed to be planted adjacent to open
space areas, including the limits of irrigated areas. Locally native plant
species shall be used to the greatest extent feasible, particularly adjacent to
open space areas. Invasive and problematic species such as those identified
by the California Invasive Plant Council as invasive plants and listed by the
California Department of Food and Agriculture and/or U.S. Department of
Agriculture as noxious weeds shall be prohibited.
The landscape plan shall identify operational procedures to be employed to
maintain a healthy landscape with minimal application of fertilizers and
pesticides. No rodent control, pesticides, or herbicides shall be used within
the nondisturbance buffer zones around wetland and riparian habitats.
Operation and management of the landscape program will be designed to
contain the distribution of management chemicals within the project site.

BIO4(d) Pet Brochure. For all residential developments within 500 feet of open space
areas, a pet brochure shall be prepared to inform prospective homebuyers
about the impacts associated with nonnative animals, especially cats and
dogs. The brochure shall also inform potential homebuyers of the potential
for native predators (e.g., coyotes, bobcats) to prey on domestic animals.
BIO4(e) Construction Best Management Practices. The following construction Best
Management Practices (BMPs) shall be incorporated into all grading and
construction plans:
Designation of equipment washout, fueling and maintenance
areas to be located within the limits of grading at a minimum of
150 feet from the edge of wetland and riparian vegetation as
identified by a qualified biologist. Washout areas shall be
designed to fully contain polluted water and materials for
subsequent removal from the site.
Drip pans shall be placed under all stationary vehicles and
mechanical equipment.
All trash shall be placed in sealed containers and shall be
removed from the project site at a minimum of once per week.
No firearms will be allowed on construction sites.
No pets are permitted on a project site during construction.
Significance After Mitigation. The mitigation measures identified above, in conjunction
with BIO1(b), BIO3(a), and BIO3(b), would reduce impacts to wildlife movement corridors to
less than significant.
Impact BIO5

The lake feature as proposed by the Specific Plan has the
potential to attract and expose bird species aircraft collisions.
This would be a Class III, less than significant impact.
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The proposed Specific Plan would create a lake area that would have the potential to attract
birds, some of which may be protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Because the Specific
Plan would be located near the City of Camarillo Airport and the Naval Air Weapons Station,
the birds attracted to the lake area may be at risk for collisions with aircraft. However, the City
of Camarillo Airport is located 3.5 miles to the west of the Specific Plan area, while the Naval
Air Weapons Station is located 6.5 miles to the south. The majority of collision incidents occur
during aircraft takeoff and landing, or at elevations less than 1,000 feet. Due to the distances of
the airports, aircraft associated with the Camarillo Airport would be no less than 1,900 feet
when above the Specific Plan area and aircraft associated with the Naval Air Weapons Station
would be no less than 3,500 feet. In addition, the lake would be designed to reduce the
potential to attract wildlife or migratory birds that pose risks to aircraft operation near airports
and would be consistent with the FAA Advisory Circular No. 150/520033A. Specifically,
design elements to detract wildlife include linear lake geometry, vertical edge water line,
minimal perimeter vegetation, active human usage, no shallow/muddy areas, and no islands.
Therefore, it is unlikely that substantial numbers of birds would be exposed to collision with
aircraft. Impacts would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant without
mitigation.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including
5,824 additional residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development,
would cumulatively alter habitats to manmade conditions. Cumulative impacts to biological
resources throughout the region due to this conversion are potentially significant. However,
the majority of the Specific Plan area is already developed for agricultural and industrial uses.
Most of the remaining undeveloped areas would remain intact, thus reducing the potential for
impacts. Furthermore, restoration and enhancement within the future bypass channel would
create riparian habitat that would create a net gain in sensitive habitats onsite and, if managed
properly, would benefit special status species known to occur in the region. This would result
in a beneficial impact. As with development within the Specific Plan area, all cumulative
development would be subject regulation by the City, the State of California, and the federal
government. Compliance with these regulations on all new development proposals would be
expected to reduce impacts from individual projects to a less than significant level for impacts
to wetlands, riparian habitats, and special status species potentially in the project area, though
it should be recognized that the continued gradual urbanization of the region would
substantially alter biological conditions. With the proposed mitigation measures identified
herein, and the potential beneficial impacts associated with creation of the bypass channel,
biological resources impacts associated with buildout of the Specific Plan would not be
cumulatively considerable.
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4.5 CULTURAL RESOURCES
This section analyzes potential impacts to archaeological and historical resources. The
historical resource discussion summarizes the findings of a Historic Resources Report that was
prepared by San Buena Ventura Research Associates dated December 2009 and a Phase I
Archaeological Study prepared by Historical Environmental Archaeological Research Team
(HEART) dated June 2009. The full reports are contained in Appendix C.

4.5.1 Archaeological Setting
a. Archaeological Overview. The region in which the project area is located was
formerly occupied by the Chumash, a diverse population living in autonomous settlements
along the California coast from Malibu Creek to the southeast, Estero Bay in the north,
including the islands of San Miguel, Santa Rosa, and Santa Cruz, and as far as Tejon Pass, Lake
Casitas and the Cuyama River inland. Chumash society became increasingly complex over the
last 9,000 years.
During August 1769, a military contingent of Spanish explorers under the leadership of Don
Gaspar de Portola passed through the lower Santa Clara River Valley. Twentyone missions
were established between 1769 and 1823. They were all about a day's ride from one another
along the Camino Real, which connected San Diego with Solano. Native Americans were
slowly assimilated into the missions through recruitment from their villages. During this
period, introduced diseases decimated many Native American tribes. Following the decline of
the missions, large land grants became ranchos. One land granted patented to Jose Ruis formed
Rancho Calleguas in 1847 in the area that is now Camarillo.
b. Records Search Results. A records search was conducted by professional
archaeologist Wayne Bonner at the South Central Coast Information Center on May 20, 2009.
The record search determined that no prehistoric archaeological resources are noted within a ½
mile radius of the Plan Area. Two historic properties are identified within a ½ mile radius of
the Plan Area. CAVen862H was recorded by James Brock and Nina Harris in 1987as a historic
trash deposit that dates from 19101930. The extremely disturbed or redeposited materials may
be associated with a former farmhouse(s) that once existed to the north that were graded away
to make room for a mobile home park. Site 56001647 was recorded by Nina Harris in 2002 as a
sparse scatter of historic items in a disturbed context.
There is a record of 22 prior studies within the Plan Area boundaries, including the following:
Anon 1995; Clewlow 1975; Kartcher 1977; Leonard et al 1970; Lopez 1978, 1981, 1989, 1991, 1994;
Maki 1996; Padon 1981; Padon & Romani 1981; Peak & Associates 1991; Romani 2004; Rosen
1975; Singer 1986; Soule 1978; Steele & Gallardo 1982; Sylvia 2002; Whitley & Simon 1990a,
1994a, 1994b. Based on a rough approximation, 65% of the project area has been previously
systematically surveyed by qualified archaeologists.
Listings from the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), California Historical
Landmarks, California Historical Property Data File, California Points of Historical Interest,
and Ventura County Landmarks were searched as part of the cultural resources assessment.
No properties listed on the National Register of Historic Places, the California Register of
Historic Resources, the California Historical Landmark, California Point of Historical Interest,
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or State Historic Resources Commission issues are present within the Plan Area. Thus, there is
no evidence that any of the known Chumash places are located within or adjacent to the Plan
Area.
c. Native American Consultation. Native American consultation was conducted in
accordance with State Bill SB18 and the California Tribal Consultation Guidelines (OPR 2005).
A letter request was sent to the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) on May 20,
2009 requesting a check of their sacred lands files and any other relevant data that the NAHC
might have on file for the Plan Area. A response dated May 28, 2009 indicated that there are no
Native American cultural resources within the Plan Area to their knowledge.

4.5.2 Historical Setting
a. Historic Overview. The project location was historically part of the vast Rancho
Calleguas, a 10,000 acre ranch most associated with the Camarillo family, for which the City of
Camarillo is named. The ranch was originally “granted to José Pedro Ruiz, a soldier and native
of Spain, by Mexican Governor Alvarado in 1837
Juan Camarillo, Sr. died in 1880 leaving the bulk of his estate to his widow, and a oneeighth
share of the ranch to each of his three sons. With the death of José and their mother, Adolfo
and Juan, Jr. inherited the entire Rancho Calleguas. The brothers apparently held undivided
shares in the family property until it was subdivided in 1926. By that time, the portion of the
ranch that became the Adohr Milk Farms was owned by Juan Camarillo, Jr. Born in Ventura in
1867, Juan Camarillo, Jr. was the younger of the two surviving brothers.
Adohr Milk Farms. Adohr Milk Farms was founded by Merritt Huntley Adamson and
his wife Rhoda Rindge Adamson (Adohr is her given name spelled backwards) on 600 acres in
the San Fernando Valley in 1916. Her father, Frederick Hastings Rindge, purchased 13,000
acres in the Malibu area in 1892. Merritt Adamson was employed by the Rindge family as the
superintendent of their Malibu ranch, where he met his future wife. They were married in
1915. By 1939 Adohr Farms was leasing some ten thousand acres of range land, operated
multiple distribution and creamery operations, and owned four thousand additional acres for
farming operations, some of it as far away as Buttonwillow and Tulare. The company’s move
to Camarillo was prompted by the rapid expansion of Lockheed Air Terminal in Burbank that
began in 1940 to accommodate war production and the manufacturing of the company’s new
Vega bombers for Britain. Eighteen new buildings were on the drawing board in August of that
year including several large hangars, office and engineering buildings, and others; plans also
called for the enlargement of existing buildings.
Work began on the new dairy in May 1942 with the drilling of a well, followed by construction
of “buildings and corrals.” Adohr opened its Camarillo operation in the first week of
November 1942, while at the same time proceeding with the dismantling of the Burbank plant.
The new dairy was opened to the public when those buildings and equipment were reinstalled
in Camarillo. The farm’s first expansion came in 1944 with the purchase of 31.5 noncontiguous
acres of the Mahan Ranch, located about a mile west of the dairy on Fifth Street (Lewis Road).
Historically, this land was part of the Rancho ExMission of San Buenaventura and is not part
of this current study.
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The expansion of the housing market in the Los Angeles region after World War II prompted
the closure or displacement of agricultural businesses throughout the San Fernando Valley, and
Adohr Certified Farm played a role in that development. In 1948 the company sold its original
500 acres in Tarzana to make way for a subdivision. The company’s entire dairy operation was
now headquartered in Camarillo. The decision prompted what the Camarillo paper called “the
largest oneday auction of dairy cattle ever held in the west,” during which nearly eight
hundred head, mostly Holstein cows, were sold to make way for the company’s famous
Guernsey herd. It may have been after the closure of the Tarzana location that the Camarillo
dairy became the focal point of Adohr’s tourism activities. No mention of the Camarillo plant
being opened to the public was found prior to 1950.
In 1965, the Adohr processing and distribution operations were purchased by Southland
Corporation of Dallas, Texas, with the Adamson family retaining the Camarillo dairy and a
herd of two thousand cows and bulls. In 1976, the herd was sold and the dairy was closed.
(Adohr Farms, nd)
b. Existing Conditions. The Plan Area includes agricultural land (planted and fallow),
the Brucker Farms Ranch complex, the Adohr Farm Dairy complex, the Howard Road Ranch
complex, commercial buildings, and industrial buildings.
The buildings located within the Plan Area are described below. The Plan Area has been
divided into five study areas for purposes of organization and discussion. The study areas are
indexed on Figure 4.51.
Study Area A (4224 E. Pleasant Valley Road).
Office/Milk House (creamery). This is the main headquarters of the former Adohr Farms.
The one story building is divided into three parts with a taller, 24 foot high center section
flanked by lower wings.
Park. Located at the north end of the property adjacent to the manager’s residence and
the main office building is a small park. It includes a restroom, wood arbors on three sides,
metal pipe railings, and a picnic area.
Milk Barn. This building is connected to the main headquarters building by a covered
canopy. This 68 foot by 90 foot rectangular barn features a mediumpitched gable roof, covered
with corrugated iron with a monitor roof across the ridge line. Rafters and beams are exposed
under the overhanging eaves. The building has a concrete pipe and frame construction. The
lower half of the side walls are concrete with the upper half covered with corrugated metal.
The end walls are corrugated metal. The building has a concrete foundation.
Warehouse/Feed Barn. This 30 foot by 120 foot warehouse building is rectangular in plan
with a medium gable roof of corrugated metal. The southern elevation features two entrances
with shed roofs supported by wood posts and simple wood railing.
Gas Pump Building. Located west of the milk barn is this small 10 foot by 12 foot gas
pump building. It features a low gable roof covered with corrugated metal and exposed rafters
under the eaves.
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Base Drawing Source: San Buenaventura Research Associates, December 1, 2009.
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Figure 4.5-1
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Manager’s Residence. (4132 Pleasant Valley Road) This onestory stucco clad single
family residence features an irregular plan with intersecting low pitched hip roof with exposed
rafters under the eaves. An exterior brick chimney is located at the rear (southern) elevation.
Reservoir. This structure consists of a large, rectangular belowground concrete basin
120 by 85 feet in dimension. It is covered with a low, gabled wood truss roof clad in corrugated
metal panels.
Pump House and Shed. Located adjacent and west of the reservoir is a small pump house
and shed. The pump house measures 12 feet by 12 feet and the attached shed measures 6 feet
by 10 feet. A low corrugated metal gable roof covers the building.
Commissary/Cook House. This one story stucco clad building is essentially rectangular in
plan with a medium pitched hip roof and overhanging eaves.
Shed. This very long, narrow shed is over 100 feet in length and approximately 12 feet in
width. It is open on the two, longer sides. It features a corrugated metal gable roof supported
by a wood truss roof and wood posts over a dirt floor.
Study Area B (13551405 Howard Road).
Machine and Implement Shed. Rectangular in plan, this mediumpitched gabled roof
building covering nearly 8,000 square feet in plan, features a medium gable roof with a monitor
roof across the ridge line. The roof is supported by a steel truss system. The building is
covered entirely with corrugated metal.
1401 Howard Road. This one story single family employee residence features an
essentially rectangular plan and a mediumpitched sidefacing gable roof with exposed rafters
under the side gables. The building is clad in medium lap siding.
1385 Howard Road. This one story single family employee residence is nearly identical to
the building at 1401 Howard Road. It is an essentially rectangular plan with a lowpitched hip
roof. The building is clad in medium lap siding.
1373 Howard Road. This one story single family employee residence is nearly identical to
the building at 1401 Howard Road. It is an essentially rectangular plan with a mediumpitched
gable roof and a slightly taller gabled wing addition attached on the northern elevation.
1355 Howard Road. This oneandahalf story California Bungalow residence features a
mediumpitched side gable roof with broad overhanging eaves.
Shed and Barn. Located to the north and nearby to the house at 1355 Howard Road, this
wood frame building features a low pitched gable roof.
Bunkhouse. Designed in a Uplan, this one story bunkhouse features a low hip roof with
exposed rafters on the interior courtyard.
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Shed. Built in a rectangular plan, this onestory storage building features a medium
gable roof. The building is covered with tongue and groove wood siding and rests on a
concrete foundation.
1402 Howard Road. This one story employee residence features an essentially
rectangular plan with a low pitched side gable roof with medium lap siding under the gable
ends.
1403 Howard Road. This one story employee residence is nearly identical to 1402
Howard Road. It is essentially rectangular in plan with a low pitched side gable roof with
medium lap siding under the gable ends.
1405 Howard Road. This one story employee residence is nearly identical to 1402 and
1403 Howard Road. It is essentially rectangular in plan with a low pitched side gable roof with
medium lap siding under the gable ends.
Study Area C (1194 Pancho Road).
Smith Residence. This one story hipped roof residence is essentially rectangular in plan
with exposed rafters under the eaves. The main entrance on the northern elevation features
two wood recessed paneled doors under a shed roof overhang.
Garage/Residence. This combination fourcar garage and residence building is
rectangular in plan with a hipped roof and exposed rafters under the overhanging eaves.
Constructed of concrete block, the building is clad with stucco.
Shed/Oil Storage. This one story shed’s rectangular plan measures 24 feet by 40 feet. The
gable roof features a small monitor roof on the ridge line.
Implement Shed. This one story building features a rectangular plan measuring 36 feet by
130 feet, and a medium gable roof with a wood truss ceiling.
Barn. This one story barn features a tall asymmetrical gable roof and measures 34 feet
by 62 feet in plan. The northern elevation is open and supported by wood posts.
Machine Shop. The one story machine shop building features a gable roof with an
intersecting gable wing on the eastern elevation.
Implement Shed. This building measuring 20 feet by 45 feet in plan features a gable roof
of corrugated iron.
Office/Dormitory. Designed in a square plan with a central courtyard, this one story
dormitory and office building features a low hipped roof with exposed rafters under the eaves.
Study Area D (4300 E. Pleasant Valley Road).
Deyhdrator Building. This tall, rectangular plan building features a medium gable roof
covered with corrugated iron.
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Garage. Located west of the dehydrator building is this one story twocar garage.
Study Area E (5016 Calle Cuesta).
5016 Calle Cuesta. This 50 acre parcel contains the Growing Grounds Nursery and Tree
Outlet. The cluster of buildings and shade structures housing the nursery were built in 1986.

4.5.3 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. As described in the Setting, a records
search was conducted and Native American consultation was conducted in accordance with
the California Tribal Consultation Guidelines (OPR 2005).
Cultural resource impacts are considered significant if the proposed project would:
Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historic or archaeological
resources, as defined in Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines
Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature
Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries
For purposes of this analysis, cultural (archaeological and historic) resources include the
following:
A resource listed, or determined to be eligible by the State Historical Resources
Commission for listing, in the California Register of Historical Resources
A resource included in a local register of historical resources or identified as
significant in an historical resource survey
Any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript which a lead
agency determines to be historically significant or significant in the architectural,
engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, military,
or cultural annals of California
A resource is eligible for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources if it meets any
of the criteria for listing, which are:
1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of California’s history and cultural heritage;
2. Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past;
3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses
high artistic values; or
4. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history.
By definition, the California Register of Historical Resources also includes all “properties
formally determined eligible for, or listed in, the National Register of Historic Places,” and
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certain specified State Historical Landmarks. The majority of “formal determinations” of
NRHP eligibility occur when properties are evaluated by the State Office of Historic
Preservation in connection with federal environmental review procedures (Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966). Formal determinations of eligibility also occur
when properties are nominated to the NRHP, but are not listed due to owner objection.
The criteria for determining eligibility for listing on the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP) have been developed by the National Park Service. Properties may qualify for NRHP
listing if they:
a. Are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history; or
b. Are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
c. Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or
that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack
individual distinction; or
d. Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history.
According to the National Register of Historic Places guidelines, the “essential physical
features” of a property must be present for it to convey its significance. Further, in order to
qualify for the NRHP, a resource must retain its integrity, or “the ability of a property to convey
its significance.”
The seven aspects of integrity are: Location (the place where the historic property was
constructed or the place where the historic event occurred); Design (the combination of
elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property); Setting (the
physical environment of a historic property); Materials (the physical elements that were
combined or deposited during a particular period of time and in a particular pattern or
configuration to form a historic property); Workmanship (the physical evidence of the crafts of
a particular culture or people during any given period of history or prehistory); Feeling (a
property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time), and;
Association (the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic
property).
The relevant aspects of integrity depend upon the National Register criteria applied to a
property. For example, a property nominated under Criterion A (events), would be likely to
convey its significance primarily through integrity of location, setting and association. A
property nominated solely under Criterion C (design) would usually rely primarily upon
integrity of design, materials and workmanship. The California Register procedures include
similar language with regard to integrity.
The minimum age criterion for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and the
California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) is 50 years. Properties less than 50 years old
may be eligible for listing on the NRHP if they can be regarded as “exceptional,” as defined by
the NRHP procedures, or in terms of the CRHR, “if it can be demonstrated that sufficient time
has passed to understand its historical importance” (Chapter 11, Title 14, §4842(d)(2)).
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At the local level, according to the City of Camarillo Municipal Code Section
16.42060(B), the City Council may designate a property as a historic resource provided
that it meets on or more of the follow criteria:
1. It is associated with persons or events significant in local, state, or national
history; or
2. It reflects or exemplifies a particular period of national, state, or local history; or
3. It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, style, period of architecture,
or method of construction.
b. Resource Eligibility.
Study Area A (4224 E. Pleasant Valley Road).
NRHP and CRHR. The remaining eleven buildings in this study area relating to the
Adohr Milk Farms complex appear to be eligible for listing on the NRHP and CRHR for their
historical associations (Criterion A and 1), but are not currently listed as historic resources.
Adohr was almost certainly the largest dairy operation in Ventura County from its inception in
1942, and by 1950 accounted for roughly 20% of the entire dairy industry by herd size in the
county. Although the factuality of the claim cannot be readily verified, in contemporary
accounts, Adohr is also sometimes referred to as having been the largest dairy operation in the
world. It was certainly one of the area’s most important employers of farm labor, much of it
specialized. During the postwar era, the company actively promoted tourism, making the
operation one of the county’s more conspicuous examples of industrial agriculture, on a scale
large enough to be of interest to the general public. The period of significance for this property
is 1942 to 1959 (fifty years ago, at the time of this analysis).
Integrity of Study Area A. The integrity of location for this study area is intact; the
buildings have not been moved during the period of significance. Integrity of design for the
property is substantially diminished due to the removal of the feed lots, cow pens, laboratory
building, sheds and dormitories related to the use of the property by Adohr Farms during the
period of significance. Of the approximately 40 buildings and structures which once
represented the dairy operation, ten are extant today. The integrity of the rural agricultural
setting for the property is only partially intact due to the introduction of residential and
industrial development into the setting during the past 25 years. To the extent that the integrity
of design for the individual buildings exists, integrity of materials and workmanship remains
intact. The property’s integrity of feeling and association are both substantially diminished due
to the loss of historical function of the property as a dairy. Although it does remain in use as
rowcrop agriculture, the character of this use is substantially different. On a whole, it appears
that this property lacks the level of integrity required for it to convey its historical associations.
Consequently, this property does not appear to be eligible for listing on the NRHP or CRHR.
Local Significance and Eligibility. The buildings and structures within Study Area A
appear to be eligible for listing as City of Camarillo landmarks under criteria 1 and 2 of the
landmark ordinance, for their association with, and their reflection and exemplification of,
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events significant in local history (the agricultural development of the Camarillo area), but are
not currently listed as historic resources. Unlike the NRHP and CRHR, the city’s landmarks
ordinance does not include criteria for judging the level of integrity required for listing. Little
guidance can be attained from prior practice with the city ordinance, as to date, only one
property in the city has been designated as a historic landmark, the Adolfo Camarillo House.
This property lost much of its agricultural setting and several associated outbuildings prior to
its designation. The limited level of integrity demonstrated by the buildings in Study Area A
does not appear to preclude their eligibility for landmark designation.
Study Area B (13551405 Howard Road).
NRHP and CRHR. As with Study Area A, the buildings in Study Area B appear to be
eligible for listing on the NRHP and CRHR for their historical associations with Adohr Milk
Farms, but are not currently listed as historic resources. Additionally, it is associated with the
more general theme of agriculture in the Camarillo area prior to its purchase and use by Adohr
(Criterion A and 1). The period of significance for this property is 1918 to 1959 (fifty years ago,
at the time of this analysis). As with Study Area A, the buildings in Study Area B do not
appear to have been associated with any historically notable individuals in relation to its
ownership and use as the Adohr Milk Farms (Criterion B and 2). Five of the remaining twelve
buildings in this study area relate to the agricultural development of the Camarillo area
predating the property’s use as a dairy farm.
Integrity of Study Area B. The integrity of location for this study area is intact; the
buildings have not been moved during the period of significance. Integrity of design for the
property is substantially diminished due to the removal of seven residence and a barn related
to the use of the property both as leased agricultural land owned by the Camarillo brothers,
and subsequently by Adohr Farms. Of the 21 buildings and structures which once represented
its agricultural use, twelve are extant today. The integrity of the rural agricultural setting for
the property is largely intact. To the extent that the integrity of design for the individual
buildings exists, integrity of materials and workmanship remains intact. The property’s integrity
of feeling and association are moderately intact; because this grouping of buildings is relatively
isolated from the dairy operation, and was used primarily as agricultural worker housing (its
current use), the loss of the dairy operation on its integrity is less keenly felt. However, on a
whole, it appears that this property lacks the level of integrity required for it to convey its
historical associations. Consequently, this property does not appear to be eligible for listing on
the NRHP or CRHR.
Local Significance and Eligibility. The buildings and structures within Study Area B
appear to be eligible for listing as City of Camarillo landmarks under criteria 1 and 2 of the
landmark ordinance, for their association with, and their reflection and exemplification of,
events significant in local history (the of agricultural development of the Camarillo area), but
are not currently listed as historic resources. Unlike the NRHP and CRHR, the city’s landmarks
ordinance does not include criteria for judging the level of integrity required for listing. Little
guidance can be attained from prior practice with the city ordinance, as to date, only one
property in the city has been designated as a historic landmark, the Adolfo Camarillo House.
This property lost much of its agricultural setting and several associated outbuildings prior to
its designation. The limited level of integrity demonstrated by the buildings in Study Area B
does not appear to preclude their eligibility for landmark designation.
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Study Area C (1194 Pancho Road).
NRHP and CRHR. The seven buildings in this study area, the Jake and Mary Smith
Ranch, may be eligible for listing on the NRHP and CRHR for their historical associations with
the agricultural development of the Camarillo area (Criterion A and 1), but are not currently
listed as historic resources. However, the property appears to be only generally associated with
this theme and made no known contribution to this theme. The buildings in this study area do
not appear to have been associated with any historically notable individuals (Criterion B and 2).
Jake and Mary Smith lived on and farmed this land from 1944 until her death in 1992. With the
exception of donating land to the Camarillo Sanitary District and the Conejo Mountain
Memorial Park, the Smiths do not appear to have made significant contributions to the
development of Camarillo beyond their farming activities. The period of significance for this
property is 1944 to 1959 (fifty years ago, at the time of this analysis).
Local Significance and Eligibility. The buildings and structures within Study Area C
appear to be eligible for listing as City of Camarillo landmarks under criteria 1 and 2 of the
landmark ordinance, for their association with, and their reflection and exemplification of,
events significant in local history (the agricultural development of the Camarillo area), but are
not currently listed as historic resources. Although the buildings were built relatively late in
the development of agriculture in Camarillo, the Smith Ranch complex represents all of the
functional aspects of family farming, which once characterized the area, in an almost entirely
unaltered form. Further, representative examples of agricultural development of the Camarillo
area, once plentiful, have become relatively scarce, increasing the importance of surviving
examples.
Study Area D (4300 E. Pleasant Valley Road).
NRHP and CRHR. The two agricultural buildings in this study area may be eligible for
listing on the NRHP and CRHR for their historical associations with the agricultural
development of the Camarillo area (Criterion A and 1), but are not currently listed as historic
resources. However, the property appears to be only generally associated with this theme and
made no known contribution to this theme. The buildings in this study area do not appear to
have been associated with any historically notable individuals (Criterion B and 2). The
property was owned jointly by Juan and Adolfo Camarillo until 1926, when the Camarillo land
holdings were subdivided and this parcel came under the ownership of Juan Camarillo.
Neither of the Camarillo brothers lived on the property, which was leased for farming to
unknown individuals. On the death of Juan Camarillo in 1936, the property was donated to the
Catholic Archdiocese. The period of significance for this property is 1945 to 1959 (fifty years
ago, at the time of this analysis).
Local Significance and Eligibility. The buildings and structures within Study Area D do
not appear to be eligible for listing as City of Camarillo landmarks. Although they are
associated with events significant in local history (the agricultural development of the
Camarillo area), this association is very generalized.
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Study Area E (5016 Calle Cuesta).
NRHP, CRHR and Local Significance and Eligibility. The improvements in this Study Area
consist of a retail nursery constructed in 1986. Properties less than 50 years of age may be
eligible for listing on the NRHP if they can be found to be “exceptional.” In terms of the CRHR,
properties less than 50 years of age may be eligible if “sufficient time [has] passed to obtain a
scholarly perspective on the events or individuals associated with the resource.” No evidence
was found to suggest that this property should be regarded to be of exceptional significance. It
does not appear to be eligible for designation as a City of Camarillo Landmark.
Table 4.51 shows the buildings within the proposed Specific Plan Area and the eligibility of
each building.
Table 4.5-1
Existing Structures Within the Specific Plan Area
Address

Name/Use

Date of
Construction

Eligibility

4224 E. Pleasant Valley Road

Office/Milk House (Creamery)

1942

City Landmark

4224 E. Pleasant Valley Road

Park

1950

City Landmark

4224 E. Pleasant Valley Road

Milk Barn

1942

City Landmark

4224 E. Pleasant Valley Road

Warehouse/Feed Barn

1942

City Landmark

4224 E. Pleasant Valley Road

Gas Pump Building

1942

City Landmark

4132 E. Pleasant Valley Road

!anager's)*esidence

1942

City Landmark

4224 E. Pleasant Valley Road

Reservoir

1942

City Landmark

4224 E. Pleasant Valley Road

Pump House and Shed

1942

City Landmark

4224 E. Pleasant Valley Road

Commissary/Cook House

1942

City Landmark

4224 E. Pleasant Valley Road

Shed

1942

City Landmark

Machine and Implement Shed

1948

City Landmark

1401 Howard Road

Employee Residence

1938

City Landmark

1385 Howard Road

Employee Residence

1938

City Landmark

1373 Howard Road

Employee Residence

1948

City Landmark

1355 Howard Road

Employee Residence

1918

City Landmark

Howard Road
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Table 4.5-1
Existing Structures Within the Specific Plan Area
Name/Use

Date of
Construction

Eligibility

1355 Howard Road

Shed

1918

City Landmark

1355 Howard Road

Barn

1918

City Landmark

Howard Road

Bunkhouse

c.1920

City Landmark

Howard Road

Shed

1948

City Landmark

1402 Howard Road

Employee Residence

1944

City Landmark

1403 Howard Road

Employee Residence

1944

City Landmark

1405 Howard Road

Employee Residence

1944

City Landmark

1194 Pancho Road

Smith Residence

1944

City Landmark

1194 Pancho Road

Garage/Residence

1944

City Landmark

1194 Pancho Road

Shed/Oil Storage

1944

City Landmark

1194 Pancho Road

Implement Shed

1944

City Landmark

1194 Pancho Road

Barn

1944

City Landmark

1194 Pancho Road

Machine Shop

1944

City Landmark

1194 Pancho Road

Implement Shed

1944

City Landmark

1194 Pancho Road

Office/Dormitory

1944

City Landmark

Address

Note that this table is based on Table 1 in the SBRA report.
* Eligibility based on determinations by SBRA (See Appendix C for full reports)

c. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact CR1

The proposed Specific Plan would not disturb any recorded
archaeological or paleontological resources. However, site
development has the potential to disturb unknown areas of
prehistoric significance. This would be a Class II, significant
but mitigable, impact.
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As discussed in the Setting, no recorded prehistoric archaeological sites are present on or
adjacent to the project site. In addition, the surveys conducted in conjunction with the cultural
resources analysis did not identify any significant or potentially significant surface remains of a
prehistoric or historic archaeological nature. Therefore, project implementation would not
affect any known cultural resources.
The extensive ground disturbance that occurred onsite during past development and
agricultural activities prior to any structural development, in association with the lack of
natural surface water features reduces the likelihood that intact prehistoric cultural or
paleontological resources are present. However, poor surface visibility and the developed
nature of the site renders the survey results inconclusive as to the absence of archaeological
resources. By its nature, an archaeological reconnaissance can only confidently assess the
potential for encountering surface cultural resource remains. As proposed grading activity
would involve ground disturbance of much of the site, implementation of the Specific Plan
would have the potential to disturb asyet undetected areas of prehistoric archaeological or
paleontological significance. Therefore, although no significant archaeological or
paleontological resources are known to occur onsite, potential impacts to asyet undetected
archaeological resource impacts are considered significant.
Mitigation Measures. The following measure would mitigate potentially significant
impacts relating to the possible discovery of intact cultural resources during site grading.
These measures would apply to all future projects within the Specific Plan area that disturb
vacant ground.
CR1(a)

Native American Monitoring. The developer shall contract with a
Native American monitor to be present during all initial subsurface
grading, trenching or construction activities within the Plan Area.
The monitor shall provide a monthly report to the City of Camarillo
Community Development Department summarizing their activities
during the reporting period. A copy of the contract for these services
shall be submitted to the Community Development Director for
review and approval prior to grading activities on site. The
monitoring report(s) shall be provided to the Community
Development Department prior to approval of final building permits.

CR1(b)

Procedures for Discovery of Intact Cultural Resources. In the event
that archaeological resources are unearthed during construction
within the Plan Area, all earth disturbing work within the vicinity of
the find must be temporarily suspended or redirected until an
archaeologist has evaluated the nature and significance of the find. If
such archaeological resources are determined to be significant,
appropriate actions to mitigate impacts to the resource shall be
implemented. Depending upon the nature of the find, mitigation
could involve avoidance, documentation, or other appropriate actions
to be determined by a qualified archaeologist. After the find has been
appropriately mitigated, work in the area may resume. A Chumash
representative shall monitor any mitigation work associated with
Native American cultural material.
City of Camarillo
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CR1(c)

Procedures for Discovery of Human Remains. If human remains are
unearthed, State Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 requires that
no further disturbance shall occur until the County Coroner has made
the necessary findings as to origin and disposition pursuant to Public
Resources Code Section 5097.98. If the remains are determined to be
of Native American descent, the coroner has 24 hours to notify the
California Native American Heritage Commission.

Significance After Mitigation. With implementation of the above measures, potential
impacts to asyet unknown archaeological resources would be reduced to a less than significant
level.
Impact CR2

Development facilitated by the Specific Plan would result in
the demolition of potentially historic resources that may be
eligible for listing on NRHP, CRHR, and City of Camarillo
Historic Landmarks. Impacts would be Class I, significant
and unavoidable.

As discussed above, the buildings and structures within Study Area A may be eligible for
listing as City of Camarillo landmarks under criteria 1 and 2 of the landmark ordinance, for
their association with, and their reflection and exemplification of, events significant in local
history (the agricultural development of the Camarillo area). The buildings in Study Area B
may be eligible for listing on the NRHP and CRHR for their historical associations with Adohr
Milk Farms. Additionally, it is associated with the more general theme of agriculture in the
Camarillo area prior to its purchase and use by Adohr (Criterion A and 1). The period of
significance for this property is 1918 to 1959. The buildings and structures within Study Area B
may be eligible for listing as City of Camarillo landmarks under criteria 1 and 2 of the landmark
ordinance, for their association with, and their reflection and exemplification of, events
significant in local history (the agricultural development of the Camarillo area).
The seven buildings in Study Area C may be eligible for listing on the NRHP and CRHR for
their historical associations with the agricultural development of the Camarillo area (Criterion
A and 1). In addition, the buildings in this study area appear to be eligible for listing as City of
Camarillo landmarks under criteria 1 and 2 of the landmark ordinance for their association
with, and their reflection and exemplification of, events significant in local history.
The two agricultural buildings in Study Area D may be eligible for listing on the NRHP and
CRHR for their historical associations with the agricultural development of the Camarillo area
(Criterion A and 1). However, these buildings do not appear eligible for listing as City of
Camarillo landmarks.
Implementation of the Specific Plan would result in demolition of these buildings with the
exception of the main building of the Adhor Milk Farms and the Howard Road Ranch
bungalow house and shed, which are proposed to remain and be incorporated into the Adhor
Mixed Use component of the proposed Specific Plan and incorporated in the community park,
respectively. The proposed Specific Plan would require that any structures designated as City
City of Camarillo
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landmarks be avoided. Nonetheless, because the proposed Specific Plan would require that
potentially historic structures be demolished and the future landmark designation status of
these potentially historic resources is not known at this time, impacts to the remaining
structures are significant and unavoidable.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures shall be incorporated into the
project design and mitigation program for development within the Plan Area. The measures
are based upon the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties
with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic
Buildings (Weeks and Grimmer, 1995).
CR2(a)

Documentation of Historic Resources. An historic preservation
professional qualified in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards shall be selected to complete a documentation report on the
eligible buildings in the Specific Plan area. All eligible buildings
discussed above shall be documented with archival quality
photographs of a type and format approved by the City of Camarillo.
This documentation, along with historical background of the
properties prepared for this property, shall be submitted to an
appropriate repository approved by the City. The documentation
reports shall be completed and approved by the City prior to the
issuance of demolition permits.

CR2(b)

Design. The City of Camarillo shall review and confirm that the
final architectural plans for rehabilitation of the Adohr Milk Farms
building that is to remain within the Specific Plan area conforms to
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation prior to
issuance of building permits.

CR2(c)

Interpretive Plan. An historic preservation professional qualified in
accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards shall be
selected by the City of Camarillo to prepare an onsite interpretive
plan, focusing on the significant historic themes associated with the
properties to be demolished and the historical development of
agriculture in Camarillo, with a focus on the history of the Adohr
Milk Farms. The plan may consist of a public display or other
suitable interpretive approaches, as approved by the City of
Camarillo, and be installed in an appropriate public location within
the Plan Area. If no appropriate public location is available, an
appropriate offsite public location for the display shall be found by
the applicant. The interpretive display shall remain in public view
for a minimum of five years, and if removed, appropriately archived.

Significance After Mitigation. Development of the proposed project would result in an
unavoidably significant impact because potentially eligible historic structures would be
demolished. Implementation of the mitigation measures above would reduce but not eliminate
the significant and unavoidable impact of demolishing these structures. No feasible mitigation
measures are available that would reduce impacts below thresholds.
City of Camarillo
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d. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including
5,824 additional residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development
would continue to disturb areas with the potential to contain cultural resources, including
archaeological resources and historical resources. As determined at the project level, there
would be cases where the avoidance or preservation of historical resources would not be
feasible in order to attain the Specific Plan’s objectives. However, it is speculative to assume
that cumulative development outside of the Specific Plan area would necessarily be unable to
avoid historical resources. Each individual development proposal is reviewed by the City and
undergoes environmental review when it is determined that potential for significant impacts
exist. In the event that future cumulative development would result in impacts to known or
unknown historical resources, impacts to such resources would be addressed on a casebycase
basis in accordance with the requirements of the City’s General Plan and CEQA. Therefore,
impacts related to the incremental loss of historical resources would not be cumulatively
considerable.
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4.6 GEOLOGY AND SOILS
This section evaluates geologic and soil impacts from implementation of the proposed Specific
Plan, including geologic hazards and soil erosion. The analysis is based largely on Gorian and
Associates’ Geotechnical Evaluation of the Conejo Creek Study Area Report (2009), which may be
found in Appendix D to this EIR.
4.6.1

Setting

a. Regional Geologic and Hydrogeologic Conditions. The City of Camarillo is
comprised of six soil associations, which include PicoMetzAnacapa Association, Mocho
SorrentoGarretson Association, CamarilloHuenemePacheco Association, RinconHuerhuero
Azule Association, CalleguasArnold Association, and HambrightIgnaeous Rock LandGilroy
Association (City of Camarillo General Plan, 2004). The Camarillo region has elevations ranging
from 30 feet above sea level to about 1,800 feet above sea level.
The Plan Area is located in the Transverse Ranges geomorphic province of California. The
Transverse Ranges consist of generally eastwest trending mountains and valleys, which
contrast with the overall northnorthwest structural trend elsewhere in the state. The valleys
and mountains of the Transverse Ranges are typically bounded by a series of eastwest
trending, generally north dipping reverse faults with leftlateral, oblique movement. Bedrock
beneath this area consists of Mioceneaged, volcanic, and marine sedimentary rocks.
The Plan Area is located within the Pleasant Valley Ground Water Basin (Basin). The primary
waterbearing materials within the Basin are alluvial sands and gravels of upper Pleistocene to
Holocene age and lower Pleistocene San Pedro Formation (CDWR, 2006). The Basin is bounded
on the north by the Camarillo and Las Posas Hills; on the south by the Santa Monica
Mountains; on the east by a constriction in Arroyo Santa Rosa, and on the west by the Oxnard
subbasin of the Santa Clara River Groundwater Basin (CDWR, 2006). The Calleguas Creek and
other tributary creeks drain the surface waters of the area westward toward the Pacific Ocean
(CDWR, 2006). The Plan area is underlain entirely by alluvium, which consists of silts and
clays with lenses of more permeable sand and gravel.
Groundwater in the Plan Area was encountered at depths ranging from 11 to 15 feet below
ground surface (Gorian and Associates, 2009). Water was also observed in the adjacent Conejo
Creek, which corresponds to a depth of 7 to 12 feet below the surface of the development area
(Gorian and Associates, 2009). A natural groundwater barrier traverses the western portion of
the Plan Area in a northeastsouthwest direction.
b. Seismic Setting. Similar to much of California, the Plan Area is located within a
seismically active region. The Transverse Ranges are characterized by eastwest trending
structural features in contrast to the dominant northwestsoutheast structural trend of
California. The faults and folds throughout the area are considered active. Figure 4.61 shows
the regional faults. The seismic and fault hazards relevant to the Plan Area are described below.
The faulting and seismicity of this area is dominated by the intersection of the San Andreas
Fault and the Transverse Ranges fault systems. Seismic activity along the San Andreas Fault is
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in response to differential movement between the Pacific geologic plate (west of the fault) and
the North American geologic plate (east of the fault). The Transverse Ranges faults generally
reflect crustal shortening (reverse) faulting patterns. The Ventura Basin and Santa Barbara
Channel are the result of the interplay of these two fault regimes. The highest rates of tectonic
uplift within the Transverse Ranges have been measured along the coast west of Ventura, in an
area of intense seismicity, active folding, and reverse faulting.
The regional faults most likely to affect the Plan Area include the Camarillo fault, the
Springville fault, the Simi Santa Rosafault, the Santa Rosa Valley Fault, the Camarillo Fault,
which are depicted on Figure 4.61. The Oak Ridge and Ventura faults, located 6 and 11 miles
north of the project site, are other active regional faults. The range of maximum probable
magnitudes for earthquakes emanating from these faults ranges from 6.0 to 8.0 (Southern
California Earthquake Data Center [SCEC], 2011). It should be noted that these are not the only
faults that could potentially affect the Plan Area. A more detailed description of faults in the
vicinity is provided below.
c. Seismic Hazards. Faults generally produce damage in two ways: ground shaking
and surface rupture. Seismically induced ground shaking covers a wide area and is greatly
influenced by the distance of a site to the seismic source, soil conditions, and depth to
groundwater. Surface rupture is limited to very near the fault. Other hazards associated with
seismically induced ground shaking include earthquaketriggered landslides, liquefaction, and
settlement. The Uniform Building Code identifies the Specific Plan area as being in Seismic
Zone 4, which is characterized as having the highest earthquake risk.
Faulting. The U.S. Geological Survey defines active faults as those that have had surface
displacement within Holocene time (about the last 11,000 years). Holocene surface
displacement can be recognized by the existence of cliffs in alluvium, terraces, offset stream
courses, fault troughs and aligned saddles, sag ponds, and the existence of steep mountain
fronts. Potentially active faults are those that have had surface displacement during
Quaternary time, within the last 1.6 million years. Inactive faults have not had surface
displacement within the last 1.6 million years.
The most likely active faults to seismically affect the City and the Plan Area are regional faults
depicted on Figure 4.61. The Oak Ridge and Ventura faults, San Andreas Fault and the Red
Mountain/San Cayetano/Santa Susana/San Fernando faultscould also affect the City and Plan
Area during a seismic event. The following is a list of active and potentially active faults in the
Plan Area, followed by detailed descriptions below:
Malibu/Santa Monica/Raymond Fault System
Simi/Santa Rosa Fault and Camarillo Fault
Bailey Fault
Red Mountain/San Cayetano/Santa Susana/San Fernando Fault System
Oak Ridge Fault
Ventura Fault
San Andreas Fault
Malibu/Santa Monica/Raymond Fault System. This fault system consists of northdipping
thrust faults, which extend along the coast and onshore for a total of over 40 miles. This fault
City of Camarillo
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system begins in the San Bernardino area and extends along the southern base of the Santa
Monica Mountains and passes offshore a few miles west of Point Dume. Faults within this
system are considered active.
Simi/Santa Rosa Fault. The Simi/Santa Rosa fault zone trends westward from the Santa
Susana Mountains along the northerly margin of the Simi and Tierra Rejada Valleys, along the
southern slopes of the Las Posas and Camarillo Hills, to their easterly termination at the
western edge of Camarillo. The western termination of the fault zone is believed to occur at a
northwesttrending nearvertical “tear fault” called the Wright Road fault. The Simi/Santa
Rosa Fault consists of a north dipping reverse fault with leftlateral oblique movement. The
fault has a general northeastsouthwest strike and northern dip. The fault has an estimated
displacement of 5,300 feet with the northern block uplifted relative to the southern block and an
estimated slip rate of 1 mm per year. In the City of Camarillo, the Simi/Santa Rosa fault zone
consists of three named faults: the Springville, Camarillo, and Santa Rosa Valley faults. The
faults are considered active and pose a potential seismic shaking hazard to the Plan Area. The
Camarillo fault is the closest fault to the Plan Area, located approximately 1,000 feet to the
northwest (Gorian and Associates, 2009). This fault system is capable of generating an
earthquake with a magnitude ranging between 6.5 and 7.0 (Gorian and Associates, 2009).
Bailey Fault. The Bailey Fault marks the boundary between the western margin of the
Santa Monica Mountains and the Oxnard Plain. It extends from the Mugu Lagoon area
northerly to U.S. 101 and crosses through the northwest portion of the Plan Area. Available
information is insufficient to conclude that the fault has not been active. Therefore, the fault is
designated as potentially active.
Red Mountain/San Cayetano/Santa Susana/San Fernando Fault System. This fault system
consists of a major series of northdipping thrust faults, which extend over 150 miles from Santa
Barbara County into Los Angeles County. The system is associated with an intense zone of
folded and faulted bedrock. This fault system is considered active.
Oak Ridge Fault. The Oak Ridge Fault is located along the northern flank of Oak Ridge
and is approximately six miles north of the Plan Area (Gorian and Associates, 2009). The fault
is a steep southdipping reverse fault that forms the boundary between Oak Ridge to the south
and the Santa Clara River to the north. The fault extends approximately 65 miles from offshore
in the Santa Barbara Channel eastward to the Santa Susana Mountains. The eastern part of the
fault is overridden by the Santa Susana Fault. The fault is concealed with Holocene and
Pleistocene deposits of the Oxnard Plain, and its surface project is located approximately six
miles north of Plan Area. The fault has an estimated slip rate of approximately 4 millimeters
(mm) per year, and a calculated maximum moment magnitude of 6.9 for both the eastern and
western parts of this fault (California Department of Conservation, 1988). The magnitude 6.7
Northridge earthquake (in 1994) is thought to have occurred along the eastern end of the Oak
Ridge fault.
Ventura Fault. The Ventura fault is located within an AlquistPriolo Special Study Zone
and is approximately 11 miles northwest of the Plan Area. The fault is approximately 6.2 miles
long and consists of a northdipping reverse fault that extends eastward along the south flank
of the Ventura Avenue Anticline (Yerkes, R.F., et al 1987). The fault has an estimated slip rate
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of 1 mm per year, and a maximum moment magnitude of 6.8 (California Department of
Conservation, 1988).
San Andreas Fault Eone. The San Andreas Fault Zone is the dominant active fault in
California. It is located approximately 40 miles north of the Plan Area (Gorian and Associates,
2009). It is the primary surface boundary between the Pacific and the North American tectonic
plate. There have been numerous historic earthquakes along the San Andreas Fault. This fault
is capable of producing a magnitude 8.0 earthquake (SCEC, 2011).
Blind Thrust Faults. In addition to these faults, there is the potential for ground shaking
from blind thrust faults. Blind thrust faults are low angle detachment faults that do not reach
the ground surface. Recent examples of blind thrust fault earthquakes include the 1994
Northridge (Magnitude 6.7), 1983 Coalinga (Magnitude 6.5), and 1987 Whittier Narrows
(Magnitude 5.9) events. As described in Dolan et al (1995), much of the Los Angeles area is
underlain by blind thrust faults. In their seismic model for Los Angeles, blind thrust faults are
found at a depth of about 6 to 10 miles below ground surface and have the ability to produce
magnitude 7.5 earthquakes.
Seismic Risk and Ground Acceleration. The proximity of active faults is such that the
Specific Plan area has experienced strong seismically induced ground motion and it is likely
that the Plan Area will experience strong seismically induced ground motion in the future.
Earthquakes are characterized by magnitude, which is a quantitative measure of the strength of
the earthquake based on strain energy released during a seismic event. The magnitude of an
earthquake is constant for any given site and is independent of the site in question. The
intensity of an earthquake at a given site, however, is not constant and is subject to variations.
The intensity is an indirect measurement of ground motion at a particular site and is affected by
the earthquake magnitude, the distance between the site and the hypocenter (the location on
the fault at depth where the energy is released), and the geologic conditions between the site
and the hypocenter. Intensity, which is often measured by the Mercalli scale, generally
increases with increasing magnitude and decreases with increasing distance from the
hypocenter. Topography may also affect the intensity of an earthquake from one site to
another. Topographic effects such as steep sided ridges or slopes may result in a higher
intensity than sites located in relatively flatlying areas.
Seismically induced ground acceleration is the shaking motion that is produced by an
earthquake. Probabilistic modeling is done to predict future ground accelerations.
Probabilistic modeling generally considers two scenarios, design basis earthquake ground
motion or upperbound earthquake ground motion. Design basis earthquake ground motion
calculations are typically applied for residential and commercial sites. This ground motion is
defined as a ground motion that has a 10 percent chance of exceedance in 50 years. Upper
bound earthquake ground motion calculations are applied to public schools, hospitals, skilled
nursing facilities, and essential services buildings, such as police stations, fire stations, city hall,
and emergency communication centers. Upperbound earthquake ground motion is defined as
the ground motion that has a 10 percent chance of exceedance in 100 years.
The probabilistic approach attempts to model the probability that seismically induced ground
shaking would affect a specified area. In this approach, the models predict the possibility of a
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specified ground acceleration affecting a site within a specified timeframe. This is done by
identifying faults that are active, determining the frequency of earthquake activity along
modeled faults, the strength of the earthquakes, and attenuation relationships as described
above. A quantitative estimation of the hazard of earthquake ground shaking possible in the
Plan Area was evaluated using deterministic analysis.
Deterministic Seismic Analysis. The deterministic seismic analysis was generated using
the computer program EQFAULT. This program utilizes the most recent fault geometry,
location, estimated slip rates, magnitudes, and other important faultrelated measurements that
have been provided by the California Division of Mines and Geology (CDMG). EQFAULT is
considered a “standard of practice” method for performing a seismic analysis in Southern
California.
The results of the EQFAULT analysis indicate that the maximum potential site acceleration in
the Plan Area is between 0.65g and 0.73g. This acceleration represents “peak horizontal ground
acceleration” and could occur from a Simi/Santa Rosa Fault earthquake with a magnitude
between 6.5 and 7.0. The results from the EQFAULT program for all faults within a 100mile
radius are available in the geotechnical report (Appendix D).
Seismic Hazard Evaluation. The CDMG has also published a Seismic Hazard Map for
peak horizontal accelerations on alluvial sites with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years
for sites within the Camarillo area. The accelerations are expressed in units of gravity. The
Seismic Hazard Map indicated an expected peak acceleration of 0.55g (10 percent probability in
50 years) or higher to occur in the Plan Area, and a predominant moment magnitude (MW) 7.3
earthquake (Gorian and Associates, 2009).
The level of ground shaking to which an area is subject is primarily a function of the distance
between the area and the seismic source, the type of material underlying a property, and the
motion of fault displacement. In addition, the Northridge (1994) earthquake showed how
peculiarities in basin effects can play a substantial role in ground accelerations at particular
areas. For instance, ground accelerations exceeding 1g were recorded at areas far from the
epicenter of the Northridge earthquake. It is possible that accelerations near or over the upper
bound earthquake ground motion could occur anywhere within or adjacent to Camarillo’s city
limits, including the project area.
Ground shaking can also cause seismic settlement and subsidence, lurch cracking, and lateral
spreading. Seismic settlement and subsidence is caused by the compaction of low density
alluvium and soils. Lurch cracking is the development of ground fractures, cracks, and fissures
produced by ground shaking, settlement, compaction, and sliding that can occur due to seismic
ground acceleration. These features can occur if high ground accelerations affect an area.
Lateral spreading is the horizontal movement or spreading of soil towards an open slope face,
such as a stream bank. Lateral spreading is most likely to occur where inappropriately
designed artificial fill slopes have been built.
d. Other Geologic and Soil Hazards. Additional soil hazards potentially related to
seismic activity are discussed below.
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Ground Rupture. Ground surface rupture results when the movement along a fault is
sufficient to cause a gap or rupture along the upper edge of the fault zone on the surface. Since
there are no known active faults that cross the Plan Area, the potential for ground rupture is
considered remote (Gorian and Associates, 2009).
Landsliding. Landslides are slope failures that occur where the horizontal seismic
forces act to induce soil and/or bedrock failures. The most common effect is reactivation or
movement on a preexisting landslide. Existing slides that are stable under static conditions
(i.e., factorofsafety above one) become unstable and move during strong ground shaking. The
Plan Area is located in a flat area and the majority of the Plan Area is designated as having little
or no potential for landslides and mudslides. However, a small portion of the Plan Area along
the eastern boundary is designated as an intermediate landslide/mudslide hazard zone in the
City’s General Plan Safety Element (1989).
Liquefaction and Compaction. Liquefaction is defined as the sudden loss of soil
strength due to a rapid increase in soil pore water pressures resulting from seismic ground
shaking. Liquefaction potential is dependent on such factors as soil type, depth to
groundwater, degree of seismic shaking, and the relative density of the soil. When liquefaction
of the soil occurs, buildings and other objects on the ground surface may tilt or sink, and
lightweight buried structures (such as pipelines) may float toward the ground surface. Figure
4.62 shows potential liquefaction within the proposed Specific Plan vicinity.
Liquefied soil may be unable to support its own weight or that of structures, which could result
in loss of foundation bearing or differential settlement. Liquefaction may also result in cracks
in the ground surface followed by the emergence of a sandwater mixture. The potential for
liquefaction to occur is greatest in areas with loose, granular, lowdensity soil, where the water
table is within the upper 40 to 50 feet of the ground surface. Liquefaction can result in slope
and foundation failure. Other effects of liquefaction include lateral spread, flow failures,
ground oscillations, and loss of bearing strength. Liquefaction is intrinsically linked with the
depth of groundwater below the Plan Area and the types of sediments underlying an area.
This phenomenon occurs only below the water table, but after liquefaction has developed, it
can propagate upward into overlying, nonsaturated soil as excess pore water escapes.
Liquefaction susceptibility is related to numerous factors, and the following conditions must
exist for liquefaction to occur:
•
•
•
•
•

Sediments must be relatively young in age and must not have developed large
amounts of cementation;
Sediments must consist mainly of cohesionless sands and silts;
The sediment must not have a high relative density;
Free groundwater must exist in the sediment; and
The site must be exposed to seismic events of a magnitude large enough to
induce straining of soil particles.

The Safety Element (City of Camarillo General Plan, 1989) identifies the Plan Area as an alluvial
area where ground water has been found to be shallower than 40 feet or where groundwater
data is not available. Sitespecific liquefaction potential assessments are required in this area.
In addition, sandy and silty soils are located in portions of the Plan Area.
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Image Source: CIRGIS, 2009.
Base map source - California Geological Survey, Seismic Hazard
Mapping Program, 2002.
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Subsidence and Settlement. Subsidence involves deepseated settlement due to the withdrawal
of fluid (oil, natural gas, or water). When fluids are removed from the subsurface, the
overburden weight, which the water had previously helped support through buoyant forces, is
transferred to the soil structure. Subsidence typically occurs over a long period of time and
results in a number of structural impacts. Facilities most affected by subsidence are long,
surface infrastructure, such as canals, sewers, and pipelines.
Seismically induced settlement occurs in loose to medium dense unconsolidated soil above
groundwater. These soils compress (settle) when subject to seismic shaking. The settlement
can be exacerbated by increased loading, such as from the construction of buildings. Settlement
can also result solely from human activities, including improperly placed artificial fill, and
structures built on soils or bedrock materials with differential settlement rates. In addition,
settlement can occur in areas of alluvial deposits.
The potential for seismicallyinduced settlement was evaluated for the Plan Area by Gorian and
Associates in the 2009 Preliminary Geotechnical Evaluation. The report indicated that
settlement of the saturated soils during the design seismic event ranges from approximately 0
to 4 inches.
e. Soil Characteristics. As mapped by the Natural Resource Conservation Service
(NRCS), 16 soil types are located in Plan Area (Natural Resources Conservation Service, Web
Soil Survey, 2011). The 16 soil types within the Study Area are summarized in Table 4.61.
Table 4.6-1 Conejo Creek Properties Specific Plan Area Soil Parameters
Percentage in
Plan Area

Shrink-Swell
Potential

Rate of
Surface
Runoff

Camarillo loam

2.9

Low

Camarillo loam, sandy
substratum

0.6

Hambright very rocky loam
(15 to 75 percent slopes)

Name

Erosion Hazard
Water

Wind

Slow

Moderate
to low

Moderate

Low

Slow

Moderate
to low

Moderate

4.9

Low

Very slow

Low

Low

Hueneme sandy loam

1.0

Low

Slow

Moderate
to high

Moderate
to high

Igneous rock land

0.7

N/A

Very slow

N/A

Low

Metz loamy fine sand
(0 to 2 percent slopes)

3.7

Low

High

Moderate
to low

High

Metz loamy sand
(0 to 2 percent slopes)

17.8

Low

High

Moderate
to low

High

Metz loamy sand
(2 to 9 percent slopes)

1.3

Low

High

Moderate
to low

High

Mocho loam
(0 to 2 percent slopes)

25.4

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
to low

Low
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Table 4.6-1 Conejo Creek Properties Specific Plan Area Soil Parameters
Erosion Hazard

Percentage in
Plan Area

Shrink-Swell
Potential

Rate of
Surface
Runoff

Water

Wind

Mocho clay loam
(0 to 2 percent slopes)

1.2

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

Pacheco silty clay loam

3.7

Moderate

Slow

Moderate
to low

Low

Pico Sandy loam
(0 to 2 percent slopes)

25.6

Low

Moderate

Low

Moderate
to High

Pico loam, sandy substratum
(0 to 2 percent slopes)

9.1

Low

Moderate

Low

Moderate
to low

Pits and dumps

0.2

Low

N/A

N/A

Low

Riverwash

1.9

Low

Very slow

Low

High

Vina loam
(2 to 9 percent slopes)

0.1

Low

Moderate

Moderate
to low

Low

Name

Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service. Soil Survey Staff, Web Soil
Survey. Available at http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/. Accessed February 25, 2011.

Of these 16 soils, Hambright, igneous rock land, pits and dumps, and riverwash soils are
located in areas that would not support structures. Therefore, the soil parameters of these soils
are not included in the discussion below.
Soil Erosion. Soil erosion is the removal of soil by water and wind. The rate of erosion
is estimated from four soil properties: texture, organic matter content, soil structure, and
permeability. Other factors that influence erosion potential include the amount of rainfall and
wind, the length and steepness of the slope, and the amount and type of vegetative cover.
The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) Web Soil Survey indicates that the
predominant soils in the Plan Area include Metz loamy sand, Mocho loam, Pico loam, and Pico
sandy loam (NRCS, 2011). According to the Web Soil Survey, all of these soils have a moderate
to low water erosion factor, except for Hueneme sandy loam, which has a moderate to high
water erosion factor. Hueneme sandy loam, Metz loamy sand, and Pico sandy loam have a
relatively high wind erosion factor. Metz loamy sand is in wind erodability Group 2 and
Hueneme sandy loam and Pico sandy loam are in Group 3, where soils assigned to Group 1 are
the most susceptible to wind erosion and Group 8 is the least susceptible.
Expansive Soils. Soils with moderate to high potential for shrinkswell exist in a large
portion of the Study Area. During periods of water saturation, these soils tend to expand, and
during dry periods, the soils tend to shrink. These volume changes with moisture content can
cause cracking of structures built on expansive soils. Soils in the Plan Area range from a very
low to high expansion potential (Gorian and Associates, 2009).
f. Regulatory Setting. The City of Camarillo requires that every building or structure
be designed and constructed in conformance with the Uniform Building Code and the
City of Camarillo
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California Building Code. These building codes set procedures and limitations for design of
structures based on seismic risk. The City of Camarillo, along with all of Southern California, is
within Seismic Zone 4, the area of greatest risk and subject to the strictest building standards.

4.6.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The assessment of geologic impacts is
based on a review of Plan Area information and conditions, and information contained in the
City of Camarillo General Plan Safety Element. Project implementation would create a
significant impact relative to geologic resources if it would result in any of the following
conditions:
Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the
risk of loss, injury, or death involving rupture of a known earthquake fault, strong
seismic ground shaking, seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction, or
landslides;
Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil;
Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable
as a result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse; or
Be located on expansive soil, creating substantial risks to life or property.
Gorian and Associates (2009) completed a geotechnical evaluation of the Plan Area. In this
evaluation, Gorian and Associates performed subsurface exploration to analyze soil, bedrock,
and groundwater conditions in the Plan Area. A complete description of the geotechnical
investigation and the data obtained can be found in Appendix D.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact GEO1 Seismicallyinduced ground shaking could damage structures
in the proposed Specific Plan Area, resulting in loss of
property and risk to human health. Impacts would be Class
III, less than significant.
Nearby active and potentially active faults can generate groundshaking that could adversely
affect the plan area. The proximity of active faults is such that the area has experienced strong
seismically induced ground motion and will likely experience strong seismically induced
ground motion in the future. The Plan Area is located approximately 40 miles from the San
Andreas Fault, 11 miles from the Ventura fault, six miles from the Oakridge fault, and
approximately 1,000 feet from the Camarillo (Simi/Santa Rosa) fault.
Gorian and Associates modeled peak horizontal ground acceleration with a 10% probability of
occurring at the Plan Area in 50 years as 0.42g. Besides the direct physical damage to structures
caused by ground shaking, slopes and inadequately compacted fill material could move and
cause additional damage. Gas, water, and electrical lines could be ruptured due to
groundshaking, or broken during movement of earth caused by the earthquake, which could
jeopardize public safety.
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Development of the Plan Area would be subject to the requirements of the Uniform Building
Code (UBC) and the California Building Code (CBC), which would ensure that the design and
construction of new structures are engineered to withstand the expected ground acceleration
that may occur in the Plan Area. The geotechnical study (Gorian and Associates, 2009)
prepared for the Specific Plan area indicated that compliance with standard UBC and CBC
construction methods would be sufficient to minimize potential groundshaking hazards. In
addition, pursuant to Camarillo Code Section 16.38.020, developers of individual projects will
be required to submit a projectspecific geotechnical study prior to final map approval or
issuance of building permits. Appropriate measures required therein will be implemented in
accordance with Section 16.38.060. Potential impacts relating to seismic groundshaking would
therefore be less than significant level.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures are necessary to reduce potential seismic
impacts.
Significance After Mitigation. The risk of sustaining an earthquake with higher ground
accelerations can never be completely eliminated. Any structure built in California is
susceptible to failure due to seismic activity. However, the potential for structural failure due
to seismic ground shaking would be less than significant through implementation of the most
recent industry standards for structural design, as required in the Uniform Building Code and
the California Building Code.
Impact GEO2

Soils in the proposed Specific Plan area have high to
moderate potential for settlement. Therefore, development
facilitated by the Specific Plan has the potential to create
soilrelated hazards; this would be a Class II, significant but
mitigable, impact.

Sitespecific evaluation of the Plan area was performed by Gorian and Associates in 2009. The
results of the geotechnical analyses indicated that there is potential for settlement in portions of
the Specific Plan area. There are thin (generally less than three feet thick), isolated layers of
sand and silty sand beneath the Plan Area which have the potential for liquefaction during
large seismic events. The thickest deposit of potentially liquefiable material was an
approximately nine foot layer that was encountered near the southcentral region of the Plan
Area at approximately 15 feet below existing grade. Additionally, near the northeastern region
of the Plan Area, a potentially liquefiable layer of approximately five feet in thickness was
encountered at approximately 30 feet below existing grade. A five and a half foot layer near the
middle of the plan area was also encountered at 30 feet below existing grade. These isolated
layers of potentially liquefiable material could result in seismic settlement. The geotechnical
analysis determined that the seismic settlement in the Plan Area ranges from approximately 0
to 4 inches.
Settlement occurs in alluvial soils, as well as in areas where structures have been placed on
improperly compacted artificial fill. Gorian and Associates reported that artificial fill deposits
were mapped overlying the alluvium in the northern portion of the Plan Area. The presence of
artificial fill and the risk of settlement indicate that the project is located on soils that may be or
may become unstable, creating a substantial risk to life or property, which is a potentially
significant impact.
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It should be noted that pursuant to Camarillo Code Section 16.38.020, developers of individual
projects will be required to submit a projectspecific geotechnical study prior to final map
approval or issuance of building permits. Appropriate measures required therein must be
implemented in accordance with Section 16.38.060.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measure is required to reduce potential
soil settlement impacts.
GEO2 Adherence to Geotechnical Report. All recommendations contained in
the Specific Plan geotechnical report (Gorian and Associates, 2009) shall
be implemented as individual projects are implemented in the Specific
Plan area. This includes, but is not limited to, the following:
All vegetation, soils containing substantial levels of organics,
trash and construction debris on the property within the areas of
development shall be removed prior to grading operations. Any
existing utility or subsurface draining systems shall also be
removed or abandoned.
All existing fill soils shall be removed during grading.
Additionally, upper soils shall be removed to a minimum of three
to five feet below the bottom of proposed footings. Deeper
removals may be necessary where heavy foundation loads are
proposed.
After vegetation and soil removal, exposed soil shall be observed
by the project geotechnical consultant to evaluation if additional
removals are needed.
All areas to receive fill shall be processed before placing fill.
Processing shall consist of surface scarification to a minimum
depth of 8 inches, moisture conditioning to slightly above the
optimum moisture content, and recompaction to a minimum of
90% of the maximum dry density (90% relative compaction).
Optimum moisture content and maximum dry density shall be
determined per ASTM D 1557.
Onsite fill soils shall be free of all deleterious materials including
trash, debris, organic matter, and rocks larger than 12 inches. Fill
soils shall be placed in thin uniform lifts, brought to slightly
above the optimum moisture content, and compacted to a
minimum of 90% relative compaction. If import fill is needed,
sources of import fill shall be approved by the project
geotechnical consultant prior to transport of materials to the site.
Temporary shallow excavations made in properly compacted fill
or firm natural soils shall stand with vertical sides. Vertical
excavations deeper than four feet shall be shored, or in place of
shoring, temporary excavations less than ten feet in depth can be
sloped at ¾(h):1(v) or flatter.
Backfill of all utility trenches within building, parking, and drive
areas shall be compacted to a minimum of 90% relative
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compaction. To the extent possible, sandier onsite soils shall be
used for backfilling trenches.
Positive drainage shall be provided away from structures and
retaining walls during and after construction. Planters near a
structure shall be constructed so irrigation water will not saturate
footing and slab subgrade soils.
Significance After Mitigation. Proper treatment of soils with settlement potential and
properly designed and constructed structures, foundations, and utilities, as well as preparation
of sitespecific geotechnical investigations as required by Camarillo Code Section 16.38.020
would adequately mitigate the potential for problems caused by soilrelated hazards associated
with settlement, thereby reducing impacts to less than significant levels.
Impact GEO3

Sitespecific evaluation of soils indicate a low potential
for liquefactioninduced surface manifestations, lateral
spreading, and hydroconsolidation in the proposed
Specific Plan Area. Impacts due to liquefaction would
be Class III, less than significant.

The geotechnical evaluation by Gorian and Associates (2009) evaluated the potential for surface
manifestations, such as ground fissuring and sand boils, lateral spreading, and hydro
consolidation. The report indicated that the likelihood of surface manifestation is considered
very low because the design profile of the soil consists of nonliquefiable soils of sufficient
thickness overlying the potentially liquefiable layers. The report also indicated that the soils
would not be considered susceptible to lateral spreading due to the cohesive nature of some of
the soils in the Plan Area and the discontinuous nature of the soil layers which may liquefy.
Finally, the study indicated that the potential for hydroconsolidation is low. Therefore,
impacts would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. Less than significant without mitigation.
Impact GEO4

A small portion of the proposed Specific Plan area is
designated as an intermediate mudslide hazard zone in the
City’s General Plan Safety Element. However, an onsite
geotechnical evaluation indicates that there are no potential
landslide risks in the Plan Area. Therefore, impacts
resulting from potential landslides would be considered
Class III, less than significant.

A small portion of the Plan Area along the eastern boundary abutting the hillside is identified
in the Safety Element as having an intermediate landslide/mudslide hazard potential. The
Safety Element recommends sitespecific geotechnical evaluations in designated potential
landslide areas. Landslide potential was evaluated in the Preliminary Geotechnical
Evaluation performed by Gorian and Associates in 2009, which found that no landslides are
present within or near the Plan Area nor are any shown on regional geologic maps.
Therefore, impacts due to landslides would be less than significant.
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Mitigation Measures. None required.
Significance after Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant without mitigation.
Impact GEO5

Soils in the proposed Specific Plan area are subject to
wind erosion. However, development facilitated by the
Specific Plan would reduce the exposure of soils in the
Plan Area. Therefore, this impact would be Class III,
less than significant.

According to the NRCS Web Soil Survey, Hueneme sandy loam, Metz loamy sand, and Pico
sandy loam have a relatively high wind erosion factor. Metz loamy sand is in wind erodability
Group 2 and Hueneme sandy loam and Pico sandy loam is in Group 3, where soils assigned to
Group 1 are the most susceptible to wind erosion and Group 8 is the least susceptible. Metz
loamy sand comprises approximately 18% of the Plan Area, Hueneme sandy loam comprises
approximately 1%, and Pico sandy loam compromises approximately 25% (NRCS, 2008). In
total, approximately 44% of the soils in the Plan Area are susceptible to wind erosion.
However, urban development facilitated by the Specific Plan would place impervious surfaces
over the majority of these soils, which would greatly reduce the potential for wind erosion.
Exposed soils would be predominantly covered by landscaping, which would also reduce
erosion. Therefore, impacts due to wind erosion would not be considered significant.
Mitigation Measures. None required.
Significance after Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant without mitigation.
Impact GEO6

Expansive soils are located in the proposed Specific Plan
area, which could result in structural distress for new
development facilitated by the Specific Plan. However,
site specific mitigation, such as drainage and irrigation
maintenance, would reduce impacts to less than
significant. Therefore, this impact would be Class II,
significant but mitigable.

As indicated by the NRCS Web Soil Survey (2011), Mocho loam, Mocho clay loam, and Pacheco
silty clay loam have a moderate shrinkswell potential. Mocho loam is one of the predominant
soil types onsite, comprising approximately 25% of the Plan Area. Mocho loam is found in the
northern and eastern regions of the Plan Area. Mocho clay loam and Pacheco silty clay loam
are less prevalent, comprising approximately 5% of the soil onsite, located in the northeast
corner of the Plan Area. Figure 4.63 shows the approximate location of expansive soils onsite.
The geotechnical evaluation performed by Gorian and Associates also indicated that soils in the
Plan Area range from a very low to high expansion potential (2009). Therefore, development
facilitated by the Specific Plan would be subject to these risks, as expansive soils are located in
portions of the Plan Area. These impacts would be potentially significant.
Mitigation Measures. In conjunction with Mitigation Measure HWQ2, which
requires a drainage and flood control improvement plan, and Mitigation Measure GEO2, the
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following mitigation measure would reduce impacts from expansive soils to a less than
significant level. These measures would apply to all phases of Specific Plan implementation.
GEO6

Soils/Foundation Report Measures. Individual property
developers proposing development within the areas identified as
having a moderate or high shrinkswell potential on Figure 4.63
shall submit a soils/foundation report as part of the application
for any proposed Building Permit(s). To reduce the potential for
foundation cracking, one or more of the following shall be
implemented as recommended by a qualified engineer:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Use continuous deep footings (i.e., embedment depth of 3
feet or more) and concrete slabs on grade with increased steel
reinforcement together with a prewetting and longterm
moisture control program within the active zone.
Removal of the highly expansive material and replacement
with nonexpansive compacted import fill material.
The use of specifically designed drilled pier and grade beam
system incorporating a structural concrete slab on grade
supported approximately 6 inches above the expansive soils.
Chemical treatment with hydrated lime to reduce the
expansion characteristics of the soils.
Where necessary, construction on transitional lots shall
include over excavation to expose firm subgrade, use of post
tension slabs in future structures, or other geologically
acceptable methods.

Significance after Mitigation. Implementation of soils/foundation report measures
would adequately mitigate the potential for structural problems caused by expansive soils
hazards, thereby reducing impacts to a less than significant level.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative development under the General Plan would include
5,824 additional residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development.
The proposed project plus cumulative projects would increase development in the City of
Camarillo by adding approximately 2,500 residential units and 1,770,000 square feet of non
residential space, including mixed use, retail commercial, institutional and industrial space.
Such development would expose new residents and property to seismic hazards in the area.
However, seismic and soil issues would be addressed on a projectbyproject basis through
preparation of required soils and geotechnical engineering studies and adherence to the
recommendations therein, as well as adherence to existing City and state regulations including
the respective Uniform Building Code and California Building Code. Because the potential
impacts associated with Specific Plan buildout can be mitigated to a less than significant level,
and impacts from future projects would be addressed on a casebycase basis, the Specific
Plan’s contribution to cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
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Image Source: CIRGIS, 2009.
Base map source - California Geological Survey, Seismic Hazard
Mapping Program, 2002.
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4.7 GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
This section includes a discussion of climate change, its causes and the contribution of human
activities, as well as a summary of existing greenhouse gas emissions. The section describes the
criteria for determining the significance of climate change impacts, and estimates the likely
greenhouse gas emissions that would result from vehicular traffic and other emission sources.
Where appropriate, mitigation measures are recommended to reduce SpecificPlanrelated
impacts. Traffic projections used in emissions estimates are based on the EIR traffic study
(Appendix F). Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions modeling results and calculations are included
in Appendix B.

4.7.1 Setting
a. Climate Change and Greenhouse Gases. Climate change is the observed increase in
the average temperature of the Earth’s atmosphere and oceans along with other substantial
changes in climate (such as wind patterns, precipitation, and storms) over an extended period of
time. The term “climate change” is often used interchangeably with the term “global warming,”
but “climate change” is preferred to “global warming” because it helps convey that there are other
changes in addition to rising temperatures. The baseline against which these changes are measured
originates in historical records identifying temperature changes that have occurred in the past,
such as during previous ice ages. The global climate is continuously changing, as evidenced by
repeated episodes of substantial warming and cooling documented in the geologic record. The rate
of change has typically been incremental, with warming or cooling trends occurring over the
course of thousands of years. The past 10,000 years have been marked by a period of incremental
warming, as glaciers have steadily retreated across the globe. However, scientists have observed
acceleration in the rate of warming during the past 150 years. Per the United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007), the understanding of anthropogenic
warming and cooling influences on climate has led to a high confidence (90% or greater chance)
that the global average net effect of human activities since 1750 has been one of warming. The
prevailing scientific opinion on climate change is that most of the observed increase in global
average temperatures, since the mid20th century, is likely due to the observed increase in
anthropogenic GHG concentrations (IPCC, 2007).
Gases that absorb and reemit infrared radiation in the atmosphere are called greenhouse gases
(GHGs). GHGs are present in the atmosphere naturally, are released by natural sources, or are
formed from secondary reactions taking place in the atmosphere. The gases that are widely seen as
the principal contributors to humaninduced climate change include carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH4), nitrous oxides (N2O), fluorinated gases such as hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and
perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). Water vapor is excluded from the list of
GHGs because it is shortlived in the atmosphere and its atmospheric concentrations are largely
determined by natural processes, such as oceanic evaporation.
GHGs are emitted by both natural processes and human activities. Of these gases, CO2 and CH4
are emitted in the greatest quantities from human activities. Emissions of CO2 are largely by
products of fossil fuel combustion, whereas CH4 results from offgassing associated with
agricultural practices and landfills. Manmade GHGs, many of which have greater heatabsorption
potential than CO2, include fluorinated gases and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) (California
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Environmental Protection Agency [CalEPA], 2006). Different types of GHGs have varying global
warming potentials (GWPs). The GWP of a GHG is the potential of a gas or aerosol to trap heat in
the atmosphere over a specified timescale (generally, 100 years). Because GHGs absorb different
amounts of heat, a common reference gas (CO2) is used to relate the amount of heat absorbed to the
amount of the gas emissions, referred to as “carbon dioxide equivalent” (CO2E), and is the amount
of a GHG emitted multiplied by its GWP. Carbon dioxide has a GWP of one. By contrast, methane
(CH4) has a GWP of 21, meaning its global warming effect is 21 times greater than carbon dioxide
on a molecule per molecule basis (IPCC, 1997).
The accumulation of GHGs in the atmosphere regulates the earth’s temperature. Without the
natural heat trapping effect of GHG, Earth’s surface would be about 34° C cooler (CalEPA, 2006).
However, it is believed that emissions from human activities, particularly the consumption of fossil
fuels for electricity production and transportation, have elevated the concentration of these gases in
the atmosphere beyond the level of naturally occurring concentrations. The following discusses the
primary GHGs of concern.
Carbon Dioxide. The global carbon cycle is made up of large carbon flows and reservoirs.
Billions of tons of carbon in the form of CO2 are absorbed by oceans and living biomass (i.e., sinks)
and are emitted to the atmosphere annually through natural processes (i.e., sources). When in
equilibrium, carbon fluxes among these various reservoirs are roughly balanced (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency [USEPA], April 2011). CO2 was the first GHG demonstrated to
be increasing in atmospheric concentration, with the first conclusive measurements being made in
the last half of the 20th Century. Concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere have risen approximately
40% since the industrial revolution. The global atmospheric concentration of CO2 has increased
from a preindustrial value of about 280 parts per million (ppm) to 391 ppm in 2011 (IPCC, 2007;
Oceanic and Atmospheric Association [NOAA], 2010). The average annual CO2 concentration
growth rate was larger during the last 10 years (1995–2005 average: 1.9 ppm per year) than it has
been since the beginning of continuous direct atmospheric measurements (1960–2005 average: 1.4
ppm per year), although there is yeartoyear variability in growth rates (NOAA, 2010). Currently,
CO2 represents an estimated 82.7% of total GHG emissions (Department of Energy [DOE] Energy
Information Administration [EIA], December 2008). The largest source of CO2, and of overall GHG
emissions, is fossil fuel combustion.
Methane. Methane (CH4) is an effective absorber of radiation, though its atmospheric
concentration is less than that of CO2 and its lifetime in the atmosphere is limited to 10 to 12 years.
It has a global warming potential (GWP) approximately 21 times that of CO2. Over the last 250
years, the concentration of CH4 in the atmosphere has increased by 148% (IPCC, 2007), although
emissions have declined from 1990 levels. Anthropogenic sources of CH4 include enteric
fermentation associated with domestic livestock, landfills, natural gas and petroleum systems,
agricultural activities, coal mining, wastewater treatment, stationary and mobile combustion, and
certain industrial processes (USEPA, April 2011).
Nitrous Oxide. Concentrations of nitrous oxide (N2O) began to rise at the beginning of the
industrial revolution and continue to increase at a relatively uniform growth rate (NOAA, 2010).
N2O is produced by microbial processes in soil and water, including those reactions that occur in
fertilizers that contain nitrogen, fossil fuel combustion, and other chemical processes. Use of these
fertilizers has increased over the last century. Agricultural soil management and mobile source
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fossil fuel combustion are the major sources of N2O emissions. Nitrous oxide’s GWP is
approximately 310 times that of CO2.
Fluorinated Gases (HFCS, PFCS and SF6). Fluorinated gases, such as hydrofluorocarbons
(HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfurhexafluoride (SF6), are powerful GHGs that are
emitted from a variety of industrial processes. Fluorinated gases are used as substitutes for ozone
depleting substances such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), and
halons, which have been regulated since the mid1980s because of their ozonedestroying potential
and are phased out under the Montreal Protocol (1987) and Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
Electrical transmission and distribution systems account for most SF6 emissions, while PFC
emissions result from semiconductor manufacturing and as a byproduct of primary aluminum
production. Fluorinated gases are typically emitted in smaller quantities than CO2, CH4, and N2O,
but these compounds have much higher GWPs. SF6 is the most potent GHG the IPCC has
evaluated.
State Greenhouse Gas Inventory. Worldwide anthropogenic emissions of GHG were
approximately 40,000 million metric tons (MMT) CO2E in 2004, including ongoing emissions from
industrial and agricultural sources, but excluding emissions from land use changes (i.e.,
deforestation, biomass decay) (IPCC, 2007). CO2 emissions from fossil fuel use accounts for 56.6%
of the total emissions of 49,000 million metric tons CO2E (includes land use changes) and all CO2
emissions are 76.7% of the total. Methane emissions account for 14.3% of GHG and N2O emissions
account for 7.9% (IPCC, 2007).
Total U.S. GHG emissions were 6,633.2 million metric tons CO2E in 2009 (US EPA, April 2011).
While total U.S. emissions have increased by 7.3% from 1990 to 2009, emissions decreased from
2008 to 2009 by 427.9 million metric tons CO2E, or 6.1% (DOE EIA, Table 12.1, August 2010). This
decrease was primarily due to (1) a decrease in economic output resulting in a decrease in energy
consumption across all sectors; and (2) a decrease in the carbon intensity of fuels used to generate
electricity due to fuel switching as the price of coal increased, and the price of natural gas
decreased substantially. Since 1990, U.S. emissions have increased at an average annual rate of
0.4%. The transportation and industrial enduse sectors accounted for 33% and 26%, respectively,
of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion in 2009. Meanwhile, the residential and commercial
enduse sectors accounted for 22% and 19%, respectively, of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel
combustion in 2009 (USEPA, 2011).
Based upon the California Air Resources Board (ARB) California Greenhouse Gas Inventory for
20002008 (http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/data/data.htm), California produced 478
MMT CO2E in 2008. The major source of GHG in California is transportation, contributing 36% of
the state’s total GHG emissions. Electricity generation is the second largest source, contributing
24% of the state’s GHG emissions (ARB, June 2010). California emissions are due in part to its large
size and large population compared to other states. Another factor that reduces California’s per
capita fuel use and GHG emissions, as compared to other states, is its relatively mild climate. ARB
has projected statewide unregulated GHG emissions for the year 2020, which represent the
emissions that would be expected to occur in the absence of any GHG reduction actions, will be
596 MMT CO2E (ARB, 2007).
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Effects of Climate Change. Globally, climate change has the potential to affect numerous
environmental resources through potential impacts related to future air temperatures and
precipitation patterns. Scientific modeling predicts that continued GHG emissions at or above
current rates would induce more extreme climate changes during the 21st century than were
observed during the 20th century. Scientists have projected that the average global surface
temperature could rise by1.04.5°F (0.62.5°C) in the next 50 years, and the increase may be as
high as 2.210°F (1.45.8°C) in the next century. In addition to these projections, there are
identifiable signs that global warming is currently taking place, including substantial ice loss in
the Arctic (IPCC, 2007).
According to the CalEPA’s 2010 Climate Action Team Biennial Report, potential impacts of
climate change in California may include loss in snow pack, sea level rise, more extreme heat
days per year, more high ozone days, more large forest fires, and more drought years (CalEPA,
May 2009). Below is a summary of some of the potential effects that could be experienced in
California as a result of climate change.
Sea Level Rise. According to The Impacts of SeaLevel Rise on the California Coast, prepared
by the California Climate Change Center (CCCC) (May 2009), climate change has the potential
to induce substantial sea level rise in the coming century. The rising sea level increases the
likelihood and risk of flooding. The study identifies a sea level rise on the California coast over
the past century of approximately eight inches. Based on the results of various global climate
change models, sea level rise is expected to continue. The California Climate Adaptation
Strategy (December 2009) estimates a sea level rise of up to 55 inches by the end of this century.
Air Quality. Higher temperatures, which are conducive to air pollution formation, could
worsen air quality in California. Climate change may increase the concentration of groundlevel
ozone, but the magnitude of the effect, and therefore its indirect effects, are uncertain. If higher
temperatures are accompanied by drier conditions, the potential for large wildfires could
increase, which, in turn, would further worsen air quality. However, if higher temperatures are
accompanied by wetter, rather than drier conditions, the rains would tend to temporarily clear
the air of particulate pollution and reduce the incidence of large wildfires, thereby ameliorating
the pollution associated with wildfires. Additionally, severe heat accompanied by drier
conditions and poor air quality could increase the number of heatrelated deaths, illnesses, and
asthma attacks throughout the state (CEC, March 2009).
Water Supply. Analysis of paleoclimatic data (such as treering reconstructions of stream
flow and precipitation) indicates a history of naturally and widely varying hydrologic
conditions in California and the west, including a pattern of recurring and extended droughts.
Uncertainty remains with respect to the overall impact of climate change on future water
supplies in California. However, the average early spring snowpack in the Sierra Nevada
decreased by about 10 percent during the last century, a loss of 1.5 million acrefeet of
snowpack storage. During the same period, sea level rose eight inches along California’s coast.
California’s temperature has risen 1°F, mostly at night and during the winter, with higher
elevations experiencing the highest increase. Many Southern California cities have experienced
their lowest recorded annual precipitation twice within the past decade. In a span of only two
years, Los Angeles experienced both its driest and wettest years on record (California
Department of Water Resources [DWR], 2008; CCCC, May 2009).
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This uncertainty complicates the analysis of future water demand, especially where the
relationship between climate change and its potential effect on water demand is not well
understood. The Sierra snowpack provides the majority of California's water supply by
accumulating snow during our wet winters and releasing it slowly when we need it during our
dry springs and summers. Based upon historical data and modeling DWR projects that the
Sierra snowpack will experience a 25 to 40 percent reduction from its historic average by 2050.
Climate change is also anticipated to bring warmer storms that result in less snowfall at lower
elevations, reducing the total snowpack (DWR, 2008).
Hydrology. As discussed above, climate change could potentially affect: the amount of
snowfall, rainfall, and snow pack; the intensity and frequency of storms; flood hydrographs
(flash floods, rain or snow events, coincidental high tide and high runoff events); sea level rise
and coastal flooding; coastal erosion; and the potential for salt water intrusion. Sea level rise
may be a product of climate change through two main processes: expansion of sea water as the
oceans warm and melting of ice over land. A rise in sea levels could result in coastal flooding
and erosion and could jeopardize California’s water supply due to salt water intrusion.
Increased storm intensity and frequency could affect the ability of floodcontrol facilities,
including levees, to handle storm events.
Agriculture. California has a $30 billion agricultural industry that produces half of the
country’s fruits and vegetables. Higher CO2 levels can stimulate plant production and increase
plant wateruse efficiency. However, if temperatures rise and drier conditions prevail, water
demand could increase; cropyield could be threatened by a less reliable water supply; and
greater air pollution could render plants more susceptible to pest and disease outbreaks. In
addition, temperature increases could change the time of year certain crops, such as wine
grapes, bloom or ripen, and thereby affect their quality (CCCC, 2006).
Ecosystems and Wildlife. Climate change and the potential resulting changes in weather
patterns could have ecological effects on a global and local scale. Increasing concentrations of
GHGs are likely to accelerate the rate of climate change. Scientists project that the average
global surface temperature could rise by 1.04.5°F (0.62.5°C) in the next 50 years, and 2.210°F
(1.45.8°C) in the next century, with substantial regional variation. Soil moisture is likely to
decline in many regions, and intense rainstorms are likely to become more frequent. Sea level
could rise as much as two feet along most of the U.S. coast. Rising temperatures could have four
major impacts on plants and animals: (1) timing of ecological events; (2) geographic range; (3)
species’ composition within communities; and (4) ecosystem processes, such as carbon cycling
and storage (Parmesan, 2004; Parmesan, C. and H. Galbraith, 2004).
While the abovementioned potential impacts identify the possible effects of climate change at a
global and potentially statewide level, in general scientific modeling tools are currently unable
to predict what impacts would occur locally with a similar degree of accuracy. In general,
regional and local predictions are made based on downscaling statewide models (CEC, March
2009).
b. Regulatory Setting. The following regulations address both climate change and GHG
emissions.
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International and Federal Regulations. The United States is, and has been, a participant
in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) since it was
produced by the United Nations in 1992. The objective of the treaty is “stabilization of
greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous
anthropogenic interference with the climate system.” This is generally understood to be
achieved by stabilizing global greenhouse gas concentrations between 350 and 400 ppm, in
order to limit the global average temperature increases between 2 and 2.4°C above pre
industrial levels (IPCC 2007). The UNFCC itself does not set limits on greenhouse gas emissions
for individual countries or enforcement mechanisms. Instead, the treaty provides for updates,
called “protocols,” that would identify mandatory emissions limits.
Five years later, the UNFCC brought nations together again to draft the Kyoto Protocol (1997).
The Protocol established commitments for industrialized nations to reduce their collective
emissions of six greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, sulfur hexafluoride,
hydrofluorocarbons, and perfluorocarbons) to 5.2% below 1990 levels by 2012. The United
States is a signatory of the Protocol, but Congress has not ratified it and the United States has
not bound itself to the Protocol’s commitments (UNFCCC, 2007).
The United States is currently using a voluntary and incentivebased approach toward
emissions reductions in lieu of the Kyoto Protocol’s mandatory framework. The Climate
Change Technology Program (CCTP) is a multiagency research and development coordination
effort (led by the Secretaries of Energy and Commerce) that is charged with carrying out the
President’s National Climate Change Technology Initiative (USEPA, December 2007).
However, the voluntary approach to address climate change and greenhouse gas emissions
may be changing. The U.S. Supreme Court in Massachusetts et al. v. Environmental Protection
Agency et al. ([2007] 549 U.S. 051120) held that the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has the authority to regulate motorvehicle GHG emissions under the federal
Clean Air Act.
California Regulations. Assembly Bill (AB) 1493 (2002), referred to as “Pavley,” requires
ARB to develop and adopt regulations to achieve “the maximum feasible and costeffective
reduction of GHG emissions from motor vehicles.” On June 30, 2009, EPA granted the waiver of
Clean Air Act preemption to California for its greenhouse gas emission standards for motor
vehicles beginning with the 2009 model year. Pavley I took effect for model years starting in
2009 to 2016 and Pavley II, which is now referred to as “LEV (Low Emission Vehicle) III GHG”
will cover 2017 to 2025. Fleet average emission standards would reach 22 per cent reduction by
2012 and 30 per cent by 2016.
In 2005, Governor Schwarzenegger issued Executive Order S305, establishing statewide GHG
emissions reduction targets. Executive Order (EO) S305 provides that by 2010, emissions shall be
reduced to 2000 levels; by 2020, emissions shall be reduced to 1990 levels; and by 2050, emissions
shall be reduced to 80% of 1990 levels (CalEPA, 2006). In response to EO S305, CalEPA created
the Climate Action Team (CAT), which in March 2006 published the Climate Action Team
Report (the “2006 CAT Report”) (CalEPA, 2006). The 2006 CAT Report identified a
recommended list of strategies that the state could pursue to reduce GHG emissions. These are
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strategies that could be implemented by various state agencies to ensure that the emission
reduction targets in EO S305 are met and can be met with existing authority of the state
agencies. The strategies include the reduction of passenger and light duty truck emissions, the
reduction of idling times for diesel trucks, an overhaul of shipping technology/infrastructure,
increased use of alternative fuels, increased recycling, and landfill methane capture, etc.
California’s major initiative for reducing GHG emissions is outlined in Assembly Bill 32 (AB
32), the “California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006,” signed into law in 2006. AB 32 codifies
the Statewide goal of reducing GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 (essentially a 15%
reduction below 2005 emission levels; the same requirement as under S305), and requires ARB to
prepare a Scoping Plan that outlines the main State strategies for reducing GHGs to meet the
2020 deadline. In addition, AB 32 requires ARB to adopt regulations to require reporting and
verification of statewide GHG emissions.
After completing a comprehensive review and update process, the ARB approved a 1990
statewide GHG level and 2020 limit of 427 MMT CO2E. The Scoping Plan was approved by ARB
on December 11, 2008, and includes measures to address GHG emission reduction strategies
related to energy efficiency, water use, and recycling and solid waste, among other measures.
The Scoping Plan includes a range of GHG reduction actions that may include direct
regulations, alternative compliance mechanisms, monetary and nonmonetary incentives,
voluntary actions, and marketbased mechanisms.
Executive Order S0107 was enacted on January 18, 2007. The order mandates that a a Low
Carbon Fuel Standard (“LCFS”) for transportation fuels be established for California to reduce the
carbon intensity of California’s transportation fuels by at least 10% by 2020.
Senate Bill (SB) 97, signed in August 2007, acknowledges that climate change is an environmental
issue that requires analysis in California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) documents. In
March 2010, the California Resources Agency (Resources Agency) adopted amendments to the
State CEQA Guidelines for the feasible mitigation of GHG emissions or the effects of GHG
emissions. The adopted guidelines give lead agencies the discretion to set quantitative or
qualitative thresholds for the assessment and mitigation of GHGs and climate change impacts.
Senate Bill (SB) 375, signed in August 2008, enhances the State’s ability to reach AB 32 goals by
directing ARB to develop regional greenhouse gas emission reduction targets to be achieved
from vehicles for 2020 and 2035. SB 375 directs each of the state’s 18 major Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPO) to prepare a “sustainable communities strategy” (SCS) that
contains a growth strategy to meet these emission targets for inclusion in the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP). On September 23, 2010 ARB adopted final regional targets for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions from 2005 levels by 2020 and 2035.
ARB Resolution 0754 establishes 25,000 metric tons of GHG emissions as the threshold for
identifying the largest stationary emission sources in California for purposes of requiring the
annual reporting of emissions. This threshold is just over 0.005% of California’s total inventory
of GHG emissions for 2004.
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In April 2011, Governor Brown signed SB 2X requiring California to generate 33% of its
electricity from renewable energy by 2020.
For more information on the Senate and Assembly bills, Executive Orders, and reports
discussed above, and to view reports and research referenced above, please refer to the
following websites: www.climatechange.ca.gov and http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/cc.htm.
Local Regulations and CEQA Requirements. Pursuant to the requirements of SB 97, the
Resources Agency has adopted amendments to the State CEQA Guidelines for the feasible
mitigation of GHG emissions or the effects of GHG emissions. The adopted CEQA Guidelines
provide regulatory guidance on the analysis and mitigation of GHG emissions in CEQA
documents, but contain no suggested thresholds of significance for GHG emissions. Instead, they
give lead agencies the discretion to set quantitative or qualitative thresholds for the assessment
and mitigation of GHGs and climate change impacts. The general approach to developing a
Threshold of Significance for GHG emissions is to identify the emissions level for which a
project would not be expected to substantially conflict with existing California legislation
adopted to reduce statewide GHG emissions needed to move the state towards climate
stabilization. If a project would generate GHG emissions above the threshold level, its
contribution to cumulative impacts would be considered significant. To date, the Bay Area Air
Quality Management District (BAAQMD), the South Coast Air Quality Management District
(SCAQMD), and the San Joaquin Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD) have adopted
quantitative significance thresholds for GHGs.

4.7.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Pursuant to the requirements of SB 97, the
Resources Agency adopted amendments to the State CEQA Guidelines for the feasible mitigation
of GHG emissions or the effects of GHG emissions in March 2010. These guidelines are used in
evaluating the cumulative significance of GHG emissions from the proposed Specific Plan.
According to the adopted CEQA Guidelines, impacts related to GHG emissions from the
Specific Plan would be significant if the Plan would:
Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment; and/or
Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases.
For future projects, the significance of GHG emissions may be evaluated based on locally
adopted quantitative thresholds, or consistency with a regional GHG reduction plan (such as a
Climate Action Plan). However, because neither VCAPCD nor the City of Camarillo has
adopted GHG emissions thresholds, and no GHG emissions reduction plan with established
GHG emissions reduction strategies has yet been adopted. However, the VCAPCD has issued
guidance on the use of GHG thresholds for CEQA documents. Among the approaches,
VCAPCD supports the use of the Bay Area Air Quality Management District’s (BAAQMD)
quantitative GHG emissions thresholds (June 2010). The BAAQMD developed a suite of
thresholds that can be applied to demonstrate local consistency with the statewide emissions
reduction goal established in AB 32, and are the most recentlyadopted thresholds currently in
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use in California. Among these, the BAAQMD has established two “efficiency” thresholds that are
intended to avoid penalizing large projects that incorporate emissionsreducing features and/or
that are located in a manner that results in relatively low vehicle miles traveled. The BAAQMD
derived the “efficiency” metrics based on statewide compliance with AB 32; therefore, these
metrics may be appropriately applied in regions other than the Bay Area. These thresholds
establish a maximum allowable quantity of emissions per capita or per “service population,”
defined as residents plus employees. One threshold – 6.6 metric tons CO2E/year per service
population (defined to include both residents and employees) – applies to General Plans. A second
and lower threshold – 4.6 metric tons CO2E/year per service population – applies to all other
land use projects.
Therefore, the Specific Plan’s contribution to cumulative impacts to GHG emissions and climate
change would be cumulatively considerable if the Plan would produce in excess of 4.6 metric
tons CO2E/year per service population. It is important to note that the City does not recommend
adoption of this threshold for any other purpose at this time, but it is used for this analysis for
the reasons noted above.
Study Methodology. Calculations of CO2, CH4, and N2O emissions are provided to
identify the magnitude of potential Specific Plan area emissions. The analysis focuses on CO2,
CH4, and N2O because these make up 98.9% of all GHG emissions by volume (IPCC, 2007) and
are the GHG emissions that development under the Specific Plan would emit in the largest
quantities. Fluorinated gases, such as HFCs, PFCs, and SF6, were also considered for the analysis.
However, the quantity of fluorinated gases would not be significant since fluorinated gases are
primarily associated with heavy industrial processes, which are not permitted within the City’s
Light Manufacturing zoning district that is included in the proposed Specific Plan area. Emissions
of all GHGs are converted into their equivalent weight in CO2 (CO2E). Minimal amounts of
other main GHGs (such as chlorofluorocarbons [CFCs]) would be emitted, and these other GHG
emissions would not substantially add to the calculated CO2E amounts. Calculations are based
on the methodologies discussed in the California Air Pollution Control Officers Association
(CAPCOA) CEQA and Climate Change white paper (January 2008) and included the use of the
California Climate Action Registry (CCAR) General Reporting Protocol (January 2009).
OnSite Operational Emissions. Operational emissions from energy use (electricity and
natural gas use) for the Specific Plan area were estimated using the CalEEMod model (see
Appendix B for calculations.). The default values on which the CalEEMod model are based
include the California Energy Commission (CEC) sponsored California Commercial End Use
Survey (CEUS) and Residential Appliance Saturation Survey (RASS) studies. The CalEEMod
model provides operational emissions of CO2, N2O and CH4. This methodology is considered
reasonable and reliable for use, as it has been subjected to peer review by numerous public and
private stakeholders, and in particular by the CEC. It is also recommended by CAPCOA (January
2008).
Emissions associated with area sources, including consumer products, landscape maintenance, and
architectural coating were calculated in the CalEEMod model and utilize standard emission rates
from CARB, USEPA, and district supplied emission factor values (CalEEMod User Guide, 2011).
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Emissions from waste generation were also calculated in the CalEEMod model and are based on
the IPCC’s methods for quantifying GHG emissions from solid waste using the degradable organic
content of waste (CalEEMod User Guide, 2011). Waste disposal rates by land use and overall
composition of municipal solid waste in California was primarily based on data provided by the
California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle).
Emissions from water and wastewater usage calculated in the CalEEMod model were based on the
default electricity intensity from the CEC’s 2006 Refining Estimates of WaterRelated Energy Use in
California using the average values for Northern and Southern California.
Direct Emissions from Mobile Combustion. Emissions of CO2 and CH4 from transportation
sources for the proposed Specific Plan were quantified using the CalEEMod computer model.
Because the CalEEMod model does not calculate N2O emissions from mobile sources, N2O
emissions were quantified using the California Climate Action Registry General Reporting
Protocol (January 2009) direct emissions factors for mobile combustion (see Appendix B for
calculations). The estimate of total daily trips associated with buildout of the Specific Plan area
was based on the EIR traffic study (Appendix F) and was calculated and extrapolated to derive
total annual mileage in CalEEMod. Emission rates for N2O emissions were based on the vehicle
mix output generated by CalEEMod and the emission factors found in the California Climate
Action Registry General Reporting Protocol.
One of the limitations to a quantitative analysis is that emission models, such as CalEEMod,
evaluate aggregate emissions and do not demonstrate, with respect to a global impact, what
proportion of these emissions are “new” emissions, specifically attributable to the project in
question. For most projects, the main contribution of GHG emissions is from motor vehicles and
the total vehicle miles traveled (VMT), but the quantity of these emissions appropriately
characterized as “new” is uncertain. Traffic associated with a project may be relocated trips from
other locales, and consequently, may result in either higher or lower net VMT. For the proposed
Specific Plan, it is likely that some of the GHG emissions associated with traffic and energy
demand would be truly “new” emissions. However, it is also likely that some of the emissions
represent diversion of emissions from other locations. Thus, although GHG emissions are
associated with onsite development, it is not possible to discern how much diversion is occurring
or what fraction of those emissions represents global increases. In the absence of information
regarding the different types of trips, the VMT estimate generated by CalEEMod is used as a
conservative, “worstcase” estimate.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact GHG1

Buildout of the proposed Specific Plan would accommodate
new residences, businesses, industry, and other uses that
would generate greenhouse gas emissions and incrementally
contribute to climate change. The proposed Specific Plan
would be generally consistent with the Climate Action Team
GHG reduction strategies and the 2008 Attorney General
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Measures. In addition, the
Specific Plan’s GHG emissions would not exceed the plan
level “efficiency” threshold. Impacts would therefore be
Class III, less than significant.
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As there are no adopted City or VCAPCD methodologies or thresholds related to GHG
emissions, this analysis conforms closely to the methodologies recommended in the CAPCOA
CEQA and Climate Change white paper (January 2008), and utilizes the BAAQMD’s recently
adopted quantitative GHG “efficiency” emissions threshold (May, 2010), as discussed in Section
4.7.2(a), Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Inventories of projected GHG emissions
associated with buildout of the Specific Plan are provided below. For specific calculations, refer
to Appendix B.
Area Source Emissions. The CalEEMod model was used to calculate direct sources of air
emissions located within the Specific Plan area. For the proposed Specific Plan, the primary
component of these emissions would be from landscape maintenance equipment. As shown in
Table 4.71, area sources associated with the Specific Plan would generate approximately 31
metric tons CO2E per year.
Table 4.7-1 Estimated Annual
Area Source GHG Emissions
Emission
Source

Annual Emissions
CO2E

Landscaping

31 metric tons

See Appendix B for calculations and for GHG
emission factor assumptions

Energy Use. Operation of the proposed new buildings would consume both electricity
and natural gas (see Appendix B for calculations). The generation of electricity through
combustion of fossil fuels typically yields CO2, and to a smaller extent, N2O and CH4. As
discussed above, annual electricity and natural gas emissions are calculated using default
values from the CEC sponsored CEUS and RASS studies which are built into the CalEEMod
model. As shown in Table 4.72, energy consumption associated with the Specific Plan would
generate approximately 14,199 metric tons CO2E per year.
Table 4.7-2 Estimated Annual
Energy-Related GHG Emissions
Emission Source

Annual Emissions
CO2E

Electricity

9,011 metric tons

Natural Gas

5,188 metric tons

Total

14,199 metric tons

See Appendix B for calculations and for GHG emission
factor assumptions

Solid Waste Emissions. It is anticipated that the development facilitated by the proposed
Specific Plan would generate approximately 1,404 tons of solid waste per year, based on solid
waste generation factors from CIWMB, Estimated Solid Waste Generation Rates (refer to Section
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4.16, Utilities and Services). As shown in Table 4.73, based on this estimate, this component of
the Specific Plan would generate approximately 639 metric tons of CO2E per year.
Table 4.7-3 Estimated Annual
Solid Waste GHG Emissions
Emission
Source

Annual Emissions
CO2E

Solid Waste

639 metric tons

See Appendix B for calculations and for GHG
emission factor assumptions

Water Use Emissions. It is anticipated that the Specific Plan would use approximately 502
million gallons (1,541 acrefeet) of water per year (refer to Section 4.16, Utilities and Services, and
Appendix G, Water Supply Assessment for demand calculations). Based on the amount of
electricity generated in order to supply this amount of water, as shown in Table 4.74, this
aspect of the Specific Plan would generate approximately 2,031 metric tons of CO2E per year.
Table 4.7-4 Estimated GHG
Emissions from Water Use
Emission Source
Water Use

Annual Emissions
CO2E
2,031 metric tons

See Appendix B for calculations and for GHG
emission factor assumptions

Transportation Emissions. Mobile source GHG emissions were estimated using the EIR
traffic study (Appendix F) and by the total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) estimated in
CalEEMod. Based on the CalEEMod model estimate, new vehicle trips that would result from
buildout of the proposed Specific Plan would generate approximately 94,258,002 annual VMT.
This estimate includes emissions reduction credits for several of the Specific Plan design
features that would reduce VMT, including the proposed pedestrian and bicycle network,
mixeduse sites, as well as the Plan area’s proximity to public transit and the existing Camarillo
downtown area. These design features are accounted for in the CalEEMod model.
Table 4.75 shows the estimated mobile emissions of GHGs for the Specific Plan based on the
estimated annual VMT. As noted above, the CalEEMod model does not calculate N2O
emissions related to mobile sources. As such, N2O emissions were calculated based on the
project’s VMT using calculation methods provided by the California Climate Action Registry
General Reporting Protocol (January 2009). As shown in Table 4.75 below, the Specific Plan
would annually result in approximately 43,752 metric tons of CO2E associated with mobile
emissions.
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Table 4.7-5 Estimated Annual Mobile Emissions
of GHGs
Annual Emissions
CO2E

Emission Source
Mobile Emissions (CO2 & CH4)

1

2

Mobile Emissions (N2O)

Total

41,819 metric tons
1,933 metric tons
43,752 metric tons

1

See Appendix B for calculations and for GHG emission factor
assumptions
2
See Appendix B for calculations according to California Climate Action
Registry General Reporting Protocol, Reporting Entity-Wide Greenhouse
Gas Emissions, Version 3.1,January 2009, page 30-35.

Combined Stationary and Mobile Source Emissions. Table 4.76 combines the operational and
mobile GHG emissions associated with buildout of the proposed Specific Plan. For the
proposed Specific Plan, the combined annual emissions would total approximately 60,652
metric tons CO2E/year. This total represents approximately 0.01% of California’s total 2004
emissions of 492 million metric tons. These emission projections indicate that the largest single
component of the Specific Plan’s GHG emissions are associated with vehicular travel (72%),
followed by emissions associated with energy use (23%). However, as noted above, mobile
emissions are in part a redirection of existing travel to other locations, and so are already a part
of the total California GHG emissions.
Table 4.7-6 Combined Annual Emissions
of GHGs
Annual Emissions
CO2E

Emission Source
Operational
Area
Energy
Solid Waste
Water

31 metric tons
14,199 metric tons
639 metric tons
2,031 metric tons
43,752 metric tons

Mobile
Total

60,652 metric tons

See Appendix B for calculations and for GHG emission factor
assumptions

As noted above, neither the VCAPCD nor the City of Camarillo have adopted formal GHG
emissions thresholds that apply to land use projects and no GHG emissions reduction plan have
been adopted in Camarillo or Ventura County. Therefore, the proposed Specific Plan is
evaluated based on the BAAQMD’s threshold of 4.6 metric tons CO2E/year per service
population (defined to include both residents and employees). If the Specific Plan area
emissions would exceed 4.6 metric tons CO2e per service population per year, impacts would be
significant.
GHG Cumulative Significance. The Specific Plan would accommodate the development of
up to 2,500 new dwelling units, 340,000 square feet of new mixeduse space, 100,000 square feet of
City of Camarillo
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new retail commercial space, 30,000 square feet of new school/institutional space, and 1,300,000
square feet of new industrial space in Camarillo. Buildout of the Specific Plan area would add an
estimated 6,613 new residents (based on an average of 2.645 people/dwelling unit, derived from
the Department of Finance’s City/County Population and Housing Estimates, 2010) and 7,575 new
employees (based on Countyspecific employment generation factors from the Employment Density
Summary Report, completed for the Southern California Association of Governments [SCAG] by
The Natelson Co., Inc. [October, 2001]). Therefore, the service population (sum of population and
employees) that would be added to the City under buildout of the Specific Plan area would be
14,188. Based on this service population, the total volume of GHG emissions projected to be
generated within the City’s existing jurisdictional boundary equates to approximately 4.3 metric
tons CO2E per service population. This estimate is below the threshold of 4.6 metric tons
CO2E/year per service population.
The proposed Specific Plan would be generally consistent with applicable regulations or plans
addressing greenhouse gas reductions, which include the 2006 CAT Report (see Table 4.77),
OPR’s CEQA and Climate Change, and the Attorney General’s Global Warming Measures (see
Table 4.78).
Table 4.7-7 Specific Plan Consistency with Applicable Climate
Action Team
GHG Emission Reduction Strategies
Strategy

Specific Plan Consistency

California Air Resources Board
Vehicle Climate Change Standards
Consistent
AB 1493 (Pavley) required the state to develop and
adopt regulations that achieve the maximum
feasible and cost-effective reduction of climate
change emissions emitted by passenger vehicles
and light duty trucks. Regulations were adopted by
the ARB in September 2004.

Vehicles that travel to and from the Specific
Plan area on public roadways would be in
compliance with ARB vehicle standards that
are in effect at the time of vehicle purchase.
Consistent

Diesel Anti-Idling
The ARB adopted a measure to limit diesel-fueled
commercial motor vehicle idling in July 2004.

Current State law restricts diesel truck idling to
five minutes or less. Diesel trucks operating
from and making deliveries to the Specific Plan
area are subject to this state law. Construction
vehicles are also subject to this regulation.

Hydrofluorocarbon Reduction
1) Ban retail sale of HFC in small cans.
2) Require that only low GWP refrigerants be used
in new vehicular systems.
3) Adopt specifications for new commercial
refrigeration.
4) Add refrigerant leak-tightness to the pass criteria
for vehicular inspection and maintenance
programs.
5) Enforce federal ban on releasing HFCs.

Consistent
This strategy applies to consumer products.
All applicable products would be required to
comply with the regulations that are in effect at
the time of manufacture.

Alternative Fuels: Biodiesel Blends

Consistent

ARB would develop regulations to require the use

Diesel vehicles that travel to and from the
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Table 4.7-7 Specific Plan Consistency with Applicable Climate
Action Team
GHG Emission Reduction Strategies
Strategy

Specific Plan Consistency

of 1 to 4% biodiesel displacement of California
diesel fuel.

Specific Plan area on public roadways could
utilize this fuel once it is commercially
available.
Consistent

Alternative Fuels: Ethanol

Residents, employees, and customers within
the Specific Plan area could choose to
purchase flex-fuel vehicles and utilize this fuel
once it is commercially available in the region
and local vicinity.

Increased use of E-85 fuel.

Consistent

Heavy-Duty Vehicle Emission Reduction
Measures
Increased efficiency in the design of heavy duty
vehicles and an education program for the heavy
duty vehicle sector.
Achieve 50% Statewide Recycling Goal

Heavy-duty vehicles that travel to and from the
Specific Plan area on public roadways would
be subject to all applicable ARB efficiency
standards that are in effect at the time of
vehicle manufacture.
Consistent

Achieving the State’s 50% waste diversion
mandate as established by the Integrated Waste
Management Act of 1989, (AB 939, Sher, Chapter
1095, Statutes of 1989), will reduce climate change
emissions associated with energy intensive
material extraction and production as well as
methane emission from landfills. A diversion rate
of 48% has been achieved on a statewide basis.
Therefore, a 2% additional reduction is needed.

As of 2006 (the last verified date by the
CIWMB), the City of Camarillo was recycling
approximately 66% of its solid waste, thereby
complying with the standards established by
AB 939. It is anticipated that development
within the Specific Plan area would participate
in waste diversion programs and would
similarly divert at least 66% of its solid waste.
Consistent

Zero Waste – High Recycling
Efforts to exceed the 50% goal would allow for
additional reductions in climate change emissions.

As described above it is anticipated that
development within the Specific Plan area
would participate in waste diversion programs
and would similarly divert at least 66% of its
solid waste. The Specific Plan area would also
be subject to all applicable State and City
requirements for solid waste reduction as they
change in the future.

Department of Forestry
Urban Forestry

Consistent

A new statewide goal of planting 5 million trees in
urban areas by 2020 would be achieved through
the expansion of local urban forestry programs.

Landscaping for new development would
result in additional planted trees throughout
the Specific Plan area.

Department of Water Resources
Consistent

Water Use Efficiency
Approximately 19% of all electricity, 30% of all
natural gas, and 88 million gallons of diesel are
used to convey, treat, distribute and use water and
wastewater. Increasing the efficiency of water
transport and reducing water use would reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.

New structures within the Specific Plan area
would be required to be consistent with
CalGreen standards. As such, new
development would be equipped with low-flow
plumbing fixtures, reducing water use.
Further, water reduction target goals will be
considered and implemented as practical.
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Table 4.7-7 Specific Plan Consistency with Applicable Climate
Action Team
GHG Emission Reduction Strategies
Strategy

Specific Plan Consistency
Opportunities for grey water recycling to
provide recycled water for cooling towers,
irrigation, and toilet flushing have been
identified and may be pursued on a project-byproject basis, if reasonably economical.

Energy Commission (CEC)
Building Energy Efficiency Standards in Place
and in Progress
Public Resources Code 25402 authorizes the CEC
to adopt and periodically update its building energy
efficiency standards (that apply to newly
constructed buildings and additions to and
alterations to existing buildings).
Appliance Energy Efficiency Standards in Place
and in Progress
Public Resources Code 25402 authorizes the
Energy Commission to adopt and periodically
update its appliance energy efficiency standards
(that apply to devices and equipment using energy
that are sold or offered for sale in California).

Consistent
New development within the Specific Plan
area would need to comply with the standards
of Title 24 that are in effect at the time of
development.

Consistent
Under State law, appliances that are
purchased for development or by residents or
employees within the Specific Plan area would
be consistent with energy efficiency standards
that are in effect at the time of manufacture.
Consistent

Fuel-Efficient Replacement Tires & Inflation
Programs
State legislation established a statewide program
to encourage the production and use of more
efficient tires.
Municipal Utility Energy Efficiency
Programs/Demand Response
Includes energy efficiency programs, renewable
portfolio standard, combined heat and power, and
transitioning away from carbon-intensive
generation.

Residents, employees, and visitors to the
Specific Plan area could purchase tires for
their vehicles that comply with state programs
for increased fuel efficiency.

Not applicable, but Specific Plan area
development would not preclude the
implementation of this strategy by municipal
utility providers.

Municipal Utility Renewable Portfolio Standard
California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS),
established in 2002, requires that all load serving
entities achieve a goal of 20% of retail electricity
sales from renewable energy sources by 2017,
within certain cost constraints.

Not applicable, but the Specific Plan would not
preclude the implementation of this strategy by
Southern California Edison.

Municipal Utility Combined Heat and Power
Cost effective reduction from fossil fuel
consumption in the commercial and industrial
sector through the application of on-site power
production to meet both heat and electricity loads.

Not applicable since this strategy addresses
incentives that could be provided by utility
providers such as Southern California Edison
and The Gas Company.

Alternative Fuels: Non-Petroleum Fuels

Consistent

Increasing the use of non-petroleum fuels in
California’s transportation sector, as recommended
as recommended in the CEC’s 2003 and 2005

Residents, employees, and visitors to
development within the Specific Plan area
could purchase alternative fuel vehicles and
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Table 4.7-7 Specific Plan Consistency with Applicable Climate
Action Team
GHG Emission Reduction Strategies
Strategy

Specific Plan Consistency

Integrated Energy Policy Reports.

utilize these fuels once they are commercially
available regionally and locally.

Business, Transportation and Housing
Measures to Improve Transportation Energy
Efficiency
Builds on current efforts to provide a framework for
expanded and new initiatives including incentives,
tools and information that advance cleaner
transportation and reduce climate change
emissions.

Consistent
The Specific Plan includes a proposed
pedestrian and bicycle network that would be
connected to the City of Camarillo’s existing
pedestrian and bicycle network, as well as
mixed-use sites. The Specific Plan area is also
located in proximity to public transit and the
existing Camarillo downtown area.

Smart Land Use and Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS)
Smart land use strategies encourage jobs/housing
proximity, promote transit-oriented development,
and encourage high-density residential/commercial
development along transit corridors.
ITS is the application of advanced technology
systems and management strategies to improve
operational efficiency of transportation systems
and movement of people, goods and services.
The Governor is finalizing a comprehensive 10year strategic growth plan with the intent of
developing ways to promote, through state
investments, incentives and technical assistance,
land use, and technology strategies that provide for
a prosperous economy, social equity and a quality
environment.
Smart land use, demand management, ITS, and
value pricing are critical elements in this plan for
improving mobility and transportation efficiency.
Specific strategies include: promoting jobs/housing
proximity and transit-oriented development;
encouraging high density residential/commercial
development along transit/rail corridor; valuing and
congestion pricing; implementing intelligent
transportation systems, traveler information/traffic
control, incident management; accelerating the
development of broadband infrastructure; and
comprehensive, integrated, multimodal/intermodal
transportation planning.

Consistent
The Specific Plan includes a proposed
pedestrian and bicycle network that would be
connected to the City of Camarillo’s existing
pedestrian and bicycle network, as well as
mixed-use sites. The Specific Plan area is also
located in proximity to public transit and the
existing Camarillo downtown area.

State and Consumer Services Agency
Green Buildings Initiative

Consistent

Green Building Executive Order, S-20-04 (CA
2004), sets a goal of reducing energy use in public
and private buildings by 20% by the year 2015, as
compared with 2003 levels. The Executive Order
and related action plan spell out specific actions
state agencies are to take with state-owned and leased buildings. The order and plan also discuss

As discussed previously, development within
the Specific Plan area would be required to be
constructed in compliance with the standards
of Title 24 that are in effect at the time of
development. The 2008 Title 24 standards are
approximately 15% more efficient than those
of the 2005 standards.
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Table 4.7-7 Specific Plan Consistency with Applicable Climate
Action Team
GHG Emission Reduction Strategies
Strategy

Specific Plan Consistency

various strategies and incentives to encourage
private building owners and operators to achieve
the 20% target.
Public Utilities Commission (PUC)
Accelerated Renewable Portfolio Standard
Not applicable, but the Specific Plan would not
preclude the implementation of this strategy by
energy providers.

The Governor has set a goal of achieving 33%
renewable in the State’s resource mix by 2020.
The joint PUC/Energy Commission September
2005 Energy Action Plan II (EAP II) adopts the
33% goal.
California Solar Initiative
The solar initiative includes installation of 1 million
solar roofs or an equivalent 3,000 MW by 2017 on
homes and businesses, increased use of solar
thermal systems to offset the increasing demand
for natural gas, use of advanced metering in solar
applications, and creation of a funding source that
can provide rebates over 10 years through a
declining incentive schedule.

Consistent
The Specific Plan does not propose solar
energy for any development within the Plan
area, but would not preclude solar energy
installations on individual developments within
the Plan area.

Table 4.7-8
Specific Plan Consistency with Applicable Attorney General and
OPR’s Global Warming and GHG Reduction Measures
Strategy

Specific Plan Consistency

Attorney General Global Warming Reduction Measures
Consistent
Energy Efficiency
Install efficient lighting and lighting control systems.
Use daylight as an integral part of lighting systems
in buildings.

Install energy efficient heating and cooling systems,
appliances and equipment, and control systems.

Development within the Specific Plan area
would be required to be constructed in
compliance with the standards of Title 24 that
are in effect at the time of development. The
2008 Title 24 standards are approximately
15% more efficient than those of the 2005
standards.
The Specific Plan does not propose or require
energy efficient heating and cooling systems
for any development within the Plan area, but
would not preclude these components on
individual developments within the Plan area.
Consistent

Renewable Energy

The Specific Plan does not propose solar or
wind systems, solar and tankless hot water
heaters, or energy-efficient heating ventilation
and air conditioning for any development
within the Plan area, but would not preclude
these components on individual developments
within the Plan area.

Install solar and wind power systems, solar and
tankless hot water heaters, and energy-efficient
heating ventilation and air conditioning.
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Table 4.7-8
Specific Plan Consistency with Applicable Attorney General and
OPR’s Global Warming and GHG Reduction Measures
Strategy

Specific Plan Consistency
Consistent

Water Conservation and Efficiency
Design buildings to be water-efficient. Install waterefficient fixtures and appliances.

New structures within the Specific Plan area
would be required to be consistent with
CalGreen standards. As such, new
development would be equipped with low-flow
plumbing fixtures, reducing water use.
Further, water reduction target goals will be
considered and implemented as practical.
Opportunities for grey water recycling to
provide recycled water for cooling towers,
irrigation, and toilet flushing have been
identified and may be pursued on a project-byproject basis, if reasonably economical.
Consistent

Land Use Measures
Include mixed-use, infill, and higher density in
development projects to support the reduction of
vehicle trips, promote alternatives to individual
travel, and promote efficient delivery of services
and goods.

The Specific Plan includes a proposed
pedestrian and bicycle network that would be
connected to the City of Camarillo’s existing
pedestrian and bicycle network, as well as
mixed-use sites. The Specific Plan area is also
located in proximity to public transit and the
existing Camarillo downtown area.
Consistent

Transportation and Motor Vehicles
Limit idling time for commercial vehicles, including
delivery and construction vehicles.

Provide the necessary facilities and infrastructure to
encourage the use of low or zero-emission vehicles

Currently, the California Air Resources Board’s
(CARB) Airborne Toxic Control Measure
(ATCM) to Limit Diesel-Fueled Commercial
Motor Vehicle Idling restricts diesel truck idling
to five minutes or less. Diesel trucks operating
from and making deliveries to the Specific Plan
area are subject to this state-wide law.
Construction vehicles are also subject to this
regulation.
The proposed Specific Plan includes a
proposed pedestrian and bicycle network
which would facilitate the use of non-vehicular
transportation.

OPR Greenhouse Gas Reduction Measures
Consistent
Land Use and Transportation
Limit idling time for commercial vehicles, including
delivery and construction vehicles.

Encourage infill, redevelopment, and higher density
development, whether in incorporated or
unincorporated settings.

Currently, the California Air Resources Board’s
(CARB) Airborne Toxic Control Measure
(ATCM) to Limit Diesel-Fueled Commercial
Motor Vehicle Idling restricts diesel truck idling
to five minutes or less. Diesel trucks operating
from and making deliveries to, the Specific
Plan area are subject to this state-wide law.
Construction vehicles are also subject to this
regulation.
The Specific Plan includes a proposed
pedestrian and bicycle network that would be
connected to the City of Camarillo’s existing
pedestrian and bicycle network, as well as
mixed-use sites.
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Table 4.7-8
Specific Plan Consistency with Applicable Attorney General and
OPR’s Global Warming and GHG Reduction Measures
Strategy

Specific Plan Consistency

Urban Forestry

Consistent

Preserve or replace onsite trees (that are removed
due to development) as a means of providing
carbon storage.

Landscaping for new development would
result in additional planted trees throughout
the Specific Plan area.
Consistent

Energy Conservation Policies and Actions
Recognize and promote energy saving measures
beyond Title 24 requirements for residential and
commercial projects.

As discussed previously, development within
the Specific Plan area would be required to be
constructed in compliance with the standards
of Title 24 that are in effect at the time of
development. The 2008 Title 24 standards are
approximately 15% more efficient than those
of the 2005 standards. Development would be
required to comply with further increases in
energy efficiency standards going forward.

As indicated in Tables 4.77 and 4.78, the Specific Plan would be consistent with CAT strategies
and the 2008 Attorney General Greenhouse Gas Reduction Measures. As discussed above,
development facilitated by the proposed Specific Plan would result in GHG emissions below
the threshold of 4.6 metric tons CO2E/year per service population. Therefore, the proposed
Specific Plan would be consistent with the emissions reduction goals of AB 32, and this impact
would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. Impacts would be less than significant without mitigation.
However, although emissions are below the threshold, due to the large scale of the Specific Plan
and associated GHG emissions, Mitigation measures GHG1(a) through GHG1(c) are
recommended in order to reduce GHG emissions from development under the proposed Specific
Plan to the extent feasible.
GHG1(a) Specific Plan Area Transit Improvements. The City and future
applicants coordinate with Camarillo Area Transit (CAT) to allow
for a transit routing through the community, and provide bus stops
and/or shelters as needed in the community to accommodate the bus
routing needed by CAT. The Specific Plan shall be revised to require
future commercial and industrial developments greater than 100,000
square feet within the Specific Plan area to provide transit stops and
turnouts. Transit stops shall include benches and shelters. The City
Public Works Department will review transit stop locations.
GHG1(b) Transportation Demand Measures. In order to relieve traffic
congestion and improve air quality, the following Transportation
Demand Measures shall be implemented for commercial and
industrial developments greater than 100,000 square feet.
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Install bicycle racks and/or bicycle lockers at a ratio of 1 bicycle
parking space for every 10 car parking spaces for customers and
employees;
Include teleconferencing capabilities, such as web cams or satellite
linkage, which will allow employees to attend meetings remotely
without requiring them to travel out of the area;
Provide onsite eating, refrigeration and food vending facilities to
reduce employee lunchtime trips;
Provide preferential carpool and vanpool parking spaces.
Preferential parking spaces shall be located close to building
entrances so as to maximize convenience for employees that
utilize carpools and vanpools; and,
Provide shower and locker facilities to encourage employees to
bike and/or walk to work (provide one shower and three lockers
per every 25 employees).
The Specific Plan shall be revised to require future applicants to
provide Community Development staff with documentation of TDM
programs and incentives offered to their employees, as well as design
features as listed above.
GHG1(c) Energy Efficiency Measures. The City shall ensure that all future
development incorporate the following energy efficiency measures to
the extent practical, which will be reflected on and incorporated into
every development application:
Exceed adopted 2008 Title 24 energy requirements by a minimum
of five percent;
Use locally made building materials for construction of the project
and associated infrastructure when such materials are locally
available;
Use of materials which are resource efficient, recyclable, with long
life cycles;
Install energyreducing shading mechanisms for windows,
porches, patios, walkways, etc.;
Install energy reducing day lighting systems (e.g. skylights, light
shelves, transom windows);
Use of water efficient landscapes;
Use tankless water heaters or solar water heaters;
Use of low energy interior lighting;
Use low energy street lights and parking lot lights (i.e. sodium);
Use of high efficiency or gas space heating;
Use doublepaned windows;
Use of heat transfer modules in furnaces;
Singlefamily detached residential roofs, commercial building
roofs, and HOA owned public building roofs, which have
adequate solar orientation shall be designed to be compatible with
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the installation of photovoltaic panels or other current solar power
technology;
Orient buildings to face either north or south, provide roof
overhands, and use landscaping to create shade;
Use of light colored waterbased paint and roofing materials;
Use of natural lighting;
Use of builtin energy efficient appliances; and
Use of landscaping to shade buildings and parking lots.
Significance after Mitigation. Recommended mitigation measures GHG1(a) through
GHG1(c), as well as Specific Plan elements that mitigate impacts discussed above, are
consistent with the GHG reduction strategies set forth by the 2006 CAT Report and the 2008
Attorney General’s Greenhouse Reduction Report. Impacts would be less than significant
without mitigation; however, these measures and Specific Plan elements would reduce GHG
emissions from the proposed Specific Plan further to the extent feasible. Impacts would be less
than significant.
c. Cumulative Impacts. The vast majority of individual projects do not generate
sufficient GHG emissions to create a projectspecific impact through a direct influence to
climate change; therefore, the issue of climate change typically involves an analysis of whether a
project’s contribution towards an impact is cumulatively considerable. “Cumulatively
considerable” means that the incremental effects of an individual project are significant when
viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, other current projects, and probable
future projects (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15355).
As indicated above in Impact GHG1, GHG emissions associated with the proposed Specific
Plan would be less than significant. Analyses of greenhouse gases are cumulative in nature as
they affect the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Therefore, this impact
would not be cumulatively considerable.
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4.8 HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
This section evaluates potential impacts relating to hazardous materials in the soil and
groundwater, hazardous material transport and land use compatibility conflicts. Geologic
hazards are discussed in Section 4.6, Geology and Soils, of this EIR.

4.8.1 Setting
a. Hazardous Materials Regulatory Setting. Federal, state, and/or local government
laws define hazardous materials as substances that are toxic, flammable/ignitable, reactive, or
corrosive. Extremely hazardous materials are substances that show high or chronic toxicity,
carcinogenic, bioaccumulative properties, persistence in the environment, or that are water
reactive. Hazardous materials impacts are normally a result of project related activities
disturbing or otherwise encountering such materials in subsurface soils or groundwater during
site grading or dewatering. Other means for human contact with hazardous materials are
transportation accidents associated with the transportation of hazardous materials along
highways and railroads.
At the federal level, primary responsibility for enforcing the laws and regulations that govern
the use, storage, and disposal of hazardous materials and hazardous waste falls to the USEPA.
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) defines when a hazardous
substance is a hazardous waste based on a number of criteria, and regulates hazardous wastes
from “cradle to grave,” that is, from generation of the waste through disposal. Title 49 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR 49) contains lists of more than 2,400 hazardous materials and
regulates the transport of hazardous materials. The Occupational Health and Safety
Administration (OSHA) published standard 1910.120, addressing dangers that hazardous
materials pose in the workplace. The standard requires that employers evaluate the potential
health hazard that hazardous materials pose in the workplace and communicate information
concerning hazards and appropriate protective measures to employees. Under OSHA standard
1910.120, a health hazard is defined to mean “a chemical for which there is statistically
significant evidence based on at least one study conducted in accordance with established
scientific principles that acute or chronic health effects may occur in exposed employees.”
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) of
1980, also known as Superfund, was established to hold multiple parties, including past and
present owners, operators, transporters, and generators jointly, severally, and strictly liable for
the remediation costs of a hazardously contaminated site. Under CERCLA, defense against
contamination liability was usually established by conducting Phase I, II and III environmental
site assessments (ESA). However, there were no well established guidelines for conducting
ESA’s, which lead to subsequent legal issues. In 2002, the Small Business Liability Relief and
Revitalization Act (“Brownfields Law”) was enacted which amends and clarifies liability under
CERCLA and provides grant funding for the cleanup of brownfield sites. The Brownfields Law
also required that the USEPA establish standards for conducting ESA’s by 2006. The law
requires that to have defense against contamination liability one must conduct an “All
Appropriate Inquiry” (AAI) prior to property acquisition in accordance with standards
established by the USEPA. The USEPA established the following standards for conducting an
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AAI environmental site assessment. In order to have defense against contamination liability,
one must follow all of the standards listed below:
The results of an inquiry by an environmental professional;
Interviews with past and present owners, operators, and occupants of the facility for the purpose
of gathering information regarding the potential for contamination at the facility;
Reviews of historical sources, such as chain of title documents, aerial photographs, building
department records, and landuse records, to determine previous uses and occupancies of the real
property since the property was first developed;
Searches for recorded environmental cleanup liens against the facility that are filed under
federal, state, or local law;
Reviews of federal, state, and local government records, waste disposal records, underground
storage tank records, and hazardous waste handling, generation, treatment, disposal, and spill
records concerning contamination at or near the facility;
Visual inspections of the facility and adjoining properties;
Specialized knowledge or experience on the part of the defendant;
The relationship of the purchase price to the value of the property if the property was not
contaminated;
Commonly known or reasonably ascertainable information about the property; and
The degree of obviousness of the presence or likely presence of contamination at the property and
the ability to detect the contamination by appropriate investigation.
At the state level, under Title 22, Division 4.5 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR 22),
the California Department of Toxic Substance Control (DTSC) regulates hazardous waste in
California primarily under the authority of the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
of 1976, and the California Health and Safety Code. The DTSC is responsible for permitting,
inspection, compliance, and corrective action programs to ensure that entities that generate,
store, transport, treat, or dispose of potentially hazardous materials and waste comply with
federal and State laws. The DTSC defines hazardous waste as waste substances which can pose
a substantial or potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly
managed. Hazardous waste possesses at least one of these four characteristics: ignitability,
corrosivity, reactivity or toxicity; or it appears on special USEPA lists.
The State of California Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) also regulates the handling,
storage, and disposal of hazardous substances in construction projects. Permits and/or other
action by the SWRCB may be required if contamination of water or soils occurs during the
construction of the proposed project.
CalEPA is directly responsible for administrating the “Unified Program,” which consolidates
and coordinates the administrative requirements, permits, inspections, and enforcement
activities for environmental and emergency management programs. The Unified Program is
intended to provide relief to businesses complying with the overlapping and sometimes
conflicting requirements of formerly independently managed programs and is implemented at
the local government level by Certified Unified Program Agencies (CUPA). A local CUPA is
responsible for administering/overseeing compliance with the following programs, as required
by state and federal regulations:
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Hazardous Materials Release Response Plans and Inventories (Business Plans)
California Accidental Release Prevention (CalARP) Program
Underground Storage Tank Program (UST)
Aboveground Petroleum Storage Act Requirements for Spill Prevention, Control and
Countermeasure (SPCC) Plans (AST)
Hazardous Waste Generator and Onsite Hazardous Waste Treatment (tiered permitting)
Programs
California Uniform Fire Code: Hazardous Material Management Plans and Hazardous
Material Inventory Statements
Soil Contamination Health Risk Assessment. Regulatory agencies such as the US
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), California Department of Toxic Substance Control
(DTSC), and California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) set forth
guidelines that list concentration thresholds over which contaminants pose a risk to human
health. The USEPA combines current toxicity values of contaminants with exposure factors to
estimate what the maximum concentration of a contaminant can be in environmental media
before it is a risk to human health. These concentrations set forth by the USEPA are termed
Preliminary Remediation Goals (PRGs) for various pollutants in soil, air, and tap water (USEPA
Region IX, Preliminary Remediation Goals Tables, 2002). PRG concentrations can be used to
screen pollutants in environmental media, trigger further investigation, and provide an initial
cleanup goal. PRGs for soil contamination have been developed for both industrial and
residential land uses. Residential PRGs are more conservative and take into account the
possibility of the contaminated environmental media coming into contact with sensitive
receptor sites such as nurseries and schools. PRGs consider exposure to pollutants by means of
ingestion, dermal contact, and inhalation, but do not consider impacts to groundwater.
Soil Contamination Groundwater Protection. The Los Angeles Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB) has developed an interim guidance document that contains numerical
site screening levels to determine the need for remediation of gasoline and volatile organic
compound (VOC) contaminated soils (Los Angeles RWQCB, 1996). The guidance document
has been used to determine when a site may require remedial action or to establish an
acceptable clean up standard for a particular constituent. The document was developed to
simplify the remediation process by facilitating the selection of soil cleanup levels for gasoline
and VOC impacted sites.
Groundwater Contamination. Both the USEPA and the California Department of Health
Services (DHS) regulate the concentration of various chemicals in drinking water. The DHS
thresholds are generally stricter than the USEPA thresholds. Primary maximum contaminant
levels (MCLs) are established for a number of chemical and radioactive contaminants (Title 22,
Division 4, Chapter 15, California Code of Regulations). MCLs are often used by regulatory
agencies to determine cleanup standards when groundwater is affected with contaminants.
Hazardous Materials Transportation. Both the USEPA and the U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) regulate the overall transportation of hazardous waste and material,
including transport via highway and rail. The USEPA administers permitting, tracking,
reporting, and operations requirements established by the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA). DOT regulates the transportation of hazardous materials through implementation of
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the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act. This Act administers container design, and labeling
and driver training requirements. These established regulations are intended to track and
manage the safe interstate transportation of hazardous materials and waste.
Highways Health Risk Protection. Transportation of hazardous materials on highways falls
under federal legislation; however, authority is relegated to various state and local agencies that
are focused on specific aspects of hazardous materials and transportation. The Hazardous Waste
Control Act establishes the California Department of Health Services as the lead agency in charge
of the implementation of the RCRA program. State and local agencies such as the California
Highway Patrol (CHP), State of California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), and the
City of Camarillo Fire Department are responsible for the enforcement of state and federal
regulations and responding to hazardous materials transporting emergencies. The CHP
establishes state and federal hazardous material truck routes and has lead responsibility over
hazardous material spills on State highways. If coordination of additional agencies is required
at the scene of a transportation accident, the Camarillo Fire Department is responsible for their
coordination. Local law enforcement agencies and the California Highway Patrol are continually
assessing strategies to prevent and reduce the impact of accidents involving hazardous material
transport.
Due to the utilization of leaded fuel in motor vehicles prior to the mid1980s, the shoulders of
highways have the potential for toxic levels of aerially deposited lead (ADL). No specific
guidelines, policies or standards related to ADL hazards have been established for siting
commercial or residential uses near transportation infrastructure. However, due to the health
hazards associated with high lead concentrations, appropriate sampling and precautions should
be taken prior to grading and disposing of soils along the shoulders of highways.
b. Site Hazards Setting. Environmental site assessments were conducted by Rincon
Consultants, Inc. for the project site in 2009. A Phase I environmental site assessment (ESA) was
prepared and included a site reconnaissance, a records review including a database search of
public lists of sites that generate, store, treat or dispose of hazardous materials or sites for which
a release or incident has occurred, interviews with the current site owners, and findings
regarding the potential presence of recognized environmental conditions (REC) at the project
site. A Phase II ESA was subsequently prepared and consisted of soil sampling and analysis of
onsite soils and an asbestoscontaining materials (ACM) and leadbased paint (LBP) survey of
the onsite structures. The findings of these reports are summarized below. The complete Phase
I and II ESA reports are contained in Appendix H.
Historic Land Use. As discussed in the Phase I ESA, aerial photos and topographic
maps indicate the following historic uses within the project area. (Figure 4.81 shows the
various locations of the properties referred to in this section).
Reiter Property (Sammis Ranch): Agricultural land from at least 1938 through the
present day (orchards 1938  1959 / row crops 1964 2009). The onsite structures
have been present since at least 1947.
Stuart Property: Agricultural land from at least 1938 through the present day
(orchards 1938  1970 / row crops 1970 2009). The onsite nursery has been present
since 1989.
City of Camarillo
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Hiji Property: Grazing or dry farming land from at least 1938 and row crops from
1989 through the present day. Conejo Creek bisects the site from north to south.
Calleguas Land Company (Adohr FarmNorthern and Central portion): In 1938 the site
was vacant land (possibly grazing land). The dairy farm was present on the site
from at least 1943 through 1970. In 1977 the site appears graded. From at least 1989
through the present day the site is in agricultural use (row crops).
Calleguas Land Company (Adohr FarmSouthern portion near Howard Road): In 1938 the
site was vacant land (possibly grazing land) with an area of trees and at least one
small structure in the vicinity of the current residences and barn near Howard Road.
From at least 1943 through the present day the site is in agricultural use (row crops,
dry farming or grazing land).
Calleguas Land Company (East Farm): Agricultural land from at least 1938 through the
present day. A smallresidentialtype structure was present on the northern portion
of the site from at least 1938 through 1989. Conejo Creek is on the eastern portion of
the site.
Brucker Farm: Agricultural land (dry farming/ row crops) from at least 1938 through
the 2005. The existing structures have been present since at least 1947.
Records Review. As part of the Phase I ESA, GeoSearch was contracted to provide a
database search of public lists of sites that generate, store, treat or dispose of hazardous
materials or sites for which a release or incident has occurred. The GeoSearch search was
conducted for the project site and included data from surrounding sites within a specified
radius of the property.
Table 4.8-1
GeoSearch Summary of Sites on or Adjacent to the Project Area
Site Name

Site Address

Distance from
Subject Property

Database
Reference

Project Site

LUFT, Cortese,
HIST UST, Inactive
HM, Inactive UST,
HWTS, BWT

Brucker Farm / Smith Ranch

1192, 1194 and
1767 Pancho Road

Project Site

LUST, LUFT, Clean
Up Sites, Cortese,
Inactive UST,
Inactive HM, BWT,

The Sammis Company

4531 Adohr Lane

Project Site

Inactive UST

AT&T Mobility Santa Rosa

5001 Calle Cuesta

Adjacent - WestNorthwest

BWT

Adohr Farms/ Boskovich Farms/
Santos Truck and Auto Repair/
Calleguas Land Company

4224 East Pleasant
Valley Road

Mobil Oil SS #18-KV8/ Mobil Oil
#11-KV8/ ExxonMobil Oil Corp./
Steve Broughton 14-632/
ExxonMobil R/S 10228

4735 Pleasant
Valley Road

Adjacent -WestNorthwest

LUFT, Cortese,
HIST UST,
SWEEPS, BWT,
UST-CUPA, RCRAG
(NLR)
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Table 4.8-1
GeoSearch Summary of Sites on or Adjacent to the Project Area
Site Name
Woodside Cleaners and Laundry

Site Address
4521 Pleasant
Valley Road

Distance from
Subject Property

Database
Reference

Adjacent - WestNorthwest

BWT

UNISYS Corp./ System
Development Corp./ Kilroy Realty
Corp.

5151 Camino Ruiz

Adjacent - North

LUST, LUFT, Clean
Up Sites, Cortese,
HIST UST, BWT,
UST CUPA,
RCRAG, SWEEPS
Inactive UST

Camarillo Springs Golf Course

791 Camarillo
Springs Road

Adjacent - East

LUFT, Cortese,
Inactive UST,
SWEEPS, BWT

Camarillo Sanitary District

150 S. Howard Rd.

Adjacent - Southeast

HIST UST, BWT,
Inactive UST, ABST

Caltrans D7 Maintenance Station
#710/ Caltrans Camarillo/ DOTDepartment of Transportation

4821 Adohr Lane

Adjacent - Center
Business Park (BP)

Inactive UST,
RCRAG, SWEEPS,
BWT, HWTS, FRS

Thermodynamic Engineering Inc.

4880 Adohr Lane

Adjacent - Center BP

Inactive HM, FRS,
RCRAG, HWTS

Goebel Miniatures

4820 Adohr Lane

Adjacent - Center BP

RCRAG

Solarworld Industries America LP/
Shell Solar Industries

4650 and 4530
Adohr Lane

Adjacent - Center BP

ENVIROSTOR,
BWT, ABST,
RCRAG

Channel Islands Pipeline Inc.

501 Pancho Road

Adjacent - Center BP

Inactive HM. BWT

Siemens Solar Ind – Building PA

670 Pancho Road

Adjacent - Center BP

Inactive HM

Ossur Americas Inc./ Royce
Medical Co.

742 Pancho Road

Adjacent - Center BP

Inactive HM. BWT,
HWTS

Hi-Tech Engineering

4610 Calle Quetzal

Adjacent - Center BP

BWT

Groth Engineering

4640 Calle Quetzal

Adjacent - Center BP

BWT

Nextrom Technologies/ Nextrom
USA Inc./ Metanetix

4730 Calle Quetzal

Adjacent - Center BP

Inactive HM, BWT,
FRS, RCRAG,
HWTS

Tooling Complete, Inc.

4760 Calle Quetzal

Adjacent - Center BP

BWT, Inactive HM

California Property Holding III

4885 Calle Alto

Adjacent - Center BP

BWT, MW

Thermal Control Products

4670 Calle Carga

Adjacent - Center BP

HWTS

Al Johnson/ G C International

4671 Calle Carga

Adjacent - Center BP

BWT, NPDES

SKURA Engineering Co. / Skura
Aerospace Inc.

4600 Calle Bolero

Adjacent - Center BP

RCRAG, BWT

Precision Components

4682 Calle Bolero

Adjacent - Center BP

BWT
City of Camarillo
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Table 4.8-1
GeoSearch Summary of Sites on or Adjacent to the Project Area
Site Name

Site Address

Distance from
Subject Property

Database
Reference

Power One Inc. - DC Power
Supplies-Linear Products Division

740 Calle Plano

Adjacent - Center BP

RCRAG, BWT, HIST
UST

Technolight Inc.

830 Calle Plano

Adjacent - Center BP

BWT

Source: GeoSearch, 2009
Databases listed in BOLD are databases that indicate a release has occurred on the identified property
Inactive HM: Inactive Hazardous Materials
ABST: Aboveground Storage Tanks
Inactive UST: Inactive Underground Storage Tank
BWT: Ventura County Business Plan, Hazardous Waste
LUFT: USTs that contain gasoline, diesel, waste oil and
Producers, and Operating Underground Tanks
other petroleum hydrocarbons
Clean Up Sites: Maintained by the California Regional
LUST: Leaking Underground Storage Tanks MW:
Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB)
Medical Waste Facilities
CORTESE: sites designated by the State Water Resources
NPDES: National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Control Board (LUST), the Integrated Waste Board - Solid
RCRAG: Resource Conservation & Recovery Act –
Waste Information System (SWIS), and the Department of
Generator
Toxic Substance Control (CALSITES)
RCRAG (NLR): No longer regulated RCRAG site
ENVIROSTOR: Database of cleanup sites
SWEEPS: Statewide Environmental Evaluation and
FRS: Facility Registry System
Planning System
HIST UST: Historical Underground Storage Tanks
UST CUPA: UST permit data submitted from the Certified
HWTS: Hazardous Waste Tanner Summary
Unified Program Agencies

Existing Site Conditions. The following summarizes the existing conditions of the Plan
Area based on interviews with property owners and a site reconnaissance which included
observing the subject property from public thoroughfares, observing the adjoining properties
from public thoroughfares, and observing the subject property from dirt roads and paths.
Reiter Property (Sammis Ranch): Agricultural land (row crops). The southwestern
corner of the Reiter Property (located northeast of the intersection of Pleasant Valley
Road, Pancho Road and Adohr Lane) is developed with a barn and pesticide storage
shed. This portion of the Reiter property is also used for storing farm equipment.
An aboveground storage tank (AST) was observed on this portion of the Reiter
property.
Stuart Property: Agricultural land (row crops). The northwestern corner of the
Stuart Property located along Calle Cuesta is in use by a commercial nursery
business Growing Grounds Nursery and Tree Outlet. The portion of the site to the
east of the nursery was also used for storing farm equipment. A mobile fuel AST
was observed on this portion of the site.
Hiji Property: Agricultural land (row crops) and part of Conejo Creek. The northern
portion of the Hiji Property near Conejo Creek was developed with a water
diversion facility.
Calleguas Land Company  Adohr Farm: Agricultural land (row crops). This
portion of the site is leased to Boskovich Farm. The northern portion of the Adohr
Farm property was developed with the former dairy structure and two residences
and was used for the storage of farm equipment, cars trucks and other miscellaneous
equipment. Four fuel ASTs were noted on this portion of the site. Also, a farm
equipment repair area was observed on this portion of the site which included a
motor oil and waste oil storage area. Orchards were present on the northeastern
City of Camarillo
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most corner of the Adohr Farm property. An equipment storage area was observed
on the northwestern portion of the Adohr Farm property (including storage of
numerous empty USTs and ASTs). The southern portion of the Adohr Farm
property was developed with numerous residential structures and a large barn.
Storage of farm equipment was also noted in this area.
Calleguas Land Company  East Farm: Agricultural land (row crops).
Brucker Farm: Agricultural land (orchard). The center portion of the Brucker Farm
property is developed with farm residences, garages, carports, barns and a pesticide
storage area.
Adjoining properties include agricultural land to the southwest, south and southeast,
residential and commercial land uses to the northwest and east, U.S. 101 and commercial land
uses (business park) to the north, and vacant land to the northeast. An adjacent industrial
business park is located within the center of the subject property, but is not part of the project
area.
Phase I Findings. As a result of the records search, interviews with property owners,
and a site reconnaissance, the Phase I ESA determined the following:
1. The existing and former agricultural use of the site is a suspect
environmental condition. Pesticides may be present in the soil beneath the
site. Soil sampling in the former and existing agricultural areas is
recommended.
2. Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) were previously removed from four
locations on the site. Three of the locations were adequately assessed,
remediated, if necessary, and closure was obtained. Soil samples were not
collected and analyzed by a laboratory at the former UST location located on
the Sammis Ranch property. Soil sampling in the vicinity of the former
Sammis Ranch UST is recommended to determine if hydrocarbon impacted
soil is present in the soil beneath the former UST location.
3. The presence of existing onsite above ground storage tanks (ASTs) containing
diesel fuel is a suspect environmental condition. Several of the ASTs were
not in secondary containment areas. In addition, staining of soil was
observed in a storage yard beneath one of the onsite mobile ASTs. Soil
sampling beneath or adjacent to the ASTs is recommended.
4. The presence of motor oil and waste oil storage in the equipment repair area
on Adohr Farm is a suspect environmental condition. Hydrocarbon
impacted soil could be present in these areas. Sampling of soil in this area is
recommended.
5. The presence of pesticide storage sheds on Brucker Farm and Sammis Ranch
are suspect environmental conditions. Pesticides could have accumulated in
soil due to spills in areas where pesticide storage and mixing is occurring or
City of Camarillo
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has occurred in the past. These areas include current pesticide storage sheds
and barns and also former shed and barn locations. Sampling in these
locations is recommended.
6. Based on the historical documents reviewed during the preparation of the
Phase I ESA, the onsite structures were built prior to 1978. Leadbased paints
may be present in buildings constructed prior to 1978 and asbestos
containing materials may be present in structures built prior to the early
1980s. Because the site buildings were constructed prior to 1978, there is the
possibility that leadbased paints or asbestoscontaining materials are present
in the structures at the site. A leadbased paint and asbestoscontaining
material survey of the onsite structures is recommended.
7. Based on the USDA soil survey map reviewed during the preparation of this
Phase I ESA, a small portion of the Adohr Farm property was identified as a
pit/dump. The area identified as a pit/dump was planted with row crops
during the site reconnaissance. Based on the historical aerial photographs
reviewed, the 1970 and 1977 aerial photographs indicate the possible
presence of a pit. Soil sampling in the vicinity of the potential pit/dump area
is recommended.
Based on the findings of the Phase I ESA, a Phase II ESA was performed that consisted
of soil sampling and analysis of onsite soils and an asbestoscontaining materials (ACM)
and leadbased paint (LBP) survey of the onsite structures. The purpose of the soil
sampling assessment was to determine if contaminants are present in the soil at the site
based on the following: the current and former agricultural use of the site, the presence
of above ground storage tanks (ASTs) containing fuel and motor oil on the site, the
presence of a former UST on Sammis Ranch and the presence of U.S. 101 adjacent to the
north of the site. The soil sampling assessment conducted on the tenacre proposed
school site was conducted in accordance with DTSC protocol for agricultural sampling
used at school sites (DTSC, Interim Guidance for Sampling Agricultural Properties,
Third Revision, August 7, 2008). The DTSC protocol is designed for the assessment of
school sites. The purpose of the ACM and LBP survey was to determine if ACMs or
LBPs are present in the onsite structures.
Phase II Findings. The Phase II ESA consisted of soil sampling and analysis of onsite
soils and an asbestoscontaining materials (ACM) and leadbased paint (LBP) survey of the
onsite structures. The detected pesticide concentrations were compared to USEPA Regional
Screening Levels (SLs), to California Human Health Screening Levels (CHHSLs) and to DTSC
Total Threshold Limit Concentrations (TTLCs):
USEPA Regional SLs: The United States Department of Energy (DOE) under an
interagency agreement with the USEPA developed the SLs for pesticides in soil for residential
and commercial/industrial properties. SLs are used when a site is initially investigated to
determine if contamination is present to warrant further investigation, and can be used to
determine remediation goals.
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CalEPA CHHSLS: The California EPA (CalEPA) developed CHHSLs for 54 hazardous
chemicals in soil, soil gas, and indoor air (residential land uses and commercial/industrial land
uses). The CHHSLs were developed by the OEHHA on behalf of the CalEPA. The use of the
CHHSL document is not intended to establish policy or regulation. Rather, the CHHSL
document is a guidance document. The presence of a chemical at concentrations in excess of a
CHHSL does not indicate that adverse impacts to human health are occurring or will occur but
suggests that further evaluation of potential human health concerns may be warranted.
DTSC TTLCs: TTLCs are standards set by the California Code of Regulations (CCR),
Title 22, Chapter 11. TTLCs represent the total concentration of a constituent that may be
present before a waste is classified as a California hazardous waste.
As a result of soil sampling and analysis of onsite soils and an asbestoscontaining material
(ACM) and leadbased paint (LBP) survey of the onsite structures, the Phase II ESA determined
the following:
Reiter Property / Sammis Ranch: Concentrations of the pesticide DDT and toxaphene
exceeding screening levels to which they were compared were detected in the soil
samples collected from areas adjacent to the onsite barn on the southwestern portion of
this property.
Stuart Property: Concentrations of the pesticide DDE and toxaphene exceeding screening
levels to which they were compared were detected in the soil samples collected from
portions of the proposed school location. Total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH) was not
detected at levels exceeding the screening levels to which it was compared.
Hiji Property: Pesticides were not detected at levels exceeding the screening levels to
which they were compared.
Calleguas Land Company  Adohr Farm: Pesticides and TPH were not detected at levels
exceeding the screening levels to which they were compared.
Calleguas Land Company  East Farm: Pesticides were not detected at levels exceeding the
screening levels to which they were compared.
Brucker Farm: A concentration of toxaphene exceeding screening levels to which it was
compared was detected in the composited soil samples collected from the orchard areas
of this farm. TPH was not detected at levels exceeding the screening levels to which it
was compared.
Arsenic in Soil: Varying concentrations of arsenic (ranging from 2.05 to 7.84 mg/kg)
were detected in soil samples collected from throughout the site. The detected
concentrations of arsenic exceeded the USEPA Regional Screening Levels (SLs) and
CHHSLs for arsenic in soil. However, regulatory agencies typically consider the use of
local or regional background concentrations as the threshold concentration. The
detected concentrations of arsenic in the soil samples (2.05 to 7.84 mg/kg) fall within the
City of Camarillo
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range of normal background concentrations of arsenic found in California soils (0.6 to
11.0 mg/kg).
Aerially Deposited Lead Survey: Varying concentrations of total lead (ranging from 4.79 to
84.4 mg/kg) were detected in the surface soil samples collected from the areas of the site
located adjacent to U.S. 101 (along Calle Cuesta). None of the detected concentrations of
lead exceeded the SL or CHHSLs for lead in residential or industrial soils or the DTSC
Total Threshold Limit Concentrations (TTLCs) for lead in soil. The concentrations of
lead detected are within normal background ranges for lead in California soils (12.4 to
97.1 mg/kg). However, typically, naturally occurring lead concentrations in soil in the
Oxnard Plain area of Ventura County generally do not exceed about 30 mg/kg. It
appears that the detected concentrations of lead exceeding 30 mg/kg in the soil samples
collected from along U.S. 101 are not naturally occurring concentrations and are likely
due to other factors including the potential for aerially deposited lead to have
accumulated in surface soil adjacent to U.S. 101.
ACM and LBP Survey: Ambient Environmental concluded that the asbestos containing
materials and leadbased paints identified during the survey are in good condition and
are not likely to pose an environmental and/or public health risk provided that the
material is maintained in its present condition.
Highways. The proposed development site is bordered by U.S. 101 along the northern
property line. According to the 1989 Ventura County Hazardous Waste Management Plan, U.S.
101 is designated as one of two routes for the transport of hazardous wastes and materials.
Truck accidents could result in spills of such materials. However, all transport of hazardous
materials are subject to Federal, State, and Local regulations put into place to minimize impacts
associated with the transportation of hazardous materials along the highway.

4.8.2 Impact Analysis.
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The findings of this analysis are based
upon the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) and subsequent Phase II ESA, prepared by
Rincon Consultants, Inc., dated September 14, 2009 and January 26, 2010 respectively.
These reports included a review of relevant agency databases and files, review of historic site
photographs, site reconnaissance and sampling/testing of suspect soils and materials. For the
purpose of this analysis, a significant impact would occur if the project would:
Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine transport, use,
or disposal of hazardous materials
Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably foreseeable upset
and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the environment
Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or
waste within ¼ mile of an existing or proposed school
Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous material sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment
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For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been adopted,
within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the project result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the project area
For a project in the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project result in a safety hazard for
people residing or working in the area
Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan
Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires,
including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed
with wildlands.
The Initial Study (see Appendix A) determined that impacts related to the fifth, sixth, seventh
and eighth criteria would be less than significant; therefore, the analysis focuses on the first,
second, third and fourth criteria, which relate primarily to the presence of or exposure of people
to hazardous materials.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact HAZ1

The proposed Specific Plan would require the demolition of
structures that could contain asbestos or lead based paints.
The release of these materials has the potential to adversely
affect human health and safety. Impacts would be Class II,
significant but mitigable.

As part of the Phase II ESA, an asbestos containing materials and leadbased paints survey was
conducted. The results of the asbestos analysis indicated that of the 26 samples collected and
analyzed for asbestos, 3 had detectable levels of asbestos as follows:
Friable asbestos (70% chrysotile) was detected in vinyl sheet flooring located in the East
Farm seed room located on the northern portion of former Adohr Dairy property
(Calleguas Land Company property).
Friable asbestos (7% chrysotile) was detected in pipe insulation located throughout the
East Farm seed room located on the northern portion of former Adohr Dairy property
(Calleguas Land Company property).
Nonfriable asbestos (5% chrysotile) was detected in penetration mastic located on the
roof of the residence located on the northern portion of former Adohr Dairy property
(Calleguas Land Company property).
None of the other 23 samples collected and analyzed for asbestos had detectable concentrations
of asbestos.
The results of the leadbased paint survey indicate that lead was detected above Department of
Health Services and CALOSHA guidelines in paint located on or within the following onsite
structures:
In the former Adohr dairy building and the residence located northwest of the former
Adohr diary building.
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In the barn, shed, office building and residences located on Brucker Farm.
The proposed project would involve demolition of the existing buildings including those
described above, which, due to their age, contain asbestos and/or lead. The removal of any
asbestos and leadcontaining materials would be required to comply with all pertinent existing
rules and regulations, including Ventura County Air Pollution Control District (VCAPCD) Rule
62.7 (Asbestos Demolition and Renovation). In addition, the proposed project would have to
comply with California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (CalOSHA) regulations
regarding leadbased materials. California Code of Regulations, §1532.1, requires testing,
monitoring, containment, and disposal of leadbased materials such that exposure levels do not
exceed CalOSHA standards. Impacts would be potentially significant.
Mitigation Measures. The following measures are required to mitigate potential impacts
related to the release of asbestos or lead during building demolition. These measures would
apply to all phases of project construction.
HAZ1(a)

Asbestos Abatement. Prior to any demolition or renovation, onsite
structures that contain asbestos must have the asbestos containing
material removed according to proper abatement procedures
recommended by the asbestos consultant and as required by the
VCAPCD. All abatement activities shall be in compliance with
California and Federal OSHA, and with the VCAPCD requirements.
Only asbestos trained and certified abatement personnel shall be
allowed to perform asbestos abatement. All asbestos containing
material removed from onsite structures shall be transported by a
licensed to handle asbestoscontaining materials personnel and
disposed of at a licensed receiving facility and under proper
manifest. Following completion of the asbestos abatement, the
asbestos consultant shall provide a report documenting the
abatement procedures used, the volume of asbestos containing
material removed, and where the material was disposed. This
report shall include transportation and disposal manifests or dump
tickets. The abatement report shall be prepared for the property
owner or other responsible party, with a copy submitted to the
VCAPCD and the City of Camarillo.

HAZ1(b)

Lead Based Paint Removal. Prior to any demolition or renovation,
onsite structures that contain leadbased paint must be removed
according to proper abatement procedures recommended by the
consultant and in accordance with VCAPCD, State of California and
Federal requirements. Only leadbased paint trained and certified
abatement personnel shall be allowed to perform abatement
activities. All leadbased paint removed from these structures shall
be hauled and disposed of by a transportation company licensed to
transport this type of material. In addition, the material shall be
taken to a landfill or receiving facility licensed to accept the waste.
Following completion of the lead based paint abatement, the lead
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based paint consultant shall provide a report documenting the
abatement procedures used, the volume of lead based paint
removed, where the material was moved to, and include
transportation and disposal manifests or dump tickets. The
abatement report shall be prepared for the property owner or other
responsible party, with a copy submitted to the VCAPCD and the
City of Camarillo.
Significance After Mitigation. With implementation of the above mitigation measures,
the impacts related to exposure to asbestos containing material and lead based paint would be
less than significant.
Impact HAZ2

Historically, the proposed Specific Plan area has been
occupied by agricultural uses which involved the use and
storage of hydrocarbons, heavy metals, and pesticides.
These historical uses, including the possibility of an
undocumented pit/dump on the western portion of the
Adohr Farms property, have the potential to have resulted in
undocumented releases of hazardous materials into the soil
and groundwater beneath the site and nearby surface water
bodies. Impacts would be Class II, significant but mitigable.

The project site is in an area that has been used for agriculture since the 1930s. The agricultural
operations have involved the use and storage of hazardous materials. The Phase II
Environmental Site Assessment included sampling and analysis of soil and material throughout
the plan area. The purpose of the soil sampling assessment was to determine if contaminants
are present in the soil at the site as a result of the current and former agricultural use of the site,
the presence of aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) containing fuel and motor oil on the site, and
the presence of a former underground storage tank (UST) on Sammis Ranch.
As previously discussed in the setting, soil sampling for pesticides in current and former crop
areas as well as storage/mixing areas on the project site revealed that screening levels are
exceeded in various locations. Soil samples were collected adjacent to several onsite ASTs and
in the vicinity of the former UST on Sammis Ranch. These soil samples were analyzed for
TEPH, BTEX and fuel oxygenates. The detected concentrations of TEPH, BTEX and fuel
oxygenates did not exceed any of the screening levels to which they were compared.
The project would involve grading and excavation for development activities. Exposing
contaminated materials, hazardous materials storage or waste disposal areas could result in
health risks to construction workers or the public, and if left in place, could result in adverse
health risks to occupants of buildings, as well as users of the parks and recreational facilities
constructed over such materials. This would be a potentially significant impact.
In addition, exposed soils, which could potentially contain hazardous materials, pesticides
and/or other contaminants, could be discharged into Conejo or Calleguas Creek during grading
and excavation. This potential impact would be mitigated through required adherence to
existing regulations pertaining to construction activity stormwater runoff. The National
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Pollution Discharge Elimination System General Plan requires the preparation of a Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for projects disturbing more than one acre. The SWPPP
requires specific actions, termed best management practices (BMPs), to control the discharge of
pollutants, including sediment, into local surface water drainages, which would ensure that
exposed soils are contained and nearby surface water bodies are not significantly impacted.
Mitigation Measures. Potential impacts related to soil discharge into Conejo and
Calluguas Creek would be mitigated through required adherence to existing regulations
pertaining to construction activity stormwater runoff. The following mitigation measures are
required and would apply to all phases of Specific Plan implementation.
HAZ2(a)

Additional Assessment Work Plan. Prior to issuance of grading permits,
additional soil assessment shall be conducted at the locations indentified in
the Phase II ESA where contaminants were detected at concentrations
exceeding the screening levels, including the Reiter Property, Stuart
Property, Hiji Property, and the Brucker Property. A work plan shall be
completed to address the sampling protocols to be followed as well as the
number of samples to be taken and the chemical analysis required. Upon
lead agency approval, the work plan shall be implemented and the results
of the soil or groundwater sampling shall be forwarded to the lead
regulatory agency (City of Camarillo, Ventura County Environmental
Health Department (VCEHD), RWQCB, or the Ventura County Fire
Department). The agency should review the data determine if any
additional investigation or remedial activities are deemed necessary. No
work shall resume in that area until the lead local regulatory agency has
provided written authorization that the area does not warrant any
additional action.

HAZ2(b)

Remediation Program. If concentrations of contaminants warrant
remediation, contaminated materials shall be remediated either
prior to or concurrent with construction and a Phase III ESA shall be
prepared. A Phase III ESA shall generally include a management
plan which establishes design and implementation of remediation.
Cleanup may include excavation, disposal, bioremediation, or any
other treatment of conditions subject to regulatory action. All
necessary reports, regulations and permits shall be followed to
achieve cleanup of the site. The contaminated materials shall be
remediated under the supervision of an environmental consultant
licensed to oversee such remediation and under the direction of the
lead oversight agency. The remediation program shall also be
approved by a regulatory oversight agency, such as the City of
Camarillo, VCEHD, RWQCB, or the Ventura County Fire
Department. All proper waste handling and disposal procedures
shall be followed. Upon completion of the remediation, the
environmental consultant shall prepare a report summarizing the
project, the remediation approach implemented, and the analytical
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results after completion of the remediation, including all waste
disposal or treatment manifests.
HAZ2(c)

Contingency Plan. Prior to issuance of any grading or dewatering
permits the applicant shall prepare a contingency plan that outlines
measures that will be implemented in the event that presently
undocumented contaminants, structures, or features are suspected
or discovered during grading. The contingency plan shall identify
appropriate measures to be followed if contaminants are found or
suspected. The appropriate measures shall identify personnel to be
notified, emergency contacts, and a procedural protocol to be
implemented. The excavation and demolition contractors shall be
made aware of the possibility of encountering unknown hazardous
materials, and shall be provided with appropriate contact and
notification information. The contingency plan shall include a
provision stating at what point it is safe to continue with the
excavation or demolition, and identify the person authorized to
make that determination. The contingency plan shall be reviewed
and approved by the Fire Department or VCEHD prior to the
issuance of the grading permit.

Significance After Mitigation. With implementation of the mitigation measures above,
impacts related to contaminated soil and groundwater would be reduced to a less than
significant level.
Impact HAZ3

Surficial soil adjacent to U.S. 101 along Calle Cuesta on the
northern portion of the proposed Specific Plan Area contains
aerially deposited lead (ADL). Exposure to ADL could result
in human health hazards. This would be a Class II,
significant but mitigable.

A total of 15 soil samples were collected from the areas of the site located adjacent to U.S. 101
(along Calle Cuesta). The soil samples were analyzed for total lead. The detected lead
concentrations were compared to SLs, CHHSLs and TTLCs for lead in soil. It appears that the
detected concentrations of lead exceeding 30 mg/kg in the soil samples collected from along
U.S. 101 are not naturally occurring concentrations and are likely due to other factors including
the potential for aerially deposited lead to have accumulated in surface soil adjacent to U.S. 101.
This could result in health risks to construction workers or the public, and if left in place, could
result in adverse health risks to occupants of buildings, as well as users of the active recreational
field and parks constructed over such materials. This is considered a potentially significant
impact.
Mitigation Measure. The following mitigation measures are required to reduce potential
human health impacts, and would apply to all phases of Specific Plan implementation.
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HAZ3

AeriallyDeposited Lead (ADL) Soil Analysis and Remediation.
Prior to issuance of grading permits for the portion of the site along
U.S. 101, areas where soil samples collected during the Phase II
assessment that had concentrations of lead exceeding 50 mg/kg
shall be analyzed for soluble lead using the soluble threshold limit
concentration (STLC) extraction procedure. If soluble lead
concentrations using the STLC extraction procedure exceed 5 mg/L,
then these soil samples shall be further analyzed for soluble lead
using the toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP)
extraction procedure. The results of the STLC and TCLP analysis, if
any, will determine the classification of the soil in these areas as
nonhazardous or hazardous waste. If lead levels are detected
above the hazardous material thresholds, the soil shall be hauled
and disposed of by a transportation company licensed to transport
hazardous materials material. In addition, the material shall be
taken to a landfill or receiving facility licensed to accept hazardous
waste. Documentation of the appropriate sampling, transportation
and disposal must be prepared and include the volume of soil
removed, where the material was moved to, and include soil
profiling, and transportation and disposal manifests. The soil
removal documentation shall be prepared for the property owner or
other responsible party, with a copy submitted to the City of
Camarillo.

Significance After Mitigation. With implementation of the mitigation measures
above, impacts related to contaminated soil would be reduced to less than significant
levels.
Impact HAZ4

Implementation of the proposed Specific Plan could expose
site workers and future residents to potentially harmful
chemicals and materials resulting from accidents along U.S.
101. However, existing regulations pertaining to the
transportation of hazardous materials would reduce these
impacts to a Class III, less than significant level.

The site is bound to the north by U. S. 101. An accident along this route involving the
transportation of hazardous materials could create health hazards for site workers, future
residents, and visitors.
As discussed above, both the USEPA and the DOT regulate the transport of hazardous waste and
material, including transport via highway and rail. The USEPA administers permitting, tracking,
reporting, and operations requirements established by RCRA. DOT regulates the transportation
of hazardous materials through implementation of the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act.
This act administers container design, and labeling and driver training requirements. These
established regulations are intended to track and manage the safe interstate transportation of
hazardous materials and waste. Additionally, State and Local agencies enforce the application
of these acts and provide coordination of safety and mitigation responses in the case that
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accidents involving hazardous materials occur. Enforcement of these acts and rapid response
by local agencies would reduce hazardous materials transportation health hazards to a less than
significant level. Additionally, buffers between transportation routes and residential
development would further contribute to reducing the hazard to site workers, future residents,
and visitors from hazardous materials.
Mitigation Measures. None required.
Significance After Mitigation. No significant health hazard associated with the
transportation of hazardous materials is anticipated, with required adherence to applicable
regulations pertaining to the transporting of hazardous materials.
Impact HAZ5

The Specific Plan would locate industrial uses adjacent to
residential uses, which could create land use compatibility
conflicts. However, existing City zoning regulations would
require industrial areas to be compatible with residential
uses. Therefore, impacts would be Class III, less than
significant.

Buildout of the Specific Plan would locate future residential uses adjacent to the existing
industrial uses to the east of Pancho Road. In addition, the Specific Plan proposes new
industrial land uses adjacent to future residential areas (refer to Planning Areas 15, 17 23 and 14
on Figure 25 in Section 2.0 Project Description). These industrial uses have the potential to
expose residences to hazardous materials and/or conditions. However, the existing industrial
area east of Pancho Road is zoned as “Limited Manufacturing,” which, as stated in the Zoning
Code in Section 19.28.020, “is intended to provide for and encourage planned industrial
districts, compatible with surrounding or abutting residential zones.” Therefore, such uses are
unlikely to result in hazardous conditions at future neighboring residences. Future industrial
areas as proposed by the Specific Plan would similarly be zoned “Limited Manufacturing,”
which would ensure that such uses are unlikely to result in hazardous conditions. Therefore,
potential land use compatibility conflicts associated with hazardous materials or conditions
would less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. None required.
Significance After Mitigation. No significant hazards would result from locating
industrial uses adjacent to residential uses as the Limited Manufacturing zone district requires
that such industrial uses are compatible with residential uses.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including
5,824 additional residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development, has
potential to expose future area residents, employees, and visitors to current and historical use of
hazardous materials and hazards associated with the transportation of hazardous materials.
Continued urban development in the City of Camarillo will cumulatively increase the potential
for exposure to existing hazards associated with hazardous materials, and risk of upset along
freeways. Therefore, an overall increase in the potential for human health hazards will occur as
urbanization occurs. However, the magnitude of hazards for individual projects would depend
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upon the location, type, and size of development and the specific hazards associated with
individual sites. Implementation of appropriate mitigation measures, including remedial action
on contaminated sites, would avoid potential hazard impacts associated with cumulative
development in the City.
As discussed above the transportation of hazardous materials will continue to be regulated by
federal, state and regional agencies, and all new development will be subject to independent
environmental review and regulations in place to minimize any potential health risks associated
with the transport of hazardous materials on freeways. Therefore, through appropriate
regulation potential health impacts associated with the development of the proposed project and
other future projects will be less than significant.
Overall, hazards and hazardous materials impacts associated with individual developments are
site specific in nature and must be addressed on a casebycase basis. Since hazards and
hazardous materials are required to be examined as part of the permit application and
environmental review process, it is anticipated that potential impacts associated with individual
projects will be adequately addressed and mitigated prior to permit approval. With the
implementation of sitespecific mitigation measures, as outlined above for the project,
cumulative impacts would not be considerable.
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4.9 HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
This section evaluates impacts related to hydrology and water quality, including drainage,
flooding, stormwater runoff, and dewatering. Water supply and groundwater supply impacts
are discussed in Section 4.16 Utilities.

4.9.1 Setting
a. Existing Hydrology. The 740acre Specific Plan area is located within the Calleguas
Creek watershed. The Calleguas Creek watershed area covers approximately 341 square miles.
Major tributaries to Calleguas Creek include Revolon Slough, Conejo Creek, Arroyo Conejo,
Arroyo Santa Rosa, and Arroyo Simi drain. Historically, Calleguas Creek and its tributaries
were intermittent and flowed seasonally from its headwaters near the City of Simi Valley to the
Oxnard Plain. Currently, Calleguas Creek is primarily a perennial stream fed continuously by
treated wastewater flows, with secondary surface flows originating from rising groundwater,
agricultural and urban runoff, and periodic stormwater flows. Land uses vary throughout the
watershed. Urban development is generally restricted to the city limits of Simi Valley,
Moorpark, Thousand Oaks, and Camarillo. Although some residential development has
occurred along the slopes of the watershed, most upland areas remain open space.
The watershed is part of the Transverse Range geomorphic province of California. The geologic
structures in the watershed are a result of different sequences of sandstones, shales,
conglomerates, and siltstones lain down during the different epochs, with basaltic flows and
intrusives also occurring. During the most recent epoch, the Quartenary, marine clays, sands,
and gravels were deposited, including the Fox Canyon member that is an important
groundwater aquifer in the area. Stream, terrace, alluvial fan, and swamp deposits of silts,
sands, and gravel, up to 200 feet thick, were placed in the valleys and creeks in the watershed.
Storm water runoff generated within the Specific Plan area generally drains to the southwest.
The majority of the Specific Plan area is undeveloped and comprises active agricultural fields,
and thus is primarily composed of permeable surfaces that allow water to infiltrate the soil. An
existing industrial complex is located near the center of the proposed Specific Plan area, but is
not part of the Specific Plan Area. Runoff from the Specific Plan area flows into Conejo Creek,
which borders the Specific Plan area on the east and the south, and into Calleguas Creek, which
borders the Specific Plan area on the west.
b. Water Quality. The protection of water quality in the watercourses of Ventura
County is under the jurisdiction of the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
(RWQCB). The RWQCB establishes requirements prescribing discharge limits and establishes
water quality objectives through the Ventura County Municipal Storm Water National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit. The Storm Water Quality Urban Impact
Mitigation Plan (SQUIMP), and Ventura County Stormwater Mitigation Technical Guidance
Manual which are part of the NPDES Permit, address specific stormwater pollution
requirements for developments as required under Order No. 20100108.
The Ventura County Watershed Protection District, County of Ventura and the cities of
Camarillo, Fillmore, Moorpark, Ojai, Oxnard, Port Hueneme, San Buenaventura, Santa Paula,
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Simi Valley, and Thousand Oaks have joined together to form a program and are named as co
permittees under a revised countywide municipal NPDES permit for stormwater discharges
issued by the RWQCB in 2010 (Order 20100108). Under Order 20100108, the copermittees are
required to administer, implement, and enforce a Stormwater Management Program (SMP) to
reduce pollutants in urban runoff to the “maximum extent practical.” The SMP emphasizes all
aspects of pollution control including, but not limited to, public awareness and participation,
source control, regulatory restrictions, water quality monitoring, and treatment control.
Controlling urban runoff pollution from new development and redevelopment projects during
and after construction is critical to the success of the SMP. The Planning and Land
Development Program is an element of the SMP being implemented by the copermittees to
specifically control postconstruction urban runoff pollutants from new development and
redevelopment projects. The goal of the Planning and Land Development Program is to
minimize runoff pollution typically caused by land development and protect the beneficial uses
of receiving waters by limiting effective impervious area to no more than 5% of the project area
and retaining stormwater onsite. This goal can be achieved by employing a combination of Site
Design Principles and Techniques Source Control Measures, Retention best management
practices (BMPs), Biofiltration BMPs, and Treatment Control Measures to the level required in
Order 20100108.
The Technical Guidance Manual for Stormwater Quality Measures (TGM; Ventura County
Watershed Protection District, 2011) provides guidance for the implementation of stormwater
management control measures in new development and redevelopment projects in the County
of Ventura and the incorporated cities therein. These guidelines are intended to improve water
quality and mitigate potential water quality impacts. These guidelines have been developed to
meet the Planning and Land Development requirements contained in Part 4, Section E of the
RWQCB’s municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) permit (Order 20100108) for new
development and redevelopment projects.
“Site Design Principles and Techniques,” “Source Control Measures,” “Retention, Biofiltration
BMPs, BMPs,” and “Treatment Control Measures” as used in the 2011 TGM refer to BMPs and
features incorporated in the design of a new development or redevelopment project which
prevent and/or reduce pollutants in stormwater runoff from the project. These measures are
described below:
1.

Site Design Principles and Techniques are a stormwater management strategy that
emphasizes conservation and use of existing site features to reduce the amount of runoff
and pollutant loading that is generated from a project site.

2. Source Control Measures limit the exposure of materials and activities so that potential
sources of pollutants are prevented from contacting stormwater runoff.
3. Retention BMPs are stormwater BMPs that are designed to retain water onsite, and
achieve a greater reduction in surface runoff from a project site than traditional
stormwater treatment control measures. Retention BMPs include infiltration, rainwater
harvesting, and evapotranspiration.
4. Biofiltration BMPs are vegetated stormwater BMPs that remove pollutants by dfiltering
stormwater through vegetation and soils.
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5. Treatment Control Measures are engineered BMPs that provide a reduction of pollutant
loads and concentrations in runoff.
The 2011 TGM contains guidance for the design and implementation of all of these types of
stormwater management control measures for new development and redevelopment projects.
In addition to the requirements of Order 090057, owners/developers of industrial sites in the
County are subject to the State of California’s general permit for stormwater discharge from
industrial activities (Industrial General Permit). All construction sites over one acre are subject
to the general permit for stormwater discharge from construction activities (Construction
General Permit). The stormwater management control measures provided in the 2011 TGM may
also be used by the owner/developer in meeting the post construction stormwater mitigation
requirements of the state’s construction and industrial permits.
b. Flood Insurance Map. The project area is located on the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) for the City of Camarillo,
California. The project area is located within the 100year and 500year floodplain as shown on
Figure 4.91. Areas designated as flood zone “A” are those “areas with a 1% annual chance of
flooding and a 26% chance of flooding over the life of a 30year mortgage.” Areas designated as
flood zone “AO” are those “river or stream flood hazard areas, and areas with a 1% or greater
chance of shallow flooding each year, usually in the form of sheet flow, with an average depth
ranging from 1 to 3 feet. These areas have a 26% chance of flooding over the life of a 30year
mortgage. Areas designated as flood zone “X” are “areas of moderate flood hazard, usually the
area between the limits of the 100year and 500year floods, with average depths of less than
one foot” (FEMA, 2011).

4.9.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Hydrology and water quality
effects of the Specific Plan are considered significant if the project would:
Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements
Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a
lowering or the local groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of preexisting
nearby wells would drop to a level which would not support existing land uses or
planned uses for which permits have been granted)
Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in
substantial erosion or siltation on or offsite
Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or
amount of surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on or offsite
Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff
Otherwise substantially degrade water quality
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Place housing within a 100year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood
Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation
map
Place within a 100year flood hazard area structures which would impede or redirect
flood flows
Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving
flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam
Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow
Potential impacts related to mudflows are discussed in Section 4.6 Geology and Soils.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact HWQ1 Construction activities pursuant to implementation of the
Conejo Creek Specific Plan have the potential to increase
erosion and sedimentation, which, if uncontrolled, could
adversely impact surface water quality. However,
compliance with NPDES Permit requirements and City
ordinances would ensure that temporary construction related
water quality impacts would be Class III, less than
significant.
Future development facilitated by the Specific Plan would involve the development of
residential, commercial, and industrial buildings, as well as open space and recreation areas.
Preparation of the site for development as envisioned under the Specific Plan would require
grading, excavation, and fill. Excavation and grading could result in erosion of onsite soils and
sedimentation during storm or high wind events, and thereby temporarily impact surface water
quality. In addition, general construction activities would loosen and expose soils and thereby
potential result in erosion and sedimentation.
Future development projects would involve the removal of soil from the site for the laying of
structural foundations and/or the importation of soil as fill material. This would likely
necessitate temporary onsite stockpiling of soils. During grading and soil stockpiling, there is a
potential for soil migration via wind entrainment and/or water erosion. In addition, structural
and concrete residue/dust from demolition of surface parking lots and buildings could
potentially migrate and adversely impact water quality.
Per Municipal Code Chapter 9.32 Stormwater Quality Management, the City of Camarillo requires
standard erosion control practices to be implemented for all new construction projects.
Requirements of the ordinance include the use of drainage and sedimentation controls such as
down drains, detention ponds, filter berms, or infiltration pits; removal of any sediment that
could potentially be tracked offsite; containment of polluted runoff onsite; use of plastic
covering to minimize erosion from exposed areas; and restrictions on the washing of
construction equipment.
Regulations under the federal Clean Water Act and California state law require construction
activity that disturbs more than one acre to comply with the NPDES State General Construction
Permit. Therefore, compliance with the NPDES General Permit would be required for most
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future development in the Specific Plan area. The Permit requires the preparation of a Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) that contains specific actions, termed best
management practices (BMPs), to control the discharge of pollutants, including sediment, into
local surface water drainages. A Notice of Intent (NOI) to perform work under the Permit must
be filed with the State.
The preparation of an SWPPP requires the developer to select a suite of BMPs that are designed
to specifically address the potential pollution risks that will be incurred during project
construction. BMPs are selected from an approved list of documents (i.e., the California Storm
Water BMP Handbook, the Caltrans Storm Water Handbook, Ventura County Stormwater
Quality Standard Sheet, the EPA database, and the ASCE database) which describe practices
that have a proven track record of effectively preventing stormwater pollution from
construction sites. BMPs appropriate for construction activities are organized into four major
categories:
1. Erosion Control: Measures that prevent erosion and keep soil particles from entering
stormwater, lessening the eroded sediment that must be trapped, both during and at
completion of construction.
2. Sediment Control: Feasible methods of trapping eroded sediments so as to prevent a
net increase in sediment load in stormwater discharges from the site.
3. Site Management: Methods to manage the construction site and construction
activities in a manner that prevents pollutants from entering stormwater, drainage
systems or receiving waters.
4. Materials and Waste Management: Methods to manage construction materials and
wastes that prevent their entry into stormwater, drainage systems, or receiving
waters.
The BMPs to be implemented during construction would be developed as part of the SWPPP.
Implementation of the SWPPP is the responsibility of the construction site contractor with
oversight and inspection by the City of Camarillo and the Regional Water Quality Control
Board. Specific measures in the SWPPP must comply with NPDES General Construction Permit
requirements, ensuring that construction associated with buildout of the project would not
violate applicable waste discharge requirements. Compliance with these existing regulations
would ensure that water quality is not adversely impacted during construction. Therefore,
impacts would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant without
mitigation. Implementation of a SWPPP and required BMPs during construction would reduce
temporary water quality impacts during the construction phases of future development in the
Specific Plan area to a less than significant level.
Impact HWQ2

Development in accordance with the proposed Specific Plan
would increase impervious surfaces onsite, thereby resulting
in increased peak stormwater runoff flows, which could
adversely affect water quality and groundwater recharge.
However, implementation of proposed onsite storm water
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detention, storm drain improvements and infrastructure, and
the bypass channel would ensure that runoff does not exceed
the capacity of existing and proposed facilities and water
quality is not adversely affected and groundwater recharge is
maintained. This would be a Class III, less than significant,
impact.
The majority of the proposed Specific Plan area is comprised of undeveloped agricultural fields.
Urban development in accordance with the Specific Plan would replace these existing
agricultural fields (permeable surfaces) with various impermeable surfaces, including
residential, commercial, institutional, and industrial land uses. In addition, the Specific Plan
would include multiple roadways and parking lots. The impermeable surfaces would prevent
stormwater infiltration into surface soils and thereby result in increase peak stormwater runoff
during storm events, which could result in downstream flooding within the Calleguas Creek
watershed.
These impermeable surfaces also have the potential to accumulate deposits of oil, grease, other
vehicle fluids and hydrocarbons, or other potentially hazardous constituents. Traces of heavy
metals deposited on streets and parking areas from auto operation and/or fall out of airborne
contaminants are also common urban surface water pollutants. During a storm event, these
deposits could flow into and through Conejo and Calleguas Creeks and thereby adversely affect
the water quality of these creeks and downstream receiving waters. Stormwater runoff can
have a variety of harmful effects on water quality. Oil and grease contain a number of
hydrocarbon compounds, some of which are toxic to aquatic organisms at low concentrations.
Heavy metals such as lead, cadmium, and copper are the most common metals found in urban
stormwater runoff. These metals can be toxic to aquatic organisms, and have the potential to
contaminate drinking water supplies. Nutrients from fertilizers, including nitrogen and
phosphorous, can result in excessive or accelerated growth of vegetation or algae, resulting in
oxygen depletion and additional impaired uses of water. However, with the removal of
croplands for urban development, the amount of fertilizer use in the Specific Plan area would
be expected to decrease.
If stormwater runoff from the Specific Plan area is directed to Conejo Creek or Calleguas Creek,
it could result in volumes in excess of the capacity of the creeks, which could create adverse
hydrologic conditions in Conejo Creek and the Calleguas Creek watershed, such as downstream
flooding and water quality impairment. However, the proposed Specific Plan includes a
stormwater drainage plan that would address these potential issues. The Specific Plan includes
several detention basins throughout the Plan area that would be designed to detain peak flows
from a 50year storm, which would be consistent with Ventura County Watershed Protection
District requirements that postproject offsite flows do not exceed preproject offsite flows.
Figure 4.92 shows the proposed drainage system. The detention basins would minimize peak
flow runoff, as well as allow contaminants and suspended particulate matter to settle within the
basin and thereby reduce the potential for contaminants to enter the creeks. The Specific Plan
would also include over 200 acres of parkland and open space, which would facilitate
infiltration into the groundwater. In addition, the Specific Plan would include a bypass
channel within Conejo Creek which would be designed to accommodate anticipated
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stormwater runoff volumes generated by development within the Specific Plan area and also
serve to prevent flooding (flooding impacts are discussed Impact HWQ3).
Moreover, the proposed stormwater system would be required to comply with the
requirements of the Ventura County Watershed Protection District’s Technical Guidance Manual
for Stormwater Quality Measures (2011) under Order 20100108to the extent practical, which
provides guidance on design elements for stormwater control systems, as well as site specific
BMPs and LID measures, including bioretention, vegetated swales, sand filters, infiltration
trenches, drywells and catch basins, which contribute to reduced peak stormwater runoff
volumes and filter contaminants associated with stormwater runoff. In addition, development
in this area may be subject to the hydromodification control criteria required under Order 2010
0108. Specific stormwater infrastructure sizing and design would be determined as
development occurs under the proposed Specific Plan and would be subject to the approval of
the City of Camarillo and the Ventura County Watershed Protection District to ensure that
runoff volumes and polluted stormwater do not result in impacts to Conejo Creek and
Calleguas Creek. The environmental impacts associated with the construction of the proposed
storm drainage systems are discussed throughout this EIR.
The direct recharge from the within the Specific Plan area would be reduced through the
introduction of impermeable surfaces to a certain extent. However, the Specific Plan includes
several features that would enhance groundwater recharge, including wetlands and treatment
ponds in the Conejo Creek bypass channel corridor which will allow urban dryweather and
small storm events to recharge directly through infiltration in the corridor all year round. In
addition, both Calleguas Creek and Conejo Creek will be widened which will increase the
infiltration area in the channel bottom and increased captured continuously of flows within the
creek. Moreover, the storm drainage plan of the Specific Plan includes several detention basins,
which would allow stormwater to infiltrate and replenish the groundwater system.
Groundwater recharge would be enhanced in the creek system through restoration and
improvements to increase the active channel bottom area significantly from the existing
conditions which provide greater infiltration surface.
The proposed drainage system and compliance with existing regulatory requirements would
ensure that the onsite drainage system adequately controls stormwater runoff and associated
water contaminants. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. The proposed storm drainage system and compliance
with existing regulations would ensure that impacts related to stormwater runoff are less than
significant.
Impact HWQ3

Portions of the proposed Specific Plan area are located
within the FEMA designated 100year flood zone. However,
the proposed bypass channel and levee systems within
Conejo Creek would eliminate the 100year flood hazard
within the Specific Plan area. This would be a Class III, less
than significant, impact.
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As shown in Figure 4.91, the vast majority of the proposed Specific Plan area would be located
within the existing FEMA designated 100year flood zone. The Specific Plan proposes several
modifications to Conejo Creek, including a levee system and bypass channel, and increased
stormwater capacity in Calleguas Creek. The hydrological modeling performed by Pacific
Advanced Civil Engineering, Inc. (PACE) (Appendix I) indicates that all flooding hazards
within the Specific Plan area would be eliminated with the proposed modifications to Conejo
and Calleguas Creek. In addition, the hydrological analysis performed by PACE indicated that
the proposed design of the bypass channel and creek modifications would not result in
downstream flooding. Figure 4.93 illustrates this by showing the FEMA 100year floodplain
upon implementation of the proposed specific plan improvements. The proposed Specific Plan
improvements would be subject to the approval of the City of Camarillo and the Ventura
County Watershed Protection District, which would ensure that levees and the bypass channel
features are designed in accordance with existing regulations and adequately address flood
hazards. The environmental impacts associated with the construction of these creek Specific
Plan improvements are discussed throughout this EIR. These Specific Plan improvements
would occur prior to the construction of any habitable structures within the proposed Specific
Plan area, which would ensure that people or structures are not exposed to flood hazards.
Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation measures are required.
Significance After Mitigation. The proposed creek Specific Plan improvements would
reduce potential flood hazards to a less than significant level.
Impact HWQ4

Excavation and grading in the Specific Plan area could
encounter groundwater. This may require temporary or
permanent dewatering. This would be a Class II, significant but
mitigable, impact.

Grading and site preparation within the Specific Plan area would require excavation and fill.
Within borings on the Adohr Lane/Calle Quetzal site, groundwater was encountered at depths
ranging from 11 to 15 feet below the existing ground surface (Gorian and Associates, Inc., 2009).
Additionally, water was observed in the base of the adjacent Conejo Creek, which corresponds
to a depth of 7 to 12 feet below the surface of the development area. Three of the cone
penetrometer tests (CPT) also showed groundwater. The CPT results indicated groundwater at
5.8 feet in the northeast portion of the Plan Area, 30.1 feet in the western portion of the Plan
Area, and 16.4 feet in the south central portion of the Plan Area. Well water data reviewed by
Gorian and Associates also indicates depths to first water ranging from 18.7 feet to 32 feet below
ground surface in the wells. A natural groundwater barrier has also been mapped along the
western portion of the Plan Area traversing in a northeastsouthwest direction.
If groundwater dewatering is required, appropriate discharge permits must be obtained from
the Regional Water Quality Control Board. In addition to compliance with the Ventura County
NPDES permit, an individual NPDES permit would be required. Individual project design
would be required to comply with all requirements of the NPDES permit and identify methods
for conveying and treating groundwater in the Plan Area, including, but not limited to,
detention basins, grassy swales, infiltration basins, and or reclamation for onsite irrigation.
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Mitigation Measures. Adherence to all discharge permits and requirements for
dewatering, and the following mitigation measures would reduce impacts from
encountering groundwater during excavation. These measures would apply to all
phases of construction.
HYD4

Dewatering Program. Prior to the issuance of any grading
permits in the Specific Plan area a qualified hydrologist shall
estimate from the final engineering plans the volume of
dewatering necessary for the proposed project. If dewatering is
required, a dewatering program shall be designed to properly
convey and treat dewatering discharge in accordance with the
NPDES permits, as well as state and local regulations. The
program shall be subject to the approval of the Ventura County
Watershed Protection District and the City of Camarillo Public
Works Department. The program shall include site design
methods for treatment and conveyance of temporary, and
permanent if required, dewatering discharge, including but not
limited to infiltration ponds, vegetated swales, and/or reuse for
landscape irrigation. Prior to the implementation of any
dewatering program, groundwater sampling shall be performed
to ensure that the system is adequately designed and permitted to
address onsite groundwater conditions.

Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of all requirments of the NPDES permits
and local regualtions, in conjunction with Mitigation Measure UTL2(a) would reduce impacts
from encountering groundwater during excavation and grading to a less than significant level.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including
5,824 additional residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development, and
implementation of the proposed Specific Plan would increase impermeable surface area onsite,
and thus incrementally increase impermeable surface area in the City and greater County area.
Other new development in the general vicinity would increase impermeable surface area,
thereby potentially increasing peak flood flows and overall runoff volumes. However, the
Ventura County Watershed Protection District requires that postdevelopment peak discharges
are reduced to at or below predevelopment peak discharge rates for individual developments.
Implementation of this requirement on all new development would reduce cumulative impacts
to area hydrology to a less than significant level. As discussed , the storm drainage system
proposed for the project would result in a net reduction in peak stormwater flows due to the
proposed detention basin systems and bypass channel. Thus, the project would not contribute
to any potential cumulative increases in peak runoff or associated flooding impacts.
With respect to surface water quality, construction activity associated with cumulative
development would increase sedimentation relating to grading and construction. In addition,
new development would increase the generation of urban pollutants that may adversely affect
water quality in the long term. However, all future significant development would be subject to
implementation of appropriate Best Management Practices in accordance with NPDES permit
and Technical Guidance Manual for Stormwater Quality Measures requirements. The NPDES
Permit and the Technical Guidance Manual for Stormwater Quality Measures are specifically
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designed to develop, achieve, and implement a timely, comprehensive, and costeffective
stormwater pollution control program. The ultimate goal is to reduce pollutants in Ventura
County stormwater discharges to the maximum extent practical. Thus, implementation of
applicable requirements on all development in the vicinity would ensure that impacts are not
cumulative considerable.
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4.10 LAND USE AND PLANNING
This section discusses the project’s consistency with applicable local, regional, and state land
use policies. Consistency with the Ventura County Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) is
discussed in Section 4.3, Air Quality. Land use compatibility conflicts associated with growth
facilitated by the Specific Plan are discussed in sections 4.1, Aesthetics, 4.2, Agricultural
Resources, 4.8, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, 4.11, Noise, 4.12, Population and Housing, and
4.14, Traffic and Circulation.

4.10.1 Setting
a. Citywide Land Use. The City of Camarillo has an incorporated area of
approximately 20 square miles. Bordered by Oxnard, Moorpark, and Thousand Oaks, the
City‘s urban development is clustered in a core area surrounded by rural open areas and
agriculture. The predominant land use in the City is residential, though the City includes a
variety of commercial, industrial, and institutional uses.
b. Plan Area and Surrounding Land Uses. The Specific Plan area is bounded by U.S. 101
to the north, Pleasant Valley Road to the west, agricultural uses to the south, and agricultural uses
and residences to the east. The Plan Area supports primarily agricultural uses, as described in
detail in Section 2.0, Project Description. Existing General Plan Land Use designations within the
Specific Plan area include Agriculture and Research and Development. Existing zoning
designations within the Specific Plan area include: Limited Manufacturing (LM), Agricultural
Exclusive (AE), and Open Space (OS). Figure 4.101 provides the existing General Plan Land Use
designations for the Specific Plan area. Figure 4.102 provides the existing Zoning Designation for
the Specific Plan area. The Land Use map for the proposed Specific Plan is provided in Figure 25
in Section 2.0, Project Description.
The Plan Area is located between Camarillo Springs Golf Course and the residential
communities of Woodside Greens and Village at the Park. Camarillo Springs Golf Course is
located immediately to the south and east of the Plan Area. The Camarillo Springs Mobile
Home community is located approximately 1,000 feet to the south and east of the Plan Area.
The Camarillo Sanitation District Sewage Treatment Plant and Conejo Creek border the
southern boundary. Winding Brook Farm, Pacific Rock Quarry, and Conejo Mountain Funeral
Home and Memorial Park are located immediately south of the Plan Area. The existing Pancho
Road industrial area is surrounded by the Plan Area. Singlefamily homes (Woodside Greens
and Village at the Park) are located approximately 200 feet to the west and northwest of the
Plan Area. U.S. 101 borders the project’s northeastern boundary. Just north of the U.S. 101 are
industrial and commercial buildings, located approximately 300 feet from the Plan Area.
c. Regulatory Setting. The majority of the 740acre proposed Specific Plan area is
currently within the City of Camarillo limits and the entire Specific Plan area is within the
“Camarillo Urban Restriction Boundary” (CURB). The Calleguas Land Company’s “Adohr
Dairy” property is the only parcel within the Plan Area that is within the CURB but outside of the
current City Limits (refer to Figure 4.101). Development in the City is subject to the policies
and development guidelines contained within several planning policy documents by
regulatory agencies such as the City of Camarillo, the Southern California Association of
Governments and the Ventura County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO).
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Conejo Creek Specific Plan EIR
Section 4.10 Land Use and Planning

City of Camarillo General Plan. The General Plan is the primary planning policy
document of the City, providing a “blueprint” for the identification of the location of land uses,
the basic design and function of circulation, open space, and infrastructure policies, and public
service needs. California law requires that the General Plan contain at least seven elements:
Land Use, Transportation, Housing, Conservation, Noise, Open Space, and Safety. The City’s
General Plan includes all elements mandated by State law. The City of Camarillo has also
adopted the following nonmandatory elements: Camarillo Urban Restriction Boundary
(CURB), Scenic Highways, Recreation, and Community Design. Each element contains official
policies and programs that the City has adopted regarding each issue area. Each of the General
Plan elements is summarized below.
Land Use Element. The Land Use Element regulates the types of use and land use
intensity within the City. The following designations from the Land Use Element are contained
within the Specific Plan area: Agriculture, and Research and Development. Figure 4.101
provides the existing General Plan Land Use designations for the Plan Area and surrounding
areas. The Land Use Element states that the Agriculture designation is intended to permit
agricultural uses, and residential and industrial activities associated with farming, including
housing at a density not to exceed 1 unit/10 acres, the processing, packing and storing of
produce raised on the site and such other uses that are pertinent to agriculture. The Research
and Development designation is intended to include variety of high technology manufacturing,
distribution, and research functions as well as office activities within a planned development
intended to create a campus atmosphere with substantial landscaping.
Transportation Element. The Transportation Element defines the City’s overall
transportation system. This Element identifies and establishes standards for the design and
operation of the City’s existing and future roadway system, public transit and bicycle routes.
Housing Element. The Housing Element is a statemandated General Plan element that
“includes a comprehensive assessment of current and projected housing trends for all economic
segments of the community. It embodies policy for providing adequate housing for all
economic segments of the community, and includes a fiveyear action program” (Government
Code 65302, et. seq.) The current Housing Element was adopted in 2003.
Open Space/Conservation Element. Noting that the scope of the Open Space Element
overlaps issues relating to preservation of natural resources and managed production of
resources discussed in the Conservation Element, the City has combined these two elements.
The purpose of the Open Space/Conservation Element is to define those policies and to
designate those parcels or areas of land to be conserved or preserved as open space.
Safety Element. The Safety Element is the primary vehicle for identifying the hazards
that the City must consider when making land use decisions.
Noise Element. The Noise Element provides information on the City’s current and future
noise levels. This enables the City to identify locations where noise impacts may result to or
from proposed development, as well as providing a basis for adoption and enforcement of
noise standards.
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Community Design Element. The Community Design Element presents design guidelines
to aid in the development of urban lands as designated in the Land Use Element. It also
considers the relationship of lands through the use of building setbacks, landscaping and other
means to transition between types of land uses. The Community Design Element supports
other elements of the General Plan.
Recreation Element. The Recreation Element assesses community recreation needs and
resources. By defining existing needs and resources and forecasting future needs and
resources, the City is better able to develop and implement realistic policies for the longterm
provision of park facilities. The element thus provides a framework for Camarillo to measure
the effectiveness of current and future parks and recreation programs, and establish a balanced
supply of parks and recreation facilities that satisfy the needs of all residents.
Camarillo Urban Restriction Boundary (CURB) Element. The purpose of the Urban
Restriction Boundary is to ensure that the purposes and principles set forth in the Camarillo
General Plan relating to Land Use and Open Space and Conservation are inviolable against
transitory shortterm political decisions and that agricultural, watershed and open space lands
are not prematurely or unnecessarily converted to other nonagricultural or nonopen space
uses without public debate and a vote of the people. The CURB element requires that until
December 31, 2020, the City of Camarillo shall restrict urban services (except temporary mutual
assistance with other jurisdictions) and urbanized uses of land to within the CURB, except as
provided in the CURB element and except for the purpose of completing roadways designated
in the circulation element of the Camarillo General Plan as of January 1, 1998, construction of
public potable water facilities, public schools, public parks or other government facilities.
Scenic Highways Element. The purpose of the Scenic Highways Element is to create a
coordinated system of scenic routes that integrate state, county, and city routes; promote
common scenic highway development standards among all entities; promote a consistent
approach among the various entities for the selection and preservation of scenic routes; assists
the City with entering the State Scenic Highway System and to enhance the quality of life by
providing an aesthetically pleasing atmosphere for the traveler.
City of Camarillo Zoning Ordinance. The City’s Zoning Ordinance implements the
goals, policies, plans, principles and standards of the General Plan. It controls the size of
parcels, height of buildings, and landscaping of structures such as fences, buildings, garages,
and additions to houses and businesses. The Zoning Ordinance also specifies the types of land
uses allowed in different parts of the city. The Zoning Ordinance is designed to protect City
residents from conflicting activities being conducted near their homes and businesses. As
shown on Figure 4.102, the Plan Area is currently zoned Limited Manufacturing (LM),
Agricultural Exclusive (AE), and Open Space (OS). According to the City’s Municipal Code,
the AE Zone is intended for the promotion and preservation of agricultural activities on lands
capable of procuring and supporting such activities and excluding those activities which, by
their development and association, would have detrimental effects upon the use of such areas
designated for agricultural purposes. The LM Zone is intended to provide for and encourage
planned industrial districts, compatible with surrounding or abutting residential zones which
would not in any way depreciate the character of the community. Uses are to be confined to
those administrative, wholesaling, warehousing and manufacturing activities that can be
carried on in an unobtrusive manner and to certain accessory facilities that are necessary to
City of Camarillo
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serve employees in the zone. The OS Zone is intended for the preservation, maintenance and
enhancement of natural, environmental and recreational resources while permitting reasonable
and compatible uses of land.
Southern California Association of Governments. The Specific Plan Area is located
within the jurisdiction of the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), which
includes Los Angeles, Ventura, Orange, San Bernardino, Riverside, and Imperial Counties. To
facilitate planning activities for such a large region, SCAG has divided its jurisdiction into a
number of subregions. The Specific Plan Area is located within the Ventura Council of
Governments Subregion, which includes the Cities of Agoura Hills, Camarillo, Fillmore
Moorpark, Ojai, Oxnard, Port Hueneme, San Buenaventura, Santa Paula, Simi Valley,
Thousand Oaks, and Westlake Village, as well as the County of Ventura.
Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide. SCAG’s Regional Comprehensive Plan and
Guide (RCPG) contains a general overview of federal, state, and regional plans applicable to the
southern California region and serves as a comprehensive planning guide for future regional
growth. The primary goals of the RCPG are to improve the standard of living, enhance the
quality of life, and promote social equity. The RCPG was originally adopted in 1994 by the
member agencies of SCAG to set broad goals for the Southern California region and identify
strategies for agencies at all levels of government to use in their decision making. The 2008 RCP
was recently adopted and includes input from each of the 13 subregions that make up the
Southern California region and includes Los Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino, Riverside,
Imperial, and Ventura Counties. The 2008 RCP serves the same function as the previous
version.
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). SCAG’s RTP is a long range transportation plan that
looks ahead 20 or more years and provides a vision for the future of the regional multimodal
transportation system. The RTP identifies major challenges as well as potential opportunities
associated with growth, transportation finances, the future of airports in the region, and
impending transportation system deficiencies that could result from growth that is anticipated
in the region.
Growth Vision Report. In an effort to provide local decisionmakers with the tools they
need to plan more effectively for the six million new residents projected to live in Southern
California by 2030, SCAG undertook a growth visioning initiative called Southern California
Compass. The objective of this effort was to develop a comprehensive new vision for Southern
California over the next 30 years by taking a more allencompassing, inclusive approach to
planning at both the local and regional levels. The SCAG Growth Vision Report begins with a
general discussion of the challenges facing Southern California as it prepares to accommodate
an estimated 6.3 million additional people by 2030. It studies historical trends in
demographics, housing, jobs, and other key aspects essential to understanding how the region
will evolve and grow. Looking forward, the report explores how emerging trends and
conditions will affect future growth in the region. It also discusses the challenges of
continuously developing and refining the Growth Vision.
Ventura LAFCO. A portion of the Plan Area, the Calleguas Land Company “Adohr
Dairy” property, is located outside of the Camarillo corporate boundary, although it is located
within the City’s CURB. Consequently, this portion of the Plan Area would need to be annexed
City of Camarillo
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into the City of Camarillo in order to fully implement the proposed Specific Plan. Ventura
LAFCO would have discretionary authority over any annexation proposal.
The State of California has the exclusive power to regulate boundary changes, which means
that no local government has the right to change its own boundary without State approval. The
Legislature has prescribed a “uniform process” for boundary changes for both cities and special
districts that is now embodied in the CorteseKnoxHertzberg Local Government
Reorganization Act of 2000 (California Government Code Section 56000 et seq.). This Act
delegates the Legislature’s boundary powers to local agency formation commissions (LAFCOs).
Ventura LAFCO is responsible for reviewing and approving proposed jurisdictional boundary
changes in Ventura County, including the annexation and detachment of territory to and/or
from cities and most special districts, incorporations of new cities, formations of new special
districts, and consolidations, mergers, and dissolutions of existing districts. In addition,
LAFCOs must review and approve contractual service agreements, conduct service reviews,
and determine spheres of influence for each city and district.
Guidelines for Orderly Development. In addition to the CorteseKnoxHertzberg Act,
Ventura LAFCO has adopted local policies that it considers in its review of projects. LAFCO
also enforces the County’s Guidelines for Orderly Development. The Guidelines for Orderly
Development make Ventura County unique in the State in terms of County/City development
issues. Originally adopted in 1969 by the Ventura LAFCO, Ventura County, and each of the
cities in the County, the Guidelines for Orderly Development are statements of local policies
which provide that urban development should occur, whenever and wherever practical, within
incorporated cities.

4.10.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Land use impacts were assessed based
upon the level of physical impact anticipated in the various issues that can affect land use
compatibility (e.g., aesthetics, agriculture air quality, hazards, noise, population and housing,
and traffic). Impacts are considered significant if the proposed Specific Plan would:
Physically divide an established community;
Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific
plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding
or mitigating an environmental effect; or
Conflict with an applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan.
As indicated in the Initial Study (see Appendix A), implementation of the Specific Plan would
incorporate uses in the Plan Area that would extend the existing development pattern and
would not divide an established community. Implementation of the Specific Plan would not
conflict with an applicable natural community conservation plan. Therefore, issues 1 and 3,
listed above, are not discussed further in this EIR.

City of Camarillo
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b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact LU1

The Specific Plan would be potentially inconsistent with
General Plan policies related to agriculture and community
design. This would be a Class I, significant and unavoidable
impact.

Proposed development projects must be consistent with the General Plan’s Land Use
Designation, objectives, principles or standards in order to be approved. The proposed project
includes a request for a General Plan Amendment to establish a designation of Specific Plan for
the area.
The proposed land uses for the Specific Plan would include a mix of residential, commercial,
office, research and development (R&D), institutional and open space uses. The General Plan
Amendment would change the land use designation from Agriculture and Research and
Development to Specific Plan, which would allow the range of uses proposed. Thus, although
the Specific Plan would not be consistent with the Agriculture land use designation because it
would facilitate urban development, approval of the General Plan Amendment in conjunction
with approval of the Specific Plan and its proposed land use designation would result in
consistency. Adoption of the proposed Specific Plan and associated General Plan Amendment
by the City Council would resolve any inconsistencies, which may include allowable dwelling
units per acre, allowable floortoarea ratio, and allowable building height. Approval of the
Specific Plan is a policy decision for the City; its physical environmental impacts are those
analyzed throughout this EIR for buildout of the Specific Plan.
Table 4.101 contains a discussion of the proposed Specific Plan’s consistency with applicable
objectives, principles and standards of the City’s General Plan. Consistent with the scope and
purpose of this EIR, the discussion primarily focuses on those General Plan and Zoning
Ordinance requirements that relate to avoiding or mitigating environmental impacts, and an
assessment of whether any inconsistency with these standards creates a significant physical
impact on the environment. The ultimate determination of whether the proposed Specific Plan
is consistent with the General Plan and Zoning Ordinance lies with the decisionmaking bodies
(Planning Commission and City Council). Only policies relevant and applicable to the
proposed Specific Plan are included. Policies that are redundant between elements are omitted,
as well as policies that call for City actions that are independent of review and approval or
denial of the proposed Specific Plan.
Table 4.10-1
Specific Plan Consistency with General Plan Policies
General Plan Objective, Principle or Standard

Discussion

CURB
The City of Camarillo hereby establishes an
Urban Restriction Boundary. The CURB is
established coterminous with and in the same
location as the Sphere of Influence line
established by the Local Agency Formation
Commission as it exists as of January, 1998 or as

Potentially Consistent. The entire Specific Plan area is
located within the City of Camarillo “City Urban
Restriction Boundary” (CURB), and the majority of the
Plan Area is within the current corporate boundary of
the City of Camarillo. The Calleguas Land Company
“Adohr Dairy” property is the only parcel within the Plan
City of Camarillo
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Table 4.10-1
Specific Plan Consistency with General Plan Policies
General Plan Objective, Principle or Standard
altered or set forth below, excepting that the
CURB line additionally encompasses:
ii) that certain parcel of approximately 300 acres
immediately outside of the City’s sphere of
influence line that is located south of Pleasant
Valley Road, east of Calleguas Creek, north of the
westerly extension of Howard Road and west of
Pancho Road.

Discussion
Area that is within the CURB but outside of the current
corporate boundary. Annexation to the City of Camarillo
for the “Adohr Dairy” property would be requested
following certification of the Specific Plan EIR and
approval of the Specific Plan, pending approval from
LAFCO. Development of the Specific Plan Area is
consistent with both the Camarillo SOAR Ordinance and
the City of Camarillo CURB because all development
would occur within the existing CURB.

LAND USE ELEMENT

To continually improve the areas as places for
living by ensuring that those portions of the city
which are best suited for residential use will be
developed and preserved as healthful, safe,
pleasant, attractive neighborhoods where all
citizens are served by a full range of appropriate
community facilities.

To achieve a balance of commercial areas that
will provide for the retail business, professional
and service needs of the residents of Camarillo,
as well as attracting customers from the
surrounding service areas.
Provide adequate land and proper location for the
various types of commercial activities so that they
can provide optimum service to the community
and surrounding service area.
Encourage the development of grouped
neighborhood convenience shopping facilities to
serve the needs of the adjacent residential areas.
Require the development of landscaped
pedestrian ways, bike paths, adequate parking
and safe access from adjacent thoroughfares.
“Industrial park” concepts are encouraged in
developing land assigned to industrial uses.
Promote the general visual improvement of
industrial areas by including architectural review
as well as heavy landscaping and other visual
protection for the surrounding residential and
commercial community.
Ensuring compatibility by preventing the intrusion

Potentially Consistent. The residential components of the
Plan Area would be located in close proximity to existing
schools, parks, and open spaces. As part of the
proposed project, a bypass channel would be
constructed, which would ensure that the residences
would be safe from flooding hazards. The Plan Area is
not located on or in close proximity to a fault.
Additionally, no development would be located in a high
fire hazard area. The Plan Area is close to transit
corridors and near commercial, recreational, and office
land uses that would serve the planned residential uses.
In addition, as discussed in Section 4.2, Agricultural
Resources, with appropriate agriculture buffers,
agricultural/urban conflicts would be less than significant.
Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
include up to approximately 53 acres of
office/commercial or mixed use development. The Plan
Area is located adjacent to U.S. 101 and near existing
commercial development. The commercial development
would serve the community and the surrounding service
area. The proposed roadway system would connect
commercial areas to residential, industrial, institutional,
and recreational uses within the Plan Area. Additionally,
the roadway system would connect the Plan Area to the
residential development to the west and east of the Plan
Area, and the commercial developments to the north of
the Plan Area. The Specific Plan would also include a
network of sidewalks along public streets, pedestrian and
bike paths, and bike lanes on major public streets to
encourage alternative modes of transit.
Potentially Consistent. The proposed industrial
component of the Specific Plan would be compatible with
existing industrial uses as well as the adjacent
agricultural, open space, and residential land uses with
incorporation of the mitigation measures specified in
Section 4.2, Agriculture, Section 4.8, Hazards and
Hazardous Materials, and Section 4.10, Noise, which
would ensure that there is an adequate buffer between
industrial and residential land uses. As required by the
Camarillo Municipal Code Chapter 19.28, all potential
City of Camarillo
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Table 4.10-1
Specific Plan Consistency with General Plan Policies
General Plan Objective, Principle or Standard

Discussion

industrial buildings would be subject to architectural
review as part of the development permit process. The
proposed roadway system would connect industrial
areas to residential, commercial, institutional, and
Ensure proper access, off street parking for
recreational uses within the Plan Area. Additionally,
employees, vanpool parking, rideshare parking,
existing industrial land uses within the Plan Area would
off street loading, and protected service area.
be compatible with proposed residential uses with
That development plan approval consider the use, incorporation of mitigation measures specified in Section
4.3, Air Quality, 4.8 Hazards and Hazardous Materials
storage, and disposal of hazardous materials in
and Section 4.11, Noise.
industrial facilities in accordance with the Safety
Element of the General Plan.
of incompatible uses which would reduce the
efficiency of the industries that already exist.

Potentially Consistent. The Specific Plan would contain
an intermediate school facility that would serve the
students generated by the proposed project. The school
would be located in the northern portion of the Specific
Plan area, in close proximity (walking distance) to future
residential uses. The schools would be located within
To support the local school districts by making
biking distance of residences located in the south portion
studies to determine the most appropriate location
of the Specific Plan area. Camarillo High School is
and distribution of school facilities to serve the
approximately 500 feet northwest of the Plan Area. High
educational needs for the citizens of Camarillo.
School students generated by the proposed Specific
Plan would likely attend Camarillo High School.
Payment of state-mandated fees would reduce potential
impacts to schools to a less than significant level.
Further analysis of this topic is provided in Section 4.13,
Public Services.
CIRCULATION ELEMENT
Develop and maintain a total circulation and
transportation system that will serve the City and
its environs, as efficiently and attractively as
possible. The driving experience should be a
pleasant one, with vistas and route design in
harmony with the natural topographic
characteristics of the area.

Encourage ways to reduce vehicle miles traveled
and disperse peak traffic in order to reduce
impacts on existing transportation facilities.

Potentially Consistent. The circulation and transportation
system within the Plan Area would be expanded and
enhanced to facilitate a more pleasant driving and
walking experience, and would be designed to
accommodate the anticipated traffic volumes. The
circulation system would provide easy access to and
from U.S. 101. This issue is further discussed in Section
4.15, Transportation and Circulation.
Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan
includes a mix of residential, office, commercial,
institutional, recreational, and industrial components to
alleviate the need to travel further distances for goods,
services and employment. The entire project area would
be interconnected by sidewalks along public streets,
pedestrian and bike paths, and bike lanes on major
public streets to encourage alternative modes of transit
and thereby reduce vehicle miles traveled. The Specific
Plan would be designed so that the majority of proposed
development areas are within a 10 minute walk of
commercial or mixed-use services and all proposed
development areas are within a five minute walk of open
space and ten minute walk of parkland opportunities.

City of Camarillo
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Table 4.10-1
Specific Plan Consistency with General Plan Policies
General Plan Objective, Principle or Standard

Incorporate transportation control measures
where practical to help reduce trips generated
through ridesharing, bikeways, pedestrian ways
and land use planning.

Discussion
Potentially Consistent. As discussed above, the
proposed Specific Plan includes a mix of residential,
office, commercial, institutional, recreational, and
industrial components to alleviate the need to travel
further distances for goods, services and employment.
The entire project area would be interconnected by
sidewalks along public streets, pedestrian and bike
paths, and bike lanes on major public streets to
encourage alternative modes of transit and thereby
reduce vehicle miles traveled. The Specific Plan would
be designed so that the majority of proposed
development areas are within a 10 minute walk of
commercial or mixed-use services and all proposed
development areas are within a five minute walk of open
space and ten minute walk of parkland opportunities.

HOUSING ELEMENT

Encourage the availability of a variety of housing
designs, tenures and prices to meet the needs of
present and future city residents.

Ensure that the quality of residential development
is adequate to protect the health, safety and
general welfare of city residents.
Preserve the high quality of the city's existing
housing stock and residential environment.

Meet the city's local housing needs to the
maximum feasible extent.
Fulfill the city's share of regional housing needs to
the maximum feasible extent.
Create and maintain a supply of affordable
housing within the city.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan plans
for 2,500 residential units. The Specific Plan would
provide multi-family, low-medium density, and low
density residential units, which would appeal to a range
of current and future residents.

Potentially Consistent. Future development in
accordance with the Specific Plan would be constructed
in accordance with the Uniform Building Code and
California Building Code, which would ensure that
structures are safe and healthy for residents (refer to
sections 4.6 Geology and 4.8 Hazards and Hazardous
Materials).

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
add 2,500 residential units to the City and would
contribute to meeting the City’s local and regional
housing needs. The Specific Plan includes goals and
policies that encourage affordable housing. The Specific
Plan housing development plan would be consistent
Municipal Code Chapter 19.49 regarding affordable
housing.

RECREATION ELEMENT
Provide a wide range of recreation facilities and
activities that will serve all the people of Camarillo
and its environs with adequate year-round

Potentially Consistent. The project would include several
private parks and open space areas that would serve the
proposed on-site development as well as public parks
City of Camarillo
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Table 4.10-1
Specific Plan Consistency with General Plan Policies
General Plan Objective, Principle or Standard

Discussion

recreation.

and open spaces that would also serve the community.

Wherever possible, coordinate school and park
facilities for maximum utilization and efficiency in
maintenance and operation.

Potentially Consistent. The Plan Area would include a
13.7 acre site dedicated for school uses and 44.5 acres
of developed parkland and 138 acres of open space. .

Establish a comprehensive program of sequential
land acquisition and development for future park
and recreation sites as well as expansion of
existing sites.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
expand the City’s parkland inventory by approximately
44.5 acres and increase open space recreation by 138
acres. This would increase the amount of acres of
parkland per resident throughout the City.

OPEN SPACE AND CONSERVATION

To contain urbanization within a defined boundary
for efficient city management and to prevent
random annexation and spotty community buildup
with vacant intervening parcels.

Potentially Consistent. The Plan Area is located adjacent
to residential development to the west and east and
commercial development across the U.S. 101 to the
north. Moreover, the Plan Area is located within the
CURB boundary. Therefore, the proposed project would
not contribute to spotty community buildup, but would
rather provide development adjacent to existing built
uses.

To secure permanent municipal open space in the
form of park land, transportation and utility
corridors, reservoir sites, refuse disposal sites,
and other similar uses where best placed to serve
the needs of the public and to be coordinated with
community growth and need by their placement
and timing of development.

Potentially Consistent. The Specific Plan would include
44.5 acres of parklands and approximately 178 acres of
greenbelts and natural open space within the Plan Area.
The placement of these facilities near residential
development and adjacent to the U.S. 101 would
facilitate use by community members.

To coordinate the selection and use of open
space with other affected public agencies (park
sites with school sites, and flood control storm
drains with municipal wastewater treatment, and
reclamation with bridle paths and equestrian trail
systems, and other similar areas).

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
include a school, 44.5 acres of parkland and
approximately 178 acres of greenbelts and natural open
space. Additionally, the Plan Area currently includes a
water reclamation plant adjacent to Conejo Creek. The
proposed project would maintain the water reclamation
plant and would create a bypass channel in the eastern
portion of the Plan Area. The Specific Plan would
therefore maintain a water reclamation facility
coordinated with a drainage facility.

To protect public safety by reserving flood plains,
flood control channels, earthslide and seismic
fault zones, fire breaks, and other similar areas
and employ them for safe non-disaster-time
occupancies or permanent open spaces.

Potentially Consistent. The Plan Area is currently located
in a flood plain. However, the proposed by-pass channel
that would be constructed as part of the Specific Plan
would ensure that the Plan Area is not in the flood plain.
The Plan Area is not located in an Alquist-Priolo zone, an
area susceptible to landslides, or a fire break zone.

To make maximum compatible multiple use of
open space (hiking and riding trails along flood
control channels, picnic sites at reservoirs, rest
stops and viewpoints along scenic highways, after
hour use of school playgrounds); to prevent
erosion and silting, eutrophication, waterlogging

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan
includes 44.5 acres of parklands, a school site, a local
trail network, and proximity to natural open space areas
and Conejo Creek. These amenities would provide
multiple uses of open space.
City of Camarillo
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Table 4.10-1
Specific Plan Consistency with General Plan Policies
General Plan Objective, Principle or Standard

Discussion

and, salt buildup, by good watershed
management and irrigation/drainage practice.
To separate agricultural and urban uses so that
efficient agricultural practice (crop-dusting,
fertilizing, herbicide application, feed lots,
mechanical harvesting of large contiguous tracts)
can be accomplished without adverse effects on
sensitive crops, which could be damaged by air
contaminants resulting from intensive
urbanization.

Potentially Consistent. Adjacent agricultural uses would
be separated from urban uses by at least 150 feet.
Additionally, air quality mitigation measures specified in
Section 4.3, Air Quality, would ensure that air quality
impacts from urban uses would be less than significant
and would not adversely affect adjacent agricultural uses.

To achieve a balanced utilization and
conservation of natural resources which meet the
economic, social, and material needs of the
inhabitants.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan
includes a mix of residential, office, commercial,
institutional, recreational, and industrial components as
well as over 200 acres of parkland and open space,
thereby providing a balance of various economic and
social needs. The proposed Specific Plan area is not an
environmentally sensitive area and does not currently
support wildlife habitat (refer to Section 4.4. Biological
Resources). However, construction of the by-pass
channel has the potential to disturb sensitive biological
resources. These potential impacts would be mitigated
by BIO-1 and BIO-3 in Section 4.4 Biological Resources.
Potentially Inconsistent. The proposed Specific Plan
would permanently remove 620 acres of land identified
as prime farmland, farmland of statewide importance, or
unique farmland from agricultural production. Farmland
in the Specific Plan area is characterized by highly fertile
soils, relatively flat aspect, and the region’s temperate
coastal Mediterranean climate.
In 1992, the City adopted Community Goals related to
agriculture, including the following:

To encourage the preservation of productive
agricultural soils, including highly-fertile and
specialty crop lands.

…Agricultural land within the city continues to
play an important role and should be
conserved. The conversion of agricultural
land to other uses could be approved if there
is a community benefit or need as determined
by the City Council…
The City has already made a policy decision to include
the Specific Plan area within the CURB and therefore
development there may be consistent with this Open
Space and Conservation Element policy. However, the
City Council would need to weigh the project’s potential
community benefits, such as flood control, economic
development and contribution to the City’s Regional
House Needs Assessment (RHNA) goals, against the
permanent loss of high quality farmland, a finite resource
in the City and regionally. The City’s RHNA or economic
development goals could potentially be met with other
opportunities within the City or with a Specific Plan
configured to preserve a portion of the Plan Area’s
farmland, and although the project would improve flood
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Table 4.10-1
Specific Plan Consistency with General Plan Policies
General Plan Objective, Principle or Standard

Discussion
control for some offsite properties its benefits in that
regard would be limited in scope. The proposed Specific
Plan would replace virtually all of the agricultural land
within the 740-acre Plan area with relatively low density
development.

Protect and preserve valuable agricultural zoning
and use of the Williamson Act.

Potentially Inconsistent. The proposed Specific Plan
would eliminate agricultural zoning and rezone the area
for urban uses. This would result in the conversion of
agricultural land to non-agricultural uses. Although no
Williamson Act properties are located within the Specific
Plan area, the Specific Plan would nonetheless convert
rezone valuable agricultural land to non-agricultural uses.

To provide for commercial recreation and tourism;
control of lands for open space use; and
protection of transportation/communication
corridors and sites.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
contribute to tourism because it would add commercial
areas, recreation opportunities and open space areas to
an accessible portion of the City. The Plan Area is
located adjacent to U.S. 101 and near commercial
development.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
be required to comply with City Fire Codes and Building
To preserve irreplaceable and nonrenewable
Codes, which would protect structures and vegetation
natural resources by protecting urbanized areas
from high fire risk. As discussed in Section 4.13 Public
and vegetation from high fire risk, exploitation and
Services, a relatively small portion of the Specific Plan
depletion; protecting marine habitats from erosion,
area would be located in a “Very High Fire Hazard” area,
silting, flooding, and pollution; by regulation of
as designated by CalFire. The northern portion of the
extraction of bed gravel and sand.
Very High Fire Hazard would not accommodate any
development, as this area is designated as Open Space.

Protection for drainage channels and flood plains
will be encouraged to minimize watershed
erosion.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
alter a drainage channel by creating a bypass channel
within Conejo Creek. This bypass channel would remove
the Plan Area and adjacent urban uses from the
floodplain. Erosion control and Low Impact Development
measures are discussed in Section 4.9 Hydrology and
Water Quality.

Prevent, reduce or eliminate noise pollution.

Potentially Consistent. Noise pollution would be
minimized within the Plan Area because the proposed
Specific Plan would be required to comply with noise
ordinance standards, as specified in Section 4.11, Noise.
In addition, the proposed land uses within the Specific
Plan are not considered substantially noise-generating,
nor are any stationary or unusual noise sources
proposed; therefore, the Specific Plan would not
generate substantial noise pollution. Moreover, future
industrial uses within the Specific Plan would be required
to be compatible with adjacent residential uses per
Municipal Code Chapter 19.28. Potential noise
generated from commercial uses within the Specific plan
would be further mitigated by proposed buffers.
Mitigation Measure N-4 in Section 4.8 Noise would
mitigate traffic generated noise exposure on future land
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Table 4.10-1
Specific Plan Consistency with General Plan Policies
General Plan Objective, Principle or Standard

Discussion
uses.

Uphold quality development with a balanced and
integrated land use pattern and an equitable
process for bringing about greater compatibility in
use of open space land and urban uses.

Potentially Consistent. As discussed in Section 4.1,
Aesthetics, the Specific Plan would create a balanced
and integrated land use pattern. In addition, the
proposed Specific Plan would include commercial
development, a school site and parklands adjacent to
developed uses. The Plan Area is also located adjacent
to open space, which would foster compatibility between
the urban uses within the Plan Area and the open space
uses on the site and adjacent to the site.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
not result in contamination of or damage to any water or
The city will protect the watershed, groundwater
wastewater facility as development under the Specific
sources, fresh water treatment, storage and
Plan would be similar to the development that the
distribution system, and wastewater collection and treatment plant already serves. The water reclamation
plant adjacent to the Plan Area would not be altered as a
treatment system from contamination and
result of the proposed project. This issue is further
damage.
discussed in Section 4.9, Hydrology and Water Quality
and Section 4.16 Utilities.
The city falls under the Ventura Countywide
Stormwater Quality Management Program, which
requires the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) be applied to new
projects to maintain water quality. Protection will
be afforded surrounding areas from groundwater
contamination and landslide damage from septic
systems.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
not involve the use of septic systems and would not
contaminate groundwater. This issue is further analyzed
in Section 4.9, Hydrology and water Quality.

To enhance the physical, emotional and mental
well-being of individuals in the city by providing
easily accessible opportunities for urban residents
to relate to natural open space; to protect water
quality; to provide sites for waste treatment and
disposal, and to encourage land uses which will
minimize the degradation of air quality.

Potentially Consistent. The Specific Plan would locate
residents adjacent to open space, would not significantly
alter or hinder water quality in the area, would not affect
waste treatment or disposal, and would be required to
comply with mitigation measures specified in Section 4.3,
Air Quality, which would minimize air quality effects.

To maintain and develop the physical environment
of the city to provide the highest possible quality
of urban life without destruction of the natural
open space lands by providing access and
separation corridors that maintain neighborhood
identity and separate conflicting land uses, and
renewal or redevelopment of urban areas to
reduce pressures to urbanize lands in current
open space use.

Potentially Consistent. The Plan Area is adjacent to
urban uses, such as residences, industrial uses and
commercial uses. The urban character of the proposed
Specific Plan would be similar to the urban character of
the surrounding area. Moreover, Conejo Creek would
separate open space and agricultural uses from the
proposed uses within the Plan Area. Therefore, the
identity of the area would be preserved and conflicting
uses would be separated.

To provide recreation and scenic trailways, roads,
paths, and means of access without private
transportation to enjoy scenic and recreational
open space lands by development of local
transportation corridors in harmony with the
natural environment.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
involve residential, commercial, industrial, institutional,
and recreational uses. The project would place these
uses along U.S. 101, a major transportation corridor.
Views of open space would be available from the Plan
Area on public roadways and would be easily accessible
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Specific Plan Consistency with General Plan Policies
General Plan Objective, Principle or Standard

Discussion
via U.S. 101.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan
includes parklands, a school site, a trail network and
open space areas. These recreational areas would be
To assure a full range of recreational facilities,
accessible to all citizens and would be easily accessible.
and to protect and develop those natural areas so The proposed Specific Plan area is not an
that they are accessible to all citizens; to assure
environmentally sensitive area and does not currently
minimal development in environmentally-sensitive support wildlife habitat (refer to Section 4.4. Biological
areas and those serving as wildlife habitats; to
Resources). However, construction of the by-pass
protect wildlife areas and resting areas to maintain channel has the potential to disturb sensitive biological
a balanced ecology and continued high-value
resources. These potential impacts would be mitigated
recreation management; to promote community
by BIO-1 and BIO-3 in Section 4.4 Biological Resources.
parks throughout the community; to plan and
Additionally, multiple historic buildings would be
demolished to accommodate new development within the
promote the purchase of open space recreation
Specific Plan area (refer to Section 4.5 Cultural
areas; to seek state and federal funding for that
Resources). However, the most historically significant
purpose; and, to preserve and protect historic,
structure, the Adohr Dairy structure, would be retained,
scenic, geological and archeological sites for the
restored and incorporated into the future “Adohr Dairy
enjoyment of present and future generations.
Mixed Use” development area. Mitigation measures CR2 a through c would reduce the significant impacts
associated with historic resource demolition.
Continue to abide by Camarillo’s SOAR
ordinance, which amended the City’s General
Plan in 1998 with the adoption of the CURB line.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
not conflict with Camarillo’s SOAR ordinance, as the
entire Plan Area is within the CURB line.

COMMUNITY DESIGN

New residential areas in the Land Use Element
should be compatible with existing or proposed
adjoining uses. The use of boundary walls,
landscaping, and appropriate setbacks should be
provided where land uses transition or where
changes in residential densities occur between
projects.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed residential
component of the Specific Plan would be compatible with
existing adjacent agricultural, open space, and
residential land uses with incorporation of the mitigation
measures specified in Section 4.2, Agriculture.
Additionally, existing industrial land uses within the Plan
Area would be compatible with proposed residential uses
with incorporation of mitigation measures specified in
Section 4.3, Air Quality, and Section 4.8 Hazards and
Hazardous Materials. Proposed commercial, industrial,
institutional, and recreational land uses within the Plan
Area would be compatible with proposed residential land
uses, refer to Air Quality, 4.11 Noise and Section 4.8
Hazards and Hazardous Materials. .

The project should complement the existing
environment and should incorporate any existing
mature trees, rock formations, or other
topographical features.

Potentially Inconsistent. The Plan Area does not contain
a substantial amount of mature trees. Besides the
expanse of level, productive farm fields, the most
prominent topographical features are the two
hills/outcroppings in the western portion of the Plan Area.
The proposed Specific Plan includes removal of one of
these two features.

Appropriate vehicular access for the residents
should be provided within the project and
extended to other adjoining areas for future

Potentially Consistent. Vehicular access to the residential
areas within the Plan Area would be available via U.S.
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Table 4.10-1
Specific Plan Consistency with General Plan Policies
General Plan Objective, Principle or Standard
development consistent with the Land Use
Element.

Discussion
101, Pleasant Valley Road, and Ridgeview Street.
Existing roadways would be improved and additional
roadways would be added within the Plan Area as part of
the Specific Plan. The proposed roadway system would
connect residences to commercial, industrial,
institutional, and recreational uses. Additionally, the
roadway system would connect the Plan Area to the
residential development to the west and east of the Plan
Area, and the commercial developments to the north of
the Plan Area.

Pedestrian access should be provided to nearby
parks and schools and on-site recreational areas.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
facilitate development of pedestrian-oriented
neighborhoods in close proximity to parks and schools
within and near the Plan Area. There would be 44.5
acres of parkland and a school site within the Plan Area,
as well as 178 acres of open space. The closest schools
to the Plan Area are Camarillo High School, located
approximately 500 feet northwest of the Plan Area across
U.S. 101, and Rancho Rosal School, located
approximately one mile west of the Plan Area. The
closest park to the Plan Area is Woodside Park, located
approximately 200 feet west of the Plan Area in the
center of a residential development.

The development should address existing and
potential noise sources and incorporate noise
attenuation features, such as berms, walls,
greater setbacks, or building features, such as
added insulation.

Potentially Consistent. As discussed in Section 4.11,
Noise, the proposed Specific Plan would construction two
noise attenuation berms on Pleasant Valley Road and
adjacent to Highway 101.

The lot coverage of the building should not be
excessive. The location of the building should
provide for appropriately landscaped setbacks.
The buildings should be adequately set back from
streets and adjoining properties with the
remainder of the lot utilized for parking and
landscaping purposes.

Potentially Consistent. Adoption of the proposed Specific
Plan would not include any building entitlements. Future
development that would be developed under the Specific
Plan would have to be consistent with the design
standards of the Specific Plan, as well as the General
Plan and applicable zoning requirements and would be
reviewed for these standards when proposed.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed Specific Plan would
be pedestrian-oriented and would include 44.5 acres of
Adequate areas for pedestrian activities should be
parkland, greenbelts, lakes, open spaces, and a public
provided and should include a variety in the sizes
access trail network. Therefore, the proposed Specific
of the pedestrian spaces to encourage different
Plan would provide adequate areas for pedestrian
types of usage of those spaces.
activities that would foster different types of usage of
those spaces.

The configuration of the building should avoid a
strictly linear development plan. A variety of
building heights, setbacks, and differences in the
configuration should be encouraged to add scale
to the development.

Potentially Consistent. Adoption of the proposed Specific
Plan would not include any building entitlements. Future
development that would be developed under the Specific
Plan would have to be consistent with the design
standards of the Specific Plan, as well as the General
Plan and applicable zoning requirements and would be
reviewed for these standards when proposed.
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Discussion

When the manufacturing use abuts other types of
land uses, appropriate transitional features, such
as landscaping, walls, and greater building
setbacks, should be provided.

Potentially Consistent. The proposed industrial
component of the Specific Plan would be compatible with
existing adjacent agricultural, open space, and
residential land uses with incorporation of the mitigation
measures specified in Section 4.2, Agriculture, Section
4.7, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, and Section 4.10,
Noise, which would ensure that there is an adequate
buffer between industrial and residential land uses.
Additionally, existing industrial land uses within the Plan
Area would be compatible with proposed residential uses
with incorporation of mitigation measures specified in
Section 4.3, Air Quality, 4.7, Hazards and Hazardous
Materials, and Section 4.11, Noise.

As discussed above, adoption of the proposed Specific Plan and associated General Plan
Amendment by the City Council would resolve any land use designation inconsistencies.
However, the Specific Plan would be potentially inconsistent with existing General Plan
policies related to agricultural preservation and community design. This would be a significant
and unavoidable impact.
Mitigation Measures. The proposed Specific Plan would be consistent with the General
Plan and Zoning Ordinance with adoption of a General Plan Amendment. No feasible
mitigation is available to resolve inconsistencies with the two General Plan policies related to
agriculture and one related to topographical feature preservation. Please see Section 6.0
Alternatives for an analysis of the potential impacts of a clustered project alternative.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be Class I, significant and unavoidable.
Impact LU2

The proposed Specific Plan could be found to be generally
consistent with applicable SCAG policies. Therefore,
impacts would be Class III, less than significant.

Due to the size of the proposed Specific Plan, the project could be considered “regionally
significant,” and therefore an assessment of the Specific Plan’s consistency with SCAG’s
planning documents, including the 1996 Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG), the
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), and the Compass Growth Vision, is provided herein. The
following discussion lists the applicable policies from the RCPG, RTP, and the Compass
Growth Vision and determines whether the Specific Plan is consistent with those policies.
SCAG’s Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG) serves as a framework for decision
making with respect to regional growth and changes that can be anticipated during the next 20
years and beyond. The RCPG provides a general view of regional plans that will affect local
governments, responses to major issues facing Southern California, and a summary of how the
region will meet certain federal and state requirements with respect to Transportation, Growth
Management, Air Quality, Housing, Hazardous Waste Management, and Water Quality
City of Camarillo
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Management. Relevant goals and policies contained within the Growth Management, Air
Quality, and Open Space chapters are discussed below, with crossreferences to sections of this
EIR that are applicable to specific issue areas.
The RCPG includes Growth Management goals and policies that seek to develop urban forms that
minimize public and private development costs, enable firms to be more competitive, and
stimulate the regional economy. The Specific Plan’s consistency with these policies is discussed
below. These policies are intended to guide efforts toward achievement of these goals.
3.03

The timing, financing, and location of public facilities, utility systems, and
transportation systems shall be used by SCAG to implement the region’s growth
policies.

Environmental impacts associated with public services, public facilities, transportation, and
utilities for the Specific Plan are discussed in Sections 4.12, Public Services, 4.14, Traffic and
Circulation, and, 4.15, Utilities and Service Systems. SCAG could use the analysis provided in each
of those sections for the Specific Plan to implement the region’s growth policies. In addition,
future applicants would be required to install necessary infrastructure and pay applicable impact
mitigation fees to offset potential impacts on public facilities. Therefore, the Specific Plan could be
found to be consistent with RCPG Policy 3.03.
Growth Management Policies Related to the RCPG Goal to Improve the Regional
Standard of Living. The following policies are intended to develop urban forms that enable
individuals to spend less income on housing cost, that minimize public and private development
costs, that enable firms to be more competitive, and that strengthen the regional strategic goal to
stimulate the regional economy.
3.04

Encourage local jurisdictions’ efforts to achieve a balance between the types of
jobs they seek to attract and housing prices.

The proposed Specific Plan includes flexibility to allow for a variety of building types and
includes a mix of land uses, including commercial, residential, industrial, and institutional. As
indicated in Section 4.11, Population and Housing, the Specific Plan would provide a series of
distinct pedestrianoriented residential neighborhoods in close proximity to existing and
planned employment centers and neighborhood commercial uses, reducing dependence on
automobiles. The Specific Plan is intended to guide efforts toward achievement of a
jobs/housing balance citywide by establishing a wide variety of housing options and
employment opportunities through the creation of residential, commercial and industrial
development. Therefore, the Specific Plan could be found to be consistent with RCPG Policy
3.04.
3.05

Encourage patterns of urban development and land use, which reduce costs on
infrastructure construction and make better use of existing facilities.

3.09

Support local jurisdictions’ efforts to minimize the cost of infrastructure and
public service delivery, and efforts to seek new sources of funding for
development and the provision of services.
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The development and redevelopment of the Project Area is intended to improve use of a
designated portion of the City (and the County) that is currently designated within the CURB
boundary. The adoption of the Specific Plan is also intended to provide guidance and
environmental information for future development within the Plan Area. . Although the
Specific Plan is not a budgeting document, several policies and actions provide general
guidance for the funding of public services and facilities. In addition, future applicants would
be required to install necessary infrastructure and pay applicable impact mitigation fees to
offset potential impacts o public facilities. Lastly, the Specific Plan includes procedural
requirements for permitting development. The Specific Plan could be found to be consistent
with the requirements of RCPG policies 3.5, 3.9, and 3.10.
Growth Management Policies Related to the RCPG Goal to Improve the Regional Quality
of Life. The growth management goals to attain mobility and clean air goals and to develop
urban forms that enhance quality of life, that accommodate a diversity of life styles, that preserve
open space and natural resources, and that are aesthetically pleasing and preserve the character of
communities enhance the regional strategic goal of maintaining the regional quality of life.
3.12

Encourage existing or proposed local jurisdictions’ programs aimed at designing
land uses which encourage the use of transit and thus reduce the need for
roadway expansion, reduce the number of auto trips and vehicle miles traveled,
and create opportunities for residents to walk and bike.

3.13

Encourage local jurisdictions’ plans that maximize the use of existing urbanized
areas accessible to transit through infill and development.

3.14

Support local plans to increase density of future development located at strategic
points along the regional commuter rail, transit systems, and activity centers.

3.15

Support local jurisdictions’ strategies to establish mixeduse clusters and other
transitoriented developments around transit stations and along transit
corridors.

The Specific Plan intends, as part of its central objectives, to develop a collection of pedestrian
oriented neighborhoods in close proximity to existing and planned employment centers and
neighborhood commercial uses, reducing dependence on automobiles. It also would provide
an appropriate location for largerscale industrial and corporate campus uses within Camarillo
near existing and proposed population centers and transportation networks. The proposed
Specific Plan circulation plan would connect to existing arterial roadways and would be located
in close proximity to U.S. 101. The Specific Plan would also provide for local and citywide
park and “gathering space” needs with the development of parks and trails. Although the
Specific Plan would not “maximize the use of existing urbanized areas,” this policy does not
preclude “greenfield” development such as that proposed. The Specific Plan could therefore be
found to be consistent with RCPG policies 3.12, 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15.
3.22

Discourage development, or encourage the use of special design requirements, in
areas with steep slopes, high fire, flood, and seismic hazards.

3.23

Encourage mitigation measures that reduce noise in certain locations, measures
aimed at preservation of biological and ecological resources, measures that would
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reduce exposure to seismic hazards, minimize earthquake damage, and to develop
emergency response and recovery plans.
As discussed in Section 4.6, Geology, the Plan Area contains no steep slopes and impacts from
seismic hazards are reduced to less than significant levels with adherence to the California
Building Code. As described in Section 4.12, Public Services, fire hazards are addressed mainly
through the application of the State Fire Code and the Uniform Building Code (UBC). As
described in Section 4.8, Hydrology and Water Quality, flood hazard impacts would be reduced
to a less than significant level with implementation of proposed project design features, such as
the bypass channel. As discussed in Section 4.4, Biology, with implementation of mitigation
measures BIO1 through BIO4, impacts related to biological resources would be reduced to a
less than significant level. Noise and the reduction of noise are addressed in Section 4.10, Noise.
Growth Management Policies Related to the RCPG Goal to Provide Social, Political, and
Cultural Equity. Goals to develop urban forms that avoid economic and social polarizations
promote the regional strategic goal of minimizing social and geographic disparities and of
reaching equity among all segments of society.
3.24

Encourage efforts of local jurisdictions in the implementation of programs that
increase the supply and quality of housing and provide affordable housing as
evaluated in the Regional Housing Needs Assessment.

The Specific Plan is intended to guide development in the Plan Area. Development would add
additional housing to the City of Camarillo housing stock and would include affordable
housing. The Specific Plan would increase both the supply and quality of housing in the Plan
Area. The Specific Plan could therefore be found to be consistent with RCPG Policy 3.24.
Air Quality Chapter. Air Quality goals related to the proposed Specific Plan include the
following.
5.07

Determine specific programs and associated actions needed (e.g., indirect source
rules, enhanced use of telecommunications, provision of community based
shuttle services, provision of demand management based programs, or vehicle
milestraveled/emission fees) so that options to command and control regulations
can be assessed.

5.11

Through the environmental document review process, ensure that plans at all
levels of government (regional, air basin, county, subregional, and local)
consider air quality, land use, transportation, and economic relationships to
ensure consistency and minimize conflicts.

The air quality chapter policies relate to identification of programs and actions to reduce air
pollutant emissions and ensuring that environmental documents consider air quality and
related issues. This EIR addresses Specific Plan impacts related to air quality, land use, and
transportation. As discussed in Section 4.3, Air Quality, implementation of mitigation measures
AQ 1, AQ4 and AQ5 would reduce air quality impacts to a less than significant level.
Open Space and Conservation Chapter. Goals related to the proposed Specific Plan
include the following.
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9.01

Provide adequate land resources to meet the outdoor recreation needs of the present
and future residents in the region.

9.02

Increase the accessibility to open space lands for outdoor recreation.

9.03

Promote self sustaining regional recreation resources and facilities.

9.04

Maintain open space for adequate protection to lives and properties against natural
and manmade hazards.

9.05

Minimize potentially hazardous developments in hillsides, canyons, areas
susceptible to flooding, earthquakes, wildfire, and other known hazards, and areas
with limited access for emergency equipments.

9.08

Develop well managed viable ecosystems or known habitats of rare, threatened and
endangered species, including wetlands.

Open space and conservation policies relate to the provision of adequate land for outdoor
recreation, maintenance of open space to guard against natural disasters, and the development
of wellmanaged ecosystems. While development under the Specific Plan would designate
currently undeveloped sites for more urban use, the Specific Plan would include construction
of a bypass channel within Conejo Creek, which would provide flood control protection to
existing homes and businesses in southeast Camarillo while creating greenbelts, lakes, over 200
acres of permanent natural and/or landscaped open spaces, and a public access trail network.
In addition, the applicants would be required to pay recreation fees consistent with City
Municipal Code for each potential development project’s contribution to the development of
citywide parks (see Section 4.13, Recreation). And, with implementation of mitigation measures
BIO1 through BIO4 as described in Section 4.4, Biological Resources, impacts related to rare,
threatened and endangered species would be reduced to a less than significant level. As such,
the proposed Specific Plan could be found to be consistent with applicable open space and
conservation policies.
Water Quality Chapter Recommendations and Policy Options. Goals related to the
proposed Specific Plan include the following.
11.02

Encourage “watershed management” programs and strategies, recognizing the
primary role of local governments in such efforts.

11.07

Encourage water reclamation throughout the region where it is costeffective,
feasible, and appropriate to reduce reliance on imported water and wastewater
discharges. Current administrative impediments to increased use of wastewater
should be addressed.

Water quality policies are aimed at the development of watershed management programs and
encouraging water reclamation where feasible. The proposed Specific Plan includes channel
improvements along both Calleguas and Conejo Creeks for the purpose of providing flood
protection, creek stabilization, and removal of existing flood hazard designations from the Plan
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Area. As discussed in Section 4.8, Hydrology and Water Quality, development would be required
to implement improvements such as infiltration swales, biofilters, pervious pavements, and
stormwater detention. In addition, development would be required to be designed to control
runoff in a manner that complies with the City’s regulations as well as the County’s standard of
“no net increase” in storm flow discharge rates into Calleguas Creek. As such, the Specific Plan
could be found to be consistent with applicable water quality policies.
Regional Transportation Plan. Applicable goals include the following.
RTP G1

Maximize mobility and accessibility for all people and goods in the region.

RTP G2

Ensure travel safety and reliability for all people and goods in the region.

RTP G3

Preserve and ensure a sustainable regional transportation system.

RTP G4

Maximize the productivity of our transportation system.

RTP G5

Protect the environment, improve air quality and promote energy efficiency.

RTP G6

Encourage land use and growth patterns that complement our transportation
investments.

Transportation policies are aimed primarily at the efficient use of the transportation system and
maximizing of mobility, accessibility, and reliability. Overall traffic volumes will increase
under the Specific Plan. However, the Specific Plan generally promotes infill and use of land
within the existing CURB boundary, rather than expansion. The Specific Plan would develop a
collection of pedestrianoriented neighborhoods in close proximity to existing and planned
employment centers and neighborhood commercial uses, reducing dependence on
automobiles. The Specific Plan would also create an appropriate location for largerscale
industrial and corporate campus uses within the City near existing and proposed population
centers and transportation networks. Therefore, the Specific Plan could be found to be
consistent with applicable transportation policies.
Growth Visioning. The fundamental goal of the Compass Growth Visioning effort is to
make the SCAG region a better place to live, work and play for all residents regardless of race,
ethnicity, or income class. The following “Regional Growth Principles” are proposed to provide a
framework for local and regional decision making that improves the quality of life for all SCAG
area residents. Each principle is followed by a specific set of strategies intended to achieve this
goal.
Principle 1: Improve mobility for all residents.
GV P1.1
Encourage transportation investments and land use decisions that are
mutually supportive.
GV P1.2
Locate new housing near existing jobs and new jobs near existing
housing.
GV P1.3
Encourage transitoriented development.
GV P1.4
Promote a variety of travel choices.
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Principle 2: Foster livability in all communities.
GV P2.1
Promote infill development and redevelopment to revitalize existing
communities.
GV P2.2
Promote developments which provide a mix of uses.
GV P2.3
Promote “people scaled” walkable communities.
GV P2.4
Promote the preservation of stable, singlefamily neighborhoods.
Principle 3: Enable prosperity for all people.
GV P3.1
Provide, in each community, a variety of housing types.
GV P3.2
Support educational opportunities that promote balanced growth.
GV P3.3
Ensure environmental justice regardless of race, ethnicity or income
class.
GV P3.4
Support local and state fiscal policies that encourage balanced growth.
GV P3.5
Encourage Civic engagement.
Principle 4: Promote sustainability for future generations.
GV P4.1
Preserve rural, agricultural, recreational, and environmentally sensitive
areas.
GV P4.2
Focus development in urban centers and existing cities.
GV P4.3
Develop strategies to accommodate growth that uses resources efficiently,
eliminate pollution and significantly reduce waste.
GV P4.4
Utilize “green” development practices.
Compass Growth Visioning policies are aimed at a variety of topics, including fostering
mobility, livability, prosperity, and sustainability. While the Specific Plan would not be
considered infill development, all new development would not be required to be infill. In
addition, the proposed Specific Plan and its amenities would foster livability within the Plan
area. And as described earlier, the Specific Plan has been designed to develop a collection of
pedestrianoriented neighborhoods in close proximity to existing and planned employment
centers and neighborhood commercial uses, reducing dependence on automobiles. The Specific
Plan would also create an appropriate location for largerscale industrial and corporate campus
uses within the City near existing and proposed population centers and transportation
networks. The additional residential units provide a variety of housing types in different
economic ranges and diversity of designs oriented to the streets and scaled for pedestrian
comfort. The designated areas for commercial and industrial uses would provide jobs and
commercial centers to serve the existing and future residents of the Plan Area. The Specific
Plan would convert agricultural land to nonagricultural uses; however, the Specific Plan is
within the CURB, which is intended for urbanized development. Therefore, the Specific Plan
could be found to be consistent with applicable Compass Growth Visioning policies.
Mitigation Measures. The Specific Plan could be found to be generally consistent with
applicable SCAG principles and strategies. Therefore, mitigation is not required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts with respect to consistency with SCAG
principles and strategies would be less than significant without mitigation.
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Impact LU3

The 303acre “Adhor Farms” property within the proposed
Specific Plan would require an amendment to the City of
Camarillo sphere of influence boundary and annexation into
the City of Camarillo. However, the entire Specific Plan Area
is within the CURB boundary and conflicts with LAFCO
policies are not anticipated. Therefore, impacts would be
Class III, less than significant.

The Ventura LAFCO is responsible for reviewing and approving proposed jurisdictional
boundary changes in Ventura County, including the annexation and detachment of territory to
and/or from cities and most special districts, incorporations of new cities, formations of new
special districts, and consolidations, mergers, and dissolutions of existing districts. In addition,
LAFCOs must review and approve contractual service agreements, conduct service reviews,
and determine spheres of influence for each city and district. In addition to the CorteseKnox
Hertzberg Act, the Ventura LAFCO has adopted local policies that it considers in its review of
projects. The LAFCO also enforces the County’s Guidelines for Orderly Development.
The Plan Area consists of approximately 740 acres. The north and east portion of the Specific
Plan area is located within the city limits of the City of Camarillo and the western portion of the
Specific Plan Area is located within the CURB boundary of the City and not within an area
subject to CURB/SOAR voter approval. The 303acre “Adohr Dairy” property (APN 234040
080) on the western portion is the only parcel within the Plan Area that is within the CURB but
outside of the current corporate boundary. And amendment to the existing sphere of influence
boundary and annexation to the City of Camarillo is required for the “Adohr Dairy” property
following certification of the Specific Plan EIR and approval of the Specific Plan. Boundary
adjustment policies as they relate to the Specific Plan are discussed below.
Conformance with Local Plans and Policies. Unless exceptional circumstances are
shown, LAFCO will not approve a proposal unless it is consistent with the applicable general
plan and any applicable specific plan. The majority of the Plan Area is currently within the
City of Camarillo limits and the whole Plan Area is within the City’s CURB boundary.
Implementation of the Specific Plan would require an amendment to the existing sphere of
influence boundary and annexation of the portion of the Plan Area that is outside City limits to
the City of Camarillo and rezoning from the current County of Ventura zones to City zones. As
discussed above in Impact LU1, the proposed Specific Plan would be consistent with the
General Plan and Zoning Ordinance with adoption of a General Plan Amendment to adopt the
Specific Plan. Therefore the potential sphere of influence amendments and annexation of areas
within the CURB boundary would be consistent with the Camarillo General Plan and
applicable specific plans at the time of annexation.
LAFCO will not approve a proposal unless it is consistent with ordinances requiring voter
approval. Since the potential areas of annexation are within the CURB boundary, development
of the Specific Plan Area is consistent with both the Camarillo SOAR Ordinance and the City of
Camarillo CURB and would therefore not require voter approval. No land use designations or
boundary adjustments are being sought at this time for any lands that require voter approval.
Guidelines for Orderly Development. LAFCO encourages proposals that involve urban
development or that result in urban development to include annexation to a city wherever
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possible. As discussed in Section 4.2 Agricultural Resources, the Specific Plan would designate
620 acres within the Project Area that are currently in agricultural use for nonagriculture use.
Although the conversion of Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, and Unique
Farmland that would occur under the proposed Specific Plan would result in a Class I,
unavoidably significant, impact, the Plan Area is located within the CURB boundary which has
been designated by the General Plan and SOAR Ordinance for urban use. Implementation of
the Specific Plan would result in annexation of the portion of the Plan Area that is outside City
limits to the City of Camarillo and rezoning from the current County of Ventura zones to City
zones. As such, the Specific Plan could be found consistent with the Guidelines for Orderly
Development.
Greenbelts. LAFCO will not approve a proposal for a city that is in conflict with any
Greenbelt Agreement unless exceptional circumstances are shown to exist. The Specific Plan
would be located adjacent to the OxnardCamarillo Greenbelt Agreement; however, it would
not be located within the greenbelt. Therefore, the Specific Plan could be found to be consistent
with LAFCO’s criteria.
Agricultural and Open Space Preservation. LAFCO would approve a proposal for a
change of organization that is likely to result in the conversion of Prime agricultural land or
open space land only if it finds that the proposal will lead to planned, orderly, and efficient
development. For a development to be deemed planned, orderly, and efficient, all of the
following criteria must be met: (1) the territory involved is contiguous with lands developed
with an urban use or that have received approvals for urban development; (2) the territory is
likely to be developed within 5 years and has been prezoned for nonagricultural use; (3)
insufficient nonPrime agricultural land or vacant land exists within the existing boundaries of
the agency that is planned and developable for the same general type of use; (4) the territory is
not subject to voter approval for the extension of services or changing of land use designations;
and (5) the proposal will have no significant adverse effects on the integrity of other Prime
agricultural or open space lands.
As discussed in Section 4.2, Agricultural Resources, the Specific Plan would facilitate the
conversion of approximately 620acres of Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance,
and Unique Farmland. All of the areas that could potentially be converted are contiguous with
existing urban uses (see Figure 25 in Section 2.0, Project Description). The Plan Area has also
been designated for nonagricultural use as it is located within the CURB boundary. As such,
the Plan Area is not subject to voter approval for the extension of services or changing of land
use designations. As described in Section 4.2, Agricultural Resources, with appropriate
agriculture buffers, agricultural/urban conflicts would be less than significant. Therefore, the
Specific Plan could be found to be consistent with LAFCO’s agricultural and open space
preservation policies.
School Capacity. LAFCO will not favor a change of organization where any affected
school district certifies that there is not sufficient existing school capacity to serve the territory
involved. As discussed in Section 4.12, Public Services, many Pleasant Valley School District
schools are at or near capacity. Future development in the Plan Area would generate new
students, thereby contributing to potential future capacity exceedances. However, as discussed
in Section 4.12, Public Services, the proposed Specific Plan would contain an intermediate school
facility that would serve approximately 600 students generated by the Specific Plan. Camarillo
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High School is approximately 500 feet northwest of the Plan Area. High School students
generated by the proposed project would likely attend Camarillo High School. However, they
may also attend Rio Mesa High School. In accordance with Section 65995(h) of the California
Government Code (Senate Bill 50, chaptered August 27, 1998), the payment of statutory fees
“...is deemed to be full and complete mitigation of the impacts of any legislative or adjudicative
act, or both, involving, but not limited to, the planning, use, or development of real property, or
any change in governmental organization or reorganization.” Pursuant to CGC §65994(h),
impacts relating to school capacity would not be significant under CEQA since future
developers within the Pleasant Valley School District and Oxnard Union High School District
will be required to pay Statemandated school impact fees. The Specific Plan could be found
consistent with LAFCO’s criteria.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is required, though the City would need to apply
for annexation of the area in the western portion of Plan Area (the Calleguas Land Company
“Adohr Dairy” property) with LAFCO. The Specific Plan is consistent with the LAFCO
Guidelines for Orderly Development and with the City’s SOAR Ordinance and CURB
boundary.
Significance After Mitigation. The impact would be less than significant without
mitigation.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including
5,824 additional residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development.
would cumulatively result in an overall intensification and recycling of land uses in Camarillo.
Although some of the projects considered in the cumulative impact scenario may require
General Plan Amendments, Zone Changes, Variances, Conditional Use Permits, Tract Map
approvals, or other discretionary land use actions, the merits of each project would be
considered on a casebycase basis. In addition, future development would largely occur
within the existing City limits or CURB, which are areas intended for urban development.
Therefore, cumulative impacts would not be considerable.
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4.11 NOISE
This section addresses the impact of the noise generated by future development facilitated by
the proposed Specific Plan on nearby noisesensitive land uses, as well as the effect of current
and future noise levels on the proposed Specific Plan land uses.

4.11.1 Setting
a. Overview of Sound Measurement. Noise level (or volume) is generally measured in
decibels (dB) using the Aweighted sound pressure level (dBA). The Aweighting scale is an
adjustment to the actual sound power levels to be consistent with that of human hearing
response, which is most sensitive to frequencies around 4,000 Hertz (about the highest note on a
piano) and less sensitive to low frequencies (below 100 Hertz).
The sound pressure level is measured on a logarithmic scale with the 0 dB level based on the
lowest detectable sound pressure level that people can perceive (an audible sound that is not
zero sound pressure level). Based on the logarithmic scale, a doubling of sound energy is
equivalent to an increase of 3 dB, and a sound that is 10 dB less than the ambient sound level
has no effect on ambient noise. Because of the nature of the human ear, a sound must be about
10 dB greater than the reference sound to be judged as twice as loud. In general, a 3 dB change
in community noise levels is noticeable, while 12 dB changes generally are not perceived.
Quiet suburban areas typically have noise levels in the range of 4050 dBA, while those along
arterial streets are in the 5060+ dBA range. Normal conversational levels are in the 6065 dBA
range, and ambient noise levels greater than 65 dBA can interrupt conversations.
Noise levels typically attenuate (or drop off) at a rate of 6 dBA per doubling of distance from
point sources such as industrial machinery. Noise from lightly traveled roads typically
attenuates at a rate of about 4.5 dBA per doubling of distance. Noise from heavily traveled
roads typically attenuates at about 3 dBA per doubling of distance.
In addition to the actual instantaneous measurement of sound levels, the duration of sound is
important since sounds that occur over a long period of time are more likely to be an annoyance
or cause direct physical damage or environmental stress. One of the most frequently used noise
metrics that considers both duration and sound power level is the equivalent noise level (Leq).
The Leq is defined as the single steady Aweighted level that is equivalent to the same amount
of energy as that contained in the actual fluctuating levels over a period of time (essentially, the
average noise level). Typically, Leq is summed over a onehour period.
The actual time period in which noise occurs is also important since noise that occurs at night
tends to be more disturbing than that which occurs during the daytime. Two commonly used
noise metrics – the DayNight average level (Ldn) and the Community Noise Equivalent Level
(CNEL)  recognize this fact by weighting hourly Leqs over a 24hour period. The Ldn is a 24
hour average noise level that adds 10 dB to actual nighttime (10 PM to 7 AM) noise levels to
account for the greater sensitivity to noise during that time period. The CNEL is identical to the
Ldn, except it also adds a 5 dB penalty for noise occurring during the evening (7 PM to 10 PM).
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b. Sensitive Receptors. Noise exposure goals for various types of land uses reflect the
varying noise sensitivities associated with those uses. Residences, hospitals, schools, guest
lodging, and libraries are most sensitive to noise intrusion and therefore have more stringent
noise exposure targets than manufacturing or agricultural uses that are not subject to impacts
such as sleep disturbance. Noise sensitive land uses near the Specific Plan include residential
neighborhoods approximately 50 feet west and 100 feet east of the project site.
c. Regulatory Setting. Plans and policies that pertain to noise and its effect on the
project area vicinity include the City of Camarillo General Plan Noise Element and the City’s
Noise Regulation Ordinance (Chapter 10.34, Camarillo Municipal Code).
The State of California, Department of Environmental Health, Office of Noise Control has
published recommended guidelines for mobile source noise and land use compatibility. Each
jurisdiction is required to consider these guidelines when developing its General Plan Noise
Element and determining the acceptable noise levels within its community. The City of
Camarillo defers to these guidelines when assessing a project’s noise compatibility with motor
vehicle noise sources. The State guidelines include a noise compatibility matrix that specifies
the types of ambient noise levels that are considered compatible with various uses, shown as
Figure 4.111. The City of Camarillo has adopted noise standards that are more stringent that
state guidelines, as discussed below and summarized in Table 4.111.
The City of Camarillo Noise Regulation Ordinance (Chapter 10.34 of the Camarillo Municipal
Code) requires that “No person shall operate or cause to be operated, any source of sound at
any location within the city or allow the creation of any noise on property owned, leased,
occupied or otherwise controlled by such person, which causes the noise level when measured
on any other property, to exceed the noise standard for that land use.” The Ordinance does not
control traffic noise along public streets, but applies to all noise sources located on private
property including onsite traffic. As part of this ordinance, properties within the City are
assigned a sound zone based on their corresponding land use. Agriculture and Open Space
properties are designated as Sound Zone I; Residential properties are designated as Sound Zone
II; Commercial/Office properties are designated as Sound Zone III; and Industrial properties
are designated as Sound Zone IV. The Ordinance also limits the amount of noise generated by
uses during normal operation that may affect the surrounding areas. Table 4.111 shows the
allowable noise levels and corresponding times of day for each of the identified sound zones
near the project site. According to the Noise Regulation Ordinance, which identifies properties
according to their land use designations, the residential neighborhoods to the west and east of
the project site classify as a Sound Zone II.
Table 4.11-1
CNEL Exterior Noise Standards
Time Period

ZONE I
Agriculture/
Open Space

ZONE II
Residential

ZONE III
Commercial/
Office

ZONE IV
Industrial

7 AM to 9 PM

55 dBA

55 dBA

65 dBA

65 dBA

9 PM to 7 AM

45 dBA

45 dBA

55 dBA

55 dBA

Source: City of Camarillo Municipal Code § 10.34.
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COMMUNITY NOISE EXPOSURE
Ldn or CNEL, dBA

LAND USE CATEGORY
55

60

65

70

75

80

85

RESIDENTIAL - LOW DENSITY
SINGLE FAMILY, DUPLEX,
MOBILE HOMES
RESIDENTIAL - MULTI-FAMILY
TRANSIENT LODGING - MOTELS,
HOTELS
SCHOOLS, LIBRARIES,
CHURCHES, HOSPITALS,
NURSING HOMES
AUDITORIUMS, CONCERT
HALLS, AMPHITHEATRES
SPORTS ARENA, OUTDOOR
SPECTATOR SPORTS
PLAYGROUNDS,
NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
GOLF COURSES, RIDING
STABLES, WATER RECREATION,
CEMETERIES
OFFICE BUILDINGS, BUSINESS
COMMERCIAL AND
PROFESSIONAL
INDUSTRIAL, MANUFACTURING,
UTILITIES, AGRICULTURE

NORMALLY ACCEPTABLE
Specified land use is satisfactory, based
upon the assumption that any buildings
i nv o l v e d a r e o f n o rm a l c o nv e nt i on a l
construction, without any special noise
i ns u l at i on re q ui re me n t s .

NORMALLY UNACCEPTABLE
New construction or development should
generally be discouraged. If new construction
o r d e v e l o p m e n t d o e s p r o c e e d , a d e t a i le d a n a l y s is
of the noise reduction requirements must be
m a d e a n d n e e d e d n o i s e i n s u l a t i o n f e a tu r e s
included in the design

CONDITIONALLY ACCEPTABLE
New construction or development should
be undertaken only after a detailed analysis
of the noise reduction requirements is made
and needed noise insulation features included
in the design. Conventional construction, but
with closed windows and fresh air supply
systems or air conditioning will normally
suffice.

CLEARLY UNACCEPTABLE
New construction or development should
generally not be undertaken.

Source: Guidelines for the Preparation and Content of Noise Elements of the General Plan,
State Office of Noise Control.

Noise Compatibility Standards
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Section 10.34 specifies that no person shall operate or cause to be operated any source of sound
at any location within the city, or allow the creation of any noise on property owned, leased,
occupied or otherwise controlled by such person which causes the noise level when measured
on any other property to exceed:
1. The applicable ambient exterior noise level as set forth in [Table 4.111] plus five dBA for a
cumulative period of more than twenty minutes in any hour.
2. The applicable ambient exterior noise level as set forth in [Table 4.111] plus ten dBA for a
cumulative period of more than ten minutes in any hour.
3. The applicable ambient exterior noise level as set forth in [Table 4.111] plus fifteen dBA for a
cumulative period of one minute in any hour.
In addition, with respect to residential uses, the interior noise level may not exceed 40 dBA
between the hours of 9 PM and 7 AM and 45 dBA between 7 AM and 9 PM for a period of five
or more minutes in any hour (Ord. 486 § 1, 1981), as shown in Table 4.112.
Table 4.11-2 Residential Interior Noise Standards (dBA)
Land Use
All common wall and
freestanding residential
dwelling units

Time Interval
9 PM to 7 AM

Interior Noise Level
40 dBA

7 AM to 9 PM

45 dBA

Source: City of Camarillo Municipal Code § 10.34.

d. Existing Noise Sources. The most common sources of noise in the project vicinity
are transportation sources, including trains, automobiles, trucks and motorcycles on U.S. 101, as
well as intermittent aircraft noise. The noise from U.S. 101 is relatively constant, and thus
predominates as the ambient background noise. Motor vehicle noise is of concern because it is
characterized by a high number of individual events, which often create sustained noise levels.
Along the stretch of highway adjacent to the project site, ambient noise levels would be
expected to be highest during the daytime and rush hour unless congestion slows speeds
substantially. Existing noise sources within the proposed Specific Plan area are limited to
agricultural operations, with intermittent noise derived from tractors and other similar
agriculturally related equipment and operations. The Specific Plan area is located outside of the
noise exposure contours for the City for Camarillo Airport and the Naval Weapons Air Station.
In addition, though not included within the Specific Plan, the existing industrial area east of
Pancho Road generated noise associated with vehicle trips to and from the area.
On January 7, 2010, Rincon Consultants, Inc. performed 20minute weekday noise
measurements using an ANSI Type II integrating sound level meter. The noise monitoring
results are summarized on Table 4.113 and the various locations of the measurements are
shown on Figure 4.112. These measurements reflect noise at various times ranging from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. These measurements do not reflect noise levels at peak traffic hour, which is generally
when the most vehicular traffic occurs and generates the highest average noise levels during
that period (7 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.). These measurements however, facilitate
calibration of the noise traffic model used to determine existing peak hour and future peak hour
noise levels.
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Table 4.11-3
Noise Measurement Results
Measurement
Number (as
shown on
Figure 4.11-2)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Measurement Location

Eastern terminus of
Calle Alto
Western portion of Calle
Cuesta
Western portion of
Adohr Lane
Northern portion of
Pancho Road
Near southern terminus
of Pancho Road
Pleasant Valley Road
north of Adohr Lane
Calle Cuesta east of
Pleasant Valley Road
Ridgeview Street near
Conejo Creek

Primary Noise
Source

Approximate
Distance to Primary
Noise Source

Leq
(dBA)

Noise associated with
industrial activities

50 feet to closest
industrial building

59.9

U.S. 101

20 feet to centerline

78.0

Adohr Lane

20 feet to centerline

64.4

Pancho Road

20 feet to centerline

70.7

Pancho Road

20 feet to centerline

69.3

Pleasant Valley Road

30 feet to centerline

68.8

Pleasant Valley Road

100 feet to centerline

66.1

Agricultural activities

20 feet to closest
agriculture activity

68.2

Source: Rincon Consultants, Inc. Recorded during field visit using ANSI Type II Integrating sound level meter. See
Appendix E for noise monitoring data sheets.

The traffic study for the project analyzed 19 study area intersections and 26 roadway segments
(see Appendix E). The traffic study provided the average daily trip (ADT) rate of each of the 28
roadway segments. Using the ADT data, existing trafficgenerated noise levels along these
segments during the peak hour traffic period was estimated along each of the 26 roadway
segments using the using the Federal Highway Administration Traffic Noise Model® . Table
4.114 shows existing trafficgenerated noise levels along each of the 26 segments during peak
hour.
As discussed above, the onsite noise measurements shown in Table 4.113 do not reflect peak
hour. Therefore, these measurements do not directly correspond to the noise levels in Table
4.114, which reflect peak hour noise levels at 50 to 180 feet from roadway segment centerlines.
4.11.2

Impact Analysis

a. Methodology and Thresholds of Significance. Noise levels associated with existing
and future traffic along area roadways and highways were calculated using the Federal
Highway Administration Traffic Noise Model® (TNM, v 2.5) based on data provided in the
traffic report prepared for the prosed Specific Plan (AustinFoust Associates, Inc., 2011).
Cumulative conditions correspond to projected buildout of the City’s General Plan, as discussed
in Section 3.0 Environmental Setting. Construction noise was estimated based on noise level
estimates from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency document “Noise from Construction
Equipment and Operations, Building Equipment, and Home Appliances.”
Impacts to future development within the Specific Plan area relating to operational onsite
activities and traffic noise would be considered significant if projectrelated activities create
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noise exceeding the City’s noise standards as shown in Table 4.111 above. Construction noise
is considered significant if it would occur between the hours of 7 pm and 7 am Monday through
Saturday or anytime on Sunday (Camarillo Municipal Code 10.34.120).
Table 4.11-4

Existing Traffic-Generated Noise
Roadway Segment

Existing Peak Hour
Noise Level (dBA)

Santa Rosa – Highway 101 to Verdurgo

76.9

Santa Rosa –Verdurgo to Adolfo

76.3

Santa Rosa –Adolfo to Los Pueblos

76.0

Santa Rosa –Los Pueblos to Woodcreek

75.8

Santa Rosa - Woodcreek to Oak Canyon

75.3

Santa Rosa - Oak Canyon to Upland

74.5

Santa Rosa - Upland to Morongo

75.1

Pleasant Valley Road - 101 to Ridge View

63.3

Pleasant Valley Road - Ridge View to Pancho

65.0

Pleasant Valley Road - Pancho to Bridgehampton

64.2

Pleasant Valley Road - Bridgehampton to Village
Commons

60.9

Pleasant Valley Road - Village Commons to Lewis

60.9

Pleasant Valley Road - Lewis to East 5th

71.5

Lewis - south of Pleasant Valley Road

72.1

Lewis - north of Pleasant Valley Road

70.9

Pancho - south of Pleasant Valley Road

71.6

Adohr Lane

60.4

Ridgeview

60.4

Camarillo Springs Road

63.6

Highway 101 -, north of Pleasant Valley Road

82.9

Highway 101 - south of Pleasant Valley Road to
Camarillo Springs Rd

82.9

Highway 101 - south of Pleasant Valley Road

82.9

Mission Oaks - South of Adolfo

70.5

Mission Oaks - north of Adolfo

71.6

Adolfo - Santa Rosa to Mission Oaks

70.4

Adolfo - Mission Oaks to Avid Acaso

72.5

Estimates of noise generated by traffic ranging from 50 feet to 180 feet.. Refer to
Appendix E for these estimates. Noise levels presented account for attenuation
provided by existing barriers where applicable, including the existing cinderblock wall
along Pleasant Valley Road from 101 to Lewis Road. Calculated using the Federal
Highway Administration Traffic Noise Model®.
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Existing offsite development would primarily be impacted by potential increased noise
associated with increased in traffic volumes attributable to the Specific Plan at various study
roadway segments. Thus, impacts to existing development are considered significant if project
generated traffic results in exposure of sensitive receptors to unacceptable noise levels in
accordance with Federal Interagency Committee on Noise (FICON) standards. FICON
recommendations were used to determine whether increases in roadway noise would be
considered significant where existing noise levels already exceed City thresholds (which occurs
on all study roadway segments). The level of significance changes with increasing noise
exposure, such that smaller changes in ambient noise levels result in significant impacts at
higher existing noise levels. Table 4.115 shows the significance thresholds for increases in
traffic related noise levels caused either by the project alone or by cumulative development.
Table 4.11-5
Significance of Changes in Operational Roadway
Noise Exposure
Ambient Noise Level With Project
(Ldn or CNEL)

Significant Impact

< 60 dB

+ 5.0 dB or more

60 – 65 dB

+ 3.0 dB or more

> 65 dB

+ 1.5 dB or more

Source: Federal Interagency Committee on Noise (FICON), August 1993

b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact N1

Constructionrelated activities associated with buildout of the
Specific Plan would intermittently generate high noise levels
and groundborne vibrations on and adjacent to the site. This
may affect existing and future receptors on or near the project
site. However, construction noise would be temporary and
subject to the requirements of Municipal Code 10.24.120.
Therefore, impacts would be Class III, less than significant.

Nearby noisesensitive land uses, including the existing residential neighborhoods to the east
and west of the project site could be exposed to temporary construction noise and groundborne
vibrations during development of the proposed project. In addition, early phases of
development within the Specific Plan area, including residential uses and other sensitive uses,
could be exposed to temporary construction noise and groundborne vibrations that occur
during subsequent phases of development.
As illustrated in Table 4.116, equivalent noise levels associated with the use of heavy
equipment at construction sites can range from about 77 to 90 dBA at 50 feet from the source,
depending upon the types of equipment in operation at any given time and the phase of
construction1. The operation of heavy equipment during construction would result in
temporary increases in noise in the immediate vicinity of the Specific Plan area. The highest
1

It should be noted that the analysis provided in Table 4.11-5 does not account for attenuating factors, such as topography,
structures, or vegetation. Such factors would decrease the noise levels at sensitive receptors.
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noise levels would generally occur during grading, excavation and foundation development,
which involve the use of such equipment as backhoes, bulldozers, shovels, and frontend
loaders. In addition, construction vehicles traveling on local roadways can generate
intermittent noise levels that affect adjacent receptors.
Table 4.11-6
Typical Noise Levels at Construction Sites
Type of Equipment
Backhoe
Concrete Saw
Crane
Excavator
Front End Loader
Jackhammer
Paver
Pneumatic Tools
Dozer

Maximum Level,
dB(A) at 50 Feet
78
90
81
81
79
89
77
85
82

Source: Federal Highway Administration, Roadway
Construction Noise Model User’s Guide, January 2006.

In addition, vibration from construction activities could also have an impact on nearby noise
sensitive land uses. The primary sources of manmade vibrations are blasting, grading,
pavement breaking and demolition. The primary vibratory source during construction within
the Specific Plan area would likely be large bulldozers and loaded trucks. Typical bulldozer or
loaded truck activities generate an approximate vibration level of 8687 vibration decibels
(VdB)2 at a distance of 25 feet. Typically, vibration levels in excess of 80 VdB typically result in
annoyance. As such, existing residences and other sensitive receptors in very close proximity to
construction activities may intermittently be disturbed by nuisance vibration noise levels.
However, constructionrelated noise and groundborne vibrations would be temporary and
intermittent in nature and would not result in longterm noise impacts. In addition,
construction activities are only permitted during the hours of 7a.m. and 7p.m. Monday through
Saturday per the requirement s of Municipal Code 10.24.120. Construction activities during this
time are exempt from City noise standards. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. As impacts would be less than significant, no mitigation is
required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant without
mitigation.
Impact N2

Onsite operations would generate noise levels that may
periodically be audible to existing land uses near and within the
Specific Plan area. However, operational noise is not expected
to exceed City noise standards. This is a Class III, less than
significant impact.

2

Vibration decibel (VdB) is an amplitude measurement for vibration velocity. Sensitive uses can be affected by VdB levels of 80 or
greater. Minor cosmetic damage to structures can occur at 100 VdB.
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Noise levels would increase as a result of ongoing activities associated with the Specific Plan’s
residential, commercial, industrial, and institutional components. Noise generated from loading
docks, mechanical equipment (such as heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) units),
deliveries, trash hauling activities, and general parking lots could be expected from commercial,
industrial, and institutional development envisioned in the Specific Plan, as well as existing
industrial uses located in the near the center of the Specific Plan area (this industrial area is
excluded from the Specific Plan). Both existing industrial areas (east of Pancho Road) and those
proposed by the Specific Plan are and would be zone “Limited Manufacturing”, which as stated in
the Zoning Code Section 19.28.020 “is intended to provide for and encourage planned industrial
districts, compatible with surrounding or abutting residential zones”. Thus, it is not anticipated
that substantial noise is or would be generated from industrial uses. Noise associated
commercial uses proposed in the northern lake area as under the Specific Plan would be
buffered by the proposed Calleguas Creek bypass channel and would be separated by
Ridgeview Road. In addition, these commercial uses would be limited to specialized retail
stores, dining uses, and professional office uses, which are generally not significant noise
generating land uses. Institutional uses would be limited to places of worship, schools or other
educational oriented uses, which are also generally not significant noise generating land uses.
Much of the noise generated by these activities would also be intermittent in nature and therefore
would likely not exceed City standards. For example, noise associated with parking lots generally
includes engine starts, car door closing, horns, and alarms. Although these noise sources may
create temporary annoyances to receptors, they are not expected exceed City standards. In
addition, the majority of noise would be generated during the daytime when residential and
commercial uses are most active and least sensitive to noise. Impacts would be less than
significant.
Mitigation Measures. As impacts would be less than significant, no mitigation is
required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant without
mitigation.
Impact N3

Additional traffic volumes and associated noise generated by
development under the Specific Plan would expose existing
residential, recreational, commercial and industrial receptors
adjacent to roadways serving the project area to increases in
trafficgenerated noise. Impacts would be Class I, significant
and unavoidable.

Development facilitiated by the proposed Specific Plan would increase the number of vehicle
trips to and from the site, which would increase traffic noise on area roadways within the
vicinity of the Specific Plan area. Estimated average daily traffic (ADT) values from the traffic
study were used to model the change in noise levels resulting from increased traffic on 27
roadway segments within the vicinity of the proposed Specific Plan area. Table 4.117 shows
exterior noise levels. As shown therein, existing + Specific Plan traffic volumes would increase
exterior noise levels at eight study area roadway segments. As discussed in 4.11.2(a), a
significant impact would occur with an increase of 1.5 dBA where existing levels are greater
than 65 dBA CNEL or if noise levels increase by 3 dBA where existing levels are between 60
City of Camarillo
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dBA and 65 dBA CNEL. Signficant increases in noise levels would occur at the following
intersections:
Pleasant Valley Road, Lewis to East 5th Road
Pancho, south of Pleasant Valley Road
Ridgeview Road (western segment)
Existing industrial uses to the east of Pancho Road, south of Pleasant Valley Road and on
Pleasant Valley Road from Lewis Street to East 5th Street,and existing commercial uses and the
golf course along Ridgeview Road would be exposed to significant increases in noise levels due
to traffic generated by the proposed Specific Plan, as shown in Table 4.117. In addition to
significant noise level increases relative to FINCON thresholds, all noise levels shown in Table
4.117 would exceed City noise standards for recreational, commercial and industrial uses
under the cumulative plus Specific plan traffic scenario. However, it should be noted that noise
levels without the Specific Plan would also exceed City standards in the future cumulative
scenario. To mitigate noise levels to existing these recreational, industrial and commercial
receptors it would require either noise attentuation retrofits to exisingcommercial and industrial
structures and/or the construction of a sound barrier along Pancho Road, south of Pleasant
Valley Road, Pleasant Valley Road from Lewis Street to East 5th Street, and Ridgeview Road.
The cost and feasibilty of installing noise attentuation retrofits and/or constructing a sound
barrier along these roadway segments would be signficant and would require the consent of
property owners, which cannot be assured at this time. Therefore, no feasible mitigation is
available to attentuate noise for these existingrecreational, industrial and commercial noise
receptors, and impacts would be significant and unavoidable.
Residential receptors along the roadway segements listed in Table 4.117 would be exposed to
signficant increases in trafficgenerated noise. The largest concentration of existing residential
uses adjacent to the Specific Plan area is located to the west of Pleasant Valley Road from
Highway 101 to Lewis Road. There are cinder block walls located adjacent to the existing
residential uses along Pleasant Valley Road from 101 to Lewis Road, which were accounted for
in the noise modeling. These walls block “line of sight” to outdoor living spaces and the first
floor of these reisdences and would mitigate potentially significant noise increases, as shown in
Table 4.117. There are some residences along this roadway segement that have two stories.
The wall does not block “line of sight” of the second story of these residences. These second
stories could be exposed to exterior noise levels up to 75 dBA as a result of roadway noise along
Pleasant Valley Road from Ridview Road to Bridgehampton Road. The primary concern with
second floors is interior noises, as second floors typically provide living spaces such as
bedrooms, not outdoor living spaces. The interior noise level for residential uses that is
considered acceptable by the City is 45 dBA from 7 AM to 9 PM. The exteriortointerior noise
attentuation of standard building materials used for residential developmentcan be upto 30
dBA (HMMH, 2006). If the building materials used in these existing residences provides up to
30 dBA of noise attentuation, it would ensure that noise levels do not exceed 45 dBA (the
highest noise level along Pleasant Valley Road would be 73.2; that value minus 30 dBA for
building attentuation equals a 43.2 interior noise level). However, the level of noise attenuation
provided by the budiling materilas used in these existing residences cannot be assured. As
such, it is possible that these existing residences could be exposed to interior noise levels that
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exceed 45 dBA. , Therefore, impacts to existing residential receptors along Pleasant Valley Road
and other roadway segements listed in Table 4.117 would be significant and unavoidable.

Table 4.11-7 Pre-Project and Post-Project
Traffic Noise Impacts on Existing Development
Projected Noise Level
(dBA CNEL)
Roadway
Existing Existing +
(1)
Project (2)

Change In Noise Level
(dBA CNEL)

Cumulative
Project
Growth +
Only
Project (3) (2 minus 1)

Cumulative
Growth +
Project
(3 minus 1)

Exceed
FICON?

Santa Rosa, 101 to Verdugo

76.9

77.4

77.4

0.5

0.5

No

Santa Rosa, Verdugo to Adolfo

76.3

76.8

76.8

0.5

0.5

No

76

76.3

76.5

0.3

0.5

No

75.8

76.2

76.5

0.4

0.7

No

75.3

75.5

76

0.2

0.7

No

Santa Rosa, Oak Canyon to Upland

74.5

74.7

75.3

0.2

0.8

No

Santa Rosa, Upland to Morongo
Pleasant Valley Road, 101 to Ridge
View

75.1

75.3

76

0.2

0.9

No

63.3

65.8

65.9

2.5

0.1

No

Pleasant Valley Road, Ridge View to
Pancho

65.0

66.6

66.9

1.6

0.3

No

Pleasant Valley Road, Pancho to
Bridgehampton

64.2

66.5

66.6

2.3

0.1

No

Pleasant Valley Road,
Bridgehampton to Village Commons

60.9

63.1

63.5

2.2

0.4

No

Pleasant Valley Road, Village
Commons to Lewis
Pleasant Valley Road, Lewis to East
5th

60.9

63.0

63.3

2.1

0.3

No

71.5

74

73.2

2.5

1.7

Yes

Lewis, south of Pleasant Valley Road

72.1

72.8

76.6

0.7

4.5

No

Lewis, north of Pleasant Valley Road
Pancho, south of Pleasant Valley
Road

70.9

71.7

73.8

0.8

2.9

No

71.6

74.8

74.9

3.2

3.3

Yes

Adohr (Existing)
Ridgeview (Existing, eastern
segment)

60.4

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

60.4

67.5

67.5

7.1

7.1

Yes

Camarillo Springs Road
Highway 101, north of Pleasant
Valley Road
Highway 101, south of Pleasant
Valley Road to Camarillo Springs Rd
Highway 101, south of Camarillo
Springs Road

63.6

66.1

66.1

2.5

2.5

No

82.9

83.4

84.4

0.5

1.5

No

82.9

83.1

84.3

0.2

1.4

No

82.9

83.2

84.5

0.3

1.6

No

Mission Oaks, South of Adolfo

70.5

70.5

71.6

0

1.1

No

Mission Oaks, North of Adolfo

71.6

71.9

71.9

0.3

0.3

No

Santa Rosa, Adolfo to Los Pueblos
Santa Rosa, Los Pueblos to
Woodcreek
Santa Rosa, Woodcreek to Oak
Canyon

1
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Table 4.11-7 Pre-Project and Post-Project
Traffic Noise Impacts on Existing Development
Projected Noise Level
(dBA CNEL)
Roadway
Existing Existing +
(1)
Project (2)

Change In Noise Level
(dBA CNEL)

Cumulative
Project
Growth +
Only
Project (3) (2 minus 1)

Cumulative
Growth +
Project
(3 minus 1)

Exceed
FICON?

Adolfo, Santa Road to Mission Oaks

70.4

71.1

70.9

0.7

0.5

No

Adolfo, Mission Oaks to Avid Acaso

72.5

73.8

72.8

1.3

0.3

No

Estimates of noise generated by traffic from roadway centerline at ranging from 50 feet to 180 feet.. Refer to
Appendix E for these estimates. Noise levels presented account for attenuation provided by existing barriers where
applicable noise barriers, primarily including the existing cinderblock wall along Pleasant Valley Road from 101 to
Lewis Road.
Note: As shown in Table 4.11-7an increase of 3 dB would be considered significant when existing ambient noise is
between 60-65 dB, and an increase of 1.5 dB would be significant when existing ambient noise is greater than 65 dB
[Federal Interagency Committee on Noise (FICON)]. Also note that this threshold is used to determine audible noise
increases because existing conditions already exceed City noise thresholds.
1

Adohr Road would be eliminated as a through street under the proposed Specific Plan. Therefore the change in
noise from existing to proposed is not possible to calculate.

Mitigation Measures. The following measures are required to reduce noise impacts to
existing residential receptors on Pleasant Valley Road from Highway 101 to Lewis Road and to
reduce significant noise impacts to existing recreational, industrial and commercial receptors
along Pancho Road, south of Pleasant Valley Road, Pleasant Valley Road from Lewis Street to
East 5th Street, and Ridgeview Road.
N3(a)

Improvements to Existing Buildings. The Specific Plan applicant
shall offer to carry out the following noise attenuation improvements
for property owners of existing residences along Pleasant Valley Road
from Highway 101 to Lewis Road and property owners of existing
industrial and commercial receptors along Pancho Road south of
Pleasant Valley Road, Pleasant Valley Road from Lewis Street to East
5th Street, and Ridgeview Road. Existing property owners may select
from these various noise attenuation improvements as applicable to
their existing residence or structure. The improvements as selected
by the property owners must properly be located on the structure to
effectively attenuate noise from the adjacent roadway. These noise
attenuation techniques are known to reduce noise levels by 25 dB(A)
and include the following:
Installation of doors with a minimum Sound Transmission Class
(STC)3 rating of 50;
Installation of commercially available windows with STC ratings
of 32 or higher;

3

A single-number rating system for determining the amount of noise reduction provided by a window, door or other building
component. The higher the STC rating, the more efficient the component will be in reducing noise. Windows and doors having a
minimum STC rating are sometimes required to ensure that a building facade will achieve a minimum Noise Level Reduction (NLR).
STC ratings may not be subtracted from exterior noise exposure values to determine interior noise exposure values.
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Replace exterior wall surfaces with stucco or brick veneer
provided that it would improve noise attenuation;
Installation of baffled roof or attic vents.

N-3(b)

Sound Barriers. Sound reduction could be achieved through the
construction of a berm and/or sound barriers along Pancho Road,
south of Pleasant Valley Road, Pleasant Valley Road from Lewis
Street to East 5th Street, and Ridgeview Road. The sound barrier may
be any combination of solid materials such as concrete masonry unit
(CMU), glass, and/or acrylic.

Significance After Mitigation. Mitigation measures N3(a) and N3(b) would reduce
significant noise impacts to existing residential, industrial and commercial receptors to the
extent feasible. However, the implementation of structural measures or sound barriers may be
infeasible due to physical, economic, or other constraints. In addition, implementation of
structural measures for existing receptors would rely upon the cooperation of existing property
owners in certain areas, which cannot be assured. Therefore, impacts to existing recreational,
commercial and industrial receptors along Pancho Road, south of Pleasant Valley Road,
Pleasant Valley Road from Lewis Street to East 5th Street, and Ridgeview Road, and impacts to
existing residential receptors along Pleasant Valley Road from Highway 101 to Lewis Road
would remain significant and unavoidable.
Impact N4

Additional traffic volumes and associated noise generated by
development under the Specific Plan would expose future
receptors within the Specific Plan area to noise levels that
would exceed City standards. This would be a Class II,
significant but mitigable impact.

Development facilitated by the proposed Specific Plan would increase the number of vehicle
trips to and from the site, which would increase trafficgenerated noise on roadways within the
Specific Plan area under the proposed circulation plan (refer to Figure 26 in Section 2.0 Proejct
Description for the proposed circulation plan). Future development under the Specific Plan
would be located adjacent to these roadway segments and therefore would be exposed to
vehicle noise. In addition, future development under the Specific Plan would be located
adjacent to existing roadways that generate noise levels that currently exceed and are projected
to exceed City standards, including Pleasant Valley Road and Highway 101. Table 4.117 shows
future exterior noise levels at 50 feet from the centerline of these roadway segments, and 100
feet from Highway 101. Future noise levels were modeling using projected ADT volumes of
study area roadway segments as provided by the traffic study (Appendix F) prepared for the
proposed Specific Plan.
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Table 4.11-8 Noise Level Exposure of Future
Land Uses Under the Proposed Specific Plan

Roadway

Pleasant Valley Road, 101 to
2
Ridge View
Pleasant Valley Road, Ridge
2
View to Pancho
Pleasant Valley Road, Pancho
2
to Bridgehampton
Pancho, Pleasant Valley Road
to Calle Alto
Pancho, south of Calle Alto
Adohr (With Proposed
Circulation)
Ridgeview (With Proposed
Circulation)
Highway 101, south of Pleasant
Valley Road to Camarillo
3
Springs Rd
Calle Alto - East (With
Proposed Circulation)
Calle Alto - West (With
Proposed Circulation)
Calle Quetzal - Ridgeview to
Adohr (With Proposed
Circulation)
Calle Quetzal - Adohr to Calle
Alto (With Proposed
Circulation)
Calle Quetzal - Calle Alto Southward (With Proposed
Circulation)
Calle Quetzal - Eastward (With
Proposed Circulation)
Calle Quetzal - West of Pancho
(With Proposed Circulation)

Future
Adjacent Use
As Proposed
Under the
Specific Plan

City Noise
Standard for
Adjacent
Land Use
(CNEL dBA)

Future Noise
Level (dBA)
Cumulative
+ Project

Exceed
City Noise
Standards?

Distance
from
Centerline to
Achieve City
Standard
1
(feet)

Commercial

65

68.9

Yes

200

Residential

55

67.9

Yes

632

Adohr Mixed
Use Residential

55

67.6

Yes

612

Residential

55

74.9

Yes

528

Residential

55

69.6

Yes

286

Residential

55

58.4

Yes

78

Residential

55

72.5

Yes

384

Residential, &
Park,
Commercial

55 & 65

70.2

Yes

1,504 & 520

Residential

55

64.4

Yes

156

Residential

55

65.6

Yes

176

55

66.9

Yes

198

55

66.3

Yes

188

Industrial

65

66.3

Yes

65

Industrial

65

60.9

No

NA

Residential &
Open Space

55

58.4

Yes

78

Residential &
School and
Park
Residential &
School and
Park

Estimates of noise generated by traffic from roadway centerline at 50 feet for all roadways, except for Highway 101 wherein 100 feet
from centerline was used due to the size of the freeway right-of-way. Refer to Appendix E for these estimates.
Note: Impacts are based on City standards, as shown in Table 4.11-1.
1

Assumes a decrease of 6 dBA per doubling of distance. No noise attenuation features were included in the modeling.

2

Accounts for 6 foot noise attenuation berm on the northbound side of Pleasant Valley Road as proposed by the Specific Plan.

3

Accounts for 12 noise attenuation berm paralleling Highway 101, between Highway 101 and proposed residential, park and
commercial uses as proposed by the Specific Plan.

As shown Table 4.118, future land uses (noise receptors) within the Specific Plan area,
including residential, commercial, park and open space, and industrial uses would be exposed
to exterior noise levels that exceed City standards at 14 of the 15 study area roadway segments
if located within the distances from centerline (noise contours) as shown in the table. Moreover,
City standards require that interior noise levels of residential uses do not exceed 45 dBA. The
City of Camarillo General Plan Noise Element states that standard residential building practices
achieve a 15 dBA noise reduction with windows open from exterior noise sources. Accounting
City of Camarillo
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for this reduction, all residential uses shown in Table 4.118 would continue to be exposed to
interior noise levels that exceed City standards, with the exception of residential uses located
adjacent to Calle Quetzal east of Pancho Road and Adohr Road.
Table 4.118 describes the distances from the applicable roadway that would be required to
achieve the City noise standard, assuming no noise attenuating features are employed. The
precise location of future structures under the Specific Plan relative to roadway centerline is not
known at this time. However, if future structures are located within the noise contours as
shown in Table 4.118, they would be exposed to exterior noise levels that exceed City
standards, and residential uses could possibly be exposed to interior noise levels that exceed
City standards. Therefore, impacts would be potentially significant.
Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measure would apply to future
residential, commercial, institutional, industrial, and parkland development within the noise
contour distances shown in Table 4.118. Development outside of the noise contours is not
subject to the following mitigation measure as no noise impacts would occur outside of the
noise contours.
N4(a)

Acoustical Analysis and Design Mitigation. Future applicants for
development within noise contours that would exceed City standards
shall retain a professional acoustical consultant to conduct an
acoustical analysis. The recommendations of the acoustical analysis
shall be incorporated into project design, in order to assure that
exterior and interior noise level standards of the City are achieved.
Noise reduction measures that may be required for future
development may include (but would not be limited to):
Sound barriers, including sound walls. To avoid secondary
aesthetic impacts, long expanses of walls or fences shall be
interrupted with offsets and provided with accents to prevent
monotony. Landscape pockets and pedestrian access through
walls should be provided. Whenever possible, a combination
of elements shall be used, including solid fences, walls, and,
landscaped berms;
Site layout, including setbacks, open space separation and
shielding of noise sensitive uses with nonnoisesensitive uses;
Roof and attic vents facing away from the nearest roadway;
Air conditioning or a mechanical ventilation system that will
allow doors and windows to remain closed;
Doublepaned glass on all windows;
Windows and sliding glass doors mounted in low air
infiltration rate frames;
Solid core exterior doors with perimeter weather stripping and
threshold seals; and
Acoustically insulated building wall construction.
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Incorporation of these and other similar design requirements would
be expected to achieve an interior noise level reduction of 25 dB or
greater as well as attenuate exterior noise levels to acceptable levels.
Significance After Mitigation. Significant noise impacts to future development under
the Specific Plan can be feasibly mitigated with implementation of the above mitigation
measures, which would assure that sensitive receptors are not exposed to noise levels in excess
of City standards.
Impact N5

Aircraft associated with nearby airports would periodically
generate noise that may be audible to future land uses within
the Specific Plan area. However, aircraft noise is not expected to
exceed City noise standards. This is a Class III, less than
significant impact.

The City of Camarillo Airport is located approximately 3.5 miles to the west of the proposed
Specific Plan area. In addition, the Naval Air Weapons Station is located approximately 6.5
miles to the south of the Specific Plan area. Operation of aircraft at these airports may
intermittently generate noise that is audible from within the proposed Specific Plan area.
However, according to the Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan for Ventura County, the Specific
Plan would not be located within noise contours of the these two airports. As such, any audible
noise associated with these airports would not be expected to exceed City of Camarillo noise
standards. In addition, noise generated by these airports would be intermittent in nature and
therefore would likely not exceed City standards, which is based on average sound over a given
period of time. Impacts would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant without
mitigation.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including
5,824 additional residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development, in
combination with the growth associated with the proposed Specific Plan would incrementally
increase noise levels in the vicinity of the project. The impact analyses above reflect noise levels
within the City at buildout of the General Plan in conjunction with the proposed Specific Plan. As
shown in Table 4.117, cumulative impacts along the analyzed roadways would contribute to
further exceedance of the ambient noise standard over time. Specific Plan buildout would
incrementally contribute to this impact because it would result in a significant increase in ambient
noise levels along eight roadway segments within the Specific Plan vicinity. All future
development would be required to comply with the City’s Noise Standards, which restrict the
level of noise that can be generated near a property according to its designated use.
Nonetheless, because the Specific Plan would significantly increase noise along eight roadway
segments in the project vicinity upon buildout, cumulative noise impacts would be considerable.
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4.12 POPULATION AND HOUSING
This section evaluates the potential impacts of the proposed Specific Plan on population growth
and displaced housing and people.

4.12.1 Setting
a. City of Camarillo. Camarillo is the fifth largest city in Ventura County and had a
2010 population estimated at 65,201 (California Department of Finance, 2011). Table 4.121
provides the 2010 estimates of population, housing, and the ratio of persons to household for
the City of Camarillo and Ventura County. Camarillo accounts for about 8% of the countywide
population of 823,318. The City’s 25,702 households make up about 9% of the County’s total
households. The average number of persons per household in Camarillo is 2.645, which is
lower than the countywide average of 3.087 persons per household.
Table 4.12-1
Current Housing and Population (2010)
Camarillo

Ventura County

Population

65,201

823,318

Housing

25,702

281,695

Persons / Housing Units

2.645

3.087

Source: California Department of Finance, City/County Population
and Housing Estimates, 2010

SCAG’s Regional Comprehensive Plan (RCP) is an advisory plan that addresses regional issues
such as housing, traffic and transportation, water, and air quality through 2035. The RCP is
divided into nine chapters that include key areas where resource management is necessary due
to the urban growth the area experiences. Population projections are made through SCAG’s
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and are the basis for the RCP. The most recent RTP was
adopted in 2008. Table 4.122 shows employment, housing and population projections for
Camarillo from the Southern California Association of Governments’ (SCAG) Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) (2008).
Table 4.12-2
SCAG Employment, Households and Population
Projections for Camarillo
2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Population

63,302

68,622

73,030

75,072

76,800

78,311

Household

23,385

25,342

27,210

28,167

28,965

29,674

Employment

34,614

37,401

39,619

41,635

43,364

44,804

Source: SCAG, 2008 RTP.
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Using the 2010 estimate of employment (jobs) shown in Table 4.122 above and comparing it to
the number of households in the City, the current (2010) jobs/housing ratio in Camarillo is
about 1.48:1. According to the Ventura County Planning Division, an area is normally
considered to be “in balance” if it has between 1.1 and 1.34 jobs per housing unit, as
recommended by the Ventura Council of Governments (Economic/Transit/Mixed Use
Strategies for Housing Rich Communities, 2004).
b. Specific Plan Area. The Specific Plan area is currently used for agricultural
production and industrial uses and does not contain a substantial number of residential units.
Employment in the Plan Area is related to agricultural production.
c. Regulatory Setting.
City of Camarillo General Plan. The 20082014 Housing Element is one of the nine
elements of Camarillo’s General Plan. The Housing Element identifies and analyzes existing
and projected housing needs and is required to evaluate (1) the appropriateness of its goals,
objectives and policies in contributing to the attainment of the state housing goals, (2) its
effectiveness in attaining the City's housing goals and objectives and (3) the progress of its
implementation.
Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA). The Housing Element identifies its share of
existing and future regional housing needs defined by SCAG in its RHNA. The most recently
completed RHNA was adopted by SCAG in July of 2007 and covers the planning period
between 2006 and 2014. SCAG is currently preparing the next RHNA planning cycle which will
cover January 1, 2011 to September 30, 2021.
Communities use the RHNA in land use planning, prioritizing local resource allocation, and in
deciding how to address identified existing and future housing needs resulting from
population, employment and household growth. Through a delegation agreement with SCAG,
the Ventura County Council of Governments (VCOG) determined the RHNA growth needs for
each of the County’s cities plus the unincorporated area. The total housing growth needs for
the City of Camarillo during the planning period (2008 – 2014) is 3,340 units. The housing
allocation for the City divided amongst income categories is identified in Table 4.123.
Table 4.12-3
RHNA Housing Unit Needs by Income Group
Income Level

Number of
Units

Percent of
Total

Very Low

727

21.8%

Low

591

17.7%

Moderate

687

20.6%

Above Moderate

1,335

40.0%

Total

3,340

--

Source: City of Camarillo, Housing Element, 2009.

City of Camarillo Municipal Code. The City of Camarillo Municipal Code restricts the
amount of residential building permits based on population growth. According to Chapter
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16.28 of the Municipal Code allowable growth is related to the Air Quality Management Plan
(AQMP) population growth projections. AQMP growth projections are based on
SCAG/Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) projections. Once the population is within 20% of
the population accommodated under the AQMP the City Council is notified. The City Council
then determines for projects above 10 dwelling units if the project would potentially cause an
exceedance of AQMP forecasts. If the City Council finds that the project may cause city
population to exceed the AQMP allocation, then only those building permits, if any, which the
City Council authorizes may be issued.

4.12.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. Impacts to population are generally
social or economic in nature. Under CEQA, a social or economic change is not considered a
significant effect on the environment unless the change can be directly linked to a physical
change. Population impacts would therefore be considered potentially significant if growth
associated with the proposed project would exceed SCAG growth projections for the area and if
such an exceedance would have the potential to create a significant physical change to the
environment. In addition, impacts would be considered potentially significant if the proposed
project would displace people and/or housing without providing adequate relocation
assistance.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact PH1

Development facilitated by the proposed Specific Plan would
add 2,500 housing units, and an estimated 6,613 residents to the
City. The additional population that could be accommodated
through implementation of the proposed Specific Plan would
not exceed SCAG’s 2020 and 2030 population forecasts for
Camarillo. Therefore, impacts would be Class III, less than
significant.

Implementation of the proposed Specific Plan would facilitate the construction of 2,500 new
residential dwelling units, as described in Section 2.0, Project Description. Based on the City
average of 2.654 persons per housing unit, the proposed Specific Plan would add about 6,613
new residents to the City. Based on the 2010 population of 65,201, the proposed project would
increase Camarillo’s population to about 71,814, an increase of approximately 10%. The
addition of 2,500 dwelling units would also increase the 2010 number of housing units (25,702)
in the City to 28,202, an increase of approximately 10%.
Table 4.124 compares the projectgenerated population and housing growth to SCAG growth
projections for the City of Camarillo. As indicated in Table 4.124, development facilitated by
the Specific Plan would be within SCAG’s 2020 and 2030 population forecasts, and generally
within SCAG’s 2030 housing forecast. As noted in Table 4.124,the Specific Plan would exceed
SCAG’s 2020 housing forecast by 35 units; however, this is not considered to be a significant
exceedance and it is not anticipated that full buildout would occur by 2020, rather buildout of
the Specific Plan is anticipated to occur by 2030, in which year the project would not exceed
housing forecasts.
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Table 4.12-4
Projected Growth Compared to SCAG Forecasts
Camarillo
a
Existing

Plan Area
Development

Plan Area Growth Plus
Current City Population

SCAG 2020
c
Forecast

SCAG 2030
c
Forecast

Population

65,201

6,613

71,814

75,072

78,311

Housing (du)

25,702

2,500

28,202

28,167

29,674

du = dwelling unit
a. California Department of Finance, City/County Population and Housing Estimates, 2010
c. SCAG, 2008 RTP.

Once development of residential units commences, development would be limited by the City’s
growth ordinance (Section 20.01.010 of the Municipal Code), which caps the number of
allocations for dwelling units per year at 400. In addition, development of the Specific Plan is
anticipated to occur over a twenty year period. As a result, there would be a number of
individual development projects and multiple phases within each project in the Specific Plan
area. As such, full residential buildout of the Specific Plan is not expected to occur prior to
2020, such that the Specific Plan would not exceed SCAG’s 2020 growth forecast.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts related to growth in housing and population
would be less than significant without mitigation.
Impact PH2 The Plan Area includes nine residential units that would be
demolished as part of the Specific Plan. Up to 2,500 dwelling
units would be constructed to replace these units. Furthermore,
existing residential units are owned by the project applicants
and would not result in substantial displacement of housing
units. Impacts related to the displacement of housing would
therefore be Class III, less than significant.
There are nine existing single family residences within the Plan Area. Buildout of the Specific
Plan would result in the demolition of these residences and the construction of 2,500 new
dwelling units across the site. Although some existing residences would be replaced by new
residential development, a “substantial” displacement of existing housing or residents would
only occur if allowed land uses displace more residences than what is accommodated through
the proposed development. The Specific Plan would accommodate 2,500 new residences,
which is more than the nine existing units in the Plan Area. Therefore, implementation of the
Specific Plan would not result in the displacement of substantial numbers of people or housing.
In addition, the land and dwelling units are owned by the applicants of the Specific Plan, and
implementation of the project would not unlawfully displace housing units. As such, impacts
would be Class III, less than significant.
Mitigation Measure. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts relating to the displacement of housing and
people would be less than significant without mitigation.
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Impact PH3 The proposed Specific Plan would generate 2,500 housing units
and an estimated 7,575 jobs. When compared to both existing
and cumulative (2030) jobs/housing ratios for the City of
Camarillo, the effect of the Specific Plan on the existing ratio
would be negligible. Therefore, impacts related to the City’s
jobs/housing balance would be Class III, less than significant.
According to the Ventura County Planning Division’s 2004 report titled Economic/Transit/ Mixed
Use Strategies for Housing Rich Communities, “jobs/housing balance is a measure of the harmony
between employment and dwelling units in a specific land use area.” As discussed in Section
4.12.1 (Setting), the City of Camarillo currently has a jobs/housing ratio of 1.48:1. This ratio is
incrementally “out of balance” as it falls above the Ventura Council of Governments’
recommended range of 1.1 to 1.34 jobs per household. The Specific Plan would accommodate the
development of up to 2,500 new dwelling units, 340,000 square feet of new mixeduse space,
100,000 square feet of new retail commercial space, 30,000 square feet of new school/institutional
space, and 1,300,000 square feet of new industrial space in Camarillo. Table 4.125 shows the
estimated onsite employment generation at buildout of the proposed Specific Plan.
Table 4.12-5
Estimated On-Site Employment Generation at Specific Plan
Buildout
Building Area
(square feet)

Square Feet
a
per Employee*

Employees

Commercial Mixed Use

340,000

1,165

292

Retail Commercial

100,000

1,165

86

School/Institutional

30,000

94

319

1,300,000

189

6,878

Land Use
Proposed

Industrial

Total

7,575

a

Southern California Association of Governments, Employment Density Summary
Report, prepared by The Natelson Co., Inc.. October, 2001.

As shown in Table 4.125, buildout of the proposed Specific Plan would generate an estimated
7,575 employees within Camarillo. In addition, the Specific Plan would provide 2,500 new
housing units. The effect of these additional jobs and housing units on the City of Camarillo
jobs/housing balance under both current and cumulative (2030) conditions are shown in Tables
4.126 and 4.127, respectively.
Table 4.12-6
Specific Plan Employment and Households
Compared to Current Conditions
Current
(2010)
Employment

1

Households
1

Number of jobs

37,401
25,342

Current
Jobs/Housing
Ratio
1.48:1

Current +
Project
44,976
27,842

Current + Project
Jobs/Housing
Ratio
1.61:1

Source: SCAG, 2008 RTP.
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Table 4.12-7
Specific Plan Employment and Households
Compared to Cumulative Conditions
Cumulative
(2030)
Employment

1

Households

44,804
29,674

Cumulative
Jobs/Housing
Ratio
1.51:1

Cumulative +
Project
52,379
32,174

Cumulative +
Project
Jobs/Housing
Ratio
1.63:1

1

Number of jobs

Source: SCAG, 2008 RTP.

As shown in Table 4.126, the existing jobs/housing ratio of 1.48:1 would increase to 1.61:1 with
implementation of the proposed Specific Plan. Similarly, under cumulative (2030) conditions,
the jobs/housing ratio would increase from 1.51:1 to 1.63:1 (refer to Table 4.127). The
jobs/housing ratio would therefore remain out of balance under either condition. An
imbalanced jobs/housing ratio in itself does not directly cause an environmental impact.
However, the environmental implications of an imbalanced jobs/housing ratio are that areas
with more jobs than housing would induce commuter trips to the area. This would result in
increased vehicle miles traveled and associated emissions. Project specific impacts as well as
cumulative (regional) impacts associated with air quality, greenhouse gas emissions and
transportation and circulation are discussed throughout in the respective sections of this EIR.
As such, impacts relative to job/housing would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts relating to the jobs/housing ratio would be less
than significant without mitigation.
c. Cumulative Impacts.
Housing and Population. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including
5,824 additional residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development, in
combination with the proposed Specific Plan, would continue to evolve the demographic
character of the area. Based on the current average number of persons per household in the
City (approximately 2.645 persons per household), cumulative development and the proposed
Specific Plan would increase the City's population by approximately 22,017 people beyond
existing population (65,201). The current population of the City is within SCAG projections
through 2010 and the increase in population of approximately 22,017 associated with both
cumulative buildout combined with the proposed Specific Plan would exceed SCAG 2030
projections by 8,907 persons. Cumulative development without the proposed Specific Plan
would still exceed SCAG growth forecasts in 2030 by 2,323 persons. Thus, the Specific Plan
would contribute to this exceedance. Therefore, the proposed Specific Plan’s contribution to
population impacts would be cumulatively considerable.
Displacement of Housing and Population. The Specific Plan would not result in the
displacement of substantial numbers of people or housing because it would displace
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substantially fewer residences than what would be accommodated through the proposed
development. Based on Table 31 in Section 3.0, Environmental Setting, cumulative development
within the City of Camarillo is not anticipated to displace substantial numbers of people or
housing. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to the displacement of people and housing
would not be considerable.
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4.13 PUBLIC SERVICES
This section evaluates the potential impacts of the proposed Specific Plan on fire protection
services, police protection services, and schools. Impacts to parks and recreational resources are
discussed in Section 4.13, Recreation.

4.13.1 Setting
a. Fire Protection. The Ventura County Fire Department (VCFD) is a full service fire
department that provides fire protection, medical aid, rescue, and hazardous materials
remediation services to Ventura County. The VCFD provides services to approximately 848
square miles and over 480,000 people in the unincorporated areas of the County, along with the
Cities of Camarillo, Moorpark, Ojai, Port Hueneme, Simi Valley, and Thousand Oaks. The
VCFD provides fire protection services to the Specific Plan area. VCFD coverage within the
County is divided amongst four battalions, with the City of Camarillo, Community of Somis,
and the Specific Plan area being within Battalion One service area. Battalion One maintains five
fire stations. The closest fire station to the project is Station 52, located approximately 1 ¼ miles
from the Specific Plan areaSpecific Plan areaSpecific Plan area t 5353 Santa Rosa Road. Table
4.131 identifies the fire stations and equipment located at the Battalion One fire stations. As
indicated in Table 4.131, Battalion One staffs approximately 21 firefighters at any one time.
Table 4.13-1
VCFD Battalion One Fire Stations and Equipment
Station

Equipment
5 firefighters
1 engine
1 crash truck
2 de-con hazmat trailers

1 hazmat tractor-trailer
1 squad car
1 utility pickup

3 firefighters
1 medic/engine

1 reserve engine
1 brush engine

7 firefighters
1 engine
1 100’ aerial ladder truck
1 water rescue
1 USAR cache trailer

2 rescue water craft
1 inflatable boat
1 command vehicle
1 urban search and rescue

55 – Las Posas
403 Valley Vista Dr

3 firefighters
1 engine

1 reserve engine

57 – Somis
3356 Somis Road

3 firefighters
1 engine
1 brush engine
vehicle
1 500 gal potable water trailer

1 light and air unit
1 utility pickup
1 mobile command post

50 – Camarillo Airport
189 Las Posas Road
52 – Mission Oaks
5353 Santa Rosa Road
54 – Camarillo (Batt. 1 HQ)
2160 Pickwick Dr

Source: Ventura County Fire Department, website, http://fire.countyofventura.org/, accessed 3/8/2011

According to the VCFD Annual Report (2010), the VCFD responded to about 34,609 service
calls, with about 4,801 calls within the City of Camarillo.
OnSite Fire Hazards. As shown on Figure 4.132, a relatively small portion of the
Specific Plan area is located within an area designated as Very High Fire Hazard by California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CalFire). This Very High Fire Hazard area is
City of Camarillo
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associated with the undeveloped hillsides to the east and southeast of the Specific Plan area.
The remainder of the site is not designated with any fire hazard area.
b. Law Enforcement Protection. Police services within Camarillo are provided by
contract with the Ventura County Sheriff’s Department (VCSD). VCSD has a sheriff’s sub
station at 3701 Las Posas Road, approximately four miles from the Specific Plan area, as shown
on Figure 4.131. The substation currently has 51 sworn officers serving the City of Camarillo.
The current ratio of sworn officers to residents is 1 to 1,283.
The City of Camarillo is divided into four patrol beats serviced by four beat cars, three overlap
cars, and a rover car at any one time. Besides the eight patrol personnel, an additional two to
four deputies per shift are deployed with traffic enforcement as their primary function.
Response time is the amount of time from when a call requesting assistance is made until the
time that a sheriff unit responds to the scene. Calls for law enforcement assistance are
prioritized based on the nature of the call. Unlike fire protection services, sheriff units are most
often in mobile state; hence, actual distance between a headquarters facility and a given Specific
Plan area is of little relevance. Instead, the number of police officers out on the street is more
directly related to the realized response time. The current response time for emergency calls is
approximately 4.17 minutes, while the average response time for all other calls is approximately
21.78 minutes. These times are within acceptable limits for the Sheriff’s Department
(Commander Steve DeCesari, January 19, 2010).
The Sheriff’s Department recently added a 40hour traffic unit (Fiscal year 08/09) and an 84
hour patrol unit (Fiscal year 09/10) to handle the increased workload created by the Flynn Road
and Village at the Parks developments, which are similarly sized developments to the proposed
Specific Plan.
c. Schools. Public education in the City of Camarillo is provided by five school districts,
including the Pleasant Valley School District (PVSD), Mesa Union School District (MUSD),
Somis School District (SUSD), and Oxnard Union High School District (OUHSD). However,
given the location of the project, the SUSD and the MUSD would not serve the students of the
Specific Plan area.
Attendance to area schools is dependent upon the boundaries drawn by the local school
districts. Attendance boundaries of individual schools are adjusted by the school districts
periodically on an asneeded basis. Table 4.132 illustrates the school enrollment and capacity
for schools in the project vicinity. Figure 4.133 illustrates the locations of these schools.
School Funding. Operating revenue for school districts is provided by local property
taxes accrued at the state and allocated to each school district based on the average daily
student attendance. Capital for facility improvements to accommodate new students comes
primarily from fees charged to development projects.
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Table 4.13-2
Current School Enrollments and Capacities
Districts and Schools

Enrollment
a
(200-2010)

Capacity

b, c

Percent of
Capacity

Pleasant Valley School District
Rancho Rosal Elementary

613

750

82%

La Mariposa Elementary

660

650

101%

Tierra Linda Elementary

632

631

101%

Monte Vista Middle School

867

900

96%

Las Colinas Middle School

1,005

1,084

93%

Total

3,777

4,015

94%

Oxnard Union High School District
Camarillo High School

2,401

2,250

107%

Rio Mesa High School

2,205

2,250

98%

Total

4,606

4,500

102%

Source:
a California Department of Education, Dataquest, accessed 6/6/11
b Craig Logsdon, Facilities Manager, Pleasant Valley School District, pers. comm. 3/8/11
c Jeanne Carter, Secretary/Administrative Assistant, Maintenance Department, Oxnard
Union High School District, pers. comm. 3/8/11

d. Regulatory Setting.
Fire Services. Fire hazards are addressed mainly through the application of the State
Fire Code and the Uniform Building Code (UBC). The Fire Code addresses access, including
roads, and vegetation removal in high fire hazard areas. The UBC requires development in
high fire hazard areas to show proof of nearby water sources and adequate fire flows. The
VCFD sets standards for fire flow, based on a number of factors, including type of development
and setting.
Fire Facility Fees. The City of Camarillo has adopted a fire protection facilities fee
(Ordinance No. 771) requiring that applicants for building permits pay a fee to defray the cost
of constructing and equipping fire protection facilities as needed to minimize level of service
impacts on fire protection caused by new development. These fees are collected by the City and
provided to the VCFD. All new development within Camarillo is required to pay a fire facility
fee that is held in an account until such time that new stations and staffing are necessary to
provide adequate fire protection services.
Police Services. All law enforcement agencies within California are organized and
operate in accordance with the applicable provisions of the California Penal Code. This code
sets forth the authority, rules of conduct, and training for police officers. Under State law, all
sworn municipal and county officers are state police officers.
Schools. California Education Code Section 17620(a)(1) states that the governing board
of any school district is authorized to levy a fee, charge, dedication, or other requirement
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against any construction within the boundaries of the district, for the purpose of funding the
construction or reconstruction of school facilities.
Development on the Specific Plan area would be required to pay statemandated school impact
fees. Pursuant to Section 65995 (3)(h) of the California Government Code (Senate Bill 50,
chaptered August 27, 1998), the payment of statutory fees “...is deemed to be full and complete
mitigation of the impacts of any legislative or adjudicative act, or both, involving, but not
limited to, the planning, use, or development of real property, or any change in governmental
organization or reorganization.”

4.13.2

Impact Analysis

a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The impact analysis contained in this
section is primarily based on information collected from personnel at VCFD, VCSD, PVSD, and
OUHSD. Thresholds of significance are based on those established in the CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G. Accordingly, impacts would be significant to any of the studied public services if
the project would:
Result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of
new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically
altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response
times or other performance objectives.
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact PS1

The proposed Specific Plan would incrementally increase demand
for fire protection services. Existing VCFD facilities would
adequately serve the proposed Specific Plan. However, specific
project design features are required to ensure adequate fire
protection. Impacts would be Class II, significant but mitigable.

Development in accordance with the proposed Specific Plan would increase demand for fire
protection and emergency response services. VCFD has reviewed the proposed Specific Plan
with consideration to potential call volume increases, the type of development, the
interconnectivity of existing and proposed roadways, the potential valuation of planned
development relative to development impact fees and revenue, and the current VCFD
resources. Based on this evaluation, VCFD determined that the proposed Specific Plan would
be adequately served by existing fire stations within Battalion 1 (Vaughan Miller, Assistant Fire
Chief VCFD, July, 12, 2011). Fire Station 52, located at 5353 Santa Rosa Road, would be the
primary response unit for emergencies within the Specific Plan area. This Fire Station is
approximately 1.25 miles from the Specific Plan area. In addition, funding needs for staffing
and equipment that may be necessary in the future would be met through the City’s budgeting
process and through the collection of development impact fees, and would not result in
physical impacts to the environment.
VCFD has identified potential impacts related to response times to the Specific Plan area.
Specifically, VCFD has stated that access from Pleasant Valley Road to the proposed 280
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apartments and 100 townhomes, east of Conejo Creek, north of Ridgeview Street needs to be as
direct as possible to ensure adequate response times (Vaughan Miller, Assistant Fire Chief
VCFD, July, 12, 2011). Similarly, VCFD has stated that access from Pleasant Valley Road to the
proposed 450,000 square feet of industrial spaces and 240 single family homes, south of the
intersection of Pancho Road and Calle Quetzal, needs to be as direct as possible to ensure
adequate response times (Vaughan Miller, Assistant Fire Chief VCFD, July, 12, 2011).
As shown on Figure 4.132, a relatively small portion of the Specific Plan area would be located
in a “Very High Fire Hazard” area, as designated by CalFire. The northern portion of the Very
High Fire Hazard would not accommodate any development, as this area is designated as Open
Space. In addition, the southern portion of the Very High Fire Hazard is associated with the
existing waste water treatment facility. No new development under the Specific Plan would
occur in this area. Development under the Specific Plan would occur adjacent to the Very High
Fire Hazard area. However, development in this area would be subject to the regulations of the
Ventura County Fire Protection District Fire Code and the California Fire Code, which in part
require vegetation/brush management, roadway dimensions sized for emergency vehicles,
specific placement of fire hydrants, as well as the use of specific fire resistant building materials.
In addition, during review of detailed building design plans, VCFD would review the proposed
structures to ensure that all application requirements and California Fire Code regulations are
satisfied including fire flow requirements and provide additional priortoapproval conditions
to ensure adequate fire safety, if necessary.
Mitigation Measures. Applicants for future development in the Specific Plan area would
be required to incorporate measures identified by the VCFD and Fire Code requirements, such
as automatic sprinklers, fire hydrants, and adequate water flows, as well as projectspecific
measures required during final VCFD review of the proposed project, into final site and
building plans. In addition, the following measures, as identified by VCFD during their
programlevel review, are required to reduce potential impacts to a less than significant level.
PS1

Traffic Control Emitter System1. The applicant shall be
responsible for the costs associated with the installation of a
traffic control emitter system. The emitters/receivers shall be
installed at each of the traffic signals from Station 52 along
Pleasant Valley Road to Ridge View Road and eastward to the
Specific Plan area, and along Pleasant Valley Road from Lewis
Road to Pancho Road, and along Pancho Road southward to the
Specific Plan area. In addition, the applicant shall cover the costs
associated with the installation of the emitters on the applicable
emergency vehicles at Station 52. Upgrades and improvements
shall be operational prior to occupancy on the Specific Plan area.

Significance After Mitigation. Implementation of the mitigation measures identified
above would reduce impacts associated with fire protection to a less than significant level. Any
conditions of approval required by the VCFD during review of building plans sets would be in
1

Traffic control emitter systems typically send a signal towards traffic lights in front of the emergency vehicle to attempt to obtain
right-of-way (green light) through controllable intersections before arriving at the intersection. Traffic lights must be equipped with a
compatible traffic signal receiver to respond.
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the form of internal modifications, such as sprinkler systems and special building materials,
which would not create new environmental impacts.
Impact PS2

The proposed Specific Plan would increase demand on the
Ventura County Sheriff’s Department for police protection.
However, existing facilities would adequately serve the proposed
Specific Plan. Impacts would be Class III, less than significant.

Buildout of the proposed Specific Plan would increase demand for police protection services.
VCSD has reviewed the proposed Specific Plan and determined that no new or expanded police
facilities would be required to serve the proposed Specific Plan area (Commander Steve
DeCesari, January 19, 2010). However, the proposed Specific Plan would increase demand for
additional personnel and equipment as development occurs. Based on the current officerto
population ratio of 1:1,283 and the 6,500 residents that would be generated by the proposed
Specific Plan, VCSD has determined that five additional officers would be needed to maintain
acceptable levels of service and response times (Commander Steve DeCesari, January 19, 2010).
In addition, the VCSD would need to revise the current 4patrol beat configuration into a 5
patrol beat configuration (Commander Steve DeCesari, January 19, 2010). Additionally, an
investigator would need to be added for the increased patrol beats and an office staff member
may also be necessary to support the increased workload. The additional personnel that would
be necessary to maintain adequate police protection would not require new or expanded police
facilities, the construction of which could cause environmental impacts.
Funding for additional staffing and equipment is allocated to the VCSD through the City’s
budget process and is not directly tied to individual development projects. In general, growth
of the City over time will require that increased funding be allocated to the VCSD to maintain
adequate levels of service, and, as development occurs within the Specific Plan area, tax
revenues from property and sales tax would be generated and deposited in the City’s General
Fund. Provided that additional funding from the General Fund is made available to the VCSD
to support new personnel, the proposed project would not significantly affect police protection
services. Furthermore, the Sheriff’s Department would review development proposals in the
Specific Plan area prior to approval and has the authority to specify conditions of approval to
ensure that adequate police protection can be provided during both construction and
operational phases. Therefore, impacts would be Class III, less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts to police protection services would be less than
significant without mitigation.
Impact PS3

The proposed Specific Plan would generate an estimated 1,251
elementary and middle school students, and 293 high school
students. The addition of these students could adversely affect
the existing school facilities in the PVSD and OUHSD.
However, with payment of State mandated school impact fees,
impacts would be Class III, less than significant.
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The proposed Specific Plan would result in the construction of up to 2,500 residential units and
would accordingly generate students within the PVSD and OUHSD. Table 4.133 shows the
projected number of students that would be generated by buildout of the Specific Plan. These
projections are based on student generation factors used by the PVSD and OUHSD to estimate
students generated by new development. Student generation factors were derived from the
most recent PVSD Development Fee Justification Study (2008) and OUHSD School Facilities Needs
Analysis (2010). As indicated in the table, buildout of the proposed Specific Plan would
generate an estimated 1,251 new elementary and middle school students in the PVSD, and 293
high school students in the OUHSD.
Table 4.13-3
School District Generation Factors and Student Generation
School District
PVSD
OUHSD

Residential
Units

Student Generation Factor
(students per dwelling unit)

Students
Generated

975 SFR

0.5

488

1,525 MFR

0.5

763

975 SFR

0.1553

152

1,525 MFR

0.0925

141

Total Students

1,544

SFR = Single Family Residence
MFR = Multi Family Residence
Source: PVSD Development Fee Justification Study (2008) and OUHSD School Facilities
Needs Analysis (2010).

As shown in Table 4.134, based on the current enrollment and projected number of students
generated by the proposed Specific Plan, the proposed Specific Plan would overcrowd schools
within PVSD and OUHSD. In addition, the projected number of students generated by the
proposed project would add to existing overcrowded conditions at OUHSD.
Table 4.13-4
Project School Enrollment and Capacities
School
District
PVSD
OUHSD

Capacity

Current
Enrollment

Current % of
Capacity

Students
Generated
by Project

Projected
Enrollment
with Project

4,015
4,500

3,777
4,606

94%
102%

1,251
293

5,028
4,899

Projected
Over
% of
Capacity?
Capacity
125%
108%

Yes
Yes

Source: PVSD Development Fee Justification Study (2008) and OUHSD School Facilities Needs Analysis (2010).

Implementation of the proposed Specific Plan would directly result in overcrowding and create
the need for new or expanded school facilities, the construction of which could cause
environmental impacts. The proposed Specific Plan would include a lot designated for a future
school site that would accommodate up to 600 elementary students. This would reduce the
amount of space needed to accommodate the additional students throughout the PVSD;
however, development under the Specific Plan would still cause PVSD to exceed capacity by
418 students, and OUHSD would exceed capacity as shown in Table 4.134 because the
proposed school site within the Specific Plan area would not accommodate high school
students. However, future development under the Specific Plan would be required to pay the
applicable required Statemandated school impact fees under the provisions of SB 50. Pursuant
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to Section 65995 (3)(h) of the California Government Code (Senate Bill 50, chaptered August 27,
1998), the payment of statutory fees “...is deemed to be full and complete mitigation of the
impacts of any legislative or adjudicative act, or both, involving, but not limited to, the
planning, use, or development of real property, or any change in governmental organization or
reorganization.” Therefore, with payment of school impact fees and development of a school
within the Specific Plan area, potential impacts to schools resulting from the proposed project
would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is necessary. The applicable required State
mandated school impact fees would be collected at the time of building permit issuance.
Significance after Mitigation. Payment of the applicable Statemandated school impact
fees is considered full mitigation.
c. Cumulative Impacts.
Fire Protection. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including 5,824
additional residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development. Such new
development would increase demands on fire protection services and generate additional traffic
congestion that could hinder emergency response. In addition, as development continues to
occur, it could create the need for new or expanded fire facilities in the future, the construction
of which could cause environmental impacts. However, the location, size and type of such
facilities is speculative at this point in time, and would be subject to subsequent environmental
review. Until such facilities are constructed, impacts would continue to be mitigated on a case
bycase basis through payment of impact mitigation fees. In addition, growth of the City over
time will require that increased funding be allocated to the VCFD to maintain adequate levels of
service, and, as development occurs, tax revenues from property and sales tax would be
generated and deposited in the City’s General Fund. Through the collection of impact
mitigation fees and provided that additional funding from the General Fund is made available
to the VCFD as necessary, no significant cumulative impacts would occur.
Police Protection. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including 5,824
additional residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development. This
would increase demands on police protection services by adding both residents and employees,
and by increasing traffic that could hinder emergency response. In addition, as development
continues to occur, it could create the need for new or expanded police facilities in the future,
the construction of which could cause environmental impacts. However, the location, size and
type of such facilities are speculative at this point in time, and would be subject to subsequent
environmental review. In addition, until such facilities are constructed, impacts would
continue to be mitigated on a casebycase basis. In addition, growth of the City over time will
require that increased funding be allocated to the VCSD to maintain adequate levels of service,
and, as development occurs, tax revenues from property and sales tax would be generated and
deposited in the City’s General Fund. Through the collection of impact mitigation fees and
provided that additional funding from the General Fund is made available to the VCFD as
necessary, no significant cumulative impacts would occur.
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Schools. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including 5,824 additional
residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development. Cumulative
residential development would be expected to generate approximately 3,816 students under
cumulative conditions. The cumulative increase in students may exceed the capacity of schools
within the PVSD and OUSD and therefore require new or altered school facilities in the future.
Although development of new schools could result in environmental impacts, a precise
evaluation of environmental impacts would be speculative because the location and timing of
such facilities is not known at this time. Future facilities that would need to be constructed as a
result of cumulative development would be subject to subsequent environmental review.
Additionally, the collection of statemandated fees (pursuant to Section 65995 (3)(h) of the
California Government Code) is considered full and complete mitigation for impacts to public
schools. Therefore, cumulative impacts to public schools would be less than significant.
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4.14 RECREATION
This section evaluates the potential impacts of the proposed Specific Plan on recreational
facilities.

4.14.1 Environmental Setting
a. Citywide Parks and Recreation Facilities. There are 22 neighborhood parks, six
community parks, two special use parks, and one regional park in the City of Camarillo.
Types of Parks in Camarillo. The following briefly describes the characteristics of the
various types of parks and other recreational facilities in the City and also lists park
development standards, including park size, described in the Camarillo General Plan’s
Recreation Element.
Neighborhood Parks. As stated in the General Plan Recreation Element, neighborhood
parks are primarily intended to provide neighborhoods with space and facilities for active as
well as passive recreation. Neighborhood parks are intended to serve all residents; however,
design of facilities and activities should emphasize the character of the environs of which it is a
part. The General Plan Recreation Element has established the following standards for
neighborhood parks:
The most preferable service radius for a neighborhood park is ¼ mile and the maximum is ½
mile.
The suggested acreage for a neighborhood park should be between 5 and 10 acres.
The most desirable acreage for a neighborhood park immediately adjacent to an elementary
school should be from 2 to 5 acres, with the school supplying about 6 acres of playground.
The neighborhood park should, whenever possible, be located so that patrons need not cross
a major street or highway when walking to a park site. Ideal facilities for the neighborhood
park include: children’s play areas, picnic areas, open play areas, and recreation buildings
with restrooms.
Community Parks. As stated in the General Plan Recreation Element, community Parks
are designed to serve the residents of several adjoining neighborhoods. They are intended to
provide a wider range of recreational and cultural opportunities than the Neighborhood Park.
With a greater service population, more specialized activities can be supported. In addition to
the broad range of activities offered by Community Parks, it can function as a neighborhood
park. The General Plan Recreation Element has established the following standards for
community parks:
The Community Park should be planned to provide a service radius of not more than 1½
miles.
The suggested acreage for a community park should range from 10 to 25 acres.
When adjacent to an intermediate school or high school, the Community Park should be
between 8 to 15 acres and the school playground should be about 12 acres.
The Community Park should have good access and be as centrally located to the service area
as possible.
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The primary functions of the community park are both recreational and cultural; therefore,
the following facilities are suggested: children’s play areas, picnic areas, athletic fields, tennis
courts, community/recreation buildings, specialized activities, restrooms, and parking.
MiniParks. As stated in the General Plan Recreation Element, miniparks are those
parks that fall below the size and facilities standards of neighborhood parks. The primary
function of this type of park is to act as a rather specialized facility in terms of size, location and
purpose to fill the gap in a specific area. Normally, the limited facilities are geared towards
passive recreation green space, pedestrianways or perhaps act as perimeter grounds for a site of
historical significance. These parks are often called miniparks because they are sometimes no
larger than a residential lot and less than a neighborhood park.
Special Use Parks. As stated in the General Plan Recreation Element, Special Use Parks
include park sites, which provide the citizenry with a single activity or group of closely related
activities. Size would be determined on the basis of the particular activity, however, its size
would generally be greater than a neighborhood park. Examples of a special use might include
a nature center, skateboard park or tennis complex. No service radius is assigned because of
the areawide interest that would be generated.
DistrictWide Park. As stated in the General Plan Recreation Element, DistrictWide Park
is the multifaceted recreational and cultural center of the city. Located in a central position, it
would serve the total Park District and should offer facilities and activities beyond that which
the community park does. Its size should be no smaller than 25 acres.
Regional Parks. As stated in the General Plan Recreation Element, regional Parks are
planned and administered by agencies of the County of Ventura or State. These sites usually
provide recreation on a large scale and therefore attract all categories of people from
throughout the County. Usually a regional park offers an environment of unique natural
surroundings, an area of historical significance, or extensive manmade recreation facilities.
Ventura County has set a size standard of 50 acres minimum for regional parks, with some
modification for beach parks and parks of a natural setting.
Parkland Inventory. There are approximately 146 acres of Community Parks in the city
and 83 acres of Neighborhood/Mini Parks in the City. As shown in Table 4.141, when all
types of parks are combined, there are approximately 260 acres of parkland.
Table 4.14-1
City of Camarillo Park Inventory
Number

Acreage Covered

Neighborhood Park

Type

21

83

Community Parks

6*

146*

Special Use Parks

2

6

Regional Parks

1

25

Total

30

260

Source: City of Camarillo General Plan, Recreation Element,
2002 and Pleasant Valley Recreation & Park District, December
2009.
*Includes the 56-acre Village at the Park Sports Complex
expected to be opened January 2010.
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Linkages. The Recreation Element of the General Plan calls for the development of a
network of trail systems. A system of trails should take advantage of the natural waterways
and drainage areas existing within Ventura County. The system may include a trail capable of
serving bike riding and equestrian use. The trail system should follow the ridgelines and the
various creekbeds, such as those previously completed along Calleguas Creek and that could be
developed along Conejo Creek. Therefore, the topography or water feature would act as an
integral part of the design and include appropriate landscape buffer between the trail system
and the adjoining developments which would also tend to improve and enhance the system.
b. City of Camarillo Parks and Recreation Standards. Currently the City of Camarillo
and Pleasant Valley Recreation and Park District standard for total developed acres of parkland
is 5.0 acres per thousand people. Individual standards for Neighborhood and Community
Parks are 2.5 acres each per 1,000 people.
The Recreation Element of the Camarillo General Plan lists goals, objectives, and policies that
pertain to the status of outdoor recreation in the City. The stated goal of the Recreation
Element is to provide a wide range of recreation facilities and activities that will serve all the
people of Camarillo and its environs with adequate yearround recreation.
Chapter 27 of the Camarillo City Code requires that “five net acres of property for each one
thousand persons (or 217.8 square feet per person) residing within this city be devoted to local
park and recreational purposes and that the amount of the existing neighborhood and
community park area as calculated pursuant to this chapter exceeds that limit” (Camarillo
Municipal Code Section 18.30.030).
Using Camarillo’s 2010 population estimate of 65,201 (DOF, 2009), the City has approximately 4
acres of parks for every 1,000 residents. Based on the City’s adopted standard of 5.0 acres of
parks per 1,000 residents, the City is currently deficient in park facilities by approximately 66
acres.
c. Existing Onsite Recreational Facilities. Currently no public recreation facilities exist
in the Specific Plan area. The closest recreation facility is Woodside Park, located
approximately 0.25 miles to the west of the northwest border of the Specific Plan area. In
addition, the Camarillo Springs Golf Course, a public 18hole course, is located 0.25 miles east
of the Specific Plan area near US 101 (Ventura Freeway).

4.14.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds. The following thresholds have been
used to determine the impacts to recreation.
In accordance with the CEQA Appendix G Checklist, the proposed project would result in
potentially significant impacts relating to recreation based on the following:
Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or
other recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility
would occur or be accelerated?
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Does the project include recreational facilities or require the construction or
expansion of recreational facilities which might have an adverse physical effect on the
environment?
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact REC1

The proposed Specific Plan would provide new housing for
approximately 6,500 residents, which would generate
demand for 33 acres of parkland . However, the project
would provide 44.5 acres of developed parkland, which
would exceed the City standard of five acres of parks per
1,000 residents. This would be a Class III, less than
significant, impact.

The proposed project would result in a net increase of up to 2,500 residential units. Based on
the 2010 residential population and number of housing units in the City, there are
approximately 2.65 persons per household (California Department of Finance, Population and
Housing Estimates, 2010). Using this factor, the onsite development would generate an
estimated 6,613 new residents. This increase in residents would increase the demand for
recreational facilities in Camarillo. Based on the City’s standard of five acres per 1,000
residents, approximately 33 acres of parkland would be required to adequately serve this
increase in population.
Approximately 57 acres of the plan area would be dedicated to greenbelts and natural opens
space including areas near the Santa Monica Mountains and along the Conejo and Calleguas
Creeks. Based on the Land Use Plan provided on Figure 25 in Section 2.0, Project Description,
several public and private parks would be provided within the Specific Plan area. Based on the
size standards established in the General Plan Recreation Element, it is anticipated that these
parks would be developed as Community and Neighborhood Parks. In addition to the
approximately 44.5 acres of parkland, the project also would provide additional recreation and
open spaces uses including hiking trails, greenbelts and natural open space areas including
along Conejo and Calleguas creeks, and a manmade lake. The total amount of recreation and
open space provided at the Specific Plan area would be approximately 218 acres.
The proposed project would contain approximately 44.5 acres of parkland that would be
dedicated to the City. Therefore, the proposed project would fulfill the City park requirements
of at least 33 acres. The impacts to parks and recreational facilities would be less than
significant. It should also be noted that with dedication of approximately 39.5 acres of
parkland to the City, the project would not be required to pay in lieu fees to the Pleasant Valley
Recreation and Park District as required by the Camarillo Municipal Code (Section 18.30.030).
Mitigation Measures. Mitigation is not required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant without
mitigation.
Impact REC2

The Specific Plan area does not contain any existing
recreational or park facilities. The project would not
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involve the removal of any parkland or recreational
facilities, and impacts would be Class III, less than
significant.
The Specific Plan area consists of agricultural land and industrial buildings with associated
parking lots. The closest recreational facility to the Specific Plan area is Woodside Park,
approximately 0.25 miles west of the northwest boundary of the Specific Plan area. This park
serves the residential community west of the Specific Plan area. No public recreation facilities
exist on the Specific Plan area under existing conditions. Therefore, the proposed project would
not remove any existing public or private recreational facilities. Additionally, as the proposed
project would include 39.5 acres of parkland to serve both the proposed new residents and the
existing Camarillo community, park demand from Specific Plan implementation would be
accommodated onsite, and the proposed project would not affect existing recreational facilities
in the vicinity of the Specific Plan area, including Woodside park.
Mitigation Measures. As impacts would be less than significant, mitigation is not
required.
Significance After Mitigation. This impact would be less than significant without
mitigation.
c. Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including
5,824 additional residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development in
addition to development as proposed under the Specific Plan. The cumulative increase in
population would increase the demand for parks and recreational facilities and contribute to
the existing deficit in Camarillo. Impacts related to the Specific Plan would be less than
significant because it would offset its parkland demand. In addition, all new developments in
the City would be required to provide onsite park facilities or pay inlieu fees to offset this
population increase, if the provision of parkland is not possible. Required fees on new
developments would be used to provide additional park facilities and impacts to parks and
recreation would not be cumulatively considerable.
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4.15 TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION
This section analyzes the proposed Specific Plan’s impacts to the local transportation and
circulation system. The analysis is based upon a traffic study prepared for the proposed Specific
Plan by AustinFoust Associates, Inc. in October 2011. The traffic study is included in its entirety
in Appendix F of this EIR.

4.15.1 Setting
a. Existing Street System. As illustrated in Figure 4.151, regional access is provided by
U.S. 101 to the north via the on/offramps at Pleasant Valley Road, Pleasant Valley Road to the
west, and Ridgeview Street to the east. Access to the Specific Plan site would be provided by
Pancho Road at Pleasant Valley Road, Ridgeview Street at Camarillo Springs Road, and a new
roadway opposite Ridgeview Street at Pleasant Valley Road. The following is a brief
description of the major roadways serving the Specific Plan site:
The U.S. 101 travels northwest to southeast through the study area and connects
Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties with Los Angeles County. U.S. 101 is situated
north of the Specific Plan site and provides regional access to the Specific Plan area.
U.S. 101 is a sixlane freeway through the City of Camarillo and adds an eastbound
lane west of Camarillo Springs Road. U.S. 101 currently carries approximately
135,000 average daily traffic (ADT) in the Specific Plan vicinity.
Pleasant Valley Road. Pleasant Valley Road is classified as a Primary Arterial in the
City of Camarillo, and provides access to the U.S. 101 Freeway in the Specific Plan
vicinity. Pleasant Valley Road begins in Port Hueneme to the southwest of
Camarillo and becomes Santa Rosa Road north of the U.S. 101 Freeway. Pleasant
Valley Road currently carries 15,000 to 21,000 ADT between Lewis Road and U.S.
101.
Santa Rosa Road. Santa Rosa Road is also a Primary Arterial in the City that
continues northeast of the Specific Plan vicinity to the City of Moorpark and the City
of Thousand Oaks. Santa Rosa Road currently carries 44,000 ADT north of U.S. 101,
27,000 ADT north of Adolfo Road, and 23,000 ADT north of Woodcreek Road.
Adolfo Road is a fourlane Secondary Arterial in the City of Camarillo. Adolfo Road
currently carries 16,000 to 18,000 ADT in the study area.
Lewis Road is a fourlane Primary Arterial in the specific plan vicinity. Lewis Road
currently carries 15,000 ADT north of Pleasant Valley Road and 11,000 ADT south of
Pleasant Valley Road.
b. Study Area. The Specific Plan Area is roughly bounded by U.S. 101 to the north,
Pleasant Valley Road and Calleguas Creek to the west, and Conejo Creek to the east and south.
Access to the Specific Plan site would be provided by Pancho Road at Pleasant Valley Road,
Ridge View Street at Camarillo Springs Road, and a new roadway opposite Ridge View Street at
Pleasant Valley Road.
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The study area was defined based on peak hour intersection criteria so that major intersections
within the City of Camarillo were analyzed. The study area includes the following 19 major
intersections in the City of Camarillo, which are shown on Figure 4.151 and include the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

U.S. 101 Northbound (Lewis Road) & Daily Drive
U.S. 101 Southbound (Lewis Road) & Ventura Boulevard
Lewis Road & Pleasant Valley Road
Flynn Road & Mission Oaks Boulevard
Dawson Drive & Petit Street
Mission Oaks Boulevard & Adolfo Road
Santa Rosa Road & Upland Road
Santa Rosa Road & Oak Canyon Road
Santa Rosa Road & Woodcreek Road
Santa Rosa Road & Los Pueblos Drive
Santa Rosa Road & Adolfo Road
Santa Rosa Road & Verdugo Way
Santa Rosa Road /Pleasant Valley Road & U.S. 101 Northbound
Santa Rosa Road /Pleasant Valley Road & U.S. 101 Southbound
Pleasant Valley Road & Ridge View Street
Pleasant Valley Road & Pancho Road
Camarillo Springs Road & U.S. 101 Northbound
Camarillo Springs Road & U.S. 101 Southbound
Camarillo Springs Road & Ridge View Street

Three intersections within the Specific Plan Area are identified on the Ventura County
Congestion Management Program (CMP) network as monitoring locations. The CMP locations
in the study area are Santa Rosa Road at U.S. 101 northbound, Pleasant Valley Road at U.S. 101
southbound, and Lewis Road at Pleasant Valley Road. In addition, there are six California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) facilities within the study area including the
northbound/southbound ramps at Lewis Road, Pleasant Valley Road, and Camarillo Springs
Road.
c. Existing Conditions. Existing AM and PM peak hour volumes at the study
intersections and existing ADT volumes on the study area street system were provided by City
staff and are based on counts collected in 2008. Existing ADT volumes are illustrated in Figure
4.152.
Operating conditions for the study area intersections are evaluated using the intersection
capacity utilization (ICU) method of analysis. This estimates the peak hour volume/capacity
(V/C) relationship for an intersection and translates the V/C ratio into a level of service (LOS)
measure of the intersection performance. Level of service (LOS) is a qualitative measure used to
describe the condition of traffic flow, ranging from excellent conditions at LOS A to overloaded
conditions at LOS F. Levels of service for arterial roadway intersections are determined based
on operating conditions during the AM (7 AM to 9 AM) and PM (4 PM to 6PM) peak hours.
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The City of Camarillo utilizes LOS C or better (ICU not to exceed .80) as the accepted standard
for arterial intersections. The performance criteria utilized in the traffic analysis is consistent
with CMP analysis guidelines since the City criteria used is more constrictive than the LOS E
(ICU not to exceed 1.00) allowed by the Ventura County CMP. Table 4.151 shows level of
service ranges for signalized and unsignalized intersections.
Table 4.15-1
Signalized LOS Criteria
Signalized Intersections
LOS

V/C Ratio

A

≤ 0.60

B

> 0.60 to ≤ 0.70

C

> 0.70 to ≤ 0.80

D

> 0.80 to ≤ 0.90

E

> 0.90 to ≤ 1.00

F

> 1.00

V/C = volume-to-capacity
LOS = level of service

Existing Levels of Service. Table 4.152 summarizes the existing AM and PM peak hour
V/C ratio and corresponding LOS at each of the study intersections. Appendix A of the traffic
study contains the ICU calculation worksheets. As shown in the table, the 19 study
intersections currently operate at LOS C or better during the AM and PM peak hours and are
within the acceptable LOS criteria for the City of Camarillo and Ventura County CMP.
Table 4.15-2
Existing Study Intersection Conditions
Intersection

AM Peak Hour
Exceeds
V/C Ratio /
Acceptable
LOS
LOS?

PM Peak Hour
Exceeds
V/C Ratio /
Acceptable
LOS
LOS?

U.S. 101 NB (Lewis Road) & Daily Drive

.42/A

N

.56/A

N

U.S. 101 SB (Lewis Road) & Ventura
Boulevard

.54/A

N

.52/A

N

Lewis Road & Pleasant Valley Road”

.43/A

N

.51/A

N

Flynn Road & Mission Oaks Boulevard

.64/B

N

.54/A

N

Dawson Drive & Petit Street

.50/A

N

.42/A

N

Mission Oaks Boulevard & Adolfo Road

.61/B

N

.53/A

N

Santa Rosa Road & Upland Road

.75/C

N

.74/C

N

Santa Rosa Road & Oak Canyon Road

.66/B

N

.55/A

N

Santa Rosa Road & Woodcreek Road

.68/B

N

.60/A

N

Santa Rosa Road & Los Pueblos Drive

.75/C

N

.69/B

N

Santa Rosa Road & Adolfo Road

.77/C

N

.66/B

N

Santa Rosa Road & Verdugo Way

.65/B

N

.63/B

N

Santa Rosa Road /Pleasant Valley Road &
U.S. 101 NB*

.54/A

N

.61/B

N
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Table 4.15-2
Existing Study Intersection Conditions
Intersection

AM Peak Hour
Exceeds
V/C Ratio /
Acceptable
LOS
LOS?

PM Peak Hour
Exceeds
V/C Ratio /
Acceptable
LOS
LOS?

Santa Rosa Road /Pleasant Valley Road &
U.S. 101 SB*

.60/A

N

.66/B

N

Pleasant Valley Road & Ridgeview Street

.50/A

N

.47/A

N

Pleasant Valley Road & Pancho Road

.52/A

N

.49/A

N

Camarillo Springs Road & U.S. 101 NB

.26/A

N

.38/A

N

Camarillo Springs Road & U.S. 101 SB

.24/A

N

.35/A

N

Camarillo Springs Road & Ridgeview Street

.26/A

N

.29/A

N

V/C = volume-to-capacity; LOS = level of service
*CMP Location

d. Existing Public Transit. At the present time, the City of Camarillo operates an intra
city public transit system consisting of seven buses. The City owns the buses and has a contract
with a private bus company to provide drivers and maintain the buses. The Camarillo Area
Transit (CAT) intracity transit system has one fixed route bus. Dialaride service providing
curbtocurb transportation is also available for all persons. The Specific Plan Area is not located
along the current CAT fixed route.
The City also supports the Ventura Intercity Service Transit Authority (“VISTA”) bus system
and participates with other agencies in coordination as well as financial aid. The VISTA system
connects Camarillo with surrounding cities and, thereby, provides access to major employment,
commercial, governmental, and recreation centers, as well as California State University,
Channel Islands.
e. Existing Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities. Bikeways and sidewalks in the study area
are located along Pleasant Valley Road, , Adolfo Road, Daily Drive, , and Mission Oaks
Boulevard.
f. Regulatory Setting. The City of Camarillo requires payment of a Traffic Impact
Mitigation fee (Camarillo Municipal Code Chapter 11.68) for new development based on the
traffic increases resulting from each project. The funds accumulated by the City through
assessment of these fees are earmarked for improvements to the City’s transportation network,
including arterial roads and intersections.

4.15.2 Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds.
Study Methodology. The analysis is based upon a traffic study prepared for the proposed
Specific Plan by AustinFoust Associates, Inc. in October 2011. Traffic impacts associated with
the Specific Plan were evaluated for typical weekday AM and PM peak periods. The traffic
projections for the proposed Specific Plan were developed using the following three steps: 1)
estimating the trip generation of the Specific Plan; 2) determining trip distribution; and 3)
City of Camarillo
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assigning the Specific Plan traffic to the roadway system. These three steps are described
below.
Specific Plan Trip Generation. To estimate trip generation from the proposed Specific
Plan, the peak hour and daily trip generation rates for the proposed land uses were obtained
from the Camarillo Traffic Analysis Model (CTAM). Table 4.153 summarizes the trip
generation rates and resulting trip generation for the Specific Plan. As shown, the Specific Plan
is estimated to generate 40,948 daily trips, with 3,905 trips in the AM peak hour and 3,750 trips
in the PM peak hour.
Specific Plan Trip Distribution. After determining the trips that would be generated by the
proposed Specific Plan, the trips were distributed onto the roadway network. The projected trip
distribution patterns for the Specific Plan were determined from the CTAM and are illustrated in
Figure 4.153. Approximately 26 percent of Specific Plan traffic would be oriented toward the
north on U.S. 101 and 20 percent toward the south on U.S. 101. Approximately 28 percent would
be oriented toward the west on Pleasant Valley Road, and approximately 16 percent would be
oriented toward the north on Santa Rosa Road. Approximately 10 percent would be internal
traffic that stays within the Specific Plan area.
Table 4.15-3
Specific Plan Trip Generation Summary
AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

ADT

Proposed Land Use

Amount

In

Out

Total

In

Out

Total

Single-Family Residential

775 DU

109

449

558

364

201

565

6,975

Multi-Family Residential

760 DU

92

388

480

320

174

494

6,080

Apartment

965 DU

97

366

463

280

145

425

5,790

Regional Commercial

100 TSF

39

17

56

131

131

262

3,500

Office (50 TSF+)

340 TSF

537

75

612

160

483

643

5,746

Light Industrial
Elementary/Middle School
Church
Park
Treatment Plant
Park and Ride Facility
TOTAL

1,300 TSF

1,080

130

1,210

182

806

988

7,800

600 students

192

216

408

42

60

102

1,740

40TSF

11

12

23

7

7

14

600

44.5 Acre

7

6

13

84

55

139

2,225

1 Plant

20

0

20

0

20

20

100

1 Lot

36

26

62

31

67

98

392

2,220

1,685

3,905

1,601

2,149

3,750

40,948

ADT – Average Daily Trips; DU – Dwelling Units; TSF – Thousand Square Feet
Source: Traffic Study (Appendix F)

Specific Plan Trip Assignment. The Specific Plan trips were then added to the Existing
Conditions and the Cumulative (Year 2030) Conditions to produce Existing Plus Specific Plan
Conditions and Cumulative (Year 2030) Plus Specific Plan Conditions. The impacts of the Specific
Plan were then identified by comparing existing and cumulative conditions at each intersection
for the noSpecific Plan and plusSpecific Plan traffic volumes.
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Significance Thresholds. Based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, transportation and
circulation impacts would be considered significant if the Specific Plan would:
Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance, or policy establishing measures of effectiveness for
the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of transportation
including mass transit and nonmotorized travel and relevant components of the circulation
system, including but not limited to intersections, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian
and bicycle paths, and mass transit; or
Conflict with an applicable congestion management program including, but not limited to level
of service standards and travel demand measures, or other standards established by the county
congestion management agency for designated roads or highways.
It should be noted that the other checklist questions in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines
relative to transportation and circulation were discussed in the Initial Study, which can be
found in Appendix A of this EIR. Impacts related to those checklist items would be less than
significant.
City of Camarillo. The City of Camarillo utilizes LOS C (peak hour ICU less than or equal
to 0.80) as the accepted standard for intersections in the City. For an intersection that is already
operating or forecast to operate below the performance standard (LOS C), the impact of the
Specific Plan is considered to be significant if the Specific Plan increases the ICU by .01 or more.
An ICU increase of .01 or more does not cause the threshold of significance to be exceeded if the
withSpecific Plan ICU does not exceed the performance standard.
Congestion Management Plan. The Ventura County CMP maintains a performance
standard of LOS E (peak hour ICU less than or equal to 1.00) for CMP locations. For an
intersection that is forecast to operate worse than this performance standard, the impact is
considered to be significant if the Specific Plan increases the ICU by more than 0.01.
Caltrans Facilities. The six study intersections at U.S. 101 ramps are under California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) jurisdiction. These intersections were analyzed using
Caltrans guidelines in addition to City of Camarillo guidelines. Caltrans requires LOS analysis
and identification of peak hour Specific Plan impacts at intersections based on average vehicle
delay. The acceptable level of service for Caltrans intersections is LOS C.
Cumulative Baseline Conditions. In order to evaluate the potential impact of the proposed
Specific Plan on the local street system, it was necessary to first develop estimates of future
traffic conditions without the proposed Specific Plan. Future traffic forecasts were prepared for
the longrange (year 2030) time frame. The traffic forecast data were derived from the
Camarillo Traffic Analysis Model (CTAM), a subarea derivation of the Ventura Countywide
Traffic Model (VCTM) prepared and maintained by the Ventura County Transportation
Commission (VCTC). The CTAM was updated in 2010 based on the latest VCTM projections
and the latest land use projections and roadway improvement plans for the City of Camarillo
and the surrounding region.
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Cumulative traffic volumes represent a baseline “no Specific Plan” scenario for cumulative
analysis purposes based on the current General Plan for the Specific Plan site, the remainder of
the City of Camarillo, and the surrounding region. Buildout lanes based on programmed
intersection improvements are assumed for year 2030 conditions (Table A1 of the traffic study
located in Appendix F summarizes the intersection lane configuration changes for existing and
longrange conditions). Improvements at Santa Rosa Road and Adolfo Road are planned.
b. Project and Cumulative Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact T1

Traffic generated by buildout of the proposed Specific Plan
when added to existing conditions would result in levels of
service that exceed City thresholds at one intersection.
However, because improvements planned by the City would
reduce the potential impact at the intersection below thresholds,
impacts would be Class III, less than significant.

As shown in Table 4.153 above, buildout of the Specific Plan would generate approximately
3,905 AM peak hour trips and 3,750 PM peak hour trips, and a total of 40,948 ADT. Table 4.154
below shows that under existing plus Specific Plan conditions, one study intersection would
operate at LOS D with Specific Plan traffic, which exceeds the City’s standard of LOS C. The
Specific Plan would have a potentially significant impact at the intersections of Santa Rosa Road
at Adolfo Road during the AM peak hour. The remaining study intersections would operate at
acceptable LOS C or better during the AM and PM peak hour under existing plus Specific Plan
conditions. Figure 4.154 shows the Existing plus Specific Plan ADT volumes.
The Specific Plan’s impact at the intersection of Santa Rosa Road and Adolfo Road under
existing plus Specific Plan conditions would cause the intersection to worsen from LOS C to
LOS D during the AM peak hour. The City of Camarillo Circulation Element has identified
improvements for this intersection by providing a southbound rightturn lane, an additional
eastbound lane, and additional eastbound leftturn lane (City of Camarillo General Plan
Circulation Element). These improvements would result in LOS C during the AM peak hour
under existing plus Specific Plan conditions, and, therefore, these improvements that are
planned by the City would address this Specific Plan impact on existing conditions. Future
Specific Plan applicants would be required to pay their fair share of fees to fund these
improvements pursuant to Municipal Code Chapter 11.68.
The three CMP intersections would operate at acceptable LOS under existing plus Specific Plan
conditions. Overall, impacts would be less than significant.
Table 4.15-4
Existing Plus Specific Plan Conditions
Existing No Specific Plan

Intersection

Existing Plus Specific Plan

Exceeds
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour Threshold
?
V/C Ratio /LOS V/C Ratio /LOS V/C Ratio /LOS V/C Ratio /LOS

U.S. 101 NB (Lewis Road) &
Daily Drive

.42/A

.56/A

.45/A

.59/A

N

U.S. 101 SB (Lewis Road) &

.54/A

.52/A

.56/A

.60/A

N
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Table 4.15-4
Existing Plus Specific Plan Conditions
Existing No Specific Plan

Intersection

Existing Plus Specific Plan

Exceeds
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour Threshold
?
V/C Ratio /LOS V/C Ratio /LOS V/C Ratio /LOS V/C Ratio /LOS

Ventura Boulevard
Lewis Road & Pleasant
Valley Road*

.43A

.51/A

.63/B

..71/C

N

Flynn Road & Mission Oaks
Boulevard

.64/B

.54/A

.64/B

.57/A

N

Dawson Drive & Petit Drive

.50/A

.42/A

.51/A

.42/A

N

Mission Oaks Boulevard &
Adolfo Road

.61/B

.53/A

.65/B

.58/A

N

Santa Rosa Road & Upland
Road

.75/C

.74/C

.77/C

.75/C

N

Santa Rosa Road & Oak
Canyon Road

.66/B

.55/A

.71/C

.58/A

N

Santa Rosa Road &
Woodcreek Road

.68/B

.60/A

.74/C

.62/B

N

Santa Rosa Road & Los
Pueblos Drive

.75/C

.69/B

.80/C

.73/C

N

Santa Rosa Road & Adolfo
Road

.77/C

.66/B

.87/D

.73/C

Y

Santa Rosa Road &
Verdugo Way

.65/B

.63/B

.73/C

.69/B

N

Santa Rosa Road /Pleasant
Valley Road & U.S. 101 NB*

.54/A

.61/B

.75/C

.77/C

N

Santa Rosa Road /Pleasant
Valley Road & U.S. 101 SB*

.60/A

.66/B

.73/C

.70/B

N

Pleasant Valley Road &
Ridge View Street

.50/A

.47/A

.74/C

.78/C

N

Pleasant Valley Road &
Pancho Road

.52/A

.49/A

.78/C

.74/C

N

Camarillo Springs Road &
U.S. 101 NB

.26/A

.38/A

.44/A

.49/A

N

Camarillo Springs Road &
U.S. 101 SB

.24/A

.35/A

.41/A

.58/A

N

Camarillo Springs Road &
Ridge View Street

.26/A

.29/A

.42/A

.49/A

N

V/C = volume-to-capacity; LOS = level of service
*CMP Location

Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is required as planned improvements by the City
would reduce impacts to a less than significant level.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts would be less than significant without
mitigation.
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Impact T2

Traffic generated by buildout of the proposed Specific Plan
when added to cumulative (2030) traffic conditions would result
in future levels of service that exceed City thresholds at three
intersections. Mitigation would reduce impacts at all three of
these intersections below City thresholds. Therefore, impacts
would be Class II, significant but mitigable.

As shown in Table 4.155, the proposed Specific Plan would have an impact at three
intersections under cumulative plus Specific Plan conditions. Under cumulative plus Specific
Plan conditions, the Specific Plan would have a significant impact at the Lewis Road/Pleasant
Valley Road intersection during the PM peak hour, the Santa Rosa Road/Upland Road
intersection during the AM and PM peak hour, and the Pleasant Valley Road/Pancho Road
intersection during the PM peak hour. Cumulative (year 2030) with and without plus Specific
Plan ADT volumes are illustrated in Figures 4.155 and 4.156.
At the intersection of Lewis Road and Pleasant Valley Road under cumulative (year 2030)
conditions, the Specific Plan would cause the intersection to worsen from LOS C to LOS D
during the PM peak hour, which exceeds the City’s LOS C standard. At the intersection of
Santa Rosa Road and Upland Drive, the intersection would operate at LOS E during the AM
peak hour and LOS D during the PM peak hour without the proposed Specific Plan, which
exceeds the City’s LOS C standard. The Specific Plan would worsen the ICU values at this
location and, hence, would exceed the City’s threshold during the AM and PM peak hour.
Buildout of the Specific Plan would cause the intersection of Pleasant Valley Road and Pancho
Road under cumulative conditions to worsen from LOS B to LOS D during the PM peak hour
under cumulative (year 2030) plus Specific Plan conditions.
The three CMP intersections would operate at acceptable LOS under longrange conditions.
The intersection of Lewis Road and Pleasant Valley Road would operate at LOS D during the
PM peak hour, which is an acceptable LOS under CMP guidelines. Overall, impacts would be
potentially significant.
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Table 4.15-5
Cumulative (Year 2030) With and Without Specific Plan

Intersection

Cumulative Without Specific
Cumulative With Specific
Plan
Plan
Exceeds
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour Threshold
?
V/C Ratio
V/C Ratio
V/C Ratio
V/C Ratio
/LOS
/LOS
/LOS
/LOS

U.S. 101 NB (Lewis Road) &
Daily Drive

.56/A

.65/B

.57/A

.65/B

N

U.S. 101 SB (Lewis Road) &
Ventura Boulevard

.62/B

.61/B

.64/B

.63/B

N

Lewis Road & Pleasant Valley
Road*

.74/C

.77/C

.79/C

.84/D

Y

Flynn Road & Mission Oaks
Boulevard

.75/C

.68/B

.76/C

.68/B

N

Dawson Drive & Petit Street

.66/B

.51/A

.67/B

.54/A

N

Mission Oaks Boulevard &
Adolfo Road

.69/B

.59/A

.72/C

.61/B

N

Santa Rosa Road & Upland
Road

.91/E

.89/D

.93/E

.90/D

Y

Santa Rosa Road & Oak
Canyon Road

.70/B

.64/B

.73/C

.64/B

N

Santa Rosa Road & Woodcreek
Road

.73/C

.64/B

.73/C

.65/B

N

Santa Rosa Road & Los
Pueblos Drive

.78/C

.74/C

.79/C

.74/C

N

Santa Rosa Road & Adolfo
Road

.78/C

.74/C

.78/C

.75/C

N

Santa Rosa Road & Verdugo
Way

.70/B

.74/C

.69/B

.74/C

N

Santa Rosa Road /Pleasant
Valley Road & U.S. 101 NB*

.54/A

.62/B

.61/B

.66/B

N

Santa Rosa Road /Pleasant
Valley Road & U.S. 101 SB*

.73/C

.80/C

.73/C

.71/C

N

Pleasant Valley Road & Ridge
View Street

.62/B

.57/A

.79/C

.80/C

N

Pleasant Valley Road &
Pancho Road

.66/B

.64/B

.80/C

.82/D

Y

Camarillo Springs Road & U.S.
101 NB

.34/A

.50/A

.49/A

.60/A

N

Camarillo Springs Road & U.S.
101 SB

.32/A

.48/A

.48/A

.67/B

N

Camarillo Springs Road &
Ridge View Street

.34/A

.39/A

.43/A

.57/A

N

V/C = volume-to-capacity; LOS = level of service
*CMP Location
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Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measures would be required to reduce
impacts to the applicable intersection to the extent feasible.
T2(a)

Lewis Road and Pleasant Valley Road. Improvements to mitigate the
impact at this location shall consist of adding a third northbound shared
through land and a second northbound rightturn lane. Because the LOS
deficiency at this location is caused by the proposed Specific Plan, future
applicants will be fully responsible for implementing the impact mitigation
improvements identified here.

T2(b)

Santa Rosa Road and Upland Drive. Improvements to mitigate the Specific
Plan’s impact at this location shall involve adding a second eastbound left
turn lane. Because the intersection is deficient under noSpecific Plan
conditions, the Specific Plan is responsible for its fair share of the cost of the
improvement at Santa Rosa Road and Upland Drive rather than being fully
responsible for implementing the improvement.

T2(c)

Pleasant Valley Road and Pancho Road. Improvements to mitigate the
Specific Plan’s impact at this location shall involve widening Pleasant Valley
Road to three northbound through lanes east of Pancho Road, with the
westbound free rightturn lane at Pancho Road becoming the third
northbound lane, and the addition of a third southbound through lane on
Pleasant Valley Road. The third southbound lane would continue west of
the intersection to east of Callueguas Creek overcrossing (approximately
1,000 feet).

Significance After Mitigation. Mitigation Measure T2(a) would result in LOS C during
the PM peak hour, which would reduce impacts at Lewis Road and Pleasant Valley Road to a
less than significant level. Mitigation Measure T2(b) would result in LOS C during the AM and
PM peak hour under cumulative plus Specific Plan conditions and reduce impacts at Santa Rosa
Road and Upland Drive to a less than significant level. Mitigation measure T2(c) would result
in LOS C during the AM peak hour and LOS B during the PM peak hour under cumulative plus
Specific Plan conditions and thereby reduce impacts at Pleasant Valley Road and Pancho Road
to a less than significant level.
Impact T3

Traffic generated by buildout of the proposed Specific Plan
would not result in levels of service below C on the six on
ramps. However, the U.S. Freeway mainline currently operates
and is projected to cumulatively operate at unacceptable levels
of service in the study area, and the buildout of the Specific
Plan would add traffic to these unacceptable segments.
Therefore, impacts would be Class I, significant and
unavoidable.

The six study intersections at U.S. 101 ramps are under Caltrans jurisdiction and were analyzed
to evaluate potential impacts of the proposed Specific Plan. The HCM intersection delay
methodology was utilized, and Table 4.156 summarizes the LOS for Caltrans intersections
based on vehicle delay. As this table shows, the intersection of Santa Rosa Road/Pleasant
City of Camarillo
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Valley Road at U.S. 101 SB ramps will operate at LOS D during the PM peak hour under
cumulative (year 2030) no Specific Plan conditions; however, with the proposed Specific Plan,
the intersection would operate at acceptable LOS B due to planned improvements. The
remaining intersections will operate at LOS C or better with the proposed Specific Plan and the
Specific Plan alternatives. Therefore, the Specific Plan will have no significant impact on the
Caltrans study intersections.
Table 4.15-6
Caltrans Intersections Conditions
Without Specific
Plan
AM
PM

Intersection

With Specific Plan
AM

PM

Existing
U.S. 101 NB (Lewis Road) & Daily Drive

10 sec/B

13 sec/B

12 sec/B

15 sec/B

U.S. 101 SB (Lewis Road) & Ventura
Boulevard

26 sec/C

26 sec/C

27 sec/C

29 sec/C

Santa Rosa Road /Pleasant Valley Road
& U.S. 101 NB

14 sec/B

19 sec/B

18 sec/B

20 sec/B

Santa Rosa Road /Pleasant Valley Road
& U.S. 101 SB

24 sec/C

25 sec/C

17 sec/B

18 sec/B

Camarillo Springs Road & U.S. 101 NB

10 sec/A

11 sec/B

11 sec/B

12 sec/B

Camarillo Springs Road & U.S. 101 SB

7 sec/A

8 sec/A

9 sec/A

13 sec/B

Cumulative
U.S. 101 NB (Lewis Road) & Daily Drive

14 sec/B

16 sec/B

15 sec/B

16 sec/B

U.S. 101 SB (Lewis Road) & Ventura
Boulevard

28 sec/C

27 sec/C

28 sec/C

27 sec/C

Santa Rosa Road /Pleasant Valley Road
& U.S. 101 NB

16 sec/B

17 sec/B

14 sec/B

21 sec/C

Santa Rosa Road /Pleasant Valley Road
& U.S. 101 SB

30 sec/C 44 sec/D

14 sec/B

20 sec/B

Camarillo Springs Road & U.S. 101 NB

10 sec/B

12 sec/B

11 sec/B

14 sec/B

Camarillo Springs Road & U.S. 101 SB

8 sec/A

9 sec/A

10 sec/A

19 sec/C

Conejo Creek Specific Plan Traffic Study, Austin-Foust Associates, Inc., October 2011

The Specific Plan’s projected impact on the U.S. 101 Freeway mainline was based on the HCM
Basic Freeway Segments Operational Analysis per Caltrans guidelines. Caltrans considers LOS
C to be the threshold for acceptable level of service on the freeway mainline. Table 4.157
summarizes the results of the freeway analysis (actual LOS calculation worksheets are included
in Appendix C of the Traffic Study). As this table shows, the U.S. 101 Freeway mainline
currently operates at unacceptable LOS D and E in the study area, and the Specific Plan adds
traffic to these unacceptable segments. Under cumulative conditions, the U.S. 101 Freeway
would operate at LOS E and F without the Specific Plan, and the Specific Plan adds traffic to the
segment west of Santa Rosa Road/Pleasant Valley Road and the segment east of Camarillo
Springs Road. Impacts would be potentially significant.
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Table 4.15-7
U.S. 101 Freeway Mainline Level of Service Summary

US-101 Freeway Segment

Without
Specific Plan

With
Specific Plan

ADT

ADT

LOS

LOS

Existing + Specific Plan
West of Santa Rosa/Pleasant Valley

135,000

E

144,000

E

East of Santa Rosa/Pleasant Valley

131,000

D

135,000

E

East of Camarillo Springs

131,000

E

139,000

E

2030 Plus Specific Plan
West of Santa Rosa/Pleasant Valley

174,000

F

183,000

F

East of Santa Rosa/Pleasant Valley

179,000

F

178,000

F

East of Camarillo Springs

182,000

F

186,000

F

Conejo Creek Specific Plan Traffic Study, Austin-Foust Associates, Inc., October 2011

Mitigation Measures. The following mitigation measure would reduce impacts to the
on/off ramps of the U.S. 101 northbound mainline, and thereby indirectly reduce traffic
congestion on the U.S. 101 mainline.
T3

U.S. 101 Northbound Auxiliary Lane. The project applicant shall fully fund
construction of an auxiliary lane on the U.S. 101 northbound mainline. The
auxiliary lane shall be constructed between interchanges from Santa Rosa
Road/Pleasant Valley Road to Flynn Road; from Lewis Road to Carmen
Drive; and from Carmen Drive to Las Posas Road. The auxiliary lane shall
be constructed and operational prior to occupancy clearance for the first
phase of Specific Plan implementation. The applicant shall be responsible
for all implementation costs.

Significance After Mitigation. The traffic study prepared for the proposed Specific Plan
analyzed the construction of an auxiliary lane to mitigate the proposed Specific Plan’s impacts
to the northbound mainline U.S. 101. The auxiliary lane would improve LOS on U.S. 101
northbound on/off ramp lanes, as shown in Table 4.158. This improvement would reduce
vehicle queuing at the signaled on/off ramp intersections and thereby indirectly reduce
congestion along U.S. 101 mainline. However, traffic generated by the proposed Specific Plan
would continue to contribute to unacceptable LOS along the U.S. 101 mainline. The U.S. 101
mainline is expected to continue to operate at LOS F with implementation of the Specific Plan
and construction of the auxiliary lane. In addition, improvements that fall within Caltrans
jurisdiction (i.e. the auxiliary lane) would be subject to Caltrans approval and therefore timing
and implementation of any improvements within Caltrans jurisdiction cannot be assured at this
time. Therefore, impacts to U.S. 101 mainline would be Class I, significant and unavoidable.
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Table 4.15-8
US-101 NB Auxiliary Lane LOS with Project
Existing Off/On Ramps Lanes
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
Diverge
Merge
Diverge
Merge
Mainline Segment
Santa
Rosa/Pleasant
Valley Road to
Flynn Road
Lewis Road to
Carmen Drive
Carmen Drive to
Las Posas Road

(Off-Ramp) (On-Ramp) (Off-Ramp) (On-Ramp)

With Proposed Auxiliary
Lane
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
Weave

Weave

D

D

D

D

D

C

D

D

D

D

C

C

D

C

D

C

C

C

Caltrans, as the lead agency for the auxiliary lane, would be expected to perform subsequent
environmental review to address and analyze potential impacts of construction of the auxiliary
lane; however, potential secondary impacts associated with the auxiliary lane mitigation
measure are discussed below.
Implementation of the auxiliary lane may require the acquisition of additional rightofway and
may result in environmental impacts related to site preparation, including tree and vegetation
removal, demolition of existing structures, and grading, as well as construction impacts. Issue
areas of concern would include aesthetics, air quality, biological resources, cultural resources,
hazards and hazardous materials, hydrology and water quality, and noise.
Aesthetics. Aesthetic impacts associated with the construction of the auxiliary lane
would generally occur near or within the existing freeway mainline rightofway, which is not
considered or designated as a visual resource. The expanded freeway structure would not
block existing views of the mountains or vistas of agricultural lands or historic structures, as the
auxiliary lane would primarily be a horizontal expansion of the freeway structure. The
character of the area would not be significantly altered, as the auxiliary lane would be
consistent with the existing built environment of the area.
Construction of the auxiliary lane would require the removal of existing trees and vegetation
along the north side of U.S. 101, potentially including portions of a row of mature and large
stature eucalyptus trees between Calleguas Creek and Lewis Road. Removal of this visual
resource would be a potentially significant impact, and mitigation measures would be required.
AES4(a)

Avoidance of Tree Removal During Auxiliary Lane Construction.
The auxiliary lane shall be designed to avoid removal of mature
eucalyptus trees adjacent to the auxiliary lane alignment between
Calleguas Creek and Lewis Road to the extent feasible. Final plans
for the auxiliary lane shall include an exhibit prepared by a
qualified arborist and submitted for review and approval by the
Community Development Director indicating which trees would be
retained and which removed or encroached upon to the point where
their longterm survival would be substantially diminished.
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AES4(b)

Replacement of Trees Removed During Auxiliary Lane
Construction. Prior to the commencement of tree removal for the
auxiliary lane adjacent to the auxiliary lane alignment between
Calleguas Creek and Lewis Road, a qualified arborist or landscape
architect shall prepare a tree replacement plan for review and
approval by the Community Development Director. Trees shall be
replaced at a minimum ration of 1:1 of similar species to those
removed, and the plan shall include specifications for a minimum
threeyear monitoring and maintenance program to help ensure
survival at a 1:1 ratio.

As most of the trees are far enough from the edge of the freeway to be retained, including the
larger of the trees, it is expected that the trees to remain in combination with the required
replacement trees and maintenance program would result in a generally sufficient retention of
the visual resource and a less than significant impact after mitigation.
Air Quality. Construction of the auxiliary lane would result in temporary emissions
from construction equipment and ground disturbing activities such as grading. Mitigation
measures AQ2 a and b identified in Section 4.3, Air Quality, would be required to reduce
emissions during construction, such as dust control measures and equipment emissions
controls. Construction related emissions would be expected to be less than significant with
mitigation.
The intention of the auxiliary lane is to reduce traffic congestion and thereby reduce vehicle
idling time and associated emissions. Construction of the auxiliary lane is expected to reduce
overall vehicle emissions and incrementally improve air quality. Operational air quality
impacts would be less than significant.
Biological Resources. Construction of the auxiliary lane may require acquisition of
additional rightofway. Widening of U.S. 101 along the auxiliary lane segments would
encroach into or require removal of existing eucalyptus trees and other mostly nonnative tree
and plant species. The eucalyptus trees may contain nesting birds, and other potential sensitive
plant or animal species have the potential to occur within these areas. Mitigation measures
BIO2 and BIO3(h) identified in Section 4.4, Biological Resources, would be required to reduce
potential impacts to plant and animal species.
In addition, U.S. 101 passes over Conjeo Creek approximately 1.5 miles north of Pleasant Valley
Road. Construction of the auxiliary lane may require widening of the U.S. 101 bridge over
Conjeo Creek. Creek channel modifications or temporary disturbances associated with
construction of the auxiliary lane may result in impacts to sensitive wetland and riparian
habitat, such as Southern Riparian Scrub, Southern Riparian Forest, and Coastal and Valley
Freshwater Marsh if such habitat is present in the areas of disturbance. Creek modifications
could potentially impact sensitive animal species, such as the arroyo chub, twostriped garter
snake, least Bell’s vireo and pond turtle if present. Impacts to Calleguas Creek, as well as to
riparian vegetation and sensitive animal species associated with creek, are regulated by the
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control
Board (LARWQCB) , and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG). Within
City of Camarillo
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Ventura County, the Ventura County Watershed Protection Agency (VCWPA) also has
regulatory authority over Calleguas Creek. Any proposed modifications to Calleguas Creek
would require review by each of these agencies prior to implementation. Permits would be
required from the LARWQCB, CDFG, and VCWPD for the extent of the reaches in which
modification would occur. A permit may be required from USACE specifically for those areas
where modifications would require deposition of fill materials within the creek. Mitigation
measures BIO1 through BIO4 would apply to reduce impacts to wetland and habitat areas
associated with bridge widening over Calleguas Creek.
The general area of anticipated disturbance is not located within a habitat conservation plan
area. Therefore, the auxiliary lane would not conflict with an existing habitat conservation plan.
Cultural Resources. Construction of the auxiliary lane may require acquisition of
additional rightofway. Widening of U.S. 101 along the auxiliary lane segments would
encroach into areas that are currently undeveloped. However, the auxiliary lane would be
constructed in an area adjacent to the existing U.S. 101 mainline that has been disturbed by
previous grading and construction activity for the freeway and associated improvements.
Impacts related to cultural resources would nevertheless be potentially significant due to the
possibility that some resources may remain underground at affected locations. Mitigation
Measure CR1, identified in Section 4.5, Cultural Resources, requiring specific procedures to be
followed in the event that resources are discovered during grading and cultural resources
monitoring by a professional archeologist or Native American monitor during grading would
reduce potential impacts to less than significant levels.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials. Surficial soil adjacent to U.S. 101 where the auxiliary
lane could be expanded could contain aerially deposited lead. Existing or historic land uses
within or adjacent to these areas could also have introduced soil or groundwater contamination
within work areas. This could result in health risks to construction workers or the public
during grading for the auxiliary lane. Mitigation measures HAZ2 and HAZ3 as identified in
Section 4.8 Hazards and Hazardous Materials would be required. Impacts would be less than
significant with mitigation.
Hydrology and Water Quality. Construction of the auxiliary lane would require
grading and thereby expose soils to wind and water erosion. This could temporarily result in
sedimentation of nearby drainages and creeks and impair water quality. Regulations under the
federal Clean Water Act and California state law require construction activity that disturbs
more than one acre to comply with the NPDES State General Construction Permit. Should the
auxiliary lane disturb more than one acre, potential construction impacts would be mitigated by
existing regulations and impacts would be less than significant.
The auxiliary lane would be located in an area characterized by both pervious and impervious
surfaces. Stormwater runoff from the auxiliary lane would likely utilize existing drainage
infrastructure. Specific drainage improvements would be determined once sitespecific plans
have been developed and would be sized accordingly to accommodate any addition
stormwater flow. Impacts to hydrology would be less than significant.
Noise. Construction of the auxiliary lane would generate temporary noise and
groundborne vibration. The operation of heavy equipment during construction would result in
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temporary increases in noise in the immediate vicinity of the construction area. The highest
noise levels and vibrations would generally occur during grading, excavation and foundation
development, which involve the use of such equipment as backhoes, bulldozers, shovels, and
frontend loaders. Existing residential sensitive receptors to the north of U.S. 101 between
Flynn Road and Carmen Lane would be exposed to this construction noise and vibration.
However, constructionrelated noise and groundborne vibrations would be temporary and
intermittent in nature and would not result in longterm noise impacts, and construction hours
would be limited by the Camarillo Municipal Code to the hours of 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. when
residences are typically the least sensitive to noise. The following additional mitigation
measures to minimize construction noise to the closest sensitive receptors, residences along East
Daily Drive, would also be required.
N5(a)

Auxiliary Lane Construction  Heavy Truck Restrictions. Contractor
shall direct off site heavy truck activities to avoid East Daly Road
between Raemere Street and in Mobil Avenue adjacent residential
areas.

N5(b)

Auxiliary Lane Construction  Staging Area. Contractor shall provide
staging areas on site as feasible to minimize offsite transportation of
heavy construction equipment. These areas shall be located to
maximize the distance between activity and sensitive receptors. This
would reduce noise levels associated with most types of idling
construction equipment.

N5(c)

Auxiliary Lane Construction  Diesel Equipment Mufflers. All diesel
equipment shall be operated with closed engine doors and shall be
equipped with factory recommended mufflers.

N5(d)

Auxiliary Lane Construction  ElectricallyPowered Tools and
Facilities. Electrical power shall be used to run air compressors and
similar power tools and to power any temporary structures, such as
construction trailers or caretaker facilities, to the extent feasible.

N5(e)

Auxiliary Lane Construction  Additional Noise Attenuation
Techniques. For all noisegenerating construction activity on the
project site, additional noise attenuation techniques shall be employed
to reduce noise levels. Such techniques shall include, but are not
limited to, the use of sound blankets on noise generating equipment
and the construction of temporary sound barriers between construction
sites and nearby sensitive receptors.

The auxiliary lane would also bring traffic closer to existing sensitive receptors along East Daly
Road adjacent to the northbound U.S. 101 mainline, several of which are within approximately
75 feet of the existing travel lanes. Operational noise impacts would therefore be potentially
significant, and mitigation would be required.
N6

Auxiliary Lane/East Daily Drive Sound Barrier. Traffic noise from the
auxiliary lane shall be reduced to residences along East Daily Drive
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through the construction of a berm and/or sound barriers between the
residences and the auxiliary lane. The height, location and materials of
the sound barrier shall be designed to reduce noise to the extent feasible
and shall be included in final plans for the auxiliary lane improvements.
Depending on the final design and location of the auxiliary lane, residual operational noise
impacts may remain significant and unavoidable.
Impact T4

Future development anticipated under the proposed Specific
Plan would be consistent with the City’s General Plan and
Bicycle Master Plan by developing bicycle and pedestrian
facilities. Public transit facilities would be installed on an as
needed basis. Impacts would be Class III, less than
significant.

The City’s General Plan Circulation Element (2000) and Bikeway Master Plan (1999) identify a
bikeway to be developed along Pleasant Valley Road in the plan area. The proposed Specific
Plan includes a Class I bike path and multiuse trail along this roadway to accommodate both
bicycles and pedestrians. The Specific Plan would also provide additional facilities to
accommodate cyclists and pedestrians. The Specific Plan includes a bike lane and trail network
that is intended to promote walking and biking within the community. Figure 28 in Section
2.0, Project Description, illustrates the proposed Bike Lanes & Trail Network plan. The primary
open space component of this network is a 12foot wide multiuse trail that runs the entire
length of the Calleguas Creek and Conejo Creek Bypass Channel. A Class I bike path is
proposed for Pleasant Valley Road from Calleguas Creek to the primary entrance at Pleasant
Valley Road and Ridgeview Street. Within the Specific Plan area, a combination of bike lanes
and an 8foot asphalt bike path along the U.S. 101 Freeway landscape berm would create a five
mile perimeter “loop trail.” Set within a 30 to 100foot wide greenbelt area, the multiuse trail
would provide direct connection to the existing and proposed Calleguas Creek trail. In
addition, the entire Specific Plan area would be interconnected by sidewalks along public
streets, pedestrian and bike paths within greenbelts, and bike lanes on major public streets.
Public plazas and gathering places in the commercial mixed use area and Adohr Mixeduse area
would be designed for easy access to the pedestrian network.
Regarding public transportation, CAT and VISTA provide public transit within the City of
Camarillo. The bus routes follow major arterial roadways, serving commercial and
employment centers. The routes and stops needed to serve the Specific Plan would be based on
demand for public transit and would be evaluated and implemented by CAT and VISTA as
development occurs under the Specific Plan. This would assure that adequate public transit is
provided within the Specific Plan area. As such, the proposed Specific Plan would not conflict
with, degrade or decrease the safety of planned public transportation. Future transit
improvements would be subject to subsequent environmental review, wherein potential
impacts would be addressed. Overall, impacts would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts to alternative transportation facilities would be
less than significant without mitigation.
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4.16 UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
This section analyzes potential impacts to City utilities and service systems, including water
supply and associated conveyance infrastructure, wastewater conveyance and treatment
infrastructure and capacity, and solid waste disposal systems. Water supply impacts are based
on the Water Supply Assessment (Appendix G to this EIR) prepared for the proposed Specific
Plan. For discussion of storm drainage infrastructure and associated water quality impacts,
please refer to Section 4.9, Hydrology and Water Quality.

4.16.1 Setting
a. Water. The Camrosa Water District would provide water service to the project area.
The Camrosa Water District and the City of Camarillo currently work with a mix of public and
private purveyors regarding local groundwater management programs and regional imported
water supply issues. Water sources include imported water from the Metropolitan Water District
(MWD) of Southern California sold to Camrosa through wholesaler Calleguas Municipal Water
District (CMWD), wells in the Tierra Rejada, Santa Rosa, and Pleasant Valley groundwater basins,
and nonpotable recycled water from the Conejo Creek Diversion Project and the Camrosa Water
Reclamation Facility.
Table 4.161 provides a summary of water supply sources for the City, projected for the years
2010 through 2035. These projected water supplies include water from the Metropolitan Water
District as well as the aforementioned groundwater basins and water recycling facilities. With
the City’s combination of State Water provided through CMWD, groundwater provided by
wells in the Tierra Rejada, Santa Rosa and Pleasant Valley groundwater basins, and the non
potable recycled water from the Conejo Creek Diversion Project and the Camrosa Water
Reclamation Facility, the City currently (2010) has a water supply of 19,561 acre feet per year
(AFY). This supply is projected to increase to 27,141 AFY in 2015 and 30,569 AFY by 2035 due
to the following factors:
increased imports from CMWD (2010 was an exceptionally wet year and imports
were unusually low);
beginning of production from the Perched Zone;
construction of a second well in the Tierra Rejada Basin;
groundwater reclamation projects in the Santa Rosa Basin;
an increase in Camrosa’s Fox Canyon GMA credit allocation as a result of additional
development within the District that would increase supply from the Pleasant Valley
Basin; and
increased availability of nonpotable water from the Hill Canyon Wastewater
Treatment Plant (HCWWTP), Camrosa water reclamation facility (WRF), and
Camarillo Sanitary District (CSD) wastewater treatment facility (WTF).
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Table 4.16-1
Current and Projected Normal Year Water Supplies (AFY)
for the Camrosa Water District Service Area
Sources

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

5,639

7,900

7,900

7,900

7,900

7,900

428

928

928

928

928

928

2,312

3,530

3,530

3,530

3,530

4,650

807

860

935

935

935

935

0

1,120

1,620

1,620

1,620

1,620

9,186

14,338

14,913

14,913

14,913

16,033

HCWWTP (surface)

8,853

10,667

10,667

10,667

10,667

10,667

Camrosa WRF (recycled)

1,522

1,696

1,870

2,044

2,044

2,044

0

440

680

1,070

1,430

1,825

10,375

12,803

13,217

13,781

14,141

14,536

19,561

27,141

28,130

28,694

29,054

30,569

Potable Water Supply
CMWD
Tierra Rejada Basin
Santa Rosa Basin
Pleasant Valley Basin
Perched Zone
Potable Water Subtotal
Non-Potable Water Supply

CSD WTF (recycled)
Non-Potable Water Subtotal
Total (Potable + Non-Potable)

Sources: Water Supply Assessment (Appendix G); Camrosa Water District UWMP, 2010

As indicated in Tables 4.162 through 4.164, Camrosa is currently able to supply enough total
water to meet projected demand within the City of Camarillo through the year 2035 under normal,
single dry year, and multiple dry year scenarios.
The Camrosa Water District’s existing water distribution system consists of approximately 190
miles of 6inch through 20inch diameter pipelines, which include eight (US 101) freeway
crossings. Other components of the water distribution system include: six reservoirs (four above
ground and two underground) with a total combined capacity of 13.4 million gallons, four
groundwater wells, eight connections for importing water from CMWD, three pumping stations,
and 11 pressure reducing valve locations.
b. Wastewater. Wastewater generated within the Specific Plan area would be treated
by the Camarillo Sanitary District (CSD). Wastewater would flow to the 20acre Camarillo
Sanitary District Water Treatment Plant (CSDWTP), located adjacent to the southeastern
boundary of the Plan Area along Conejo Creek. The CSDWTP is a tertiary treatment facility
with a current capacity of 6.75 million gallons per day (MGD). Current average daily inflows at
the plant are 4 MGD (CSDWTP, 2010). Tertiary treatment includes the removal of suspended
solids remaining in effluents from secondary biological wastewater treatment processes and a
ninety minute contact time for disinfecting purposes. Secondary treatment includes treating the
sludge in anaerobic digesters and dewatering in drying beds. Treated effluent that is not
reclaimed is discharged to Conejo Creek.
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Table 4.16-2
Normal Year Projected Supply/Demand Comparison (AFY)
2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

Projected Supply

12,926

13,501

13,501

13,501

14,173

Projected Demand

11,238

10,921

10,585

9,868

9,781

1,688

2,580

2,916

3,633

4,392

Projected Supply

14,215

14,629

15,193

15,553

16,396

Projected Demand

7,642

8,800

9,652

10,415

10,415

6,114

5,829

5,541

5,138

5,981

Potable Water

Surplus
Non-Potable Water

Surplus

Total Water (Potable + Non-Potable Water)
Projected Supply

27,141

28,130

28,694

29,054

30,569

Projected Demand

18,203

18,990

19,464

19,475

19,475

8,938

9,140

9,230

9,579

11,094

Surplus

Source: Water Supply Assessment (Appendix G) as provided by Camrosa Water District UWMP,
2010

Table 4.16-3
Single Dry Year Projected Supply/Demand Comparison (AFY)
2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

Supply

12,296

13,501

13,501

13,501

14,173

Demand

11,912

11,576

11,220

10,461

10,368

1,014

1,925

2,281

3,040

3,805

14,215

14,629

15,193

15,553

16,396

8,101

9,328

10,231

11,040

11,040

6,114

5,301

4,962

4,513

5,356

Potable Water

Surplus
Non-Potable Water
Supply
Demand
Surplus

Total Water (Potable + Non-Potable Water)
Supply
Demand
Surplus

27,141

28,130

28,694

29,054

30,569

19,296

20,129

20,632

20,643

20,643

7,845

8,001

8,062

8,411

9,926

Source: Water Supply Assessment (Appendix G) as provided by Camrosa Water District UWMP, 2010
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Table 4.16-4
Multiple Dry Year Projected Supply/Demand Comparison (AFY)
2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

12,926

13,501

13,501

13,501

14,173

11,912

11,576

11,220

10,461

10,368

1,014

1,925

2,281

3,040

3,805

Supply

14,215

14,629

15,193

15,553

16,396

Demand

9,018

10,384

11,389

12,290

12,290

5,197

4,245

3,804

3,263

4,106

Potable Water
Supply
Demand
Surplus
Non-Potable Water

Surplus

Total Water (Potable + Non-Potable Water)
Supply

27,141

28,130

28,694

29,054

30,569

Demand

20,752

21,648

22,189

22,201

22,201

6,389

6,482

6,505

6,853

8,368

Surplus

Source: Water Supply Assessment (Appendix G) as provided by Camrosa Water District UWMP, 2010

Wastewater is transported to the treatment plant via the existing collection system that runs
throughout the City. This system consists of gravity sewer lines, pump stations and force main
lines. The gravity system includes approximately 150 miles of pipes that range in size from 6 to
26 inches in diameter. There are four main pump stations that are capable of pumping from
3,975 to 9,300 gallons per minute. The pump stations discharge into force main lines. There are
approximately 7.5 miles of these pipes leading to the treatment plant (City of Camarillo, 2011).
Within the Specific Plan area, existing wastewater conveyance is accomplished through a series
of gravity sewer lines with pump stations and force main lines west of Calleguas Creek.
Existing wastewater lines to the project site are situated within the Pancho Road industrial area.
c. Solid Waste Disposal. Solid waste disposal services in the City of Camarillo are
provided by private contract through E.J. Harrison & Sons (City of Camarillo, 2011). Solid waste
collected in Camarillo is taken to the Gold Coast Recycling Facility in Ventura where
recoverable materials are removed from the waste stream for recycling (E.J. Harrison & Sons,
2011). Typical recyclable materials include aluminum, glass, paper, metals, plastics, cardboard,
and yard waste. Materials not recovered at this facility are transported to the landfills described
below.
Landfills. The City of Camarillo is served by four landfills; Calabasas Sanitary Landfill,
Chiquita Canyon Sanitary Landfill, Simi Valley Landfill and Toland Landfill. The Calabasas
Sanitary Landfill is located at 5300 Lost Hills Road in Calabasas. The landfill has a permitted
daily intake of 3,500 tons per day and currently receives 1,044 tons per day. The Chiquita
Canyon Sanitary Landfill is located at 29201 Henry Mayo Drive in the City of Valencia. The
landfill has a permitted daily intake 6,000 tons per day and currently receives 2,645 tons per
day. The Simi Valley Landfill is located at 2801 Madera Road, in Simi Valley. The landfill has a
permitted daily intake of 3,000 tons and currently receives 2,294 tons per day. The Toland
landfill is located at 3500 Toland Road in Santa Paula. The landfill has a permitted daily intake
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of 1,500 tons/day and currently receives an average of 1,075 tons per day. Table 4.165
summarizes the capacity and intake of each landfill.
Table 4.16-5
Existing Landfill Capacity and Intake
Landfill

Estimated
Closure
Date

Permitted max
daily intake
(tons/day)

Average
Daily Intake
(tons/day)

Remaining
Permitted Daily
Intake (tons/day)

Calabasas Sanitary
Landfill

2028

3,500

1,044

2,456

Chiquita Canyon
Sanitary Landfill

2019

6,000

2,645

3,355

Simi Valley Landfill

2034

3,000

2,294

706

Toland Road Landfill

2027

1,500

1,075

425

14,000

7,058

6,942

Totals

Source: Final Environmental Impact Report, City of Camarillo Tentative Tract 5812, Springville LLC
SCH#2010081043, June 2011.

Regulatory Setting. The California Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989 (State
Assembly Bill 939) required all cities and counties to develop a Source Reduction and Recycling
Element (SRRE) for diverting 50% of their solid waste (based on 1990 levels) from landfills by
the year 2000. The purpose of AB 939 is to “reduce, recycle, and reuse solid waste generated in
the State to the maximum extent feasible.” The City of Camarillo’s waste diversion programs
include both residential and business recycling, school education programs, green recycling,
and wood and grass recycling. As of 2006, the City of Camarillo diverted 66% of all solid waste
from landfills. However, as of 2007 diversion rates are no longer used as measurements for
determining consistency with AB 939. With the passage of SB 1016, the Per Capita Disposal
Measurement System, only per capita disposal rates are measured. For 2007 and subsequent
years, CalRecycle compares reported disposal tons to population to calculate per capita disposal
expressed in pounds per person per day. The City of Camarillo has a target residential disposal
rate of 7.7 pounds per person per day and employee disposal of 14.1pounds per person per day.
As of 2010, the City of Camarillo has a disposal rate of 3.7 pounds per resident per day and 8
pounds per employee per day, thus the City currently meets its disposal target (CalRecycle,
2011).

4.16.2 Environmental Impact Analysis
a. Methodology and Significance Thresholds.
Methodology.
Water. Water demand was estimated using factors from the Camrosa Water District’s
Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) (2010) and the City of Camarillo’s UWMP (2010).
Wastewater. Impacts regarding wastewater were based on generation factors from the
Camarillo Sanitary District’s Manual of Standard Specifications Design and Construction
Standards and current wastewater infrastructure capacity. Table 4.167 lists wastewater
generation factors applied to new development in the proposed Specific Plan area.
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Solid Waste. Solid waste generation was estimated using factors from the Department of
Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle). Estimated generation was compared to the
existing capacities of area recycling facilities and landfills and current solid waste generation to
determine if existing services would be able to accommodate the solid waste from future
development facilitated by the Specific Plan.
Significance Thresholds. The following questions from Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines
are used to assess the potential for significant environmental impacts related to utilities and service
systems. Would the project:
Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Water Quality Control
Board?
Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment facilities
or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects?
Require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects?
Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed?
Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or may
serve the project that it has adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand
in addition to the provider’s existing commitments?
Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs?
Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste?
b. Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
Impact UTL1 Development facilitated by the Specific Plan would result in
additional water demand of approximately 1,541 acrefeet per
year. Based on the Water Supply Assessment prepared for the
proposed Specific Plan, adequate water supply would be
available to serve development under the proposed Specific
Plan. Therefore, impacts related to water supply would be
Class III, less than significant.
At buildout, the proposed Specific Plan would demand approximately 1,541 AFY including 844
AFY of potable water and 697 AFY of nonpotable water (refer to Appendix G, Water Supply
Assessment for demand calculations). Projected Specific Plan water demand includes 2,500
residential units, 1,770,000 square feet of nonresidential development, as well as associated
landscape irrigation needs of the development within the Specific Plan area.
Table 4.166 provides a comparison of the city’s projected water supply verses the anticipated
phased demand of the proposed Specific Plan under normal year weather conditions, single dry
year weather conditions, and reasonable worst case multiple dry year weather conditions. As
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indicated in Table 4.166, adequate water supply would be available through the year 2030,
under normal, single dry year and multiple dry year scenarios. It should be noted that supply
during single dry years and multiple dry years is constant because CMWD would increase
ground water supply to offset reductions in supply elsewhere.
Table 4.16-6
Phased Demand for the Conejo Creek Specific Plan Compared to
Normal Year, Single Dry Year, and Multiple Dry Year
Projected Surplus Supplies (AFY)
Potable Water Supply
Multiple
Dry
Year

Normal
Year

Single
Dry
Year

Multiple
Dry
Year

1,014

1,014

0

6,114

6,114

5,197

2,580

1,925

1,925

207

5,829

5,301

4,245

822

2,916

2,281

2,281

399

5,541

4,962

3,804

844

3,633

3,040

3,040

697

5,138

4,513

3,263

Normal
Year

Single
Dry
Year

2015

0

1,688

2020

391

2025
2030

Year

Non-Potable Water Supply

Total
Specific Plan
Non-Potable
Water
Demand

Total Specific
Plan Potable
Water
Demand

Existing nonpotable demand generated by agricultural uses within the Specific Plan area totals
1,480 AFY, while potable demand is assumed to be zero. Accounting for existing demand
within the proposed Specific Plan area, the proposed Specific Plan would demand a net
decrease of nonpotable water demand by 783 AFY. Existing overall (potable and nonpotable)
water demand when compared to water demand of the proposed Specific Plan, the proposed
Specific Plan would demand a net increase of 61 AFY (1,541 AFY compared to 1,480 AFY).
Moreover, a portion of the water supply for the project would be groundwater. As
demonstrated above, adequate water supply would be available to serve the project. As result,
no additional groundwater supplies would be necessarily and the project would not adversely
impact or deplete groundwater supplies.
Figures 4.161 and 4.162 show the approximate locations of proposed potable and nonpotable
water conveyance systems. These systems would connect to the City’s existing water
infrastructure and convey water to the Specific Plan area. Necessary upgrades would occur on
an as needed basis and the precise sizing and phasing would be determined as development
under the Specific Plan is proposed in the future. The potential impacts associated with the
installation of these systems are discussed throughout this EIR.
Mitigation Measures. The CWMD would have adequate capacity to serve the water
demands of the proposed Specific Plan. Water conveyance infrastructure would be developed
on an as needed basis. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts to water supply would be less than significant
without mitigation.
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Figure 4.16-1
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Impact UTL2 Development facilitated by the Specific Plan would generate
an estimated 0.8 million gallons of wastewater per day. The
Camarillo Sanitary District Wastewater Treatment Plant has
the capacity to accommodate an additional 2.75 million gallons
per day. Therefore, adequate capacity would be available to
serve the Specific Plan and this impact would be Class III, less
than significant.
Development facilitated by the proposed Specific Plan would generate wastewater effluent. As
shown in Table 4.167, average wastewater flows from buildout of the Specific Plan would total
approximately 0.8 million gallons per day (MGD).
Table 4.16-7
Estimated Wastewater Generation for the Proposed Specific
Plan at Buildout
Land Use

Units

Generation
Factor

Wastewater
Generated
(GPD)

Single-family Residential

975 du

250 GPD /unit

243,750

1,525 du

250 GPD /unit

381,250

0.68 acres
(30,000 sf)

3,000 GPD
/acre

2,040

29.8 acres
(1,300,000 sf)

5,000 GPD
/acre

149,000

10.1 acres
(440,000 sf)

3,000 GPD
/acre

30,300

Multi-family Residential
Institutional
Industrial
Office/Commercial

806,340 GPD
or 0.8 MGD

Total Wastewater Generated

Source: [Camarillo Sanitary District (CSD). Manual of Standard Specifications Design
and Construction Standards. July 2005] * du = dwelling unit; GPD/unit = gallons per day
per unit; GPD/acre=gallons per day per acre, sf = square feet

The Camarillo Sanitary District Wastewater Treatment Plant (CSDWTP) has a current capacity
of 6.75 million gallons per day (MGD) with average daily flows of approximately 4 MGD. Thus,
there is a current surplus capacity of approximately 2.75 MGD. The estimated 0.8 MGD of
wastewater generated by buildout of the Specific Plan would account for approximately 29% of
the CSDWTP’s surplus capacity. Thus, adequate capacity would be available to serve the
proposed Specific Plan.
The wastewater conveyance system would generally be installed in accordance with Figure
4.163. The precise sizing of the wastewater conveyance pipes would be determined at the time
of installation and would be subject to the approval of the City to ensure that the system would
be adequate. Necessary upgrades would occur on an as needed basis and the precise sizing and
phasing would be determined as development under the Specific Plan is proposed in the future.
The potential impacts associated with the installation of these systems are discussed throughout
this EIR.
City of Camarillo
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Figure 4.16-3
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Mitigation Measures. Impacts to wastewater infrastructure and conveyance facilities
would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
Significance After Mitigation. Project impacts to the wastewater infrastructure and
conveyance facilities would be less than significant without mitigation.
Impact UTL3 The proposed project would generate an estimated 3.8 tons of
solid waste per day. This is within the capacity of solid waste
disposal facilities serving the City. Therefore, this impact
would be Class III, less than significant.
Table 4.168 shows the estimated solid waste that would be generated by buildout of the
proposed Specific Plan. Prior to the consideration of any waste reduction efforts, the proposed
Specific Plan would generate a total of approximately 22,625 pounds of solid waste per day or
11.3 tons per day. Assuming a 66% reduction in solid waste generation, consistent with the
latest reported diversion rate of the City of Camarillo, the proposed Specific Plan would
generate an estimated 7,693 pounds of solid waste per day, or 3.8 tons per day. As shown in
Table 4.165 above, the combined remaining daily capacity of the four landfills that would serve
the Specific Plan is 6,492 tons per day. Thus, adequate landfill capacity would be available to
accommodate the proposed Specific Plan.
However, because the Specific Plan is not expected to be fully built out until the year 2030, it is
possible that landfills that would serve the Specific Plan would reach capacity prior to buildout.
Specifically, Calabasas, Chiquita Canyon and Toland landfills have a closure date prior to 2030.
Closure dates vary upon several factors such as diversion rates, solid waste stream flows and
population growth. Therefore, it is possible that as regulatory requirements for solid waste
diversion become more stringent1, the closure date of these landfills could be extended beyond
the currently estimated closure dates. The California Integrated Waste Management Act
requires that jurisdictions prepare a solid waste management plan that plans for at least 15
years into the future. Therefore, the City will be required by state law to begin planning for
solid waste disposal prior these closure dates, which would ensure that adequate solid waste
disposal facilities are available in the future. In addition, should the Simi Valley Landfill, which
has a closure date of 2034, be the only landfill serving the proposed Specific Plan upon buildout,
adequate capacity would be available as the landfill has a remaining daily capacity of 706 tons
per day. Therefore, solid waste impacts would be less than significant.
Table 4.16-8
Projected Solid Waste Generation
Land Use
Single Family
Residential
Multi-Family Residential

Acres/
No. of Units

Generation
a
Rate

Daily Solid
Waste (lbs/day)

Landfilled
Solid Waste
with Diversion

975 du

7.8 lbs/du/day

7,605 lbs/day

2,586 lbs/day

1,525 du

3.6 lbs/du/day

5,490 lbs/day

1,867 lbs/day

b

1

This is evidenced by the recent passage of AB 341 (October, 2011), which establishes a state-wide diversion rate goal of 75% and
mandates that commercial and residential developments of 5 or more units obtain recycling services.
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Table 4.16-8
Projected Solid Waste Generation
Land Use

Acres/
No. of Units

Generation
a
Rate

Daily Solid
Waste (lbs/day)

Landfilled
Solid Waste
with Diversion

30,000 sf

0.007 lbs/sq
ft/day

210 lbs/day

71 lbs/day

1,300,000 sf

5 lbs/1000 sq
ft/day

6,500 lbs/day

2,210 lbs/day

470,000 sf

6lbs/1000 sq
ft/day

2,820 lbs/day

959 lbs/day

22,625 lbs/day
or 11.3 tons/day

7,693 lbs/day
or 3.8 tons/day

Institutional
Industrial
Office/Commercial and
Mixed Use

Totals

b

a Assumes a 66% diversion rate, which is the most recently report diversion rate as determined by
CalRecycle, http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/Profiles/Juris/JurProfile2.asp?RG=C&JURID=69&JUR=Camarillo.
b CIWMB, Estimated Solid Waste Generation Rates, website:
http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/wastechar/wastegenrates/, accessed 10/27/11.
sf = square feet; du = dwelling unit; lbs = pounds

Mitigation Measures. Landfills serving the proposed Specific Plan would have adequate
capacity to accommodate future development under the Specific Plan. No mitigation is
required.
Significance After Mitigation. Impacts to solid waste disposal would be less than
significant without mitigation.
c. Cumulative Impacts.
Water. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including 5,824 additional
residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development, in combination with
the growth associated with the proposed Specific Plan would incrementally increase demand for
water. As discussed above, and shown in Tables 4.161 through 4.164, adequate water supply
would be available to meet demand within the Camrosa Water District Service Area beyond
2030 (General Plan buildout) in normal years, as well as single and multiple dry years. And as
shown in Table 4.167, adequate water supply would also be available to serve the proposed
Specific Plan. As projects are proposed in the future they would be required to install
infrastructure as necessary subject to Camrosa Water District approval. The environmental
impacts associated with the installation of such improvements would be subject to subsequent
environmental review and potential impacts would be addressed accordingly. Therefore,
cumulative impacts to water supply would not be considerable.
Wastewater. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including 5,824 additional
residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development, in combination with
the growth associated with the proposed Specific Plan would incrementally increase demand for
wastewater treatment capacity. Based on the generation rates in Table 4.167, cumulative
residential development would generate approximately 1.4 MGD and cumulative nonresidential
development would generate approximately 0.34 MGD for a total of 1.74 MGD. Wastewater
generated from cumulative development combined with the wastewater generated from the
proposed Specific Plan (0.8MGD) would total 2.54 MGD. The treatment plant currently has the
City of Camarillo
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capacity to accommodate an additional 2.75 MGD, which would be sufficient to handle the
demand from the Specific Plan in combination with cumulative development envisioned in the
General Plan. As projects are proposed in the future they would be required to install
infrastructure as necessary subject to Camarillo Sanitary District approval. The environmental
impacts associated with the installation of such improvements would be subject to subsequent
environmental review and potential impacts would be addressed accordingly. Therefore,
cumulative impacts related to wastewater would not be considerable.
Solid Waste. Cumulative development under the General Plan, including 5,824 additional
residential units and 2.98 million square feet of nonresidential development, in combination with
the growth associated with the proposed Specific Plan would incrementally increase demand for
landfill capacity. Based on the generation rates in Table 4.168, cumulative residential
development would generate approximately 16 tons per day and cumulative nonresidential
development would generate approximately 9 tons per day for a total of 25 tons per day. Solid
waste generated from cumulative development combined with solid waste generated from the
proposed Specific Plan (3.8 tons per day) would total 28.8 tons per day. As shown in Table 4.165
above, the combined remaining daily capacity of the four landfills that serve the City is 6,492
tons per day. Thus, adequate landfill capacity would be available to accommodate cumulative
development.
However, as discussed above, because buildout under the Specific Plan and General Plan is not
expected to occur until the year 2030, it is possible that landfills that serve the City would reach
capacity prior to buildout. The California Integrated Waste Management Act requires that
jurisdictions prepare a solid waste management plan that plans for at least 15 years into the
future. Therefore, the City will be required by state law to begin planning for solid waste
disposal prior these closure dates, which would ensure that adequate solid waste disposal
facilities are available in the future. In addition, should the Simi Valley Landfill, which has a
closure date of 2034, be the only serving the City upon buildout, adequate capacity would be
available as the landfill has a remaining daily capacity of 706 tons per day and cumulative
development would generate 28.8 tons per day. Therefore, cumulative solid waste impacts
would not be considerable.
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